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SUMMARY 

 

Moving away from the traditional focus on teacher feedback, the present study 

investigates student feedback practices as well as teacher and student beliefs in two 

Primary 5 English Language classrooms in Singapore. The study draws on Pollock’s 

(2012) argument about the need for teachers to “ladle differently” - not always giving 

feedback but giving opportunities for students to seek feedback (p. 14). Given the syllabus 

focus (MOE, 2020) on space for students to act on the feedback, and students’ self-

regulated learning, the research is pertinent in the Singapore context. 

 This design-based research (DBR) involves a collaborative intervention focused on 

surfacing the pedagogical reasoning of teachers in designing tasks embedded with 

opportunities for student feedback. The intervention includes two classroom iterations 

(micro-cycles) guided by design principles. Research methods include video-recorded 

classroom observations, teacher interviews and video reflection, and focus group 

discussions with students. I analysed the lesson videos using a coding scheme, which 

incorporated theoretical understandings and insights from the data. To analyse classroom 

participants’ beliefs about feedback, I used an inductive approach (Strauss & Corbin, 

1998) involving open coding and developing categories (Cain, 2012). ‘Episode of 

pedagogical reasoning’ formed the unit of analyses (Horn, 2010) for examining teachers’ 

pedagogical reasoning. 

Based on Hattie and Timperley (2007), students predominantly offered task-level 

feedback. Comparatively, students’ feedback at the process and self-regulation levels was 

far less. Task-level and process-level feedback increased from the preliminary phase to 

the initial iteration but declined subsequently. Criterion-referenced feedback rose from 

the first to the second iteration. Students focused on feedback as improvement, and valued 
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interactive feedback with their teacher. Teachers recognised the potential of feedback to 

improve student performance and their own instructional repertories. However, teachers 

found one-to-one, interactive feedback infeasible. Both students and teachers considered 

peer feedback challenging. Given the focus on verbal student feedback, teachers reasoned 

about the usefulness of documenting student feedback online, difficulties with group 

work, and the need to adhere to curricular content. 

 The findings surface key implications for theory, practice and research. The study 

makes a significant theoretical contribution by mapping feedback as formative 

assessment on to the instructional core (City et al., 2011). It elucidates how task (re)design 

is intertwined with the cyclical loop of feedback and uptake (both explicit and implicit) 

by the student/s and teacher. The study prompts teachers to (re)examine their pre-lesson 

and in class decision-making in terms of how feedback is formatively employed in their 

classroom. The findings point to opportunities for not only students’ verbal feedback but 

also their internal input especially via criterion-referenced feedback (Brookhart, 2008). 

The study surfaces the need to (re)focus on how feedback is received and not merely 

given, and the value of feedback-based interactions. The conceptual framework provides 

researchers meaningful bases for situating where a given classroom intervention lies with 

reference to City et al.’s instructional triangle and broadly, sharpens the lens for 

conceptualising research in instructional contexts. The contextually-sensitive design 

principles elucidate DBR in school settings, facilitating a better understanding of 

enhancing space for student feedback in Singapore classrooms. 
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CHAPTER 1 

BACKGROUND TO THE RESEARCH PROBLEM 

 

In this initial chapter, I provide an overview of the study and the background to the present 

design-based research. The issue in focus, a statement of the research problem, and the 

research questions are highlighted. I focus on the increasing emphasis on the formative 

role of feedback in student learning. To situate the present focus, a brief discussion of 

Singapore’s educational context is included. The potentially significant contributions 

from the study are highlighted. The chapter concludes with definitions of key terms, my 

interest in and position to the research study as well as an outline of the organisation of 

the thesis. 

 

 

1.1 Overview of the study 

The present study investigates students’ feedback practices as well as student and teacher 

beliefs in English Language (EL) classrooms in Singapore. It involves a collaborative 

intervention focused on surfacing the pedagogical reasoning of teachers in designing 

tasks embedded with opportunities for student feedback in the classroom. Feedback plays 

a formative role in student learning (Butler & Winne, 1995; Chappuis et al., 2012; Hattie 

& Gan, 2011; Hattie & Timperley, 2007; Kluger & DeNisi, 1996; Shute, 2008) and the 

focus traditionally, has been on the teacher’s feedback. Students tend to be viewed as 

recipients (Hyland & Hyland, 2006) rather than as active agents in the feedback process 

(Lantolf & Pavlenko, 2001).  The study draws on Pollock’s (2012) argument that teachers 

need to “ladle differently” by recognising the flip - not always giving feedback but giving 

opportunities for students to learn to seek feedback for themselves (p. 14). Given the focus 
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of the EL syllabus (MOE, 2020) on creating space for students to act on the feedback, 

and guiding students to self-regulate their learning, the research is pertinent in the 

Singapore context.  

 This design-based research (DBR) study involves a collaborative intervention, 

which focuses on surfacing the pedagogical reasoning of teachers in setting up and 

implementing tasks embedded with opportunities for student feedback. Other than 

ascertaining the shifts, if any, in student feedback practices and classroom participants’ 

beliefs about feedback, the study elucidates the research process and outcomes in line 

with the process-oriented feature of DBR (van den Akker et al., 2006). Theoretically, the 

intervention is situated in the instructional core (City et al., 2011), which constitutes the 

classroom dynamics of a teacher engaging students in the subject matter. The conceptual 

framework undergirding the study comprises three key interrelated components: 

feedback, task (re)design and teachers’ pedagogical reasoning.  

 The flexible, three-phase design includes the preliminary phase comprising a 

literature review, an understanding of the research context and baseline data collection. 

Taking into account the insights from the preliminary phase, the prototyping phase 

involves two iterations (micro-cycles) in two intact Primary 5 (11-12 years) EL 

classrooms, with design principles guiding each iteration. In the assessment or reflective 

phase, I attempted to pull together the empirical evidence in each phase of the study and 

capture insights from the research process in light of the overall findings. Research 

methods include video-recorded classroom observations of 16 lessons overall, post-

lesson teacher interviews, semi-structured teacher interviews, teachers’ video reflection, 

and focus group discussions with students. To ascertain the extent and nature of student 

feedback in the classroom, I analysed the lesson videos based on a coding scheme. I drew 

on theoretical understandings and continually incorporated insights from the data in 
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developing the coding scheme. To analyse student and teacher beliefs about feedback, I 

used a data driven and inductive approach (Miles & Huberman, 1994; Strauss & Corbin, 

1998) involving open coding, developing of categories, linking, and organising categories 

into meaningful clusters (Cain, 2012). To examine teachers’ pedagogical reasoning, I 

employed ‘episode of pedagogical reasoning’ (EPR) as the unit of analyses (Horn, 2010) 

with some modifications.  

Based on Hattie and Timperley (2007), student feedback practices show a 

predominance of task-level feedback especially during individual or group work. 

Comparatively, students’ feedback at the process level and self-regulation level is far less. 

Task-level and process-level feedback increased from the preliminary phase to the initial 

iteration but declined during the second iteration. In terms of beliefs about feedback, 

students strongly focused on the notion of feedback as improvement, and the value of 

verbal interactive feedback with the teacher. Teachers highlighted the potential of 

feedback to improve student performance and their own instructional repertories. 

However, they seemed uncertain about their students’ abilities in engaging with the 

feedback, and considered one-to-one verbal feedback infeasible. Both students and 

teachers found peer feedback problematic. The study surfaces the complexity of teachers’ 

intentional and situational decision-making. Students’ abilities and the need to facilitate 

student understanding formed key considerations for teachers’ lesson planning. Students’ 

feedback - both explicit and implicit - informed teachers’ pedagogical reasoning based 

on which they modified their instructional approach. Teachers’ reasoned about the 

usefulness of documenting student feedback online, the challenges of group work, and 

the need to adhere to curricular content. 

 The findings from the study surface key implications for theory, practice and 

research. The study makes a significant theoretical contribution by mapping feedback as 
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formative assessment on to the instructional core (City et al., 2011) and showing its 

interrelation with instructional strategies that scaffold student learning. Specifically, the 

conceptual framework elucidates how task (re)design is intertwined with the cyclical loop 

of feedback and uptake (both explicit and implicit) by the student/s and teacher. It depicts 

the mutually informing pedagogical reasoning of teachers and their beliefs, and the bi-

directionality of students’ engagement with the task and their beliefs - both of which feed 

into classroom participants’ feedback and uptake, and task (re)design. Incorporating 

insights emerging from the different data sources, the conceptual framework pries open 

further what Bryk et al. (2010) refer to as the “classroom black box” (p. 48). 

From a teacher learning perspective, the study offers a useful reference for teachers 

to examine the implications of their pre-lesson and in class decision-making in terms of 

how feedback as formative assessment is employed in their own classroom. The findings 

draw attention to opportunities for not only students’ verbal feedback during classroom 

interactions but also their internal input especially via criterion-referenced feedback 

(Brookhart, 2008). By portraying a fuller picture of how task (re)design is intertwined 

with feedback and uptake among classroom participants, the study prompts teachers to 

(re)focus more on the task as set up and as it unfolds in the classroom. Students’ beliefs 

about the value of interacting with the teacher and engaging with the feedback demand a 

stronger focus on feedback as a process rather than a one-way transmission. 

The present DBR study extends prior classroom-based research in English 

Language classrooms in Singapore. The conceptual framework provides researchers 

meaningful bases for situating where a given classroom intervention lies with reference 

to the instructional core City et al. (2011) and broadly, sharpens the lens for 

conceptualising research in instructional contexts. The contextually-sensitive design 

principles elucidate underlying mechanisms that shape the reasoning of research 
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participants thus, advancing understanding of the research process, output and outcomes 

in DBR. The design principles enable a better understanding of creating more space for 

student feedback in Singapore classrooms while acknowledging the opportunities and 

challenges of doing so in naturalistic school settings. Specifically, the design principles 

entail instructional and pragmatic considerations involved in ‘ladling differently’ for a 

greater focus on student feedback, and the impetus for the metaphor is highlighted in the 

next section. 

 

1.1.1 ‘Ladling differently’ in the classroom 

A true story told by Pollock (2012) forms the initial guiding focus of this research and 

constitutes the crux of the argument. In the highlands of Bolivia, a community reported 

that a small number of children suffered from stunting (short height for their age, as well 

as neurological impacts). Researchers suggested malnutrition was the likely cause but the 

locals believed that all community members fed their children well. Daily, each 

household prepared a nutritious soup full of carrots, potatoes, dried fish, and a local green 

leafy vegetable in the same way in a large kettle over the fire. Interestingly, not all 

children were stunted and malnourished; there were a few outliers. Why the difference?  

 Observers noticed that families in which children did not suffer from stunting, the 

mothers dipped the ladles deep onto the pot in order to scoop the solid nutritious 

ingredients from the bottom to give to their children and other family members (the 

positive deviants). In the other families, however, the children received the broth 

skimmed off the top of the soup, reserving the solids at the bottom for the workers. The 

community members made the same nutritious soup but the mothers were not aware of 

the differences in the ladling and thus, not all children were fed in the same way. The 

children who consumed the soup skimmed from the top experienced the low-height 
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syndrome. This revelation resulted in a ‘new’ way of proportioning the contents of the 

soup bowl so the bottom of the pot became shared with all family members. By learning 

this strategy from the positive deviants, the community easily made the change and 

sustained it over time, resulting in positive gains (Pascale et al., 2010). 

Extending this metaphor to the classroom, Pollock (2012) argues that to ensure that 

all students can tap into the behaviour of seeking feedback, teachers would need to “ladle 

differently” by recognising the flip - not always giving feedback but giving opportunities 

for students to learn to seek feedback for themselves (p. 14). In a metaphorical sense, I 

argue that for teachers to scoop up the solid nutrients for their ‘under-nourished’ students, 

they would need to ladle the ‘instructional soup’ by digging deeper into their pots 

surfacing what would have otherwise remained latent. Effectively, this implies that 

students are not merely fed the thin broth on the surface consisting of the teacher’s 

feedback but benefit from a nutritious diet comprising questions, comments, queries etc. 

initiated by the students themselves. According to Pollock, students can potentially seek 

feedback from (p. 14):  

• Teacher: informal interactions, questions designed to seek re-teaching, 

corrections to assignments, test and project evaluations; 

• Peers: clarifying information or processing aloud for confirmation, peer teaching; 

and  

• Self: evaluating or using metacognitive strategies, seeking information, creating 

a self-teaching or self-regulating situation. 

 

As students engage in learning activities, their actions and self-assessment provide 

feedback to teachers, who in turn make deliberate decisions to adjust teaching (Pollock, 

2012). Further, considering feedback as a learning strategy and not something teachers 
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are required to do, encourages teachers to teach students to self-evaluate and use feedback 

from others. Recognising this need for teachers to think about not always giving feedback 

but creating opportunities for students to seek or give feedback, this study involves a 

classroom intervention focused on collaborating with teachers to design tasks embedded 

with opportunities for student feedback. The next section elucidates the role of feedback 

in student learning and why a focus on student feedback is important. 

 

 

1.2 Present focus 

In view of the increasing focus on student learning in recent years, student feedback 

provides valuable evidence of ongoing student learning in the classroom. Nuthall (2000) 

observes: “The central problem of research on teaching is still the problem of creating an 

evidence-based model of the learning process that can be used by teachers to decide how 

classroom activities are affecting the learning process of individual students” (p. 4). Prior 

to considering student feedback, I focus on the fundamental role of feedback in student 

learning. 

 

1.2.1 Feedback and student learning 

Broadly speaking, feedback is central to the field of teaching and learning, and an 

important link that helps learners make sense of their learning (Sadler, 2010). Feedback 

is one of the most significant elements of the learning process (Butler & Winne, 1995; 

Carless, 2006; Hounsell, 2007; Sadler, 1998) and a vital component of the pedagogical 

process (Brookhart, 2008) since it links teachers’ practice to students’ learning needs 

(Bailey & Garner, 2010). Feedback is a ‘consequence’ of performance (Hattie & 

Timperley, 2007) and is considered part of the crucial interaction between teacher and 
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student(s) for the purpose of furthering learning (Black et al., 2003; Brookhart, 2008; 

Hattie & Timperley, 2007; Hawe et al., 2008; Smith & Higgins, 2006). Students need to 

understand that the feedback they receive from teachers, peers or through self-assessment 

can improve the quality of their learning (Andrade, 2010; Black & Wiliam, 2009). 

Duijnhouwer (2010) defines feedback as “information provided by an external agent 

regarding some aspect(s) of the learner’s task performance, intended to modify the 

learners’ cognition, motivation and/or behavior for the purpose of improving 

performance” (p. 16). 

 Feedback is the keystone to formative instructional practices as it is one of the most 

powerful instructional tools available and one of the strongest influences on learning. 

Hattie and Timperley (2007) further argue that feedback needs to be more carefully 

researched both qualitatively and quantitatively to investigate how feedback works in 

classroom teaching and learning. In his comprehensive meta-analytic review of some 

1,287 original studies and 23 meta-analytic studies, Hattie (2009) rated feedback as the 

10th most effective strategy of the 130 or so student, family, school, teacher and 

instructional predictors of student achievement, and identified it as one of the key 

instructional practices that can promote visible teaching. Earlier, Cohen (1985) noted that 

feedback “… is one of the more instructionally powerful and least understood features in 

instructional design (p. 33).” Although teachers give and receive feedback on a daily 

basis, few understand its power to move learning forward (Brookhart, 2008). The focus 

on feedback is warranted given its key role in student learning, and moving away from 

the conventional focus on the teacher’s feedback in the classroom, the present study 

investigates student feedback. 
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1.2.2 Student feedback in the classroom 

The important role of feedback in student learning is firmly established but the focus has 

largely been on the teacher giving feedback. Despite the key role students play in the 

feedback process, much of the feedback research has put teachers at the centre of the 

stage, focusing on the strategies teachers employ in giving feedback, their stances and 

perspectives, including the impact of teacher feedback on student writing (e.g., Ferris, 

1997; Ferris et al., 1997; Hyland & Hyland, 2006; Stern & Solomon, 2006). 

 However, over the last few decades, the significance of student feedback has been 

on the rise. Students tend to be viewed as mere recipients - when in fact they can be and 

should be active and proactive agents in the feedback process (Hyland & Hyland, 2006). 

Lantolf and Pavlenko (2001) remind us that students are active agents in the feedback 

process who “construct the terms and conditions of their own learning” (p. 145). Earlier, 

Zimmerman and Pons (1986) observed that relatively high-achieving students actively 

seek feedback from peers and adults as self-regulated learning, and obtain social support 

from their teachers and peers. According to Hattie and Timperley (2007), students tend 

to view feedback as the responsibility of someone else, usually teachers, whose job it is 

to provide feedback information by deciding for the students how well they are doing, 

what the goals are, and what to do next. Also, when teachers enter their classrooms 

intending to seek and receive feedback from students about the effect of their teaching - 

both about their instruction, messages, and demands and about whether students need 

specific assistance, different strategies, or repetitions of particular information - the 

students benefit the most. These forms of feedback, Hattie (2012) notes, enable the 

teacher to adapt the flow of the lesson; to give needed directions or information to 

maximise student performance; and to know whether it is necessary to reteach or offer 

different tasks, content, or strategies. Students construct their worlds of learning thus, it 
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is crucial for teachers to understand and appreciate that providing feedback is only part 

of the equation (Hattie & Timperley, 2007). 

The shift from the teacher’s role in the provision of feedback to an increasing 

emphasis on student involvement is also evident in Pollock’s (2012) argument. 

Describing feedback as the hinge factor to improving student learning in schools, she 

observes that just as a hinge connects two panels so that they can swing relative to each 

other, feedback is the hinge that swings the information about goals and progress between 

teacher and student. Pollock gives two reasons why feedback may not have been 

recognised as the hinge factor to improving student learning: Firstly, most classroom 

feedback has intentionally been directed from the teacher to the student, largely based on 

a behaviourist definition of feedback, intended mostly as assessment of student progress. 

Secondly, most teachers view curriculum goals and objectives as the content for the 

teacher to cover. Teachers provide a curriculum goal (and objectives) to students but do 

not provide feedback in view of the objectives set. Thus, students do not learn to self-

evaluate their progress using curriculum objectives. With reference to the first issue, 

Pollock recommends a broader understanding of classroom feedback to include tools that 

maximise student self-evaluation and peer feedback. To address the second issue, she 

argues that the teacher can provide curriculum goals and objectives daily, with a strategy 

and time for students to interact with them. Challenging notions that only the teacher can 

provide timely and useful feedback, Pollock points out that more engaged learners 

achieve better and to attain goals, they actively seek feedback.  

Hattie’s (2009) observations are germane to the current focus - a result of pondering 

the ‘meaning’ of feedback and studying it for many years (p. 173): 

 

The mistake I was making was seeing feedback as something teachers provided to students-

they typically did not, although they made claims that they did it all the time, and most of the 
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feedback they did provide was social and behavioural. It was only when I discovered that 

feedback was most powerful when it is from the student to the teacher that I started to 

understand it better. When teachers seek, or at least are open to, feedback from students as 

to what students know, what they understand, where they make errors, when they have 

misconceptions, when they are not engaged, then teaching and learning can be synchronised 

and powerful. Feedback to teachers helps make learning visible. [Emphases in the original] 

 

 Clearly then, there may be a need to move away from seeing the teacher as giver 

and the learner as receiver of feedback in classrooms to the ways students provide 

feedback to teachers as well as to their peers (Hattie & Gan, 2011). When teachers 

‘transmit’ feedback messages to students (Nicol & McFarlane-Dick, 2006), it becomes 

difficult for students to develop self-regulation skills (Boud, 2000) and deprives students 

of opportunities to understand complex feedback messages and regulate their 

performance (Higgins et al., 2001; Ivanic et al., 2000). The issue of student feedback 

warrants further investigation and the present study explores how teachers can ‘ladle 

differently’ to create more opportunities for student feedback. To situate the present 

focus, I describe the context of the present study including policy and curricular initiatives 

as well as empirical evidence from the Singapore classroom. 

 

 

1.3 The Singapore Context 

All education takes place within some defined context, both as a cause and consequence 

of learning, and one way of defining learning contexts is in terms of role relationships. 

The teacher-student role relationship imposes constraints on how students and teachers 

behave toward each other and exerts a pervasive influence on teacher-student interactions 

and hence, on learning (Ho et al., 2001). While ground rules exist in every teaching 
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context, strict discipline and unconditional teacher authority are especially notable in 

Asian contexts (Rao et al., 2009; Tan, 2006) such as in Singapore (Curdt-Christiansen & 

Silver, 2012). With a dominant Chinese population, the country has a tradition of ‘Asian 

values’ encouraging discipline, conformity, obedience and respect for authority (Curdt-

Christiansen & Silver, 2012; Zhao, 2011). Based on observations in secondary science 

classrooms, Chin (2006) notes that students in Singapore classrooms are generally not so 

forthcoming with articulating their ideas publicly in front of the whole class, or 

volunteering unsolicited information unless specifically invited to do so.  

Over the years, local students have performed consistently well in international 

benchmarking studies such as the Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study 

(TIMSS) and the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA). Tan et al. 

(2017) observe the criticisms levelled against Singapore’s highly structured, teacher-

centric and content-focused education system, which as many argue, tends to produce 

students who perform well in reproducing factual content and responding to structured 

examination questions but underperform in creative and critical thinking, and complex 

problem-solving activities. In the last few decades, there have been concerns about 

education in Singapore - less to do with academic performance than with creativity, 

cognitive socialization, and broadly defined educational goals. (Ho et al., 2001).  

Concern for meeting the demands of the new knowledge-based economy and 

globalisation prompted the government to implement a number of wide-ranging and 

systemic educational reforms intended to create students who are creative, innovative, 

entrepreneurial, and independent learners (Albright et al., 2008).  In 1997, Prime Minister 

Goh called for promoting greater creativity and independent thought among the island’s 

examination-obsessed students to prepare Singapore for the 21st century. He called for 

igniting a passion for learning instead of studying for examination grades and the Ministry 
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of Education (MOE) rolled out plans to cut back on learning content knowledge and 

instead, focus on information technology to develop communication skills and 

independent learning. Thinking Schools, Learning Nation (TSLN) announced in 1997 

describes a nation of thinking and committed citizens capable of meeting the challenges 

of the future, and an education system geared to the needs of the 21st century. ‘Thinking 

Schools’ are envisioned to be learning organisations in every sense, constantly 

challenging assumptions, and seeking better ways of doing things through participation, 

creativity and innovation. A ‘Learning Nation’ denotes a national culture and social 

environment that promotes lifelong learning. Subsequently, in 2004, MOE launched the 

Teach Less, Learn More (TLLM) initiative which called upon educators in Singapore to 

teach better, to engage students and prepare them for life, rather than to teach for tests 

and examinations. TLLM emphasises less dependence on rote learning, repetitive tests 

and a ‘one size fits all’ type of instruction, and a greater emphasis on experiential 

discovery, engaged learning, differentiated teaching, the learning of life-long skills, and 

the building of character through innovative and effective teaching approaches and 

strategies. Since 2009, MOE has progressively implemented the recommendations of 

Primary Education Review and Implementation (PERI) Committee, which include a 

greater focus on formative assessment or Assessment for Learning (AfL) and broadly, 

holistic assessment at the primary school levels to support student learning. 

In 2015, MOE signaled major shifts in the educational policy with the then 

Education Minister Heng Swee Keat urging Singaporeans to learn for skills and life, not 

just grades, and moving beyond “study book” or “du shu’ to learning with joy for life. 

The Ministry envisaged a shift in focus (Davie, 2015, p. A1): 

• From learning for grades to learning for mastery; 
 

• From learning in school to learning throughout life; and 
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• From teacher-centric, exam-oriented pedagogy to self-directed, independent 

student learning. 

 

  Policy thrusts and reform initiatives in Singapore, as Tan et al. (2017) argue, have 

collectively aimed to foster active national citizenry characterised by shared values such 

as social responsibility, respect, and harmony amid diversity. Equally, the focus has been 

on developing 21st century workforce-relevant knowledge and competencies to ensure 

sustained economic success. 

 The MOE formulates and implements education policies in Singapore and in recent 

years, it has moved towards a more flexible and diverse education system. The aim is to 

provide students with greater choice to meet their different interests and ways of learning 

to encourage them to take greater ownership of their learning. The focus is on giving 

students a more broad-based education to ensure their holistic development, in and out of 

the classroom. The MOE administers Government 1  and Government-aided primary 

schools, secondary schools, junior colleges, and a centralised institute. At the end of 6 

years of compulsory primary education, students take the Primary School Leaving 

Examination (PSLE) and for the majority, their performance in the PSLE determines their 

placement in secondary schools.  

 High-stakes examinations such as the PSLE have been one of the defining pillars of 

the Singapore education system since its post-independent days in the 1960s (Tan et al., 

2008), creating an education system driven by “examination type literacy” (Cheah, 1998, 

p. 193). Given Singapore’s legacy of a pragmatic and technicist orientation to education 

 
1 Based on the regulating body of the school and the degree of financial assistance received, primary and secondary schools in 
Singapore are categorised as Government, Government-aided, or Independent schools. The curriculum, study materials, 
examinations, fee structure etc. in Government schools are fully regulated by the Government. Government-aided schools have a 
private management but functions in accordance with Government rules and regulations. Independent schools have a greater degree 
of autonomy compared to Government or Government-aided schools. 
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(Albright et al., 2008), these high-stakes assessments profoundly impact teaching and 

learning as they have proven to be the effective route to successful educational outcomes. 

Not only are students assessed by national examinations, but teachers’ competence and 

efficiency are also evaluated with reference to students’ examination results. This puts 

teachers under great pressure to ‘teach to the test’ often resulting ‘in teachers teaching a 

narrow scope of curriculum content’ (Curdt-Christiansen, 2010, p. 192). Moreover, the 

routine, instructional regime stresses teacher talk and coverage of curriculum to ensure 

performances in national and international benchmark assessments (Mourshed et al., 

2010).  

 In recent years, MOE has increasingly focused on reducing the over-emphasis on 

academic achievement towards more holistic development for primary and secondary 

school students. For instance, the PSLE scoring system is being revamped so that a 

student’s examination score does not reflect his/her ability relative to peers in the cohort. 

In the new scoring system (with effect from 2021), an individual student’s absolute 

performance in the national examination will be indicated in terms of a grade band (Seah, 

2016). Students at the secondary school level can now study different subjects in 

accordance with their strengths and interests because of full subject-based banding, which 

is being progressively implemented in secondary schools from 2020 onwards. The current 

system of channeling secondary students into ‘Normal (Technical)’, ‘Normal 

(Academic)’ and ‘Express’2 streams based on academic ability is being phased out by 

2024. In a parliamentary speech, Education Minister, Ong Ye Kung highlighted the 

Ministry’s focus on helping students to continue benefitting from a differentiated 

 
2 Based on their learning abilities and interests, the MOE channels students into one of three courses at the secondary level: 
Express, Normal (Academic) [N(A)] or Normal (Technical) [N(T)]. The ‘Express’ is a 4-year course leading to the GCE ‘O’ Level 
examination. The N(A) or N(T) curriculum is also a 4-year programme leading to the GCE ‘N’ Level examination. A fifth year 
leading to the GCE ‘O’ Level examination is available to N(A) students who perform well in their GCE ‘N’ Levels. 
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curriculum, while minimising the unintended consequences of labeling and the 

stigmatisation associated with streaming (Davie, 2019). 

 In light of the stronger focus on students’ all-round development, the Ministry’s 

attempts to tweak assessment practices are unsurprising given the “tight coupling or 

alignment of national high stakes assessment system and classroom instruction” (Hogan 

et al., 2013a, p. 60). Drawing on findings from a multidimensional baseline study of 

pedagogical practices, Hogan et al.’s assertion resonates with Cheah’s (1998) views that 

teachers teach in the way they believe will help more students pass their examinations. In 

the Singapore context, Cheng’s (1996) observations are relevant - “examination is the 

soul of the ethos about education in East Asian societies” and “the goalkeeper to the 

quality of education output” (p. 9). Other than blunting the impact of summative 

assessment, MOE has continually reviewed its policy and curriculum priorities to reflect 

the enhanced focus on formative assessment and students’ self-directed learning.  

 

1.3.1 Curricular focus 

Pertinent to the present research, I highlight the focus on feedback as formative 

assessment in the school curriculum. The Singapore Teaching Practice or STP (MOE, 

2017) model explicates a Singaporean approach to teaching and learning. It encompasses 

the knowledge bases of teaching, philosophical underpinnings of the Singapore 

curriculum, and a set of pedagogical practices that capture four fundamental teaching 

processes and the corresponding teaching areas (Figure 1). The teaching processes 

include positive classroom culture, lesson preparation, lesson enactment, and assessment 

and feedback. The STP outlines three teaching areas in relation to assessment and 

feedback: checking for understanding and providing feedback, setting meaningful 

assignments, and supporting self-directed learning. 
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Figure 1 

Singapore Teaching Practice (MOE, 2017): Teaching Processes 

  

 
 The recent EL primary school syllabus (MOE, 2020) places emphasis on feedback 

as formative assessment, learner-centredness, and students’ self-directed learning. 

Drawing on the teaching areas outlined in the STP pedagogical practices (MOE, 2017), 

the present EL syllabus (MOE, 2020) outlines six ‘ACoLADE’ teaching processes for 

guiding teachers’ instruction in the 21st century EL classroom. Facilitating ‘Assessment 

for Learning’ (AfL) constitutes one of the six ‘ACoLADE’ EL teaching processes. The 

other processes include raising students’ awareness, consolidating students’ learning, 

application of language, guiding discovery, and instructing explicitly. In terms of AfL, 

the syllabus posits that teachers help students know and recognise achievement targets 

and performance criteria against which they can monitor and assess their individual 

progress. It outlines the need for teachers to monitor student learning, give timely and 

useful feedback and importantly, provide opportunities for students to act on the feedback 

to improve their learning.  
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 To enable teachers to use feedback formatively and to enhance students’ self-

directed learning in the classroom, the Ministry has recently rolled out the ‘SkillsFuture 

for Educators’ or SFEd - a professional development (PD) roadmap to guide teachers. 

One of the priority ‘Areas of Practice’ is ‘Assessment Literacy’ that focuses on teachers’ 

learner-centred assessment, and students’ self-directed learning (MOE, 2020). 

‘Assessment Literacy’ entails a stronger focus on enabling students’ metacognition to 

empower them to monitor and assess their own learning. The focus on student feedback 

in the present study is pertinent given the push towards self-directed learning in Singapore 

classrooms. 

  

1.3.2 21st Century Competencies framework 

To help Singapore students face challenges and thrive in a fast-changing world, MOE has 

identified competencies that have become increasingly important in the 21st Century 

(MOE, 2010). These competencies underpin the holistic education that Singapore schools 

aim to provide to better prepare students for the future (Figure 2). The MOE envisages 

that the development of 21st Century Competencies will help students embody the 

Desired Outcomes of Education for a person schooled in the Singapore education system: 

being a confident person, a self-directed learner, an active contributor, and a concerned 

citizen. 
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Figure 2  

21st Century Competencies and Desired Student Outcomes (MOE, 2010) 

 

A self-directed learner is described as one who questions, reflects and takes 

responsibility for his/her learning. Arguably, a key disposition of self-directed learners in 

the classroom constitutes the initiative to actively provide feedback to improve learning. 

If learners are to learn anything at all, they have to do the learning themselves, and 

learner-centred classrooms are those in which learners are actively involved in their own 

learning processes, which may vary from context to context (Nunan & Lamb, 1996). 

Further, a self-directed learner is one who is able to make informed choices about what 

to learn and how to learn. Gibbons (2003) finds that the traditional teacher-directed 

learning is giving way to self-directed learning, and this is evident in the stronger 

curricular focus on self-directed learning in Singapore classrooms. Empirical evidence 

from primary and secondary classrooms serves to contextualise the research focus on 

student feedback in English Language (EL) classrooms in Singapore. 

 

1.3.3 EL classrooms in Singapore: Overview  

In this section, I provide a brief overview of some research findings based on EL 

instruction in Singapore. The large-scale Core 1 study (2004-2007) showed pedagogical 

approaches in Singapore leaning towards traditional modes of teaching and learning, and 
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drill and practice of basic knowledge and skills (Luke et al., 2005). Likewise, Kramer-

Dahl (2008) found that instruction tended to centre around mechanical or procedural skills 

rather than on literacy or cognitive dimensions of tasks in EL lessons. The current study 

focuses on feedback practices in EL classrooms where the dominant interactional patterns 

are Initiation-Response-Evaluation or IRE (Cazden, 1988) interactions, whole class 

lecture and individual seatwork in which the students give either one word answers or 

remain silent (Sam et al., 2007). Classes are predominantly teacher fronted (Silver, 2007, 

2008), and monologic and thus, such pedagogy does not lead to extended oral narratives 

and critical thinking on the part of the students in primary and secondary English 

Language classrooms (Vaish, 2008). Notably, Kramer-Dahl’s (2008) research was 

situated in secondary school contexts only. Core 1 and Vaish’s (2008) study were based 

in primary and secondary English classrooms. Sam et al. (2007) and Silver (2007, 2008) 

focused on primary schools only. In considering the above research findings, it is 

important to note that the studies were conducted prior to the implementation of the EL 

syllabus (MOE, 2010). As highlighted in Section 1.3.1, the EL syllabus has been revised 

very recently (MOE, 2020). 

 Findings from the Core 2 Research Programme, a multi-dimensional baseline study 

of pedagogical practices, indicate a dominance of Initiation-Response-Evaluation (IRE) 

(Cazden, 1988) interactions and the teacher’s exposition in the Singapore classroom 

(Hogan et al., 2013a). On a cautious note, Core 2 employed a largely teacher-centric, pre-

designed coding scheme for analyses of lesson videos, and the video-recording protocols 

did not fully permit capturing evidence of student talk during group work. Pertinent to 

the present focus, Core 2 findings show that while teachers monitor student learning and 

provide feedback, they tend to do so in ways that focus on the accuracy of the student 

response rather than student understanding on the task (Hogan et al., 2014). 
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 Recent studies point to the dominance of teacher-talk in EL classrooms in Singapore 

with students often positioned as passive recipients of the knowledge transmitted. Based 

on their research in primary schools, Curdt-Christiansen and Silver (2012) note cultural 

clashes between major educational reforms, which emphasise independent/critical 

thinking and ‘Asian values’ that promote respect for authority and conformity (p. 141). 

The most significant finding emerging from Curdt-Christiansen and Silver’s (2013) 

enquiry is the infrequency of opportunities for students to interact and engage in 

productive exchanges with teachers. Lee (2016) observed the dominance of teacher-

fronted whole class instruction and IRE sequences in one secondary EL classroom. Silver 

et al. (2016) find that primary school students have very few opportunities to work 

through their misunderstandings, to find information on their own or to collaborate with 

their peers in the classroom.  

 More recently, the large-scale Core 3 Research Programme (2018-2019) reveals a 

dearth of whole class discussions in Primary 5 and Secondary 3 classrooms (Kwek, 2020). 

Based on 89 Primary 5 EL lessons observed in 12 schools, it is evident that teachers 

communicate lesson objectives far more frequently than recapitulating the lesson content. 

Based on Hattie and Timperley (2007), Core 3 surfaces evidence that the bulk of teacher 

feedback is at the task level in Primary 5 EL classrooms. Teachers’ feedback at the 

process level is far less frequent, and self-regulation level feedback shows a very modest 

presence. 

 The present study is important as it sheds light on EL instruction in primary 

classrooms in view of curricular initiatives such as the 21st Century Competencies 

framework (MOE, 2010) and the Singapore Teaching Practice (MOE, 2017). The 

emphasis on AfL and students’ self-regulated learning in the syllabus is pertinent (MOE, 

2020). Importantly, a search of the literature reveals a lack of research studies focusing 
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on student feedback practices in the Singapore classroom. Specifically, the present study 

focuses on EL teachers’ pedagogical reasoning and task design - aspects that have not 

been specifically considered hitherto in EL instructional contexts in Singapore. Aligned 

with the policy and curricular focus, it seems appropriate to focus on student feedback, 

which broadly, accentuates the important role that students play in their own learning. 

  

 

1.4 The issue 

The discussion so far presents some key points: the increasing focus on student learning, 

the shift from teacher feedback to student feedback, dominance of teacher-fronted 

interactions in Singapore classrooms, and the MOE policy focus on self-directed learning. 

Given the Ministry’s push towards AfL and students’ self-regulation in the classroom, I 

postulate a shift from the teacher to student feedback in the Singapore classroom for 

which teachers need to “ladle differently” - create opportunities for students to seek 

feedback from their teacher, peers and themselves (Pollock, 2012, p. 14). The present 

study employs a design-based research approach in crafting a classroom intervention 

focused on incorporating opportunities for student feedback. Arguably, to create more 

opportunities for student feedback, teachers would need to set up and sustain tasks, which 

allow students to initiate questions, obtain information, raise queries, seek clarifications, 

offer suggestions etc. Idiomatically, the task is the place where the rubber meets the road 

and thus, the focus of the intervention is on teachers’ task design. I argue that thinking 

through student feedback and building it into the task design is more likely to sustain 

teachers’ long-term interest in enhancing space for student feedback as compared to say, 

equipping teachers with feedback strategies for classroom implementation. 
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 Task design involves teachers’ pedagogical reasoning both in planning and 

implementing tasks as part of ongoing classroom instruction. Stein et al. (2009) highlight 

the conscious, deliberate choices teachers make in planning, enacting and assessing tasks 

in their classrooms. Doyle (1983) claims that academic tasks “form the basic treatment 

unit in classrooms” and are therefore, the primary determinant of how the curriculum is 

experienced by students, and tasks are the principal feature of classroom life mediating 

between teacher instructional behaviour and student learning (p. 162). Further, 

Towndrow (2007) notes that task design decisions cannot be made unsystematically and 

that language teachers need guidance in doing so. Clearly, creating more opportunities 

for student feedback requires a careful consideration of the teacher’s decision-making 

both prior to lessons and as tasks unfold in the classroom. Understandably, when teachers 

themselves see the value and usefulness of feedback from students, they are more likely 

to furnish space for student feedback and be more receptive to students’ questions, 

comments or queries, as evidence of their ongoing learning. Thus, shifts in beliefs about 

feedback feed into teachers’ pedagogical reasoning informing subsequent task design. 

 Given the present research focus, an exploration of classroom participants’ beliefs 

about feedback in relation to their feedback practices is pertinent. Beliefs are thoughts 

that drive actions (Li & Wilhelm, 2008) and change in beliefs precede change in practices 

(Richardson et al., 1991). Notably, how students perceive and use feedback is under-

examined in the literature (Hargreaves, 2011; Hattie & Gan, 2011). In the present study, 

exploring teacher beliefs about feedback becomes necessary - arguably, teachers’ 

cognisance of the value of student feedback informs their pedagogical reasoning in 

(re)designing tasks embedded with space for student feedback. Broadly, research shows 

that teachers’ beliefs about educational processes meaningfully contribute to their 

pedagogical actions (Hoy et al., 2006; Pajares, 1992; Rubie-Davies et al., 2012). By 
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encompassing a focus on student and teacher beliefs about feedback, the study offers a 

more comprehensive picture of student feedback practices in the classroom. 

 

 

1.5 Statement of the research problem 

Arguably, issues of task (re)design, teachers’ pedagogical reasoning as well as classroom 

participants’ beliefs and enactment of feedback are intricately interwoven thus, 

contributing to the complexity of classroom instruction. Based on these premises, the 

conceptual framework offers a useful starting point for the collaborative intervention with 

the teachers (see Section 2.7). Clearly, a research focus on student feedback is warranted, 

which in this study entails surfacing the pedagogical reasoning of teachers as active, 

thinking decision-makers (Borg, 2006) in setting up and sustaining tasks that open up 

more space for student feedback in the classroom. Thus, my research questions are: 

 

1. How is student feedback in the classroom enacted in relation to other feedback 

practices: a) teacher feedback; and b) teacher uptake of student feedback, and 

student uptake of teacher feedback? 

2. a) Which factors influence teachers’ pedagogical decision-making in 

(re)designing tasks? b) How does teacher’s pedagogical reasoning come into play 

in setting up, sustaining and implementing tasks focused on incorporating 

opportunities for student feedback?  

3. In what way does a focus on incorporating opportunities for student feedback in 

teachers’ task design influence: a) the extent and nature of student feedback in the 

classroom; and b) student and teacher beliefs about feedback? 
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4. Which design principles serve as guidelines to create opportunities for students to 

provide feedback in the Singapore classroom?  

 

 To address the research questions, the study employs a three-phase research design: 

the preliminary phase, the prototyping phase involving a couple of classroom iterations 

(the intervention), and the assessment/reflective phase (Abdallah & Wegerif, 2014). In 

the context of EL instruction in primary classrooms in Singapore, insights drawn from 

this research study would serve to: 

1. Contribute to a better theoretical understanding of how feedback, task (re)design, 

pedagogical reasoning play out in the classroom in relation to one another; 

2. Surface nuanced insights into the nature of student (and teacher) feedback in EL 

classrooms in Singapore, and in view of classroom participants’ beliefs about 

feedback; 

3. Elucidate teachers’ tacit pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) in terms of their 

key considerations in planning lessons, and in (re)designing tasks focused on 

student feedback; and 

4. Ascertain the feasibility of employing design-based research for collaborative 

classroom interventions in school contexts in Singapore in view of a broader focus 

on formative assessment.   

 

The present study involves a collaborative intervention with teachers focused on 

surfacing the pedagogical reasoning of teachers in designing tasks embedded with 

opportunities for student feedback. Premised on the instructional triangle (City et al., 

2011), the conceptual framework draws in key conceptual pivots of the study: feedback, 

task (re)design and teacher pedagogical reasoning, which are described below. 
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1.6 Definition of key terms 

To clarify terminology at the outset, I provide definitions salient to understanding the 

perspectives within the study. In particular, I focus on the key conceptual underpinnings: 

feedback, task (re)design and pedagogical reasoning. First and foremost, I provide an 

operational definition of feedback for the purposes of this study: 

 

Feedback refers to information which is explicitly or implicitly provided or sought by teachers 

and students from other classroom participants or from themselves about students’ progress 

towards explicated learning goals or about aspects of students’ performance and/or 

understanding in learning tasks. The purpose of this information is to assess, scaffold, or both 

assess and scaffold student performance and/or understanding, or students’ progress towards 

their learning goals thus, informing student learning and potentially, forming the bases of 

teacher instruction.  

 

Student feedback refers to all instances in which students give or seek feedback 

either on their own initiative or in response to an explicit stimulus from their teacher or 

peers. The feedback information may be in the form of a question, query, comment, 

clarification, statement etc. Student-initiated feedback includes all instances in which 

students themselves take the initiative to give or seek feedback minus an explicit stimulus 

or trigger from their teacher or peers.  

Drawing on Shulman (1987), pedagogical reasoning “begins with an act of reason, 

continues as a process of reasoning, culminates in performances of imparting, eliciting, 

involving, or enticing, and then thought about some more until the process can begin 

again” (p. 233). Shulman represents the cyclical nature of pedagogical reasoning in the 

following stages: comprehension of a disciplinary subject and purpose, transformation of 
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the subject matter for student learning, instruction, evaluation of student understanding 

and teacher performance, reflection, and finally, new comprehension. 

 Towndrow (2005) argues that defining a task is important in helping teachers 

identify and assess their roles. For the purposes of this research, I draw on Towndrow’s 

definition: “A learning task is understood as involving teachers and/or learners working 

to complete an activity or sequence of activities that have both desirable and measurable 

outcomes.” Moreover, “the ability of learners to complete a learning task successfully is 

a function of the way that task is planned and presented” (p. 511). Equipped with these 

understandings, I now focus on the significance of this research study. 

 

 

1.7 Significance of the study 

The present study focuses on student feedback practices and classroom participants’ 

beliefs about feedback in primary EL classrooms in Singapore. It contributes to a 

theoretical, empirical and practical knowledge base that is educationally significant in 

many contexts. Significant contributions of the study in the areas of theory, practice, 

research and policy are outlined below: 

Theory: 

1. Given the focus on student feedback practices and classroom participants’ beliefs 

about feedback, the study yields valuable insights into formative assessment, 

which is a critical leverage point in classroom instruction because the interaction 

between teachers and students during formative assessment is at the “heart of 

pedagogy” (Black & Wiliam, 1998, p. 16). 

2. The present collaborative intervention is situated in the instructional core (City et 

al., 2011), which constitutes the classroom dynamics of a teacher engaging 
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students in the subject matter based on the tasks students engage with. The study 

encompasses pertinent aspects of classroom instruction: feedback, task (re)design, 

and teachers’ pedagogical reasoning, which constitute key conceptual pivots of 

the study. 

3. The focus on surfacing teacher participants’ pedagogical reasoning in task 

(re)design, contributes to the knowledge base of teacher education in Singapore 

specifically, the pedagogical content knowledge of primary EL teachers. 

4. The study adds to the existing literature on beliefs about feedback and classroom 

participants’ enactment of feedback. Importantly, the study illuminates student 

feedback practices and beliefs, which are under-researched areas especially in the 

local context. 

 

Practice: 

5. Premised on the instructional triangle (City et al., 2011), the study is significant 

for teachers and teacher-educators. Teacher education programmes must link what 

teachers learn to what actually goes on in the classroom (Hodge, 2014) and be 

embedded in the instructional context of the classroom (Fonseca et al., 2015).  

6. By putting the spotlight on teachers’ tacit pedagogical content knowledge, the 

study offers a useful reference point for practitioners to examine the implications 

of their pre-lesson and in class decision-making in shaping the tasks students 

engage with in the classroom. 

7. The study elucidates how classroom participants particularly, students understand 

and use feedback in the classroom. Feedback constitutes a hallmark of the 

formative assessment lexicon (Duckor & Holmberg, 2017). The insights drawn 

enable practitioners to examine how formative assessment plays out in their own 
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classroom specifically, the opportunities for students to give or seek feedback 

while learning in whole class contexts, individually, or with their peers. 

8. For practitioners, the study provides an evidence-based blueprint for translating 

dispositions of self-directed learning in their classrooms. By focusing on student 

feedback and student-initiated feedback, the study facilitates a better 

understanding of how, when and why students take the initiative to provide 

feedback in the classroom. 

9. The study opens the doors for teachers to realistically consider the implications of 

their lesson planning in terms of the learning tasks they set up in the classroom. 

The findings enable a better understanding of how classroom participants 

(re)negotiate the task, and how pedagogical decisions come into play. 

 

Research: 

10. The design-based approach employed in this study surfaces the practical issues, 

opportunities and challenges of crafting collaborative interventions in naturalistic 

school settings and authentic classroom contexts in Singapore.  

11. In view of a focus on formative assessment, the study yields contextually-sensitive 

design principles, which enable a clearer understanding of methodological 

considerations in creating more space for student feedback in Singapore 

classrooms. 

12. The present study extends prior classroom-based research in EL contexts in 

Singapore. This research elucidates classroom participants’ verbal interactions 

specifically, their enactment of feedback in view of their beliefs about feedback. 

Importantly, the study surfaces insights into student feedback and not merely the 

teacher’s feedback in Singapore classrooms. 
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Policy: 

13. In view of MOE’s initiatives towards self-directed and independent learning, the 

present study potentially concretises what self-directed learning might look like 

in the Singapore classroom. The specific focus on student feedback thus, gives a 

practical orientation to the Ministry’s policy focus. 

14. The study is important from the viewpoint of curriculum design and syllabi 

development. Given the strong focus on AfL and students’ self-regulated learning 

in the EL syllabus (MOE, 2020), the findings from primary EL classrooms in 

Singapore elucidate the slippage between the intended formal curriculum, as 

envisaged by policy documents, and the enacted curriculum in actual classrooms, 

which may be experienced differently by individual students (Marsh & Willis, 

2003). 

 

 Other than the broader significance of the study for key stakeholders, the study 

entails potential benefits for the research participants in the study. Given the immediacy 

of the data generated, teachers would become more aware of the models of reality they 

construct in making pedagogical decisions, empowering them to reflect and improve upon 

their own practice thus, enhancing their professional capacity (Shavelson & Stern, 1981). 

The study provides space for student participants to examine how they understand, 

interpret and use feedback in the classroom. Student constructions of feedback also 

informed my initial impetus for the study. 

 

 

1.8 The researcher’s interest in, and position to the research study  

My interest in the present study largely stems from my observations and experiences both 
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as a teacher and researcher. I taught in a primary school in Kolkata for about 3 years, 

which allowed me to put into action many of the theoretical understandings I had acquired 

over the course of my two Bachelors degrees. After moving to Singapore in 1996, I 

continued teaching as a relief teacher in various schools and as a part-time English 

teacher. Despite the varying socio-cultural contexts, policy priorities and classroom 

demographics, I realised that the core issues of classroom teaching and learning are 

essentially the same. The Masters degree programme, which I undertook further 

stimulated my interest in pedagogical issues. I often found myself asking: What really 

works in the classroom?  

The opportunity to view pedagogical practice from a researcher’s lens came in April 

2010 when I joined the Centre for Research in Pedagogy and Practice at the National 

Institute of Education, Singapore. I have been working on a few iterations the Core 

Research Programme, a multidimensional baseline study of instruction, assessment and 

pedagogical practices in Singapore. Over the past decade, I have had the opportunity to 

observe lessons, interview teachers, converse with students as well as develop indicators 

to describe aspects of classroom practice. The idea for this research arose specifically 

from my experience in analysing videotaped lessons with reference to instructional 

practices such as feedback, monitoring, and scaffolding. The complex interrelationships 

among these instructional practices as students engage with learning tasks made it 

fascinating and often, difficult to tell one from the other.  

My interest in this research study has been largely borne out through my experiences 

as a teacher and researcher as well as my engagement with the vast literature. 

Problematising feedback, I feel, is important for addressing some knotty issues at the 

heart of classroom instruction. Empirical findings from Singapore classrooms and my 

involvement in the Core Research Programme have helped me arrive at some theoretical 
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issues worthy of examination. Moreover, anecdotal evidence obtained while talking to 

teachers and students raises some interesting issues for me. For instance, over the course 

of a focus group discussion (April 2015), a few Primary 3 students mentioned that they 

know they have done well when their teacher appoints them as ‘angels’ or ‘buddies’ to 

guide their peers who are making slower progress. Compared to obtaining stickers on 

their worksheets or comments such as ‘Well done’ or ‘Very Good,’ they prefer interacting 

with their classmates, which helps them with their own learning and gives them greater 

confidence. A primary school teacher who habitually highlights the learning intentions 

and the success criteria (on the whiteboard) at the start of each lesson mentioned that she 

would rather get her students to “think aloud their thinking processes” in a whole class 

setting than rectify their incorrect responses in their worksheets (personal communication 

March 27, 2015). I find teachers in local schools demonstrating awareness of and using 

formative assessment strategies such as ‘Exit Pass’ and ‘Traffic Light’ to obtain evidence 

of ongoing student learning. A number of teachers I talked to have expressed interest in 

learning more about questioning techniques to open up more space for student 

perspectives in the classroom. While sharing the proposal for this research at a conference 

(March 2015), I found it heartening that the issue of student feedback piqued the interest 

of many local school practitioners. A few mentioned that they would think about shifting 

focus from students as respondents to students as initiators of questions in the classroom. 

One secondary school EL teacher said that henceforth, while chalking out lesson plans, 

she would not merely think about the questions she would ask her students but rather 

about the questions students would ask her. 

According to Lewin (1952), “There is nothing more practical than a good theory” 

(p. 169). I believe that pedagogical issues should meaningfully inform theory-building, 

and that key stakeholders: educators, students, researchers, parents and policy makers 
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stand to gain from theoretically-informed pedagogical practice. These beliefs also 

informed the design-based research approach I employed in this study. Broadly, what 

steers the course of this research is my aim to surface a more nuanced understanding of 

feedback - an understanding, which can yield clearer insights into what works in the 

classroom. I have often wondered why teachers do what they do - thus, the need to 

investigate teachers’ decisions right from planning to executing lessons. 

 

 

1.9 Organisation of the thesis 

This chapter provides a backdrop for the study by presenting the problem statement, the 

context, the research questions, and the significance. Chapter 1 sets the context for the 

study but at this point various considerations of the research inquiry are under-theorised. 

The research questions are embedded in key theoretical landscapes and thus, Chapter 2 

offers a selective and focused review of the literature, which constitutes part of the 

preliminary phase in a DBR study. In the second chapter, I elaborate on three key 

interrelated conceptual components of the study: feedback, task (re)design and 

pedagogical reasoning, which lead to the conceptual framework. Chapter 3 focuses on the 

three-phase research design framework, and addresses the where, what and how of the 

collaborative intervention. Details of the research methods, sampling, data collection and 

analyses are provided. Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7 present the research findings in accordance 

with the sequence of the four research questions. The final chapter offers a discussion of 

the overall findings based on the conceptual framework and highlights the key 

implications of the study. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

 

The literature review in this chapter provides a foundation for the present research and is 

an integral component of the preliminary phase in the design-based research (DBR) 

framework used in this study. The conceptual framework pulls together key interrelated 

aspects of the collaborative intervention: feedback, task (re)design and teacher 

pedagogical reasoning. A socio-constructivist perspective of feedback is discussed. 

Broadly, I review the literature on feedback and student learning in terms of feedback as 

the pivot for visible learning and formative assessment in the classroom. I also focus on 

the importance of feedback and its role in student learning. Given the focus on verbal 

student feedback, I highlight the nature and structure of classroom talk. The present 

chapter also illuminates understandings of task design and teacher pedagogical reasoning. 

Initially, I review some research findings on instruction in EL classrooms in Singapore to 

facilitate a better understanding of the research context. 

 

 

2.1 Research on instruction in EL classrooms in Singapore 

Broadly, policies in Singapore aimed at improving economy-education-language linkages 

are a significant contributing factor to long-standing, on-going curricular innovation in 

Singapore. School level policies followed national reforms acting as the mediating layer 

between national initiatives and classroom innovations particularly evident in the ways 

assessments were linked to student placements (Silver et al., 2013). In 1999, the then 

Prime Minister Goh Chok Tong made a call for a knowledge economy - a first-rate 

education system to build a first-world economy and this framework continues to be the 
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underlying strategy for Singapore’s economic and educational development. Wee (2003) 

observes that Singapore’s emphasis on economic development “treats English language 

proficiency as necessary for attracting foreign investment and providing access to 

scientific and technological know-how” (p. 214). Since independence (1965), 

pedagogical instrumentality has provided Singapore’s students with a strong foundation 

in English language competencies (Luke et al., 2005). Historically, economic 

instrumentalism with regard to language policy in Singapore has lead to justifications of 

a pragmatic orientation to pedagogy. Instrumentalism led to monologic, highly scripted, 

constrained, superficially procedural, and didactic teaching in favour of students who 

reproduced predictable textual responses and constructions (Albright & Kramer-Dahl, 

2009; Kramer-Dahl, 2008). 

 Since the launch of the Thinking Schools, Learning Nation (1997) and Teach Less, 

Learn More (2004) initiatives, the CORE Research Programme has provided a 

multidimensional baseline of descriptive data pertaining to pedagogical practices in 

Singapore classrooms. Among other domains, the Core 1 study (2004-2007) focused on 

EL lessons in Primary 5 and Secondary 3 classrooms. It showed that despite the education 

system’s ability to produce a stable floor of basic skills and factual knowledge for most 

students, the priority given to delivering the basics seemed, albeit unintentionally, to have 

created a ceiling on students’ higher-order knowledge and capacities. Essentially, it found 

pedagogical approaches in Singapore leaning towards traditional modes of teaching and 

learning, and drill and practice of basic knowledge and skills. Most teachers seemed 

unable to deviate from the ‘curricular script’ to broader discussions and engagement over 

broader disciplinary knowledge, prior experiences, and knowledge about the world. 

Curriculum content dominated the classroom, with little opportunity for sustained debate, 

exposition or extended discussions around texts. Driven by a strong focus on the national 
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examinations, teachers tended to steer away from intellectually rich or cognitively 

demanding tasks in classrooms, which in turn had consequences on the quality and depth 

of student work (Luke et al., 2005). 

 To examine teacher beliefs, Goh et al. (2005) surveyed 2752 primary and secondary 

EL teachers in Singapore. They found that the majority of the teachers believed that 

students needed to learn English for or one or both of these reasons: communication and 

passing examinations. Lessons in upper secondary were geared towards helping students 

pass examinations while in lower primary, engaging students in different activities was 

the chief focus. Again, teachers generally did not consider it important to tap on other 

subject areas directly for language learning. The present study explores not only teacher 

beliefs but also student beliefs about feedback thus, constructing a fuller picture of 

classroom participants' enactment of feedback. 

 Examining the literacy practices of two secondary teachers, Kramer-Dahl (2008) 

found that instruction tended to centre around mechanical or procedural skills rather than 

on literacy or cognitive dimensions of tasks in English lessons. She concluded that 

teachers are “the interpretative authority on the text for the students… [she] mediates the 

text to the students” (McDonald, 2004, p. 18). Teachers arbitrate textual meaning 

narrowly with clear predictable responses required by students that perpetuate single 

interpretations of any given text. English teaching was outcomes-driven with the faithful 

reproduction by students of a limited set of text-types rather than opportunities for the 

exploration of texts. Student work was often structured, mechanistic and formulaic.  

 Given the present focus on Primary 5 EL classrooms, it may be noted that primary 

school teachers in Singapore are expected to align their practice with the STELLAR 

(Strategies for English Language and Reading) instructional programme. It was launched 

by the Ministry in 2010 to promote English language literacy development. STELLAR 
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encompasses instructional materials, teaching strategies and training to enable teachers' 

implementation of the syllabus from the Primary 1 to Primary 6 levels. Notably, the 

present study involves classroom observations pertaining to the ‘Writing Module’ lessons 

based on a resource package designed by the particular school to strengthen students’ 

writing skills (see sections 3.4.5 and 4.2.3). The ‘Writing Module’ formed part of the EL 

school-based curriculum thus, it is outside of the designated EL syllabus (MOE, 2020) 

and the recommended STELLAR programme. While STELLAR does not constitute the 

context for the present study, it may be useful to highlight some recent empirical evidence 

to surface a better understanding of the primary EL classroom in Singapore. 

 Exploring EL teachers' perceptions and use of the teaching methods and learning 

materials in the STELLAR programme in two schools, Loh and Renandya (2015) found 

little variation in terms of the use and adequacy of teaching and learning materials. Given 

their varying emphasis on examinations, the schools differed considerably with regard to 

the sufficiency of the training and the adequacy for assessment preparation in terms of 

teaching materials, planning resources and teaching strategies. While teachers in one 

school employed the STELLAR guidelines and materials, the other school embedded a 

parallel test-taking curriculum alongside STELLAR. Recently, Loh and Hu (2018) argued 

for the need to ascertain and articulate critical components of STELLAR in a way that 

makes sense to teachers. They also observe the need to equip teachers with knowledge 

and skills to adapt the programme in more principled ways, and argue for a greater focus 

on empowering teacher mentors in primary schools. 

 Outlining the broader curriculum initiatives, current literacy policy landscape and 

pedagogical effect of classroom discourse, Curdt-Christiansen and Silver (2012) 

investigated how English language teachers in Primary 1 (7-8 years) and Primary 2 (8-9 

years) classrooms interpret the STELLAR curriculum. They found that 20 different 
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teachers, at 10 different schools and two grade levels had a relatively high degree of 

uniformity in their teaching, not only in the ways in which they followed the curriculum 

suggestions for physical setting, materials and activities but also in the ways in which 

they opted not to incorporate more open-ended teacher–student interaction, make use of 

peer work or learning centres, or include more learning games and dramatic activities. 

Drawing on classroom participation patterns and discourse in Primary 1 and Primary 2 

EL lessons, Curdt-Christiansen and Silver’s (2013) study reveals the infrequency of 

opportunities for students to interact and engage in productive exchanges with teachers, 

although it constitutes a primary goal of the STELLAR initiative. They found evidence 

of surface-level changes such as material adaptation and physical arrangement of 

classroom seating but not deeper changes in the way new materials are employed, 

teaching approaches are enacted, and in teacher beliefs. Curdt-Christiansen and Silver 

(2013) argue that embedded values can conflict with suggested pedagogical innovations 

in English and recommended that surface-level changes of the type often attempted 

though policy initiatives need to go deeper to meet the goals of educational reform. 

Nonetheless, the large-scale STELLAR reform has had unprecedented impact given 

teachers' consistent use of research-based strategies, albeit their adaptations (Loh, 2020). 

In fact, Pang et al. (2015) attribute the success of STELLAR to the acknowledgement of 

the need for adaptations "to meet specific local needs while retaining a strong focus on 

the fidelity of implementation" (p. 117). Based on a quasi-experimental, longitudinal 

study (2007-2012) in 20 schools, Pang et al. found that students in the STELLAR 

programme performed significantly better than those in the control group on a range of 

language and reading skills as they progessed through each level and at the end of Primary 

6.  
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 The present research involving classroom observations based on the school-based 

'Writing Module' units offers glimpses of primary EL teaching and learning, which are 

not necessarily aligned with the STELLAR curricular focus. Thus, the study surfaces how 

an alternative or parallel school-based curriculum plays out in two EL classrooms in 

Singapore. Moreover, the bulk of the STELLAR research has focused on the lower 

primary (Curdt-Christiansen & Silver, 2012, 2013) and the current focus on the Primary 

5 level serves to partially fill the gap in empirical research from upper primary EL 

classrooms in Singapore. 

 The current study focuses on feedback practices in EL classrooms where the 

dominant interactional patterns are IRE sequences, whole class lecture and individual 

seatwork in which students largely offer one-word answers or remain quiet (Sam, et al., 

2007). Based on analyses of 200 primary 5 EL lessons in 50 Singapore schools, Sam, et 

al. suggest “a more participatory, dialogic and interactive model of English teaching” (p. 

5). Classes are predominantly teacher fronted (Silver, 2007, 2008), and monologic, which 

as Vaish (2008) argues, does not lead to extended oral narratives and critical thinking on 

the part of the students. Based on Core 1 (2004-2007) data, Vaish analysed pedagogical 

practice in primary and secondary English classrooms in terms of dialogicity and found 

that facility with oracy was not one of the outcomes of English lessons in Singapore in 

contrast to the emphasis in the EL Syllabus (MOE, 2010) on language for the purposes 

of information, literary response and expression, and social interaction.  

 To understand policy implementation across national, school and class levels, and 

their visibility in classroom pedagogy, Silver et al. (2013) investigated Primary 2 

instruction in two schools and conducted individual lesson observations in 10 other 

schools. They found very little evidence of policy initiation or curriculum innovation at 

the classroom level. Classroom instruction prioritised examinable subjects over holistic 
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education, and formal assessments over other measures of learning. Silver et al. note that 

despite initiatives like TLSN (1997) and TLLM (2004), even well-planned and well-

managed lessons rarely encourage passionate pursuit of knowledge, higher-order thinking 

or open-ended interactions among classroom participants.  

 Setting out to describe and compare instruction in Primary 1 and Primary 2 classes 

for EL and Mother Tongue languages (Chinese, Malay and Tamil), Silver et al. (2016) 

found that students, across all four languages and all lessons, had very few opportunities 

to work through their own misunderstandings, to find information on their own or to 

collaborate with each other in exploring their ideas. The lessons were similar in the way 

they were structured and teacher-controlled, the ways in which teachers presented 

information and the ways in which teachers managed the student interactions. Skill foci, 

on the other hand, showed some distinction across the languages. However, Silver et al. 

recognise that research across a wider spectrum and greater quantity of language lessons 

is needed.  

 Findings from the Core 2 Research Programme (2010-2013), a baseline study of 

instruction, assessment and pedagogy in Mathematics and English classrooms at the 

Primary 5 and Secondary 3 school levels indicate a dominance of Initiation-Response-

Evaluation (IRE) (Cazden, 1988) interactions and the teacher’s exposition as well as 

minimal evidence of student talk in Singapore classrooms (Hogan et al., 2013a). The 

findings are significant given that the “power of feedback is rarely operationalised during 

these soliloquies” (Hattie, 2012, p. 138). However, Core 2 findings need to be interpreted 

with caution given the largely teacher-centric, pre-designed coding scheme for analyses 

of lesson videos and the limitations of the video-recording protocol employed in capturing 

student talk during group work. Based on 625 lessons observed in 30 schools, Core 2 

findings suggest limited evidence of teachers activating students’ prior knowledge or 
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communicating learning goals and performance criteria. Again, while teachers monitor 

student learning and provide feedback, they tend to do so in ways that focus on whether 

students have obtained (or not) the correct answer rather than ascertaining students’ 

understanding on the task (Hogan et al., 2014).  

Pertinent to the present research focus on Primary 5 EL classrooms, I draw on 

findings from the recently concluded Core 3 Research Programme (2018-2019) with a 

representative sample of 1320 lessons (in 25 schools) at the Primary 5, Secondary 1 and 

Secondary levels across a range of subject domains. Core 3 lesson observations included 

89 Primary 5 lessons and 103 Secondary 3 EL lessons, which show a dearth of whole 

class discussions. EL teachers in these lessons were generally inclined to communicate 

learning goals but teachers’ consolidation of the lesson focus was far less evident (Kwek, 

2020). 

In view of the focus on two Primary 5 EL classrooms in the present study, I now 

highlight Core 3 findings based on the 89 Primary 5 EL lessons observed in 12 schools 

(Kwek, 2020). In about half the number of lessons observed, students engaged in 

pair/group work. Whole class discussion is evident in very few Primary 5 EL lessons. In 

terms of visible learning, Primary 5 EL teachers communicate lesson objectives far more 

frequently than recapitulating the lesson content. In about half the number of Primary 5 

EL lessons observed, teacher activated their students’ prior knowledge. Core 3 surfaces 

very modest evidence of Primary 5 students engaging in self-assessment or peer 

assessment in EL classrooms. In less than a fifth of the lessons observed, students provide 

feedback to their teacher, and peer feedback is far less evident in Primary 5 EL 

classrooms. Notably, the Core 3 study did not surface the specific kinds of feedback, 

which Primary 5 students provide in the Singapore EL classroom - an aspect, which is 

usefully addressed in the present study. 
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Additionally, Core 3 findings elucidate the extent and nature of teacher feedback in 

Primary 5 EL classrooms in the nation-state. Based on Hattie and Timperley (2007), the 

bulk of the teachers’ provision of feedback is at the task level. Teachers’ feedback at the 

process level is evident in slightly more than one-third of the lessons and feedback at the 

self-regulation is the least rendered by Primary 5 EL teachers. The recent empirical 

evidence of student and teacher feedback drawn from the baseline Core 3 study provides 

a useful reference point for the current investigation of student and teacher feedback 

practices in two primary EL classrooms. Except for the large-scale Core 2 (2010-2013) 

and Core 3 (2018-2019) studies, research studies in EL classrooms have largely focused 

on classroom interactions and the instructional repertoires employed by teachers. 

Empirical evidence of both student and teacher feedback surfaced in this study sheds light 

on a relatively under-researched area in the context of Singapore EL classrooms. The 

illustrative glimpses of English lessons in Singapore’s examination-driven and time-

starved classrooms (Loh, 2013) presented in this section serve to situate the broader focus 

of this research on student feedback, which is embedded in socio-constructivist 

underpinnings. 

  

 

2.2 Feedback: Socio-constructivist perspective 

Studies and theories about feedback can be traced back to almost 100 years and arise out 

of the psychological perspective called behaviourism (Thorndike, 1913). Positive 

feedback was considered ‘positive reinforcement’ and negative feedback was regarded as 

‘punishment’. In the behaviourist approach, learning was defined as the relatively 

permanent change in behaviour brought about as a result of experience or practice. 

However, behaviourism did not produce positive effects in the classroom (Jones & 
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Brader-Araje, 2002). Learning is no longer explained with behaviourist theories about 

stimulus-response connections and moreover, the role of the student in the feedback 

process is now firmly recognised.  

 The constructivist approach initiated in the 1980s, focuses on the student in the 

learning process and views learning as an active process through which the student 

constructs meaning. The student becomes active and self-directed in identifying his/her 

competencies, knowledge, skills and attitudes to successfully achieve meaningful goals 

(Elshout-Mohr et al., 2002). Graue (1993) claims that “the student is an active constructor 

of knowledge ... Student participation in learning includes active engagement in 

generating information about that learning. Students begin to take responsibility for 

understanding and communicating their own learning” (p. 296). According to Doolittle 

(2014), there is active creation and modification of thoughts, ideas, and understandings 

by the students as a result of experiences that occur within a socio-cultural context. The 

student, from existing beliefs, experiences and prior knowledge and new information, 

constructs knowledge. The student as an individual constructs unique meaning through 

his/her cognitive processes, and learning is in the control of the student (Brooks & 

Grennon Brooks, 1999), which makes knowledge tentative, subjective, and personal 

(Airasian & Walsh, 1997). 

 The teacher’s role in the constructivist approach is not to transfer knowledge but to 

provide support and space for students to use the knowledge and skills they already 

possess in order to understand new concepts. The teacher no longer supplies knowledge 

or spoon-feeds knowledge to students but facilitates, coordinates and critiques student 

constructions, believing in student autonomy and empowerment in the learning process. 

Ridgway and Schoenfeld (1994) also note the change in the role of assessment and 

evaluation from measuring the reproduction of knowledge to developing students capable 
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of learning how to learn by means of a broader range of skills. “The teacher will value 

enhancing student learning when assessment becomes part of his or her pedagogical 

process and he or she will choose assessment strategies that blend with instruction to 

enhance learning” (Pilcher, 2001, p. 1). In a constructivist approach, the student actively 

acquires (the active learner), socially constructs with others (the social learner) and 

creates (the creative learner) knowledge and understanding (Phillips, 1995). An active 

role for the student is essential and in practice, social and creative aspects go together 

with this role (Perkins, 1999) and the emphasis shifts from knowledge as a product to 

knowing as a process. 

 There are various perspectives of constructivism such as radical (von Glaserfeld, 

1995), personal (Kelly, 1955, 1991), psychological and cognitive (Piaget, 2001) but 

pertinent to this research study is social constructivism (Vygotsky, 1978). Broadly, socio-

constructivist perspectives focus on the interdependence of social and individual 

processes in the co-construction of knowledge (Palincsar, 1998). Student feedback may 

be viewed as an integral part of the socio-constructivist classroom where the teacher is 

not viewed as the ‘expert’ pouring knowledge into passive recipients but instead, students 

are actively involved in their own learning. Classroom participants construct meanings in 

an active and continuous process in which students themselves assume responsibility for 

their own learning. Students actively construct their own understanding of feedback 

messages derived from external sources (Black & Wiliam, 1998; Ivanic et al., 2000) 

consistent with student-centred and social constructivist conceptions of learning (Lea et 

al., 2003; Palincsar, 1998). 

 Vygotsky’s (1978) enduring and prolific legacy comprises the socio-cultural 

genesis of human thinking, a developmental approach to studying human thinking, and 

the power of cultural mediation in understanding and transforming educational practices. 
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Thinking, for Vygotsky, is a culturally mediated social process of communication (Smidt, 

2009). Social constructivism, based on Vygotsky’s work, puts emphasis on the 

interactional nature of knowledge - knowledge is socially constructed. From a 

Vygotskyian perspective, school instruction provides the social and cultural context for 

developing students’ higher mental functions (Valsiner, 1988). Thus, the teacher’s role in 

mediating the student’s learning activity as they share knowledge and meaning through 

social interaction is important. Knowledge, as Valsiner notes, results from the interaction 

between student (internal) and the environment (external) and learning is the process of 

putting together internal depictions of external structures as sorted and shaped by one’s 

prior knowledge and experiences, beliefs, culture and language, based on interactions 

with others within a sociocultural context. Thus, the student’s cognitive development 

occurs in the context of social relationships (with peers and teachers) and socio-cultural 

tools and practices (goals of the tasks, computers, language). Shepard (2000) points out 

that from Vygotsky (1978) we learn that cognitive abilities are “developed” through 

socially supported interactions (p. 6). Shepard posits that classroom assessment must 

transform its structure and content, the way it is used, and the perceptions of teachers and 

students towards it. As Woolfolk (2006) notes, by participating in a broad range of 

activities with others, learners appropriate (internalise) the outcomes produced by 

working together; these outcomes could include both strategies and knowledge.  

 Socio-constructivism forms the broader theoretical underpinnings of classroom 

feedback and helps us understand the role of feedback in student learning and the 

teacher’s role in facilitating the same. From a socio-constructivist perspective, feedback 

constitutes shared and individual interpretations developed through dialogue, sense-

making and through co-construction between participants (Price et al., 2011b; Rust et al., 

2005). Feedback is a powerful constructivist tool to enrich deep learning and a critical 
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component of assessment for learning (Marzano, 2007). Recognising students as co-

constructors of knowledge actively involved in their own learning, the teacher needs to 

make decisions to provide students opportunities to use their knowledge and skills as well 

as to interact with other classroom participants. The teacher’s ability to interact in a 

contingently responsive manner to the learner’s needs moment-to-moment and over time 

is essential to learning (Wells, 1986; Wells & Chang-Wells, 1992). From a socio-

constructivist perspective, the main purpose of feedback is to develop students’ ability to 

monitor, evaluate and regulate their own learning (Nicol, 2010; Price et al., 2010). In 

other words, students need opportunities to make interpretations about their engagement 

with and use of information over the course of interactions with their teacher or peers. 

Socio-constructivism underpins dialogic feedback, which opens up space for knowledge 

exploration because of the collaborative or reciprocal association between students and 

teachers (Ajjawi & Boud, 2017).  

 

 

2.3 Feedback and student learning 

The pivotal role of feedback in student learning becomes evident in the abundant literature 

in how feedback relates to the student’s learning process in the classroom. For instance, 

Pellegrino et al. (2001) describe learning as a process of continuously modifying 

knowledge and skills and that feedback is essential to guide, test, challenge or redirect the 

learner’s thinking. Through cycles of feedback and reflection, productive learning can be 

internalised by the students (Tuck, 1997). Black and Wiliam (2009) argue that feedback 

is embedded into the instructional process in the classroom, and should be understood as 

‘moments of contingencies,’ which are like critical points where learning potentially 

changes direction.  
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 Definitions of feedback illustrate how feedback can potentially enhance student 

understanding or performance. According to Winne and Butler (1994), “feedback is 

information with which a learner can confirm, add to, overwrite, tune, or restructure 

information in memory, whether that information is domain knowledge, beliefs about self 

and tasks, or cognitive tactics and strategies” (p. 5740). Hattie and Timperley (2007) 

define feedback as “information provided by an agent (e.g., teacher, peer, book, parent, 

self, and experience) regarding aspects of one’s performance or understanding” (p. 81). 

Hattie and Timperley note that feedback can take many forms - a teacher or parent can 

provide corrective information, a peer can offer an alternative strategy, a book can 

provide information to clarify ideas, a parent can provide encouragement, a learner can 

evaluate the correctness of a response and so on. In short, feedback is a direct 

‘consequence’ of performance.  

 A shift in how feedback is being conceptualised is evident in the transition from a 

view of feedback as information (Butler & Winne, 1995; Hattie & Timperley, 2007; 

Ramaprasad, 1983) to an increasing focus on feedback as a process, rather than as a 

product (Beaumont et al., 2011; Carless et al., 2011; Price et al., 2011b). According to 

Shepard (2005), feedback is the crucial interaction that occurs between teacher and 

learner(s) during learning and teaching, which aids the improvement process through the 

identification of a learning gap and the actions necessary to close that gap. 

 The present focus on student feedback in the classroom links to what Darling-

Hammond et al. (2008) advocate - any discussion of teaching needs to start with what we 

know about learning and they outline three fundamental principles of learning that are 

particularly important for teaching: 

1. Students come to the classroom with prior knowledge that must be addressed if 

teaching is to be effective; 
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2. Students need to organise and use knowledge conceptually if they are to apply it 

beyond the classroom; and 

3. Students learn more effectively if they understand how they learn and how to 

manage their own learning. 

 

 To enable student engagement in meaningful learning in the 21st century, Darling-

Hammond (2008) highlights some key ideas: active, in-depth learning; authentic, 

formative assessment; opportunities for collaboration; attention to prior knowledge, 

experience, and development; knowledge organised around core concepts and 

connections; and development of metacognitive skills. Feedback is instrumental in two 

of these key ideas: formative assessment and developing students’ metacognition. An 

essential part of formative assessment is feedback to the learner, both to assess their 

current achievement and to indicate what the next steps in their learning trajectory should 

be (Black et al., 2003). Formative feedback, through self-, peer-, and teacher-assessment, 

helps students reflect on their own work, evaluate it against a standard, and improve it. 

By developing metacognitive skills, teachers effectively help students to think about their 

own thinking, gauge what they know and need to know, and learn how to manage their 

own learning by acquiring specific strategies. Teachers use opportunities for discussion 

and presentation of ideas, as well as formative assessment tools, to support students’ 

reflective stance toward learning that helps them assess and direct their own emerging 

understandings. Understandably, the literature on formative assessment underscores the 

idea of feedback - information by way of feedback allows students to be assessed such 

that it informs ongoing student learning and teacher instruction.  
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2.3.1 Feedback: Formative assessment 

The use of feedback to inform and elicit evidence of student learning constitutes the crux 

of the argument for employing formative assessment practices in the classroom. Feedback 

is a key facet of classroom assessment because learning occurs through the use of 

formative feedback (Hattie, 2009; Hattie & Timperley, 2007; Tunstall & Gipps, 1996b). 

Sadler (1998) asserts, “Formative assessment refers to assessment that is specifically 

intended to provide feedback on performance to improve and accelerate learning” (p. 77). 

In fact, the most important reason to use formative assessment is that it allows for 

feedback to be given during instruction (Wiliam, 2006).  

  Importantly, formative assessment is essentially feedback (Ramaprasad, 1983) 

both to the teacher and to the students about present understanding and skill development 

in order to determine the way forward (Harlen & James, 1997). For Black and Wiliam 

(1998), formative assessment comprises activities undertaken by teachers or students in 

assessing themselves, yielding information to be used as feedback for revision of teaching 

and learning activities. Kane and Maw (2005) consider ways in which teachers can 

examine and improve their own teaching practice by involving students in identifying 

how they make sense of learning in the classroom and how teachers can facilitate the 

same. 

 In the 1990’s, a number of research studies assigned the learner as the key role in 

the assessment process based on developments in the fields of socio-cultural learning, 

metacognitive and self-regulation theory (Bell & Cowie, 1997; Black, 1999; Black & 

Wiliam, 1998; Sadler, 1989, 1998; Shepard, 1995; Torrance & Pryor, 1998). Of central 

importance is the need for the learner to be able to assess and improve the quality of the 

work produced through application of the skills of self-monitoring and self-regulation 

(Butler & Winne, 1995; Gipps, 1994; Perrenoud, 1998). The concept of ‘assessment for 
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learning’ first appeared during the 1990’s and has now become part of the discourse of 

assessment (Gardner, 2006).  

 Pertinent to the current research focus, Tan (2013) proposes a framework for 

assessment for learning (AfL) wherein assessment standards (vertical axis), task design 

(horizontal axis) and feedback practices (incline) form a “triangle of practices” that 

construct the “space” for enhancing learning, as Figure 3 shows (p. 1). 

 

Figure 3 

Triangulated Model of Assessment for Learning (Tan, 2013, p. 2) 

 

  

 The present study incorporates all three aspects of Tan’s (2013) model: feedback, 

task design and standards. The specific focus of this research is on feedback as 

information available to classroom participants, which could potentially, be employed for 

purposes of formative assessment and this is reflected in the working definition of 

feedback (Section 1.6). In lesson verbal feedback and task (re)design in relation to the 

teacher's pedagogical reasoning undergirds the research focus as evident from the 

conceptual framework (see Section 2.7). Further, the initial revision to the conceptual 

framework emanated from insights into how the task is intertwined with classroom 
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participants' feedback and uptake thus, recontextualising the task as students engage with 

it in the classroom (see Section 4.5).     

 For the purposes of the present study, Tan’s (2013) reference to ‘standards’ (Figure 

3) translates into the explication of learning goals, success criteria and exemplars as well 

as references to past and previous performances, which make learning more visible for 

students. Specifically, criterion-referenced feedback, which enables students to move 

towards learning goals (Brookhart, 2008) constitutes a coding analyses indicator for 

teachers' feedback enactment (see Section 3.8.1). Criterion-referenced feedback entails 

references to performance criteria, and student's previous and present performances thus, 

combining progress feedback and discrepancy feedback (Voerman et al., 2012).  Based 

on Tan's model (Figure 3), the "space" (p. 1) for enabling student learning increases with 

the explication of more standards or criteria (vertical axis). Beyond stepping up the 

communication of expectations, Bearman and Ajjawi (2021) suggest inviting students to 

co-construct criteria which enables meaning making. Arguably, Tan's AfL model does 

not reflect a process-oriented conceptualisation of feedback (Boud & Molloy, 2013a) in 

which students “construct the terms and conditions of their own learning” (Lantolf & 

Pavlenko, 2001, p. 145). Bearman and Ajjawi note that students may not have an 

understanding of what enacting criteria means, which explains the dominance of making 

criteria transparent via representation of learning goals and standards (Hattie, 2009). 

Feedback provides a vehicle for integrating different components of formative 

instructional practices: clear learning targets, evidence of student learning, and student 

ownership in the process (Chan et al., 2014). As the following section elucidates, the role 

of feedback as a formative assessment tool relates to the visibility of teaching and learning 

in the classroom.  
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2.3.2 Visible learning 

Feedback constitutes the pivot of Hattie’s (2009) theoretical underpinnings of visible 

learning, which involves making the process of teaching and learning transparent or 

visible to both teachers and students. According to Hattie, feedback can be correctional 

and it supplies information to both teachers and students involving critical task 

processing, task output, self-regulation and self-development. Hattie emphasises the 

importance of communicating goals and standards to students as a key element of visible 

learning: Learning intentions describe what it is we want students to learn in terms of the 

skills, knowledge, attitudes and values within any particular lesson. To make feedback 

effective, therefore, teachers must have a good understanding of where students are, and 

where they are meant to be – and the more transparent they make this status for the 

students, the more students can help to get themselves from the points which they are to 

the success points, and thus benefit from feedback. The main purpose of feedback, Hattie 

claims, is to reduce discrepancies between current understandings and performance and 

a learning intention or goal. Effective feedback answers three questions: “Where am I 

going?” (learning intentions/goals/success criteria), “How am I going?” (self-assessment 

and self-evaluation), and “Where to next?” (progression, new goals) as Figure 4 shows. 

The four levels of feedback have been incorporated in the Level 1 Coding Scheme for the 

analyses of lesson videos in the study: task, process, self-regulation and self (see Section 

3.8.1, and Appendices A and B). 
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Figure 4  

A Model of Feedback to Enhance Learning (Hattie & Timperley, 2007) 

 

  

 The four levels of feedback relate to students’ varying learning needs. Task level 

feedback is about the specific requirements of the task while process level feedback is 

directed at the processes, skills and strategies required by the students to complete the 

task. Feedback at the self-regulation level prompts students to monitor their own learning 

as well as regulate their work in view of the explicated learning goals and performance 

criteria. Feedback directed to the ‘self’ generally involves an evaluation of the learner’s 

characteristics and not of his/her learning. Hattie (2012) argues that it is optimal to 

provide appropriate feedback at or one level above that at which the student is currently 

functioning given that the task, process, and self-regulation levels correspond to phases 

in the progression of student learning: novice, proficient, and competent respectively. 

Arguably, the four levels of feedback (self, task, process and self-regulation) in Hattie 

and Timperley's (2007) framework indicate a hierarchical structure, with self-regulation 
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level feedback being 'higher' than other forms of feedback. In view of learner-centred 

feedback processes and student engagement with feedback (To, 2021), Hattie and 

Timperley's (2007) framework may be described as a 'delivery' model of feedback  

premised on one-way performance-related information. It does not reflect the agency of 

the learner in improving his/her performance or understanding (Boud & Molloy, 2013b).  

 A focus on student feedback practices entails aspects of visible learning such as the 

teacher’s explication of learning intentions and performance criteria, which potentially 

opens up space for student feedback. Hattie and Gan (2011) argue that feedback becomes 

powerful when it renders criteria for success in achieving learning goals transparent to 

the learner. Earlier, Sadler (1989) argued for enabling students’ self-regulated learning 

by communicating standards to students, comparing current and desired performance, and 

closing the gap between current and desired performance. According to Sadler, students 

would need to “select from a pool of appropriate moves or strategies to bring their own 

performances closer to the goal (p. 138).  

 The use of feedback as a formative assessment tool hinges on the visibility of 

learning in the classroom. Understandably, Chan et al. (2014) consider any instruction 

that is strategically aligned with clear and meaningful learning targets, and which yields 

observable student responses allowing teacher evaluations about student progress, useful 

for providing effective feedback. Similarly, Chappuis et al. (2012) observe that feedback 

requires teachers to know their standards, share clear learning targets, obtain and 

document evidence of student learning, and interpret the data to provide feedback that 

promotes student ownership of learning. To facilitate formative assessment, Wiliam 

(2005) argues for good classroom questioning, the importance of quality feedback, the 

necessity of students’ understanding of the criteria of success, and the use of peer- and 

self-assessment. Again, feedback given as part of formative assessment helps learners 
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become aware of any gaps that exist between their desired goal and their current 

knowledge, understanding, or skill and guides them through actions necessary to obtain 

the goal (Ramaprasad, 1983; Sadler, 1989). Wiliam's (2006) argument synthesises aspects 

of visible learning and formative assessment practices: 1) clarifying and understanding 

learning intentions and criteria for success; 2) engineering effective classroom 

discussions, questions and tasks that elicit evidence of learning; 3) providing feedback 

that moves learning forward; 4) activating students as teaching and learning resources for 

each other; and 5) activating students as owners of their own learning.  

 In view of clarifying learning intentions and performance criteria to inform student 

learning, Bearman and Ajjawi (2021) question the illusion whether everything can (and 

should) be explicated - students are able to 'see through' rather than 'work with' teachers' 

expectations in fulfilling task requirements (Bearman & Ajjawi, 2018). They observe that 

outlining expectations of student work for attainment of standards or aspirational quality 

may obstruct what Torrance (2007) describes as deep and holistic understanding. 

Focusing on the limitations of 'transparent' assessment criteria in higher education 

contexts, Bearman and Ajjawi suggest inviting students into a 'productive space,' 

encouraging student reflection as well as sustaining student learning by inviting multiple 

enactments across tasks spread over time and space. In primary classrooms, explicit 

communication of criteria and exemplars may be expected or even required to stimulate 

young children's learning specifically, in terms of generating feedback with reference to 

the teacher's explicated criteria. Broadly, assessment criteria whether represented, 

enacted or co-constructed, stimulate and sustain student learning offering space for what 

Boud and Molloy (2013a) refer to as making meaning of holistic and dynamic indicators 

of quality via teacher or peer feedback. While the role of feedback in student learning is 

obvious, its effectiveness in terms of student learning varies.  
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2.3.3 Impact of feedback on student learning 

Feedback is universally endorsed as beneficial for learning but what counts as ‘good 

feedback’ is contested, with contrasting perspectives about the optimal source, form, 

content, frequency, and timing of feedback (Shute, 2008). The importance of feedback in 

learning is well established (Hattie & Jaeger, 1998; Hattie et al., 1996) but its impact on 

learning has been both positive and negative (Kluger & DeNisi, 1996). Clearly, not all 

feedback is effective. Much depends on what kind of feedback is given, when it is given, 

and how it is linked to other instructional practices and classroom processes. In effect, the 

power of feedback is only realisable by teachers and students when its content fulfills 

certain interconnected conditions. Feedback should promote thinking and is most 

effective when it is task-focused and given regularly (Black & Wiliam, 1998; Hattie, 

2009). Also, feedback should encourage a student’s response to questions such as: Where 

am I now? What do I have to do next to achieve a particular outcome? Additionally, and 

usefully, feedback can (and should) challenge students to surface their assumptions and 

helps them in being critical of the quality of their reasoning (Black et al., 2003).  

 A large body of research (Bangert-Drowns et al., 1991; Butler & Winne, 1995; 

Hattie & Timperley, 2007; Kluger & DeNisi, 1996; Tunstall & Gipps, 1996b) teases out 

what makes feedback effective (or not), pointing to the characteristics of effective 

feedback. Black and Wiliam (1998) describe the directive and facilitative functions of 

feedback. Directive feedback specifically informs students about what needs to corrected 

or revised while facilitative feedback entails comments and suggestions to guide students 

in revising and conceptualising their learning. Understandably, the latter has greater 

potential to enhance student learning though Moreno (2004) argues that directive 

feedback is more helpful for novice learners. Black and Wiliam note that feedback that 

draws attention away from the task and towards self-esteem can have a negative effect on 
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attitudes and performance. Chan et al. (2014) point out that to enhance the effectiveness 

of feedback and, in turn, the efficiency of instruction, feedback should focus on success 

and be immediate, specific, and actionable. The immediacy of feedback is important 

given that teachers want students to actually use the feedback they are receiving, they 

should deliver that feedback while the assignment or learning task is still relevant to the 

student (Brookhart, 2008).  Hattie (2012) disapproves of increasing the amount of 

feedback disregarding its quality and intended recipient/s. Given the present focus on in-

lesson verbal feedback, Wiggins' (2012) argument is pertinent: feedback needs to be 

specific, addressable, timely, ongoing, and content-rich.  

 The effectiveness of feedback lies not only in how it is given but also on how it is 

received and processed by the recipient. The response to feedback, as Kluger and DeNisi 

(1996) argue, is dependent on the individual receiving the feedback, the kind of task based 

on which feedback is given, and the recipient’s perceptions of the one giving the 

feedback. Specifically, when feedback draws attention to a gap between one’s current 

performance and the goal, what happens depends on whether the current performance is 

lower than the goal. Feedback is only likely to improve performance when feedback tells 

an individual that his/her performance exceeds the goal and the individual seeks to change 

the goal to a more demanding one. Feedback is also likely to enhance performance when 

it triggers a change in one’s behavior to increase performance to match the goal. Also, 

feedback is considered most effective during performance when it enables the learner to 

self-assess, self-regulate and self-adjust so that the feedback itself provides “an episode 

of learning” (Wiggins, 1993, p. 183). Boulet et al. (1990) show that the form of feedback: 

oral or written is less important than the fact that students, in class, are given time to use 

the feedback to improve their work. In Dawson et al.'s (2019) study, university students 

and their teachers focused on the notion of feedback as improvement. The exploration of 
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students' beliefs in this study offers a useful lens for examining how students interpret 

and engage with feedback information in the Singapore classroom. 

 Summarising the commonalities that emerge from the literature, Chappuis (2009) 

outlines the following characteristics of effective feedback: 1) directs attention to the 

intended learning, highlighting strengths and specific information to guide improvement; 

2) occurs during learning, while there is still time to act on it; 3) addresses partial 

understanding; 4) does not do the thinking for the student; and 5) limits corrective 

information to the amount of advice the student can possibly act upon. The present study 

surfaces what primary students in the Singapore EL classroom deem to be effective 

feedback in terms of their own learning. Beyond a formative evaluation of student 

performance, feedback also plays a role in scaffolding students’ ongoing learning in the 

classroom. 

 

2.3.4 Feedback and scaffolding 

Prior to exploring how feedback and scaffolding interrelate, it is useful to understand 

what ‘scaffolding’ means. The well-known metaphor of ‘scaffolding,’ a term coined by 

Bruner (1966) was later developed by Wood et al. (1976) who investigated the interactive, 

instructional relationship between the developing child and his/her elders for the study of 

skill acquisition and problem solving in tutoring contexts. They used the term 

‘scaffolding’ to describe the role the adult or “expert” can potentially play in helping 

children or novices solve problems in the process of tutoring (p. 89). The phenomenon of 

scaffolding is often associated with Vygotsky’s (1978) zone of proximal development or 

ZPD (Kozulin, 1986). The ZPD refers to specific, tightly-defined, learning situations in 

which an adult or more knowledgeable peer controls or manipulates “those elements that 

are initially beyond the learners’ capacity thus, permitting him to concentrate upon and 
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complete those elements that are within his range of competence” (Wood et al., 1976, p. 

90). In classrooms, scaffolding usually involves the teacher providing (expert) assistance 

based on the perceived needs of students as they work on learning tasks. Generally 

speaking, scaffolding captures, “the sense in which, through encouragement, focusing, 

demonstrations, reminders and suggestions, a learner can be supported in mastering a task 

or achieving understanding,” and as students become better able to work independently, 

the scaffolding may be gradually withdrawn or relocated to other areas of learning 

(Mercer & Littleton, 2007, p. 15). 

 Among other instructional strategies, feedback plays a supportive role in student 

learning. For instance, Hattie (2012) observes that the purpose of scaffolding is to provide 

support, knowledge, strategies, modeling, questioning, instructing, restructuring, and 

other forms of feedback with the intention that the student comes to own the knowledge, 

understanding and concepts. Hattie further notes that the prompts that teachers and 

students use to generate feedback from many sources act as scaffolding tools, which 

support and inform students’ learning processes. Facilitating student performance via 

feedback is one of the five intentions for scaffolding (Van de Pol et al., 2010). Galton 

(2007) points to how feedback might scaffold or support learning, and Smith (2008) refers 

to the notion of scaffolded feedback. Defining feedback as the crucial interaction between 

student/s and the teacher, Shepard (2005) notes that the purpose of feedback has moved 

away from a corrective to a scaffolding function that supports learning through the zone 

of proximal development (ZPD). Premised on these arguments, and given that feedback 

is a ‘consequence’ of performance (Hattie & Timperley, 2007), it may be safely argued 

that scaffolding is broadly linked to the trajectory of student learning with feedback 

informing performance/s on a continuum of student learning. Feedback, which is based 

on student understanding or performance potentially scaffolds student learning, and these 
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understandings are incorporated in the operational definition of feedback (see Section 

1.6). Feedback becomes evident in the questions, responses, comments or suggestions of 

classroom participants over the course of verbal interactions in the classroom. 

 

2.3.5 Feedback and classroom interactions 
 
Who gives feedback to whom and in what context? Who seeks feedback and from which 

source? How and how much feedback is given? What is the nature of the feedback in 

relation to the learning tasks that are set up and implemented in the classroom? The 

answers to these questions become obvious in the nature and participatory structure of 

classroom talk, which largely determines the opportunities for classroom participants to 

give or seek feedback. Storch and Wigglesworth (2010) observe teachers’ persistent 

behaviour of giving verbal feedback - oral remarks that reflect the adequacy or correctness 

of the students’ solicited or initiated statements in relation to the subject matter. Hardman 

(2008) argues for teacher training on the use of questions and a greater understanding of 

how feedback can support learning and shape the development of students’ thinking.  

 The present study focuses on students’ feedback in the classroom, which would be 

evident in the queries, comments or questions students surface in the classroom. 

Understandably, there are other sources of feedback in the classroom such as classroom 

participants’ written comments, gestures, or facial expressions. Nunan and Lamb (1996) 

argue that all dimensions of pedagogical processes from the provision of feedback, 

through monitoring, setting up small groups, giving instructions and explanations, 

disciplining and questioning students involve language. The present research focus is on 

students’ verbal feedback informed by socio-constructivist underpinnings (see Section 

2.2). From a cognitive perspective, enabling students to generate questions about their 

learning, and gradually pressing them to ask more probing questions is a powerful 
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learning strategy (Ebersbach et al., 2020). 

Evidence of feedback practices in the classroom may be largely elicited from the 

nature of the exchanges between the teacher and students as well as among students 

themselves (Cazden, 2001). This may be achieved by tracking one or more of the 

following aspects: the structure and length of the teachers and students’ ‘utterances’ 

(Bakhtin, 1986, p. 91); the order in the flow of talk; how teachers and students respond 

to each other; speaking rights and listening responsibilities - getting a turn and getting the 

floor, seating arrangement and gaze; teacher and student questions; pace and sequence - 

wait time and teacher assistance in the course of classroom interactions. The kind of 

questions teachers pose ascertain the nature and quality of the student thinking they reveal 

and promote (Black & Wiliam, 1998). Nunan and Lamb (1996) note that the standard 

interactional pattern in the classroom is one in which the teacher asks a question, one or 

more students respond to the question, and the teacher evaluates the response - a pattern, 

which Good and Brophy (1987) describe as resembling a game of verbal ‘Ping-Pong’. 

Black and Wiliam (1998) argue that dialogue between teachers and students should be 

thoughtful, reflective, focused to evoke and explore understanding, permitting students 

to think and express themselves. Understandably, such Initiation-Response-Evaluation or 

IRE (Cazden, 1988) interactions or presentational talk (Barnes, 2008) offer little space 

for the provision of formative feedback, which facilitates student understanding and 

enables student learning. 

 In contrast to presentational talk, which offers a ‘final draft’ for display and 

evaluation by the audience, Barnes (2008) argues for exploratory talk as an important 

means of working on understanding as it enables the speaker to sort out his or her own 

thoughts. Working on understanding is, in essence, the reshaping of old knowledge in the 

light of new ways of ‘seeing’ things - only students can work on understanding: teachers 
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can encourage and support but cannot do it for them. Similarly, Brookhart (2008) explains 

that teachers can't make students focus on or learn something. Rather, the teacher’s 

feedback (input) together with students' own internal input, helps them decide where they 

are with regard to the learning goals and what they will tackle next.  

 From a socio-constructivist viewpoint, feedback constitutes shared and individual 

interpretations developed through dialogue, sense-making and co-construction among 

(Price et al., 2011b), which is facilitated through exploratory talk (Barnes, 2008) and 

dialogic talk (Alexander, 2004). Dialogic talk is a form of understanding talk that 

Alexander (2004) suggests exhibits three key characteristics: purposefulness, reciprocity 

and cumulation. Dialogue is characterised by cumulation - purposeful questioning and 

chaining of ideas into coherent lines of thinking and enquiry (Wolfe & Alexander, 2008). 

Mercer (1995) observes that exploratory talk is characterised by critical but constructive 

engagement with one other’s ideas - challenges are justified and alternatives suggested 

resulting in joint agreement in decision-making. According to Clarke (2008), the 

dominance of constructive, student ‘dialogic’ talk in a classroom is a key identifier of a 

‘formative assessment’ culture. As detailed in Section 2.2, socio-constructivism 

undergirds dialogic feedback, which opens up space for knowledge exploration (Ajjawi 

& Boud, 2017) as students act on the feedback to improve their work or learning strategies 

(Carless & Boud, 2018).  

 Cultural and institutional factors among many others, are embedded in classroom 

interactions with obvious implications for the space for students’ provision of verbal 

feedback. Dialogic interactions are not commonly observed in classrooms (Nystrand et 

al., 2003) as school culture often dictates that classroom participants follow a particular 

set of conversational ‘ground rules’ that discourage students' reasoning, extended 

contributions, question posing and evaluation of peers' responses (Mercer & Howe, 
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2012). Again, teachers have a propensity to engage in transmission methods of teaching 

rather than encouraging students to be actively involved in their own learning (Gillies, 

2012). To capture evidence of feedback as a two-way, dialogic process, coding analyses 

(of lesson videos) in the present study encompasses 'feedback-based interactions' as an 

indicator of student or teacher uptake of the feedback provided by classroom participants 

(see Section 3.8.1).  

 The value of feedback as a two-way interactional process rather than a monoligic 

transfer of information is understandable given that students are active agents in the 

feedback process, and different students can interpret teachers’ feedback in different ways 

(Carvalho et al., 2014). Hattie (2009) asserts that “the key is feedback that is received and 

acted upon by students” (p. 174). A vast body of research shows that the power of 

feedback lies not only in when and how it is given, but more in when and how it is 

received (Andrade, 2010; Hattie & Gan, 2011; King et al., 2009) and thus, the social 

context can be critical when students interpret feedback (Cowie, 2005; Hattie & Gan 

2011; Hattie & Timperley, 2007; Waldrip et al., 2009). Perrenoud (1998) compares the 

act of providing feedback to students with throwing bottles out to sea: ‘‘No one can be 

sure that the message they contain will one day find a receiver’’ (p. 87). Understanding 

the intended and perceived purpose, meaning and value of feedback by students is a 

critical first condition for effective feedback uptake (Shute, 2008) thus, an exploration of 

classroom participants’ beliefs about feedback is warranted. By investigating both student 

and teacher beliefs about feedback, this research prompts a (re)focus on how feedback is 

received and not merely given. 
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2.4 Beliefs about feedback 

Feedback practices in the classroom and classroom participants’ beliefs about feedback 

are mutually informing, which together serve to construct a nuanced picture of the 

cyclical loop of feedback and uptake between the student/s and teacher in the classroom. 

Conceptions consisting of beliefs, attitudes and intentions (Thompson, 1992) contribute 

significantly to behaviour (Ajzen, 2005). Conceptions are important, for a person’s 

conception of a phenomenon reflects how they understand and relate to that phenomenon 

(Marton, 1981, 1986; Trigwell et al., 1994). Early research indicates that perception plays 

a central role in the feedback process (Ilgen et al., 1979). Notably, learners’ prior 

knowledge, beliefs and thinking act as a filter to mediate the effects of externally provided 

feedback as well as internal feedback (Butler & Winne, 1995). This study elucidates the 

interplay of classroom participants' beliefs and enactment of feedback thus, surfacing 

useful insights into opening up more space for student feedback in the Singapore 

classroom. 

 For the purposes of the present study, a broader conception of beliefs is posited 

based on Pajares’ (1992) assertion that individuals identify and understand themselves by 

the nature of their beliefs, and that beliefs guide one’s decision-making and behavioural 

processes. Thus, beliefs influence perceptions, which are then manifested in behaviour 

that in turn reinforces one’s belief system. As Nespor (1987) argues, “Beliefs are far more 

influential than knowledge in determining how individuals organise and define tasks and 

problems and are stronger predictors of behavior” (p. 19). Thus, student and teacher 

understandings, explanations and notions related to the purpose, use and effectiveness of 

feedback serve to construct a fuller picture of classroom participants’ beliefs about 

feedback. 
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 Broadly, teachers’ beliefs about educational processes meaningfully contribute to 

their pedagogical actions (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980; Hoy et al., 2006; Pajares, 1992; 

Rubie-Davies et al., 2012). A change in teacher behaviour that results in improved student 

outcomes is sufficiently strong to change teacher beliefs (Guskey, 2002). Cognisant of 

the critical interplay between beliefs and practice, Dixon (2008) investigated teacher 

beliefs and understandings about feedback, and the use of feedback to enhance student 

learning in New Zealand’s primary school classrooms. In their study with practicing 

teachers in New Zealand, Brown et al. (2012) found that teachers’ understandings of 

feedback influence the type and quality of feedback they provide. Lee (2008) argues that 

teachers need to be aware of the impact of their feedback practices on student expectations 

and attitudes, which should be fed back to teachers to help them develop reflective and 

effective feedback practices. Broadly, McLean et al. (2015) acknowledge that the 

underlying conceptions of feedback by different stakeholders - including students - 

remain relatively unexplored. The subsequent focus is on students’ beliefs about 

feedback.  

 

2.4.1 Student beliefs about feedback 

Research points to varying student beliefs about feedback in terms of their interpretations, 

preferences and expectations. For instance, some studies show that students treasure 

teacher feedback and attach more importance to it than other forms of feedback such as 

audio feedback, peer evaluation, and self-evaluation (Leki, 1991; Saito, 1994; Yang et 

al., 2006; Zhang, 1995). Middle school US students in Pajares and Graham’s (1998) study 

overwhelmingly wanted honest and accurate responses to their work, saying they saw 

through teacher efforts to mask unsuccessful performance with praise. Likewise, in 

Peterson and Irving’s (2008) New Zealand study, the majority of Year 9 and 10 students 
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preferred feedback to be honest and constructive, noting feedback often told them what 

areas they needed to improve, but not explicitly how to make these changes. Students like 

to receive both praise and constructive criticism (Ferris, 1995; Hyland, 1998). Hyland and 

Hyland’s (2006) study suggests that students are more likely to find teacher feedback 

useful when it engages the student writer and when it is contextualised. The sixth grade 

students and their teacher in Tjeerdsma’s (1997) study cited improvement in performance 

and reinforcement of correct behaviour as the two most vital functions of feedback. 

College students in King et al.’s (2009) study reported that retention of feedback and the 

extent to which feedback is confidential are important for their use of feedback. 

 Other than student preferences about the nature of feedback, research shows that 

students’ experiences of feedback vary. For instance, McLean et al. (2015) found that 

students who experience feedback as telling expect to be told thus, if they are provided 

with feedback in some other form for example, questioning or discussion, they may 

perceive that no feedback has been given. Thus, educators need to take into account these 

differences for better engagement of students with feedback. Exploring how students 

(aged 9-15 years) in New Zealand understand and experience feedback within the 

classroom, Harris et al. (2014) found that the majority of students endorsed teacher-led 

feedback practices dominated by written comments or grades and they described this 

feedback as positive and constructive.  

 While it is well established that students react to, respond to, and potentially utilise, 

feedback (e.g. Hyland, 2003; Peterson & Irving 2008), the thinking that shapes how 

students understand feedback remains unclear (Harris et al., 2014). Notably, how students 

perceive and use feedback is under-examined in the literature (Hargreaves, 2011; Hattie 

& Gan, 2011). Similarly, Orsmond et al. (2011) observe the need to consider not only 

methods by which tutors may enhance their feedback practices, but also students’ 
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perceptions of feedback and their use of feedback. Surprisingly, few recent empirical 

studies have focused on how learners perceive feedback and how these perceptions relate 

to learning (Havnes et al., 2012; Rakoczy et al., 2013; Strijbos et al., 2010). The focus on 

students' beliefs about feedback in the present study is significant as it addresses the 

research gap in this key area. Moreover, the bulk of the research on student 

understandings and views of feedback has been conducted in tertiary settings (e.g. 

Carless, 2006; Nesbit & Burton, 2006; Poulos & Mahony, 2008; Weaver, 2006). Gamlem 

and Smith (2013) note that current research on feedback has focused on explaining and 

extending teachers’ feedback practices but less has been conducted on how feedback is 

received, processed and used, especially among students in compulsory school grades. 

The current study addresses this research gap by exploring students’ beliefs about 

feedback in primary school contexts. 

 Based on the theoretical premises discussed above, classroom participants’ beliefs 

and enactment of feedback mutually inform each other. Arguably, a comprehensive 

picture of student feedback practices necessitates taking into account how students and 

teachers view feedback. Students are more likely to attend to feedback they themselves 

give or seek rather than the feedback from the teacher, which they may perceive as 

unsolicited or unnecessary. Similarly, if teachers perceive feedback from students to be 

useful, they are likely to create opportunities for the same. Broadly, teacher beliefs about 

feedback feed into their decisions about learning tasks thus, issues of task design need 

attention. 
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2.5 Task design 

The collaborative intervention in the study focuses on surfacing teachers’ pedagogical 

reasoning in designing tasks that incorporate opportunities for student feedback thus, a 

fundamental question crops up: What is a task? The dictionary meaning of the word ‘task’ 

suggests a job, a chore or a piece of work done or undertaken, and typically, assigned by 

someone in authority. In terms of classroom instruction, defining a task is important in 

helping teachers identify and assess their roles and it should not be a substitute for a 

desired learning outcome (Towndrow, 2005). As highlighted in Section 1.6, I draw on 

Towndrow’s definition: “A learning task is understood as involving teachers and/or 

learners working to complete an activity or sequence of activities that have both desirable 

and measurable outcomes” (p. 511). 

 Tasks form the backbone of classroom interactions between teachers and students 

as teachers combine various task elements to shape or frame how students think and learn 

(Blumenfeld et al., 1987). Doyle (1983) claims that academic tasks “form the basic 

treatment unit in classrooms” and are, therefore “the primary determinant of how the 

curriculum is experienced by students” and the principal feature of classroom life that 

mediates between teacher instructional behaviour and student learning (p. 161). Tasks 

and their associated activities are highly varied and ubiquitous mediating the relationship 

between teacher behaviour and student outcomes as evident from the observations of 

Blumenfeld et al. (1987, p. 136): 

 

Within classrooms students engage in numerous tasks. They fill out worksheets, read books, 

complete projects, watch films, write reports, participate in discussions, listen to lectures 

and respond to teacher questions. Besides differing in their content, each of these tasks also 

differs in form - in the procedures, social organization and products they require. Each of 

these elements of form varies from simple to complex and each requires prerequisite skills. 
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These elements combine in various ways to shape how students think and how they work 

by determining how information is obtained, how it is processed and how it is presented to 

the teacher for evaluation. 

 

Given the current domain focus on EL, I foreground Towndrow’s (2007) argument 

that language learning activities such as individual students’ practicing on their 

worksheets do not provide many opportunities for learners to grasp and transform their 

experiences simply because the activities are static and limited. Because learning is 

dynamic and is focused on making and communicating meanings, tasks usually involve 

the negotiation, modification and rephrasing of information and knowledge, and teachers 

and students working towards the achievement of outcomes that are desirable and 

measurable. Towndrow further highlights that the focus of tasks is making or 

communicating meanings and tasks consist of pre-, during, and post-stages that could be 

framed in terms of a problem identification-solution routine, the negotiation of 

meaning(s) or the application of knowledge/instruction in specific context/s. In planning 

and implementing tasks, teachers and students need to make decisions related to: the 

amount of time to plan and complete a task; ways in which meanings are represented; 

prior knowledge of the theme/topic of the task; the choices learners can make about 

learning outcomes or the strategies used to reach identified end-points; the way in which 

information is handled and distributed (one-way or two-way exchange, existence of 

context and/or reasoning gaps); as well as mode of assessment and evaluation of 

performance in the task. 

Towndrow’s (2007) view that tasks usually incorporate negotiation, modification 

and rephrasing of information and knowledge serves to situate the current focus on 

enabling teachers to design tasks that give students room to raise queries, offer 

suggestions, ask questions and so on. Similarly, Hogan et al. (2013b) emphasise that high 
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quality instructional tasks are discrete, purposeful, goal-directed cognitive activities 

focused on some form of worthwhile knowledge work that provides the organising 

principle for the selection of activities, resources and learning; and which gives meaning 

and purpose to the activities, resources and learning chosen to enact the tasks. These 

definitions offer a normative understanding of what a task is and I now consider the nature 

of tasks students engage with, which Nunan (2004) refers to as pedagogic tasks (what the 

learners do in class). 

Doyle (1983) insists that academic tasks are the principal cognitive link between 

teaching and learning because they influence “learners by directing their attention to 

particular aspects of content and by specifying ways of processing information” (p. 161). 

From Doyle’s perspective, the tasks with which students engage determine not only what 

content they learn but also how they become engaged in the academic work of the 

classroom and therefore, students learn how to think about, develop, make sense of and 

apply the content knowledge they encounter in the task. Thus, while some tasks engage 

students at a surface level, others probe at a deeper cognitive level by demanding 

interpretation, flexibility, the shepherding of resources, and the construction of meaning. 

Classroom knowledge work is embedded in tasks - teachers and students produce 

knowledge in the enactment of the task mediated by both representations and talk (Hogan 

et al., 2013b). 

 Alexander (2001, p. 351) observes two key features of tasks: a conceptual 

component (learning task), and a practical component (learning activity): 

 

Both aspects of the learning encounter are important. The learning task is its conceptual 

component; the learning activity is the task’s practical counterpart, or the means through 

which the teacher intends the child to make the required conceptual advance from what was 

learned previously to what must be learned now. In cross-cultural comparative analysis, we 
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are interested in both the conceptual demands which teachers place on their pupils and the 

activities through which these are mediated. But, arguably, some of the most illuminating 

kinds of comparative pedagogical analysis (within as well as between cultures) arise when 

we find teachers using different learning activities, and different teaching methods (for 

example, direct instruction, collaborative discussion) in support of similar learning tasks.  

 

 While Alexander acknowledges that learning tasks are more than just learning 

activities owing to their conceptual component, he does not offer a detailed explanation 

of what a learning task is. Instead, he draws on the work of Bennett et al. (1984) to map 

out a taxonomy of five kinds of learning tasks (Alexander, 2001, pp. 344-349): 1) 

Incremental tasks (acquisition of new knowledge); 2) Restructuring tasks (reorganisation 

of existing knowledge); 3) Enrichment tasks (acquisition tasks to deepen understanding); 

4) Practice tasks (internalisation, consolidation and simplification of new knowledge 

through familiarity and use); and 5) Revision tasks (revisiting material learnt previously).  

 For the purposes of the present design-based research study, the notion of task 

design accommodates a broader focus on planning lessons comprising learning activities 

(see sections 3.5). Over the course of the collaborative work with teachers, the conceptual 

component of a learning task (Alexander, 2001) or the cognitive dimensions of task 

(Doyle, 1983) did not constitute the main focus given the need to align with the school-

based ‘Writing Module’ resource package. Also, the two teacher participants did not 

necessarily teach toward learning objectives. Instead, they taught to the instructional 

activity and treated the activity as the basic unit of planning, which is similar to early 

research findings (Clark & Yinger, 1979; Clark et al., 1978; Duffy, 1977; Shavelson et 

al., 1977). Drawing on Towndrow’s (2005) argument that a learning task may comprise 

an activity or sequence of activities, the focus in this study is on learning activities 

(referred to as tasks), which teachers considered while planning lessons. 
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2.5.1 Task set up and implementation 

Given the research focus, I take into account the work of Stein et al. (2009) as a way of 

conceptualising how teachers’ decision-making comes into play right from the planning 

and setting up of instructional tasks to students’ engagement with tasks in the classroom. 

With a focus on improving the rigour of mathematical tasks and extending Doyle’s (1983) 

work, they distinguish between two distinctive aspects of tasks: task setup and task 

implementation. Despite their focus on mathematics, Stein et al.’s (1996) conception of 

tasks is applicable in the domain of English Language given their practical suggestion: 

“An activity is not classified as a different or new task unless the underlying mathematical 

idea toward which the activity is oriented changes. Thus, a lesson is typically divided into 

two, three, or four tasks rather than into many more tasks of shorter duration” (pp. 458-

60). For the purposes of coding analyses of lesson videos in this study, each lesson 

typically comprised 3-4 lesson segments based on the tasks students engaged in (see 

Section 3.8.1). 

 With specific reference to mathematical tasks, Stein et al. (1996) illustrate how tasks 

unfold during classroom instruction - a linear flow from curriculum materials through 

task set up and implementation to student learning (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5  

Task Set Up and Implementation (Stein et al., 1996, p. 459) 

 
 

 

Importantly, Stein et al. (1996) make a distinction between the tasks set up by 

teachers and those enacted by teachers and students in the classroom allowing them to 

ascertain the extent to which the quality of the task at the set up stage is sustained through 

implementation (task fidelity). Further, they identify factors likely to support high task 

fidelity and those likely to reduce task quality as it is implemented in the classroom (low 

task fidelity). “A variety of factors [may] conspire to reduce the level of cognitive demand 

of a task once ... unleashed into the classroom environment.” These factors include, 

reducing complexity by specifying explicit procedures or steps to perform, shifting the 

emphasis from meaning, concepts or understanding to arriving at a correct or complete 

answer, and not holding students accountable for high-level products or processes (Stein 

et al., 2009, p. 10). Task set up and implementation is detailed below: 

1. Task set up is defined as the task that is announced by the teacher. It can be quite 

elaborate, including verbal directions, distribution of various materials and tools, and 
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lengthy discussions of what is expected. Task set up can also be as short and simple 

as telling the students to begin work on a set of problems displayed on the blackboard. 

Stein et al. identify two aspects of task set up: 

• Task features: the extent to which the task as set up by the teachers provides 

opportunities for the engagement of student thinking, reasoning and sense making, 

the extent to which the task itself leads to multiple representations, and the extent 

to which the task demands explanations and/or justifications from the students; 

and 

• Cognitive Demands: The cognitive demands of the task during the task set up 

phase refer to the kind of thinking processes entailed in solving the task as 

announced by the teacher. These can range from memorisation to the employment 

of complex thinking and reasoning strategies. 

 

2. Task implementation constitutes the way in which students actually work on the task 

as defined at the time of task set up. Do they carry out the task as it was set up, or do 

they somehow alter the task in the process of working their way through it? What kind 

of cognitive processing do students actually engage in compared to the level of 

cognitive complexity required, in principle, by the task at set up? Alternatively, to 

what extent is the task implemented with fidelity? What factors promote high fidelity 

and what factors promote low fidelity? Do students actually engage in high-level 

thinking and reasoning or do they slide into less demanding forms of cognitive work? 

 

 There is room, however, to build a more substantive and nuanced framework of task 

design which accounts for the complex interrelationships among the various instructional 

practices and strategies teachers employ and this becomes especially relevant when based 
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on students’ feedback, teachers modify the nature of a task as students engage with it. For 

instance, teachers may make the task less cognitively demanding by offering additional 

details or strategies, thus watering down the cognitive complexity of the task as students 

reconfigure the task requirements for successful completion based on their ongoing 

learning needs. In the context of task-based second language acquisition (SLA) and 

learning, Ellis (2003, p. 187) observes: 

 
Learners who experienced difficulty in completing the task did not comply with the role they 

had been assigned … but repositioned themselves in various ways, for example, by criticizing 

the task they had been set. These studies support [the] conclusion that tasks are not 

‘generalizable’ and also that ‘tasks do not manipulate learners to act in certain ways’. Thus 

tasks of the kind commonly used in SLA research are not just performed but rather interpreted, 

resulting in activity that is ‘constructed’ by the participants in accordance with their particular 

motives and goals. 

  

 Clearly then, the nature of tasks is recontextualised by individual students and it 

would be difficult and perhaps, futile to examine the characteristics of tasks as planned 

and set up in isolation of the learning progress of individual students and the teacher’s 

uptake in the classroom. Based on student feedback, the teacher may well adjust the task 

features and tailor his/her instructional approach for the benefit of the students. Thus, 

Stein et al.’s (1996) model seems rather linear and simplistic in this regard.  

 Similar to Stein et al.’s (1996) distinction between task set up and task 

implementation, Seedhouse (2005) distinguishes between tasks as workplans and tasks 

in progress - what is supposed to happen in classrooms as students work pragmatically to 

achieve learning outcomes and what actually happens. Parallel to task set up and 

implementation, teachers’ pedagogical reasoning in Boney’s (2014) study operated as a 
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decision-making process in two modes: in intentional planning and preparation for 

instruction, and spontaneously as they engage in instruction.  

 With reference to task-based learning, Skehan (1998) regards a task as an activity 

which satisfies the following criteria: 1) meaning is primary; 2) there is some 

communication problem to solve; 3) there is some sort of relationship to comparable real-

world activities; 4) task completion has some priority; and 5) the assessment of task in 

terms of outcome (p. 95).  Pointing to the inadequacy of Skehan’s definition, Bygate et 

al. (2001) observe that tasks are susceptible to pedagogic intervention and also, tasks can 

be influenced by the choice of the learners and can be potentially reinterpreted by them. 

 Evidentially, tasks are (re)designed as students engage with them in the classroom 

and understandably, teachers’ pedagogical reasoning or decision-making plays a crucial 

role in setting up and implementing instructional tasks. However, there is a dearth of 

research which specifically addresses the conscious, deliberate choices teachers make in 

planning, enacting and assessing tasks in their classrooms (Stein et al., 2009) and this 

study sheds light in this research area. I now focus on teachers’ pedagogical reasoning 

and how it relates to task design and feedback in the classroom. 

 

 

2.6 Pedagogical reasoning 

The collaborative intervention involves surfacing EL teachers’ pedagogical reasoning in 

task design thus, I focus on teacher decision-making in the domain of EL instruction. 

Broadly, pedagogical reasoning is situated in the vast and expanding field of language 

teacher cognition, which Borg (2003) summarises. Borg (1997) presents a schematic 

conceptualisation of teaching in which teacher cognition plays a significant role in 

teachers’ lives, which indicates that teachers have cognition about all aspects of their 
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work, and lists multiple labels (for example, beliefs, attitudes, conceptions) in the field, 

collectively referred to as teacher cognition (Figure 6). The diagram also illustrates 

relationships among teacher cognition, teacher learning (both through schooling and 

professional education), classroom practice, and contextual factors. 

 

Figure 6 

Teacher Cognition, Schooling, Professional Education, and Classroom Practice  

(Borg, 1997 cited in Borg, 2003, p. 82) 

 

 

 Teachers are “active, thinking decision-makers who play a central role in shaping 

classroom events” Borg (2006, p. 1). With reference to the present study, I argue that 

teacher beliefs about the value of student feedback in the classroom feeds into their 

pedagogical decision-making in setting up and implementing tasks and thus, their 

classroom enactment. The research on teachers’ pedagogical thoughts, judgments, 

decisions and behaviour emanates from research on human decision-making in 
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psychology (Shavelson, 1973; Shulman & Elstein, 1975). Given the teacher-as-technician 

view and the instrumentalist values that pervade professional schools, practices, and 

policy decisions (Kinsella & Pitman, 2012a) with regard to teacher qualification, 

evidence-based practices, teacher and scripted curricula, there is growing concern that 

something of crucial importance and moral significance is missing from the vision of 

what it means to be a professional, particularly in the field of education (Boney, 2014). 

Alluding to this technical-judgment based practice controversy, Jackson (1986) asks, “Is 

there more to teaching than the skilled application of know-how? If so, what is it?” (p. 1). 

(Clay, 1990, 1991) responds - the magic of successful teaching depends on the quality of 

teacher decision-making. 

Teacher decision-making is key for improving the effectiveness of the educational 

environment in the classroom (Shavelson & Stern, 1981). Teachers’ knowledge structures 

and beliefs are potent forces in determining the characteristics of the learning 

environment (Tobin & Gallagher, 1987a, 1987b). Clark (1988) maintains that research 

on teachers’ preconceptions, implicit theories, planning, and reflection of classroom 

instruction “has documented the many heretofore unappreciated ways in which the 

practice of teaching can be as complex and cognitively demanding as the practice of 

medicine, law, or architecture (p. 8). Clark’s view is that teaching is an extremely 

complicated task occurring in an equally complicated environment. In turn, teachers are 

limited, as are all individuals, in the number of stimuli that can be processed at any time 

in this complex environment. To cope with the complex classroom environment, teachers 

construct models of reality upon which decisions are based, and teachers’ knowledge 

structures and beliefs determine the development of such models: models of effective 

instruction, models of effective lessons and so on. Halverson (2004) notes an upsurge in 

interest in phronesis as a means to name a model for the comprehensive capacity that 
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integrates knowledge (often tacit knowledge), judgment, understanding and intuition in 

order to effect appropriate and successful action, not as epistemic theoretical knowledge, 

and not as technical application of skill, but as active knowledge that is its own means 

and ends. In fact, Aristotle’s intellectual virtue: phronesis, offers a means of 

reconceptualising teachers’ professional knowledge (Flyvbjerg, 2001; Polkinghorne, 

2004; Schön, 1983). 

 

2.6.1 Phronesis 
 
Aristotle’s identification of a distinct state of mind: phronesis captures what is necessary 

for a practitioner to bridge the gap between theoretical, objective episteme (content 

knowledge) and the productive result of craft, or techne (student achievement), as Orton 

(1997) points out. Phronesis is an intellectual virtue that is reasoned and capable of action 

regarding what is good or bad for humans, which concerns values and goes beyond 

analytical, scientific knowledge (episteme) and technical knowledge or know-how 

(techne); it involves judgments and decisions made in the manner of a virtuoso 

(Flyvbjerg, 2006). Aristotle (1999) defines phronesis as “a state of grasping the truth, 

involving reason, concerned with action about things that are good or bad for a human 

being” (p. 89). Phronesis has been translated as practical intelligence, practical wisdom, 

or prudence, which involves “knowing how to apply general principles in particular 

situations… It is the ability to act so that principle will take a concrete form” (MacIntyre, 

1966, p. 74). In an educational context, Kessels and Korthagen (1996) explain that 

phronesis has to do with “the understanding of specific concrete cases and complex or 

ambiguous situations” (p. 19). The knowing and thinking that phronesis calls for is 

concerned foremost with the particulars of the situation, which is echoed how Schön 
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(1992) characterise the process of reflection: knowing-in-action, reflection-in-action, and 

conversation with the situation. 

Phronesis “straddles the categories of intellect and character, of cognition and 

affect,” in Kinsella and Pitman’s (2012b) view and they argue that professional phronesis 

(p. 164): 1) depends on aspects such as the history, experience, and disposition of the 

individual practitioner; 2) requires discernment and implies reflection to make 

interpretive judgments by weighing generalities and particulars; 3) requires action based 

on such judgments, and this action is linked to a moral responsibility; 4) is relational and 

dialogic; and 5) recognises the problematic nature of practice.  

 In addition to these five features of professional phronesis, there is a sixth feature, 

which Pitman (2012) calls the paradox reflected in current practice: “As the mechanisms 

of professionalisation have been put in place, the levels of prescription have increased, 

circumscribing the capacity of members to act autonomously in situations that demand 

that judgment be exercised” (p. 166). Thus, phronesis captures the ways in which 

practitioners engage propositional knowledge of teaching, pedagogical content 

knowledge (Shulman, 1986) as they make professional decisions based on tacit reasoning 

described by Schön’s (1983, 1987) as reflection-in-action. The conceptualisation of 

teaching as a process of decision-making has been utilised for both research (cf. Borko et 

al., 1981; Shavelson & Stern, 1981; Shulman & Elstein, 1975) and instructional (cf. Good 

& Brophy, 1987; Sherman, 1980) purposes. To illuminate an integral component of the 

conceptual framework in the present study, I draw on Shulman’s (1987) model of 

pedagogical reasoning and action, which illustrates reflective practice during the teaching 

process.  
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2.6.2 Model of pedagogical reasoning and action 

The process of reasoning in teaching “begins with an act of reason, continues as a process 

of reasoning, culminates in performances of imparting, eliciting, involving, or enticing, 

and then thought about some more until the process can begin again” (Shulman, 1987, p. 

233). Building on an earlier article, which proposed pedagogical content knowledge 

(Shulman, 1986), Shulman (1987) designed a model of pedagogical reasoning and action 

to identify professional practice specific to teachers. Shulman (1987) acknowledges that 

Petrie (1986) had correctly observed that he had not gone far enough when he pointed out 

that “those who can, do; those who understand, teach” and that understanding must be 

linked to judgment and action (Shulman, 1986, p. 14). Shulman’s model represents a 

rational view of teacher reasoning comprising actions that a teacher undergoes during the 

teaching process: comprehension of subject knowledge, transformation of subject 

knowledge into teachable representations, instruction, evaluation of student learning and 

teacher performance, reflection, and new comprehension. Shulman’s (1987) cyclical 

stages are detailed below combined with a discussion of some relevant literature: 

 
1. Comprehension: The cycle begins again with comprehension of a text, educational 

purposes and a set of ideas. Teachers are expected to comprehend a set of ideas to be 

taught within the subject matter structures. Additionally, they should also understand how 

the ideas relate to other ideas in the same content area as well as other related content 

(Eilam & Poyas, 2012; Maclellan, 2008; Phelan, 2009). 

 

2. Transformation: This part of the cycle in pedagogical reasoning consists of preparing 

texts, curriculum and the clarification of purposes as well as representations such as the 

use of metaphors, analogies, examples, explanations and demonstrations. During 

transformation, teachers select an instructional repertoire, which includes modes of 
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teaching, organising, managing, and arranging different modes of teaching. The teacher 

adapts tailoring to student characteristics by considering conceptions, language, culture, 

motivation, demographic variables and so on. The teacher, during transformation, is able 

to change content knowledge and materials into forms that are pedagogically effective 

and yet responsive to student differences. During transformation, teachers need to make 

judgments about specific actions and concrete decisions.  

 Directly relevant to the transformation stage, is teachers’ pedagogical content 

knowledge (PCK), which Shulman (1987) regards as a way of thinking that permits 

teachers to transform their subject matter knowledge into forms learners can understand. 

This way of thinking termed pedagogical reasoning is central to Shulman’s (1987) model 

of teaching; and allegedly develops as teachers plan lessons, teach, adapt instruction to 

meet learners’ needs, and reflect on teaching. PCK denotes instructional expertise, which 

is a combination of subject matter knowledge and the knowledge of how to teach it. 

Similarly, Penso and Shoham (2003) regard PCK as a type of knowledge unique to 

teachers, based on the manner in which teachers relate their pedagogical knowledge (what 

they know about teaching) to their subject matter knowledge (what they know about what 

they teach). According to Hashweh (2005), PCK is the repertoire of private and personal 

content-specific, general, event-based as well as story-based pedagogical constructions 

that the experienced teacher has developed as a result of repeated planning and teaching 

of, and reflection on the teaching of, the regularly taught topics. 

 

3. Instruction: After the transformation stage, which incorporates teachers’ PCK, what 

follows is instruction or active teaching. It includes classroom management, 

presentations, interactions, group work, questioning, inquiry, discipline and so on 
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(Shulman, 1987). These instructional techniques are observable features of delivering 

content or engaging students in activities (Starkey, 2010).  

 

4. Evaluation: At this stage, the teacher checks for understanding during interactive 

teaching throughout the lesson; tests student understanding at the end of a lesson or unit; 

and also evaluates his/her own performance and adjusts accordingly. Evaluation can be 

regarded as a thoughtful critique of the curriculum (Eilam & Poyas, 2012). 

 

5. Reflection: In the final stage, teachers review, reconstruct, re-enact and critically 

analyse one's own and students’ performance. The teacher is able to explain his/her 

reflection based on evidence from the actual lesson. Student teachers, when reflecting on 

their lessons given to their peers, are able to focus on their own acts and feelings (Penso 

& Shoham, 2003). Nilsson (2009) found that encouraging student teachers to analyse their 

own practice to comprehend what, why, and how, can empower them to understand their 

teacher practice in new ways. 

 

6. New comprehension: The final phase of the cycle of pedagogical reasoning and action 

cycle constitutes new comprehensions - a better understanding of the subject matter, the 

students, teaching and self. It involves consolidation of new understandings and learnings 

from experience based on which teachers may generate practical suggestions for future 

instruction (Eilam & Poyas, 2012). 

 

 Although the processes in the model are sequential, Shulman (1987) points out that 

these are not meant to represent a set of fixed stages instead, the processes can occur in a 

different order. Some processes may not occur at all; some may be truncated, and others 
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elaborated during acts of teaching. However, Shulman argues that a teacher should 

demonstrate the capacity to engage in these processes when called upon. Comparing 

Shulman’s (1987) model with the reality for a small sample of digitally able beginning 

teachers, Starkey (2010) suggests a couple of modifications to Shulman’s model: 1) 

change from transformation to enabling connections; and 2) integration of evaluation and 

instruction into one teaching and learning aspect.  

 Clearly, pedagogical reasoning permeates the process of responsive teaching and 

provides support to the act of decision-making. When making a decision, the teacher 

accesses multiple sources of knowledge supporting the professional knowledge base of 

which four are major sources (Shulman, 1987):  

1. Scholarship in content disciplines, which includes the knowledge, skill, and 

understanding to be learned by the students; 

2.  Materials and settings of the educational process such as tests, curricula, 

institutional rules, government policy; 

3. Research on schooling, teaching, and learning including theoretical underpinnings 

of education; and 

4.  Wisdom of practice, which guides the practices of more able teachers.  

 

 Broadly, understanding teachers’ pedagogical decisions requires examination of the 

environmental and conceptual factors that shape teachers’ pedagogical reasoning. 

Decision-making is a major component of the teaching process, and it is important to 

identify the factors that guide teachers' decisions (Borko & Niles, 1982). 

 

2.6.3 Factors influencing teachers’ pedagogical reasoning 

Research shows that teachers select only certain elements of the total learning 
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environment to make their models of reality (Shavelson & Stern, 1981). These models of 

reality become the bases on which teachers make decisions and develop plans to carry 

out a course of action. Shavelson and Stern (1981) highlight the need to examine teachers’ 

intentions and the links between intention and behaviour as a solely behavioural model 

cannot account for predictable variations in teachers’ behaviour. Also, research linking 

teachers’ intentions to their behaviour provides a sound basis for educating teachers and 

implementing educational innovations.  

In 1981, Shavelson and Stern presented a schematic outline of some environmental 

and conceptual factors that are believed to influence teacher thought, decisions and 

judgments (Figure 7). It reveals the complex and varied information about students, the 

subject matter, and the classroom and the school environment teachers must integrate in 

order to make decisions, which informs their classroom enactment. 

 

Figure 7   

Factors that Contribute to Teacher’s Pedagogical Judgments and Decisions  

(Shavelson & Stern, 1981, p. 28) 
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Referring to teachers’ tacit knowing, Polanyi (1966) argues that teachers know more 

than they can say but lack a means of communicating the kind of knowledge they utilise 

to make judgments about which techniques and strategies are most appropriate in which 

circumstances and for whom. Boney (2014) argues for a framework that captures the 

complexity of teaching practice and helps to define the type of knowledge beyond content 

and technique, which enables teachers’ decision-making. Within the scope of this study, 

the findings would potentially illuminate factors that influence EL teachers’ decision-

making in primary classrooms in Singapore.  

 

2.6.4 Research on teacher decision-making 

Early research on teacher decision-making largely focused on elementary self-contained 

lessons (Clark & Yinger, 1979; Clark et al., 1978; Duffy, 1977; Shavelson et al., 1977) 

examining the influence of the teaching environment, teacher’s cognitive processes, 

decisions, judgments, and beliefs on pedagogical decisions and behaviours. The findings 

suggest that teachers: 1) construct frameworks of reality on select components of their 

environment, which then become the bases for decisions; 2) do not teach toward 

objectives; rather, they teach to the instructional activity and treat the activity as the basic 

unit of planning; 3) focus on the selection of content and instructional contexts in planning 

and decision-making; 4) are guided by a set of organised beliefs that exist in the social 

context in which they function; and 5) make decisions - consciously or unconsciously - 

that affect their classroom behaviour.  

 Teachers make decisions by integrating information about students, the subject 

matter, availability of instructional materials, relevant aspects of the teaching situation, 

general objectives of the instructional program, and based on their beliefs about 

education, instructional philosophy, and prior teaching experience. While teachers do 
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make year-long plans, they do not specify goals and objectives during daily planning and 

do not follow the prescriptive model of planning emphasised in most teacher education 

programs (Joyce, 1978-79; Shavelson & Stern, 1981). Also, teachers make interactive 

decisions, but these neither pervade instruction nor tend to become routinised. Teachers 

fine-tune the original plan rather than substantively change it (Joyce, 1978-79).  

 For all the three teachers in Boney’s (2014) study, deliberate decision-making 

included decisions about materials to use, strategies to employ in lessons, the timing and 

sequence of activities, and what one teacher referred to as the “nuts and bolts and 

organisational part of teaching.” Describing the nature of her deliberate pedagogical 

reasoning, one teacher pointed out, “If I’m about to teach something, then I’ll physically 

sit down and kind of hash it out (p. 109).”  

 Research studies have explored the notion that routines play a central role in 

teachers’ interactive thinking (Leinhardt & Greeno, 1986; Warner, 1987). Routines are 

thought to minimise conscious decision-making during teacher-child interactions (Borko 

& Shavelson, 1990) but Elliott’s (1996) study revealed otherwise. Elliott discovered four 

prominent patterns of teacher decision-making in the context of a ‘Reading Recovery’ 

lesson: observation, teaching for strategies, fostering independence, and decision-making 

on the run. Elliott found that knowledge of child, knowledge of content, and PCK were 

intricately linked to teacher decision-making. 

 Teacher theory is a significant feature in teachers’ decision-making (Clay, 1991). 

Exploring how less- as compared to more-experienced teachers reason in University 

reading classrooms on China’s mainland, Li and Wilhelm (2008) observed that the less-

experienced teacher in their study was more aware of integrating theory into actual 

practice while taking a more learner-centered approach. The more-experienced teacher 

was more concerned with testing outcomes and appeared to be much more comfortable 
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with a teacher-directed approach. In planning reading lessons, Richards et al. (2001) 

noticed that novice teachers’ lessons centered primarily on linguistic comprehension of 

the story making no use of students’ background knowledge, and they did not seek to 

engage students in the deeper layers of meaning of the story. Experienced teachers, on 

the other hand, started with students’ understanding and they then went on to suggest 

strategies to aid student thinking about the text.  

 The ‘why’ of teachers’ practice is made available through pedagogical reasoning 

thus, showcasing the nature of teachers’ professional knowledge in ways that the ‘what’ 

and ‘how’ of practice do not so adequately demonstrate (Loughran, 2019). As Loughran 

notes, teachers can move beyond “tips, tricks, and techniques” (Palmer, 1998, p. 11) when 

the focus is clearly on pedagogical reasoning. By exploring pedagogical reasoning, the 

way of practice quickly surfaces and offers insights into understandings of teachers’ 

knowledge for, in and of practice. Loughran (2019) explains these conceptualisations, 

which Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1999) propose. Knowledge for practice is theory (formal 

knowledge with a big ‘T’), developed by researchers for application in practice. 

Knowledge in practice is akin to practical knowledge (theory with a small ‘t’) drawn from 

a teacher’s individual reflection on experience. Knowledge of practice is formed when 

teachers uncover the relationship between knowledge and practice by actively seeking to 

construct knowledge supported through professional learning communities (DuFour & 

DuFour, 2010; Stoll & Louis, 2007; Stoll, et al., 2006). 

 Research points to the need for teachers to be cognisant of the bases of their teaching 

decisions. For instance, Penso and Shoham (2003) recommend that student teachers need 

to be able to understand why they make the pedagogical decisions they make during the 

planning phase of their lessons, identify the issues that occur during the lesson, and think 

about possible solutions for those issues. Further, they emphasise the need to provide 
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opportunities for student teachers to assess their own planning and teaching and to 

develop reflective skills on their pedagogical decision-making to improve their practice. 

Broadly, Richards et al. (1995) illustrate the value and usefulness of examining how 

teachers’ conceptualise lessons and the contribution of subject matter expertise and 

experience to teachers’ pedagogical reasoning. Richards et al. demonstrate that lesson 

planning engages teachers in the complex processes of comprehension, selection, 

adaptation and representation as teachers transform teaching artefacts such as texts into 

effective mediums for learning. The collaborative intervention in the present study offers 

room for exploring the bases on which the teacher participants make decisions in terms 

of their lesson planning, and in incorporating more space for student feedback in their 

classroom. 

   

 

2.7 Conceptual framework 

Feedback, task (re)design and teacher pedagogical reasoning form the key conceptual 

pivots of the present study, as reflected in the conceptual framework (Figure 8). Anderson 

and Peck (2007) acknowledge the “pervasive tension between thinking and doing that 

characterises the work of teaching” (p. 19). Teaching is conceptualised as a process of 

decision-making and it is assumed that all teachers engage in the process of pedagogical 

reasoning. The pedagogical reasoning of teachers as “active, thinking decision-makers” 

Borg (2006, p. 1) comes into play in planning and implementing tasks that potentially, 

generate and sustain opportunities for more student feedback. Underlying task design and 

teachers’ decision-making is feedback - the primary focus of this research study. 
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Figure 8 

Conceptual Framework 

 

 

 

The conceptual framework depicts the interplay of classroom participants’ beliefs 

and enactment of feedback. Student feedback gives the teacher valuable real time 

information about ongoing student learning. Arguably, students are likely to find value in 

providing feedback to address a gap in their learning or to seek further information, which 

in turn informs their enactment of feedback. In the classroom, students potentially obtain 

or give feedback to their teacher, peers or their own self. Importantly, feedback from the 

students themselves can meaningfully inform teachers’ instructional practices and help 

them modify or perhaps, fine-tune their instructional approach. Recognition of the 

usefulness of student feedback potentially influences teacher beliefs about feedback and 

feeds into their decision-making in setting up and sustaining tasks. Besides teacher uptake 

of student feedback, students themselves are likely to reconfigure tasks for their own 

purposes as they engage with them in the classroom. Visually, the broken line connecting 

‘task design’ and ‘pedagogical reasoning’ represents the space where I collaborated with 

teachers in surfacing their pedagogical reasoning in setting up and implementing tasks 
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embedded with space for student feedback. As Figure 8 shows, the present study explores 

two dimensions of feedback: classroom participants' beliefs about feedback and their 

feedback practices in the classroom. Teacher-student interactions shape in-lesson verbal 

feedback specifically, the opportunities for students to provide feedback as they engage 

with tasks. Theoretically, the collaborative intervention is embedded in the instructional 

core (City et al., 2011), which illustrates teacher-student interactions in relation to the 

subject matter (see Section 3.3). The effects of the collaborative intervention are reflected 

in the shifts in the extent and nature of student feedback practices, and in classroom 

participants’ beliefs about feedback (see Chapter 6). The process of working closely with 

teachers brings into focus the nature of teachers’ pedagogical reasoning (see Chapter 5) 

and the design principles informing each of the two classroom iterations (micro-cycles) 

in this design-based research study (see Chapter 7). Overall, the study provides a useful 

lens to critically examine issues of task (re)design in relation to the teacher’s decision-

making, and how feedback as formative assessment plays out in the classroom. 

 

 

2.8 Chapter Summary 

This chapter chiefly elaborates on the three key components of the conceptual framework 

of this study: feedback, task (re)design and pedagogical reasoning. The socio-

constructivist underpinnings of feedback are highlighted. The chapter elucidates how 

feedback as formative assessment links with aspects of visible learning in the classroom. 

As part of the preliminary phase of this three-phase DBR study, the literature review lends 

a useful theoretical backdrop for the entire thesis and importantly, provides a basis for 

conceptualising the collaborative intervention with the teachers. The next chapter focuses 

on the research design and methodological approach including details of the context, 
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methods as well as the data collection and analyses. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

 

The present chapter describes the three-phase research design and the methodology 

employed in this design-based research study including details of the research context. 

The chapter also provides the rationale and appropriateness of the methodological 

approach and the methods employed. I elaborate on the where, what and how of the 

collaborative intervention with the teachers. Additionally, details of the methods, data 

sources, data collection procedures and the framework for the data analyses are provided. 

The chapter elucidates how the research questions in the study have been addressed. 

 

 

3.1 Methodological approach 

From a pragmatist standpoint, the design-based research (DBR) approach employed in 

this study permits observation of feedback practices in naturalistic settings while 

providing scope for changing pedagogical practice, both of which constitute key foci of 

this research. Broadly, Mantei (2008) notes that DBR is useful for exploring the ways 

teachers conceptualise authentic learning experiences for primary school children in 

response to the need for schools to meet the needs of modern learners. Given the focus 

on student and teacher beliefs about feedback, the selected methodological approach 

permitted a detailed examination of how classroom participants experience and 

conceptualise feedback in view of their classroom interactions. Additionally, the study 

involves working closely with teachers taking into account a range of contextual variables 

associated with the participating school, the classroom, the teacher and students. 

Ascertaining the feasibility of a doctoral DBR study in a school context, Herrington et al. 
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(2007) observe the space for a collegial working relationship between the researcher and 

teacher participant/s in the sense that practitioners see doctoral students as partners with 

whom they do research and not merely as hypothetical beneficiaries of their research. The 

design-based research (DBR) approach (as detailed subsequently) serves to address the 

research questions that guide the present study: 

 

1. How is student feedback in the classroom enacted in relation to other feedback 

practices: a) teacher feedback; and b) teacher uptake of student feedback, and 

student uptake of teacher feedback? 

2. a) Which factors influence teachers’ pedagogical decision-making in 

(re)designing tasks? b) How does teacher’s pedagogical reasoning come into play 

in setting up, sustaining and implementing tasks focused on incorporating 

opportunities for student feedback?  

3. In what way does a focus on incorporating opportunities for student feedback in 

teachers’ task design influence: a) the extent and nature of student feedback in the 

classroom; and b) student and teacher beliefs about feedback? 

4. Which design principles serve as guidelines to create opportunities for students to 

provide feedback in the Singapore classroom?  

 

 A design-based research (DBR) approach seems appropriate in view of the research 

focus as it permits observation of feedback practices in naturalistic settings while 

providing scope for informing pedagogical practice, both of which constitute key foci of 

this research study. Embracing a pragmatic paradigm, DBR engages with complexity 

rather than striving to artificially reduce it by placing a theory into the real world of action 

and experience (Confrey, 2006). From a design research perspective, interventions are 
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enacted through the interactions between materials, teachers, and learners (DBRC, 2003). 

The collaborative intervention in this study is premised on the instructional core (City et 

al., 2011), which essentially constitutes the dynamics of the teacher engaging students in 

the subject matter (See Section 3.3). The DBR approach allows for development and 

continual refinement of the research process, which entails working closely with teachers 

to surface their pedagogical reasoning in designing tasks focused on student feedback as 

teachers enacted the school-based 'Writing Module' curriculum (see Section 3.5). 

 The present collaborative intervention hinges on insights into how particular 

resources or components of the research process trigger the reasoning of the participants. 

To surface underlying mechanisms i.e. the pathways from resource to reasoning, I drew 

on Pawson and Tilley's (1997) interrelated concepts of context, mechanism and outcome 

(detailed in Section 7.1.1). Conceptualising design principles as mechanisms, which in 

particular contexts generate particular outcomes offered useful bases for planning and 

refining the process of working with teachers in the present DBR study. The theoretical 

bases of the study and the research context are detailed below but first, I focus on the 

research design. 

 

 

3.2 Research framework 

The present study employs a flexible research framework based on a three-phase DBR 

design, which Abdallah and Wegerif (2014) suggest. They acknowledge that their idea of 

having three main phases is derived from Plomp (2007) who argues that a DBR study 

should be conducted in three main phases: the preliminary phase, the prototyping phase, 

and the assessment/reflective phase, as detailed below:  

1.    integrating literature and exploratory research to develop an initial theoretical 
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framework for design;  

2.   implementing this framework with careful evaluation of processes as well as 

products in two iterations, using the findings from the study of the first iteration 

to refine the second iteration; and  

3.   finally, using the results of the second iteration to produce a new and improved 

theoretical framework for design ready for further research.  

 

 Notably, throughout the first two phases, the instruments and methods used for data 

collection are developed in the light of the needs of the research and the specific purposes 

of the study. Thus, iterations in a design study are likely to vary as iterative cycles should 

respond to failures and lessons learned in previous attempts. Understandably, the findings 

from each iteration (micro-cycle) inform the design principles guiding the particular 

iterative cycle. The three phases of this design-based research study are as follows: 

1. Preliminary phase, which provided a theoretical and empirical foundation for the 

study by reviewing the literature, and obtaining baseline data respectively;  

2. Prototyping phase involving two iterations in two intact Primary 5 English 

Language classrooms in a Singapore school (see Section 3.4). Each iteration 

functioned as a micro-cycle (of the whole DBR study) with its own set of guiding 

principles; and 

3. Reflective phase, which yielded theoretical and methodological insights as well as 

pedagogical implications, based on the research process and findings. 

 

 As evident from Chapter 1, the research problem emanates from previous research 

studies, empirical evidence from the Singapore classroom, policy directions as well as 

my experiences as a teacher and researcher. Table 1 illustrates the research methods and 
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the data sources in the preliminary and prototyping phases of the study (detailed in 

Section 3.6).  

 

Table 1 

Methods of Data Collection: Three-phase Design-based Research 

Data source Preliminary Phase 
(March-July 2018) 

Prototyping phase: Iteration 1 
(July-August 2018) 

Prototyping phase: Iteration 2 
(September-November 2018) 

Classroom observation/Post-
lesson interview 

Mdm 
Sophia 

3 lessons 
(1 unit) 

Ms Joan 
2 lessons 
(1 unit) 

Mdm Sophia 
3 lessons 
(1 unit) 

Ms Joan 
3 lessons 
(1 unit) 

Mdm Sophia 
3 lessons 
(1 unit) 

Ms Joan 
2 lessons 
(1 unit) 

Teacher: Post-lesson 
interview 

Mdm 
Sophia 

3 lessons 

Ms Joan 
2 lessons 

Mdm Sophia 
3 lessons 

Ms Joan 
3 lessons 

Mdm Sophia 
3 lessons 

Ms Joan 
2 lessons 

Teacher: Preliminary semi-
structured interview 

Mdm 
Sophia 

 

Ms Joan 
 

- - 

Teacher: Post-iteration 
semi-structured interview 

- - Mdm Sophia 
 

Ms Joan 
 

Mdm Sophia 
 

Ms Joan 
 

Teacher: Pre-iteration 
collaborative session 
(1.5-2 hours each)  

- Mdm Sophia and Ms Joan 
2 sessions 

Mdm Sophia and Ms Joan 
2 sessions 

Student: Preliminary Focus 
Group Discussion 
(30-45 minutes each) 

5-6 
students: 
Classroo

m S 

5-6 students: 
Classroom J 

  

Student: Post-iteration 
Focus Group Discussion 
(30-45 minutes each) 

  5-6 students: 
Classroom S 

5-6 students: 
Classroom J 

5-6 students: 
Classroom S 

5-6 students: 
Classroom J 

 

 As Table 1 shows, both the preliminary and prototyping phases included: 1) 

classroom observations of a thematic unit of school curriculum work in each class; 2) 

post-lesson interviews with the teachers; 3) semi-structured interviews with the teachers; 

and 4) focus group discussions (FGDs) with the students. The prototyping phase also 

included collaborative sessions with the teachers, which involved video reflection and 

lesson planning. Insights gleaned from the preliminary phase informed the prototyping 

phase, which comprises two classroom iterations. The findings from the initial iteration 

of the classroom intervention informed the second iteration. Pulling together findings 

from the different data sources, the final phase permitted space for reflection on the 

research process and findings. 
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3.3 The Intervention 

In the present section, I focus on the theoretical underpinnings of the collaborative 

intervention for a more nuanced understanding of both the research process and the 

findings. To understand where the intervention fits in theoretically, I draw on the 

framework of the technical core of instruction (City et al., 2011). City and his colleagues 

believe that important and powerful ideas for guiding school reform are embedded in a 

direct emphasis on instructional improvement and that major improvements in student 

learning cannot occur without fundamental changes in the way students interact with 

teachers around subject matter. Foregrounding the technical core of instruction (Figure 

4), City et al. argue that of principal concern is the classroom dynamics of a teacher (T) 

engaging students (S) in the subject matter (SM). It is within this instructional triangle 

that learning principally occurs or fails to occur. Such learning accrues as a product of the 

prior background and interests of students in the classroom, the knowledge and skill that 

a teacher brings to bear, and how the teacher utilises the resources and supports provided 

by the school to advance instruction in some particular subject. Each of these 

considerations is represented heuristically as a vertex within the instructional triangle.  

 Theoretically, the intervention is situated in this instructional core (City et al., 2011). 

As Figure 9 illustrates, feedback interactions between the teacher (T) and student (S) in 

relation to the subject matter (SM) are based on the tasks students engage in, and the 

teacher’s pedagogical reasoning (PR) comes into play in setting up and implementing 

learning tasks. Student feedback in the classroom can potentially be directed to their 

teacher (S-T), other students (S-S) and/or themselves. Feedback is manifested in the 

interactions among classroom participants in relation to the thematic/topical focus as 

students engage with learning tasks. 
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Figure 9   

The Intervention: Instructional Core (City et al., 2011) 

  

  

 For a clearer understanding, I revisit the conceptual framework of this study (Figure 

10). The broken line represents the space where the intervention is situated: teachers’ 

pedagogical reasoning in setting up and implementing tasks that incorporate opportunities 

for student feedback.  

 

Figure 10 

Conceptual Framework 

 

 

 The conceptual framework (Figure 10) can be imaginatively superimposed on to the 
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instructional core (City et al., 2011) where the intervention is situated theoretically. The 

line connecting ‘Task’ and ‘PR’ in Figure 9 may thus, be equated with the broken line 

connecting ‘Task Design’ and ‘Pedagogical Reasoning’ in Figure 10. It is now timely to 

enquire what the intervention is about. Returning to Pollock’s (2012, p. 14) metaphor 

about the need for teachers to “ladle differently,” the purpose of the intervention is 

enabling teachers to ladle the ‘instructional’ soup by digging deeper into their pots 

surfacing what would have otherwise remained latent (detailed in Section 1.1). To enable 

teachers to scoop up nutritious ingredients i.e. evidence of student learning, the 

intervention involves collaborating with teachers to design tasks that incorporate 

opportunities for students to provide feedback. The change, if any, would be evident in 

the extent and nature of student feedback based on a comparison of the classroom 

observation data in the preliminary and prototyping phases. 

 The study is based on the premise that encouraging teachers to think deeply about 

issues of task design translates into shifts in their pedagogical reasoning, which 

potentially, shifts teachers’ classroom practice. Assuming that teachers have some 

knowledge of feedback practices and that they use the same in their classroom, albeit in 

varying degrees and ways, the iterations were sequenced such that the initial iteration 

built on teachers’ current understandings and the subsequent one leveraged on insights 

gleaned from the first iteration. From a design research perspective, the intervention, as 

enacted, is a product of the context in which it is implemented, the intervention is the 

outcome (or at least an outcome) of the study (DBRC, 2003). The subsequent focus is on 

the context of this collaborative intervention. 
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3.4 Research context 

The research context including the sampling strategy, research site and participants, and 

the focus in terms of the subject domain and academic level are described in this section. 

Design-based research is described as ‘contextual’ in the sense that research is conducted 

in its real learning setting where researchers, practitioners, and users are part of the 

context (Bowler & Large, 2008). Being situated in a real educational context, as Anderson 

and Shattuck (2012) argue, provides a sense of the validity to the research and ensures 

that the findings can be effectively used to assess, inform, and improve practice in at least 

the given (and other likely) contexts. Thus, the present findings have obvious pedagogical 

implications for instruction in primary EL classrooms in Singapore, which brings into 

focus the research sample. 

 

3.4.1 Sampling strategy 

A purposive sampling strategy was employed to select two intact classes in a school with 

the respective teachers assigned to each class. The school profile is not central to the 

research focus and thus, the school selection was contingent upon the willing participation 

of the school management. In terms of securing school participation, I had met the 

principal of the participating school at a local conference in early 2018 and had the 

opportunity to share some details of my intended research project. The principal 

expressed a keen interest in my study and even mentioned that my research focus was in 

line with her school’s vision of nurturing students to be self-directed learners. I sent out 

an email invitation to the school and within a week, the Vice Principal acknowledged 

participation in the research study.  

 To kick-start the research project, I arranged a few initial meetings with the Vice 

Principal, the English Language Head of Department (HOD) and the School Staff 
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Developer (SSD) as well as the participating teachers (see Section 3.4.3). I explained the 

project details to the teacher participants, and they had opportunities to surface their 

queries and concerns. We chalked out the logistics pertaining to classroom observations, 

teacher interviews, and students’ focus group discussions. 

 

3.4.2 Research site 

The research site is a Government primary school in a densely populated neighbourhood 

in the western part of Singapore. Daisy Primary School (pseudonym) has a long history 

and has achieved significant milestones since its inception as a tiny village school many 

decades ago. A few years ago, the school was equipped with modern amenities to provide 

students outdoor experiential learning, promote physical fitness and enhance cultural 

activities. On my initial visit to the school, the principal shared some relevant 

demographic information about the school. In terms of ethnic composition, the school 

population comprises approximately 50% Chinese students, almost 50% Malay students 

with a very small percentage of students belonging to other ethnic groups, which means 

that the school is not culturally heterogeneous compared to national trends. The principal 

also shared that the SES of the student population was in the lower range compared to 

national averages. Referring to the national examination for Primary 6 students (Primary 

School Leaving Examination or PSLE), the principal noted that typically, the 

performance of the better students in her school was modest relative to what might be 

considered a competitive PSLE score. I learnt that the school was academically 

underperforming relative to an average performing Government school in the Singapore 

context (field notes, January 26, 2018). 
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3.4.3 Research participants 

The teacher participants in the study are Mdm Sophia (pseudonym) and Ms Joan 

(pseudonym) who were teaching English Language at the Primary 5 level in Daisy 

Primary School at the time of the study. Both the teachers provided their consent to 

participate in the study after obtaining a clear idea about their involvement in the research 

project (see Section 3.9). Table 2 provides relevant details of the participating teachers.  

 

Table 1  

Participating Teachers: Profile 

Profile Mdm Sophia Ms Joan 
Educational/Professional qualifications 

(specialisation) 
Graduate Degree in Accountancy Graduate Degree in 

Psychology 
Teaching qualifications Post-Graduate Diploma in 

Education (PGDE) 
Post-Graduate Diploma in 

Education (PGDE) 
Years of teaching  

(at the time of the study) 
27 10 

Years of teaching  
(in Daisy Primary School) 

27 10 

Teaching level/s and subject/s in focus 
(at the time of the study) 

Primary 5 
English, Mathematics 

Primary 5 
English, Mathematics 

Teaching level/s and subject/s in focus 
 (in the present study) 

Primary 5 
English 

Primary 5 
English 

  

 In view of the focus on teachers’ pedagogical reasoning, the varying teaching 

experience of the two teachers is pertinent. Both the teachers may be regarded as 

experienced, as they had 10 or more years of teacher experience (Gatbonton, 1999; 

Richards et al., 1998; Tsui, 2003, 2005). Again, the considerable difference in the years 

of teaching experience proved illustrative given the present research focus. As Richards 

et al. (2001) observe, teachers with varying degrees of teaching experience and subject 

matter knowledge adopt different solutions to instructional problems and tasks. 

 The decision to collaborate with two teachers in the same school context was 

beneficial on many counts. It enabled meaningful sharing and rich interactions among the 

participating teachers and myself. Given the designated time frame of a doctoral study 
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and some practical considerations of conducting research in local school contexts, it was 

convenient to work with teachers in the same physical setting. It also helped in terms of 

the logistics of scheduling classroom observations, teacher interviews and collaborative 

sessions with the teachers. The uniformity of the school context permits insights unique 

to each teacher’s pedagogical decision-making.  

 Notably, the varying profile of the students in two classes in the same school context 

permitted space for examining student feedback practices and beliefs across a wider range 

of classroom participants. The student participants were from two intact Primary 5 classes 

in Daisy Primary School who were taught EL by Mdm Sophia and Ms Joan respectively. 

The participating students were about 11 years old as the general age-range for most 

students at the Primary 5 level in Singapore schools is 10-12 years. Ms Joan’s class 

(Classroom J) consisted of 40 students of which one student had Attention Deficit 

Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) and one student had been diagnosed with Autism 

Spectrum Disorder (ASD). In terms of academic performance, her class was one of the 

two relatively fast-progressing classes in the school’s Primary 5 cohort in 2018.  

 Of a total of 18 students in Mdm Sophia’s class (Classroom S), one student had 

ADHD, one had dyslexic conditions and one had been diagnosed with speech difficulties. 

Mdm Sophia mentioned that one student in her class had severe emotional and 

behavioural issues emanating from home conditions. Based on school assessments, Mdm 

Sophia mentioned that her class ranked fourth in terms of academic performance among 

the five Primary 5 classes in the school (personal communication, April 15, 2018). 

Students in Classroom S were deemed to be more academically proficient than students 

in the 'foundation' class based on the school's summative achievement measures. The 

teacher mentioned that eight students in her class had been identified for the 'foundation' 

class, which adhered to a simpler curriculum and were examined based on a separate set 
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of criteria for the national assessment (PSLE). However, based on their parents' requests 

to the school management and teachers' feedback, these eight students had been permitted 

to continue in a mainstream class. Referring to the selection of students for Classroom S 

and the 'foundation' class at the Primary 5 level, Mdm Sophia explained, "They have been 

streamed in that way" (teacher interview, November 28, 2018). 

 

3.4.4 Academic level 

This research study involves a classroom intervention in two Primary 5 classes in Daisy 

Primary School. The Primary 5 level seemed to be the most appropriate choice given that 

the maturity level of the students and particularly, their understanding of what 

participation in a research study entails were important considerations. In view of the 

focus on student feedback, and the need to elicit students’ beliefs about feedback over the 

course of focus group discussions, the lower and middle primary levels did not seem 

suitable. Importantly, local schools tend to resist participation in research studies at the 

Primary 6 level in view of the strong focus on preparing students for the national 

examinations (PSLE). The present study involves classroom observations and involves 

working closely with the teacher participants. Despite the heavy workload of upper 

primary teachers, the Primary 5 level permits some space for involvement in research 

studies in the Singapore context. 

 

3.4.5 Subject domain 

Design research is often situated within a domain and in many cases uses the structure of 

the domain as a theoretical guide (Cobb et al., 2003). The present research focus is 

situated in the subject domain of English Language. Christie notes that “[t]he content of 

English is the English language itself …” (1993, p. 99) In other words, in subject English 
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it is the English language itself that is both the instrument of teaching and learning, and 

the object of study (Christie & Maton, 2011). Arguably, the unique disciplinarity of 

English offers ample room for students to frame their perspectives, offer alternative 

viewpoints or raise queries both about the structural aspects of the language itself as well 

as the content focus.  

The classroom observations in this study pertain to the ‘Writing Module’ lessons 

based on a resource package designed by the Daisy Primary School team to strengthen 

students’ writing skills (see sample extract: Appendix C). The ‘Writing Module’ lessons 

were a part of the EL school curriculum but outside of the designated EL syllabus (MOE, 

2020) formulated by the Ministry for primary students. Language components such as 

grammar, vocabulary and comprehension were included in the writing resources, which 

potentially strengthened students’ language performance overall. Typically, Primary 5 

students had the opportunity to engage with one thematic ‘Writing Module’ in a term as 

part of the school’s ‘Writing with Purpose Programme.’ Teachers had some flexibility in 

using the writing resources but students’ performance on the ‘Writing Module’ had 

implications for their writing grades in the school-based examinations. The decision to 

observe the ‘Writing Module’ lessons (and not other EL lessons) largely stemmed from 

the feasibility of scheduling lesson observations in each classroom as well as the 

preferences of the school personnel and the teacher participants. For each of the two 

participating classes, the ‘Writing Module’ lessons were conducted during EL curriculum 

time, and each thematic unit comprised 2-3 lessons. Section 4.2.3 offers additional details 

of the school-based ‘Writing Module’ package and the teacher participants’ experiences 

of using the same. The collaborative sessions in this intervention study involved teachers’ 

lesson planning based on these school-based writing resources. 
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3.5 Teacher collaboration 

In this design-based research study, the classroom intervention involved working closely 

with the participating teachers to achieve the intended outcome i.e. create more 

opportunities in the classroom for students give or seek feedback from other classroom 

participants and themselves. The process of collaborating with teachers occurred mainly 

in two areas: 1) prior to each writing module in the protoyping phase, the focus was on 

planning the lessons; and 2) in the preliminary and protoyping phases, teachers engaged 

in video reflection based on the observed (and video-recorded lessons) after they had 

completed teaching their respective ‘Writing Module’ unit.  

 Broadly, my role as a researcher may be described as one of critical friend who 

“asks provocative questions, provides data to be examined through another lens, and 

offers critiques of a person’s work as a friend” (Costa & Kallick, 1993, p. 50). Over the 

course of the collaborative sessions, I facilitated our discussions, and we conversed about 

plans for upcoming lessons. Teachers shared their classroom experiences and highlighted 

issues of their day-to-day teaching. I encouraged teachers’ reflection on their practice 

aided by lesson video excerpts, and our conversations stimulated teachers to think about 

how they might open up more space for student feedback in their own classroom (see 

Section 5.4).  

 In conceptualising and embarking upon this research project, the basis for 

collaborating with teachers was to design tasks embedded with opportunities for student 

feedback. This is because tasks form the backbone of classroom interactions between 

teachers and students (Blumenfeld et al., 1987) and are “the primary determinant of how 

the curriculum is experienced by students” (Doyle, 1983). Notably, I revisited the 

conventional understanding of ‘task’ based on the literature, taking into account the 

participating teachers’ focus on planning learning activities at the lesson level as well as 
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the need to align with the Primary 5 EL curricular focus in the specific school context. 

Based on my conversations with the Vice-Principal, the EL Head of Department and the 

participating teachers, there was a need to ensure that no particular Primary 5 class was 

“shortchanged” and that every Primary 5 class in the cohort had the opportunity to 

uniformly avail of the school-based writing resources (Mdm Sophia, teacher interview, 

April 3, 2018). In view of the need for alignment with the content focus of the ‘Writing 

Module’ materials, task design effectively translated into planning lessons in which 

teachers attempted to consciously incorporate opportunities for students’ feedback via 

learning activities, which elicit evidence of ongoing student learning in the classroom (see 

Section 2.5). 

  Additionally, other considerations necessitated a wider conceptualisation of ‘task’ 

in this DBR study and this is not unexpected as typically, design research seeks out and 

is responsive to emerging factors in complex, naturalistic settings. Understandably, I had 

to take into account practical aspects of working with teachers in a school context. A 

number of activities and events had been planned for students in Daisy Primary School 

over the course of the academic year 2018 to celebrate the school’s significant milestone 

since its inception. In addition to their usual workload, the participating teachers were 

involved in the school’s anniversary celebrations, which impacted the time available for 

working with them during the prototyping phase (July-September 2018). Drawing on 

their professional development work with teachers, Fonseca et al. (2015) observe that 

while the autonomous work requested should encourage participants to research and 

reflect deeply on their feedback practices, it is also important that this work fits well in 

the busy work schedules of the participant teachers. 

 I now outline the details of my collaborative work with teachers in terms of logistics, 

time and content for a clear understanding. Henceforth, I refer to each session in which 
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the teachers discussed and planned the upcoming unit and engaged in video reflection as 

a collaborative session (CS). In terms of a specific timeline, I engaged with teachers in 

collaboration sessions prior to each of the two classroom iterations in the prototyping 

phase. Thus, the first two sessions were scheduled in the last two weeks of July 2018 

before the initial iteration, which included classroom observations of a ‘Writing Module’ 

unit (3 lessons for each teacher) from the end of July until the first week of August (see 

Table 1). The third and fourth sessions were scheduled in mid-August and early 

September respectively, prior to the second iteration, which comprised classroom 

observations of a ‘Writing Module’ unit (3 lessons for Mdm Sophia and 2 lessons for Ms 

Joan).  

  The collaborative sessions provided teachers the space to plan for upcoming lessons 

and to reflect on their practice aided by video excerpts from their lessons. After observing 

each Writing Module unit, I provided the teachers their respective lesson recordings to 

give them space to review and reflect on their classroom practice. Based on pre-selected 

video excerpts, teachers had opportunities to reflect on their own as well as their 

colleague’s lessons in the presence of a critical friend (Costa & Kallick, 1993). Section 

3.6.3 offers more details of teachers’ video reflection in this study. Also, each CS (audio-

recorded) provided an opportunity for teachers to carefully think through the lesson 

enactment of the scheduled ‘Writing Module’ (see outline of a typical CS with teachers: 

Appendix D). Each teacher considered her specific classroom context as well as the needs 

and interests of the students in considering opportunities for student feedback in their 

classroom. Other than lesson planning, each CS typically included written reflections on 

the part of the teachers based on the given prompts (softcopy document). Additionally, 

each CS was designed to enhance teachers’ theoretical understanding of feedback. I 

shared research articles based on which we discussed aspects of classroom instruction. 
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Chapter 7 offers a far more detailed picture of the process of collaborating with the teacher 

participants. I now focus on the research methods and sources for obtaining empirical 

data in the preliminary and prototyping phases of the study. 

 

 

3.6 Methods and data sources 

A description of the research context (see Section 3.4), and the research methods and data 

sources provided in this section facilitate a more nuanced understanding of the findings 

and refinements at each phase of the study. This is particularly true for a DBR study, 

which is generally characterised by the messy nature of the learning environment, a large 

amount of data collected and analysed as well as the need for design researchers to work 

closely with participants and practitioners (Collins et al., 2004). I collected data and 

collaborated with the two participating teachers approximately over the span of ten 

months in 2018. Primarily, the methods employed in this study comprise: (1) classroom 

observations (video-recorded); (2) brief post-lesson interviews with teachers; (3) semi-

structured interviews with teachers; (4) collaborative sessions with teachers including 

lesson planning and video reflection; and (4) focus group discussions (FGDs) with 

students (see Table 1, p. 113 ). 

 

3.6.1 Classroom observations and post-lesson interviews 

The preliminary phase and each of the two iterations in the prototyping phase involved 

classroom observations (video-recorded) of the ‘Writing Module’ lessons for each 

participating teacher. Typically, at the Primary 5 level in Daisy Primary School, teachers 

assign 2-3 lessons for teaching the module stipulated for the particular academic term3. 

 
3 For primary and secondary schools, and junior colleges in Singapore, the school year is divided into four terms. Each term spans 
over a period of three months thus, the academic year consists of four terms. 
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Table 3 shows the schedule of classroom observations for each participating teacher. 

Observing an entire ‘Writing Module’ for each participating teacher facilitated an 

overview of the teaching and learning trajectory based on the thematic focus.  

 

Table 2  

Primary 5 EL Classroom Observations (2018): Writing Module 

Phase of the study Duration: 
Classroom 

Observations 

‘Writing Module’:  
Thematic focus 

Teacher:  
Mdm Sophia 

Teacher:  
Ms Joan 

Preliminary Phase     
Baseline: Term 2 July 2018 ‘An unforgettable 

incident’ 
3 lessons 2 lessons 

Prototyping Phase     
Iteration 1: Term 3 July-August 2018 ‘Surprise’ 3 lessons 3 lessons 
Iteration 2: Term 3 September 2018 ‘A meaningful deed’ 3 lessons 2 lessons 

 

 Additionally, I conducted brief post-lesson interviews with teachers to obtain their 

immediate sense of the lesson progression. Typically, the teacher interview after each 

lesson included 4-5 questions focusing on the teacher’s lesson preparation and planned 

learning objectives, unanticipated or interesting aspects of the lesson, possible 

modifications to the teacher’s instructional approach as well as lesson-specific aspects.

 In video-recording the lessons, I took into account the classroom configuration and 

other practical issues. Essentially, I employed two cameras in the classroom: one on the 

side of the classroom focusing on the student-teacher interactions and the other in front 

of the classroom focusing on students. The manually operated ‘student-teacher video 

camera’ (STVC) mainly tracked verbal interactions between the teacher and student/s as 

well as the teacher’s talk, presentations, demonstrations, whiteboard work etc. including 

the teacher’s monitoring of student work as she walked around the classroom. The STVC 

also served to capture student presentations in front of the classroom and other whole 

class activities. The largely static ‘wide-angle video camera’ (WVC) stationed in front of 

the classroom helped to capture classroom interactions and based on my discretion, I 
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would move over to operate the WVC depending on the nature of the activities students 

engaged in. For instance, it made sense to zoom in on students as they engaged in learning 

activities such as pair or group work with their peers, which potentially provide 

opportunities for students to give or seek feedback from other classroom participants. As 

detailed in Section 3.9, students from the two classes who did not consent to participation 

in the study were excluded from the video-recording, as far as possible, during classroom 

observations.  

 For analytical purposes, the set-up of the two video cameras served to capture the 

nature and participatory structure of student-teacher interactions, which helped to elicit 

evidence of feedback practices in the classroom in line with the research focus. However, 

I was unable to ascertain whether students were effectively providing feedback to one 

another given the quality of the audio and the general noise in and around the classroom. 

Nonetheless, the ‘wide-angle video camera’ (WVC) focused on students during pair or 

group work, which helped to obtain some evidence of student talk during group work. It 

may be noted that during the observed lessons in the two classrooms, teachers did not set 

up tasks, which would permit students to engage in peer feedback. Also, students had 

fewer opportunities to work in pairs or groups compared to their learning in whole class 

contexts. 

 

3.6.2 Teacher interviews and student focus group discussions 

An interview is useful for collecting data to draw out the deeper significance of an event 

(Pring, 2005) allowing interaction between the interviewer and the interviewee, which 

results in constructing knowledge and exchanging experiences (Kvale & Flick, 2008). 

Specifically, a semi-structured type of interview allows the researcher to probe for an 

elaboration of significant themes emerging from the participants’ responses (Freebody, 
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2004). To elicit teacher beliefs about feedback, I conducted a semi-structured interview 

(audio-recorded) with both the participating teachers prior to the classroom observations 

in the preliminary phase as well as after each of the iterations in the prototyping phase. 

The duration of each interview was approximately an hour long. The insights drawn from 

teachers’ semi-structured interviews, and video reflection during the collaborative 

sessions helped to elicit changes, if any, in teachers’ beliefs about feedback (Guiding 

questions for the semi-structured teacher interview are detailed ahead in this section). 

 Focus group discussion with the students may be considered ‘group interviews’ 

(Grix, 2004, p. 125). To elicit student beliefs about feedback, I conversed with students 

over the course of focus group discussions (FGDs). The FGDs in the preliminary phase 

as well as after each of the two iterations in the prototyping phase helped to ascertain the 

shifts, if any, in student beliefs about feedback. With the aid of the participating teachers 

in chalking out the logistics, the FGDs were conducted during school curriculum time. In 

each round, I conversed with two groups of 5-6 students (one group from each 

participating class). I randomly selected the students from each class, and conversed with 

the same set of students for all the three FGD sessions. Each student FGD session ranged 

about 30-45 minutes in duration.  

  In interviewing teachers and students, I adhered to a semi-structured protocol 

including both closed and open-ended questions (Mertens, 1998).  Typically, the protocol 

commenced with a set of predetermined questions (detailed below) with space for teacher 

and student participants to bring up topics of relevance and interest to them. The intent 

was to explore, as Freebody (2004) notes, particular lines of talk with ad hoc follow-

through questions.  

 The semi-structured teacher interviews and student FGDs in this study were not 

fully predetermined and were responsive to the specific contributions the interviewees 
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made.  However, I had a set of guiding questions to grasp how teachers and students 

conceptualise and use feedback in the classroom. Additionally, the teacher interview in 

the preliminary phase included questions about teachers’ professional background and 

experience, their beliefs about teaching and learning as well as their teaching journey as 

a whole. 

 

The semi-structured interview with each teacher included the following questions: 

1. What are your beliefs about how students learn?  

2. How do you see the role of feedback in classroom teaching and learning? 

3. Is feedback used in your classroom? If so, by whom and in what way? 

4. Generally, how would you describe feedback practices in your classroom? 

5. How do you make use of feedback in your classroom? 

6. From your experience, would you say feedback practices differ widely from one 

classroom to the other? What are the possible reasons? 

7. Do you consider it important for teachers to think about feedback in planning 

lessons and during lesson time? Why or why not? 

8. How often do you talk about feedback practices with other teachers say, during 

weekly meetings or Professional Learning Community (PLC) sessions? Do you 

find it helpful? 

9. Are there any initiatives related to classroom feedback in your school for 

example, AfL practices? Do you find them useful? 

 

To elicit student beliefs about feedback, the student FGDs included the following 

questions: 

1. What do you understand by the term ‘feedback?’ 
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2. Who provides feedback in your classroom? When and in what way? 

3. How do you know if you are doing a good job in class? 

4. If you need help in some area or lack understanding, how do you get help? 

5. How often do you ask a question to your teacher or classmates? Do you give 

your views or speak up to clarify something you do not understand? Does it help 

you? 

6. Do you get opportunities to talk to your classmates? Would you say talking to 

your peers helps you to learn better? 

7. Do you feel you have enough time to review the work you have done? Are you 

able to understand and correct your mistakes on your own? 

8. What changes in the classroom do you think will help you learn better? 

 
 Classroom participants’ beliefs about feedback were fed back into the analyses 

providing leads that I followed up in subsequent iterations. The teacher interviews and 

student FGDs were audio-recorded and subsequently, I transcribed them verbatim 

including my questions and contributions to the conversation. Transcription itself is a 

form of interpretive activity (Smith et al., 2009) and engaging with the data during 

transcription also gave me the opportunity to document my thoughts, recollections and 

observations of the data in my researcher journal. 

 

3.6.3 Video reflection  

Teachers’ video reflection for the purposes of this study denotes using video to help them 

reflect on their actions, understandings and constructions (Haw & Hadfield, 2011). The 

intervention involved making teachers’ tacit knowledge explicit and encouraging them to 

reflect, reason and think deeply about their teaching decisions they make (see Section 

3.3). Teachers engaged in video reflection based on their lesson videos, which as 
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Hennessy and Deaney (2009) argue, helps teachers capture and revisit classroom activity. 

In this study, video reflection plays a significant role in revealing what Elliott (1996) calls 

the intricate nature of pedagogical reasoning and teacher decision-making. Prior to each 

of the iterations in the prototyping phase, I arranged collaborative sessions with the 

teachers, which included video reflection based on pre-selected lesson excerpts based on 

the ‘Writing Module’ taught by the teachers (detailed in Section 3.5).  

 Having access to teacher’s decision-making about their practice (Research Question 

2) provided valuable bases for collaborating with the teachers thus, meaningfully 

informing the pedagogical focus of each classroom iteration. Pedagogical reasoning is 

often tacit - knowledge that operates without conscious thought (Berliner, 1994; Dreyfus 

& Dreyfus, 1986) but guided reflection on and conversation about tacit knowledge is a 

viable means of making such knowledge explicit (McAdam et al., 2007). The aim was to 

bring to the fore teachers’ tacit knowledge by providing space for teachers’ to reflect on 

their teaching, and interpreting students’ learning experiences in their classrooms. 

Notably, Mdm Sophia and Ms Joan shared a personal rapport and a good working 

relationship with each other. Thus, they were comfortable in reflecting on excerpts from 

their own lesson/s as well as sharing their thoughts openly about each other’s lesson/s. 

 Given the use of video-recorded classroom observations in this study, it would be 

useful to highlight some research-driven uses of video data (Haw & Hadfield, 2011): (a) 

Extraction: Using video to record a specific interaction so that it can be studied in more 

depth by the researcher. Video is seen here as a form of realistic representation; (b) 

Reflection: Using video to support participants to reflect upon their actions, 

understandings and constructions; (c) Projection and Provocation: Using video to 

provoke participants to critically examine and challenge existing norms, traditions and 

power structures; (d) Participation: Using video to engage participants in a research 
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project in ways that allow them to shape its focus and outcomes; and (e) Articulation: 

Using video to help participants voice their opinions and communicate these to others.  

In the context of the present study, I employed video research methodology for 

extraction, reflection and participation (Haw & Hadfield, 2011). In terms of extraction, 

the video-recorded lessons allowed deeper examination of interactions among classroom 

participants particularly, student feedback in the classroom. Reflection constitutes a key 

aspect of the use of videos in this study, which demands the need to surface teachers’ 

pedagogical reasoning as they understand and use feedback in the classroom. Video 

reflection served to open up space for teachers to articulate their thoughts about student-

teacher interactions with a particular focus on student questions, comments, suggestions 

etc. However, it needs to be acknowledged that video reflection is based on the 

assumption that teachers are able and willing to articulate their thought processes. Videos 

have been increasingly used as a form of teaching practice feedback (Tochon, 2007), and 

as an important component of the meaning-making process for pedagogical decisions 

(Roth, 2007). Lesson videos obtained in this study also shaped teachers’ participation in 

the research project in the sense that the videos enabled teachers to specifically engage 

with particular lesson episodes, which facilitated the teacher-researcher collaboration 

process and arguably, shaped teachers’ pedagogical decisions in the subsequent phase/s 

of the study.   

 

3.6.4 Researcher journal  

The chief sources of data in this study comprise lesson videos from classroom 

observations as well as audio data from student FGDs, teacher interviews and 

collaborative sessions with teachers. Additionally, I maintained a journal throughout the 

research process, which helped me make sense of developments throughout my research 
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journey. The researcher journal allowed me to freely document my thoughts, reflections 

and observations about my role in the research process, my interpretations of the 

participants’ experiences as well as the insights emerging from the data collected. In fact, 

the dynamic and flexible nature of a DBR study demands a systematic documentation of 

the research process.  

  

 

3.7 Data Collection: Methods and data sources  

Engagement with research participants and data collection in the school context as well 

as ongoing data analyses spanned from March to December in the year 2018, which 

coincided with the preliminary, prototyping and reflective phases of this DBR study. 

Preparations for the research project in terms of equipment, documents and research 

materials; and importantly, application for ethics clearance commenced in 2017 (see 

Gantt Chart: Appendix E). Understandably, the reflections on the research process and 

findings continued with the data analyses and the writing of the thesis document. 

 Table 4 provides an overview of the methods employed as well as the purposes and 

analyses of the data sources. Importantly, it illustrates how the methods and data sources 

are aligned with the research questions, which guide the present three-phased DBR study.  
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Table 3  

Methods and Data Sources: Overview 

Phase  Research question Method Data source Function of data source Analysis of data source 
Phase 1 1. How is student 

feedback enacted in 
relation to other feedback 
practices: a) teacher 
feedback; and b) teacher 
uptake of student 
feedback, and student 
uptake of teacher 
feedback? 

1.Classroom 
observations 
2. Focus Group 
Discussions 
(FGDs): Students 
3. Semi-structured 
interview: Teacher 
4. Post-lesson 
interviews: 
Teacher 

Method 1: 
Lesson 
videos, 
Transcripts 
Methods 2, 3, 
4: 
Audio- 
recordings, 
Transcripts 

Data source 1: 
To obtain the extent and nature of 
student feedback practices. 
Data sources 2, 3, 4:  
To obtain student and teacher 
beliefs about classroom feedback 
practices. 
 

Data source 1: 
Analysing lesson videos based 
on a range of ‘Feedback’ 
indicators in a coding scheme. 
Data sources 2, 3, 4:  
Data-driven, inductive 
approach using open and axial 
coding to examine transcripts 
from student FGDs and teacher 
interviews. 

Phase 1 2. a) Which factors 
influence teachers’ 
pedagogical decision-
making in (re)designing 
tasks? b) How does 
teacher’s pedagogical 
reasoning come into play 
in setting up, sustaining 
and implementing tasks 
focused on incorporating 
opportunities for student 
feedback?  

1. Collaborative 
sessions: Teacher 
video reflection 
2. Post-lesson 
interview: Teacher 
3. Semi-structured 
interview: Teacher 
 

Methods 1, 2, 
3: 
Audio- 
recordings, 
Transcripts 

Data source 1: 
To develop deep probing 
dialogues with teachers enabling 
them to 1) reflect on their actions, 
understandings and constructions; 
and 2) communicate their implicit 
and explicit beliefs about 
teaching. 
Data source 2, 3:  
To gain insights into teachers’ 
considerations and decisions in 
planning learning tasks. 

Data source 1, 2, 3: 
Examining audio-
recordings/transcripts from 
collaborative sessions and 
teacher interviews using 
‘episode of pedagogical 
reasoning’ as the unit of 
analysis. 
 

Phase 2 3. In what way does a 
focus on incorporating 
opportunities for student 
feedback in teachers’ task 
design influence: a) the 
extent and nature of 
student feedback in the 
classroom; and b) student 
and teacher beliefs about 
feedback? 
 

1. Classroom 
observations 
2. FGD: Students 
3. Semi-structured 
interview: 
Teachers 
4. Post-lesson 
interviews: 
Teacher  
5. Collaborative 
sessions: Teacher 
video reflection 

Method 1: 
Lesson 
videos 
Methods 2, 3, 
4, 5: 
Audio- 
recordings, 
Transcripts 

Data source 1: 
To ascertain the change, if any, in  
the extent and nature of student 
feedback practices compared to 
the classroom observations in 
Phase 1. 
Data source 2: 
To ascertain the change, if any, in 
student beliefs about feedback 
about feedback compared to 
Student FGDs in Phase 1. 
Data sources 3, 4, 5:  
1) To ascertain the change, if any, 
in teacher beliefs about feedback 
compared to the semi-structured 
interview and post-lesson 
interviews in Phase 1. 

Data source 1: 
Comparison of Phase 1 and 
Phase 2 coded data: 
coding analyses of lesson 
videos based on a range of 
‘Feedback’ indicators in a 
coding scheme. 
Data sources 2, 3, 4, 5:  
Data-driven, inductive 
approach using open and axial 
coding to examine audio-
recordings/transcripts from 
student FGDs and teacher 
interviews. 

Phase 2 4. Which design 
principles serve as 
guidelines to create 
opportunities for students 
to provide feedback in the 
Singapore classroom?  

1. Findings from 
the preliminary 
phase, and the 
initial iteration of 
the prototyping 
phase 
2. Researcher 
journal 
 
 

Methods 1: 
Lesson 
videos, 
Audio-
recordings, 
Transcripts 
Method 2: 
Notes 
 

Data source 1: 
To draw insights from the data at 
each phase to formulate design 
principles to guide each of the 
two iterations. 
Data source 2: 
To record my thoughts, 
reflections and observations 
emerging from the data, and to 
document the research process. 

Not applicable. 

 

 The chronological sequence of data collection over the course of an academic year 

was strategic in addressing the research questions about classroom participants’ feedback 

practices and their beliefs about feedback, and the possible shifts in these aspects. Data 

collection in the school context entailed logistical considerations such as the schedule of 

EL lessons in the school timetable, teaches’ work commitments, research participants’ 

involvement in school events etc. 
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3.8 Data analyses 

To address the research questions, the analyses of the data sources in the study largely 

occurred on two levels (see Table 5):  

1. Level 1 pertains to coding analyses of lesson videos (classroom observations); 

examination of student and teacher beliefs about feedback based on students’ 

FGDs and semi-structured teacher interviews; and examination of teachers’ 

pedagogical reasoning primarily based on collaborative sessions with teachers. 

2. For the Level 2 analyses, I pulled together data from the different sources such as 

teacher interviews, collaborative sessions, student FGDs and classroom 

observations to construct a fuller picture of classroom participants’ beliefs and 

enactment of feedback, and teachers’ pedagogical decision-making.  

 

 As Table 5 shows, Level 1 analyses served to address the first and third research 

questions. Level 2 analyses helped to answer Research Questions 1, 2 and 3. The fourth 

research question is about the design narrative specifically, the design principles, which 

informed each of the two iterations based on insights from the data. 
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Table 4  

Data Analyses: Breakdown 

 

 The insights drawn from Level 1 and Level 2 analyses of the different data sources 

meaningfully informed the design principles, which guided each of the two iterations in 

the prototyping phase. The emerging insights also served to refine the coding scheme for 

the Level 1 coding analyses of lesson videos. Additionally, my observations, thoughts, 

Research Question (RQ) RQ Breakdown Data source Data analyses 
1. How is student feedback 
enacted in relation to other 
feedback practices: a) teacher 
feedback; and b) teacher 
uptake of student feedback, 
and student uptake of teacher 
feedback? 

1. a)  Student feedback 
enacted in relation to 
teacher feedback  
 

1. a) Lesson videos and 
transcripts 
 

1. a) Level 1 Coding Scheme 
 

1. b)  A, B, C, D  
(4 analytical 
standpoints): 
Teacher uptake of 
student feedback, and 
student uptake of 
teacher feedback 

1. b) A. Lesson videos and 
transcripts 
1. b) B. Lesson videos and 
transcripts 
1. b) C. Lesson videos and 
transcripts; Audio-
recordings and transcripts: 
Student FGDs 
1. b) D.  Lesson videos  and 
transcripts 

1. b) A. Level 1 Coding 
Scheme 
1. b) B. Level 2: Examining 
classroom episodes 
1. b) C. Level 2: Examining  
classroom episodes and 
student FGDs 
1. b) D. Level 2: Examining 
classroom episodes 
 

2. a) Which factors influence 
teachers’ pedagogical 
decision-making in 
(re)designing tasks? b) How 
does teacher’s pedagogical 
reasoning come into play in 
setting up, sustaining and 
implementing tasks focused 
on incorporating 
opportunities for student 
feedback? 

2. a) Factors influencing 
teachers’ pedagogical 
decision-making in 
(re)designing tasks 

2. a) Audio-recordings and 
transcripts: Post-lesson 
interviews, Semi-structured 
interviews, Collaborative 
sessions;  
Lesson videos and 
transcripts 

2. a) Level 2: Examining data 
based on ‘episode of 
pedagogical reasoning’; 
Examining classroom 
episodes 

2. b) Teacher’s 
pedagogical reasoning 
in setting up, sustaining 
and implementing tasks 
focused on opportunities 
for student feedback 

2. a) Audio-recordings and 
transcripts: Post-lesson 
interviews, Semi-structured 
interviews, Collaborative 
sessions 

2. b) Level 2: Examining data 
based on ‘episode of 
pedagogical reasoning’; 
Examining classroom 
episodes 

3. In what way does a focus 
on incorporating 
opportunities for student 
feedback in teachers’ task 
design influence: a) the 
extent and nature of student 
feedback in the classroom; 
and b) student and teacher 
beliefs about feedback? 

3. a)  Extent and nature 
of student feedback in 
the classroom 

3. a)  Lesson videos and 
transcripts 

3. a)  Level 1 Coding Scheme 
 

3. b)  Student and 
teacher beliefs about 
feedback 

3. b)  Audio-recordings and 
transcripts: Post-lesson 
interviews, Semi-structured 
interviews, Collaborative 
sessions, Student FGDs 

3. b)  Level 2: Data-driven, 
inductive approach using 
open and axial coding to 
examine beliefs about 
feedback 

4. Which design principles 
serve as guidelines to create 
opportunities for students to 
provide feedback in the 
Singapore classroom? 

Not applicable Lesson videos, 
Audio-recordings, 
Transcripts 
Researcher journal 
 

Not applicable 
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and reflections, which were documented in a journal helped in making sense of the 

research process and findings. The two levels of analyses are detailed below. 

 

3.8.1 Level 1 analyses: Coding Scheme 

Coding analyses of lesson videos was based on classroom observations of a total of 16 

lessons in the two participating classes (see Table 3) and yielded descriptive data. The 

Level 1 Coding Scheme consists of 32 coding indicators, which were based on theoretical 

understandings, and continually refined to incorporate insights emerging from the data 

(see Appendices A and B). Level 1 coding analyses yielded average values i.e. frequency 

counts (for each of the 32 codes) in relation to the number of lessons in a given phase. 

The descriptive data serves to elucidate the extent and nature of student and teacher 

feedback in the two classrooms ascertaining the shifts, if any, based on the preliminary 

phase and each of the two iterations in the prototyping phase. 

 As detailed ahead in this section, a few key considerations informed the 

development and continual refinement of the Level 1 Coding Scheme. Based on the 

literature as well as evidence from the classrooms, I considered the coding indicators, 

which would serve to optimally describe feedback practices in the two classrooms. For a 

fuller picture of classroom participants’ feedback, the indicators needed to capture the 

nature of feedback as well as the participatory structure in which students and the teacher 

provide feedback. I also considered the unit of analysis for examining the lesson videos. 

 For analysing the lesson videos, each lesson was segmented in terms of the learning 

activities students engaged in; change/s in the participatory structure, purpose or 

orientation, or the focal topic/theme denoted a change in the learning activity. The 16 

lessons observed correspond to a total of 49 lesson segments typically, 3-4 lesson 

segments per lesson. Students engaged in learning activities such as working individually 
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on worksheets, sharing ideas in pairs or groups, watching videos and answering related 

questions, planning a story with peers, writing a narrative, listening to the teacher’s talk 

and so on. Based on the lesson videos (and transcripts), I ascertained whether a particular 

coding indicator was applicable (or not) in a given lesson segment. Based on the data, 

students engaged in learning activities mainly in two configurations: in a whole class 

context, and working at their desk individually or in pairs/groups. Thus, the indicators for 

student and teacher feedback in the Level 1 Coding Scheme were categorised accordingly 

(see Appendix A). Evidentially, there were relatively fewer opportunities for students to 

work with their peers compared to students’ learning in whole class settings. Thus, 

students’ pair/group work and individual seatwork were combined for purposes of 

analyses. 

 In terms of the coding protocols, I highlight some key points here for ready 

reference. Relevant points and coding considerations are included in the Leve1 1 Coding 

Manual (see Appendix B). The lesson transcripts were time-stamped for every ‘Feedback 

Event,’ which may comprise one or more feedback instances (see sample coding 

transcript: Appendix F). To enable making sense of teacher or student feedback over the 

course of classroom interactions, I found it useful to transcribe not only the particular 

feedback instance but also the relevant student performance (verbal/written) based on 

which the feedback is given by the student or teacher. In a sense, a ‘Feedback Event’ 

represented a thread of student performances and feedback instances in a particular lesson 

segment. Thus, a given lesson segment consisted of a ‘Feedback Event’ series depending 

on the duration and nature of the learning activity characterising the lesson segment. The 

content focus of the ‘Writing Module’ as well as relevant contextual information available 

from the video facilitated coding of feedback instances. In terms of specificity (specific 

or non-specific) and the level at which the feedback is given (task, process, self-
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regulation, or self), the coding indicators for student and teacher feedback were similar 

(Hattie & Timperley, 2007; Voerman et al., 2012). I now focus on how the Level 1 Coding 

Scheme was developed and refined for coding analyses of lesson videos. 

 

Development and refinement of the Level 1 Coding Scheme 

The primary focus of the study is on student feedback but the research focus also includes 

an examination of teacher feedback (see Research Questions 1 and 3 in Table 5). Thus, a 

set of indicators applicable for both student and teacher feedback were required, enabling 

comparisons and for gauging post-iteration trends in terms of classroom participants’ 

feedback practices. Based on these considerations, I largely drew on Hattie & Timperley’s 

(2007) model of feedback (Figure 3 in Section 2.3.1) to ascertain the level at which the 

student or teacher’s feedback is directed: task, process, self-regulation or self. As Hattie 

(2012) argues: the task, process, and self-regulation levels correspond to phases in the 

progression of student learning: novice, proficient, and competent. Examining feedback 

based on these four levels helped me to get an initial handle on the data. 

 The four levels of feedback (Hattie, 2012; Hattie & Timperley, 2007) are detailed 

below and illustrative examples are included in the Level 1 Coding Manual (see Appendix 

B). Additionally, examples from the present data set are included here for ready reference. 

Hattie and Timperley’s (2007) framework has been devised from the perspective of the 

teacher’s feedback but these descriptions apply to both teacher and student feedback: 

1. Feedback at the task level is often termed ‘corrective feedback’ or ‘knowledge of 

results,’ which indicates the need for a better or different response. It may include 

surface-level information such as clarifying the task requirements, or a focus on the 

accuracy of student response/s for completing the task. E.g., the teacher addresses 

the whole class in view of their verbal responses, "Most of you told me that it's only 
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when you have an accident, then you can write better right? Because you have 

experienced it already." 

2. At the process level, feedback is largely in the form of cues, alternative strategies, 

error detection techniques or explicit ways to enable students grasp the relationships 

between ideas. At this level, feedback is essentially about the skills, strategies, 

procedures or processes involved in completing the task. E.g., based on his teacher's 

emphasis on "a story that has at least a good hump or humps," a student inquires, 

"Can we start a story without a problem?" 

3. Feedback at the self-regulation level is focused on the student’s monitoring of 

learning processes, and regulation of learning. It involves deep learning principles 

such as relational thinking and self-monitoring, which enable students to compare 

and adjust their work in relation to the required standards, learning intent, or 

performance criteria. E.g. the teacher walks around the classroom monitoring her 

students' work and asks one student why she has stopped writing. The student 

surfaces the issue, "Find it hard to find." The teacher encourages greater effort, 

"You find it hard too? Ok never mind. Feelings - you can't find any feelings? I don't 

think so. You must try harder ah?" 

4. Feedback at the self level is about the characteristics of the learner and not the 

learning. It usually takes the form of praise or encouragement, which directs 

attention away from the performance or learning. For the present coding, feedback 

at the self level includes both praise and criticism of the student/s' personality or 

attitude. E.g., the teacher praises her students' focus on the video narrative, "You 

were very attentive just now."  
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The research design permitted refinement of the coding indicators based on insights 

drawn from the data after the preliminary phase and after the initial classroom iteration. 

The Level 1 Coding Scheme was also fine-tuned after the second iteration to incorporate 

aspects, which had not been adequately developed in the preliminary phase and the first 

iteration. I now highlight some aspects in which I refined the coding scheme. A key 

modification was categorising task-level feedback Hattie and Timperley (2007) into 

specific and non-specific (Voerman et al., 2012). Both the classrooms showed 

considerable evidence of students and teachers providing task-level feedback both in 

whole class as well as individual/group contexts. Thus, I found it useful to ascertain 

whether the feedback at the task level had the potential to enhance students’ learning (or 

not). Self-level and non-specific task-level feedback were subsumed under ‘Non-Specific 

Feedback.’ Learning enhancing feedback i.e. ‘Specific Feedback’ comprised feedback at 

the task, process, and self-regulation levels. This coding decision yielded a more nuanced 

picture of task-level feedback, which student and teacher participants provided most 

frequently. 

 Another area in which I refined the coding scheme was incorporating ‘student-

initiated feedback’ to surface instances in which students offer feedback minus an explicit 

or immediate trigger from their teacher or peers. Students occasionally offered unsolicited 

remarks or asked questions as their teacher taught in front of the classroom and also while 

they worked individually or with their classmates. Given the research focus, it was 

pertinent to capture evidence of students taking the initiative to give or seek feedback 

while learning in whole class contexts as well as individually and with their peers. The 

working definitions of student feedback and student-initiated feedback relate to this 

coding decision (see Section 1.6).  
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 Based on insights drawn primarily from Ms Joan’s classroom, I included criterion-

referenced feedback as a coding indicator, which combines progress feedback and 

discrepancy feedback (Voerman et al., 2012). Using visual stimuli, the teacher often made 

comparisons of students’ current performance/understanding with their previous 

performances, and in terms of their overall learning trajectory (see Section 6.6). 

Brookhart (2008) recommends enabling students to continue to move towards the 

learning goals. References to performance criteria and students’ previous and present 

performance/s create the potential for what Voerman et al. (2012) refer to as progress 

feedback and discrepancy feedback. Both the teachers leveraged on the potential of 

criterion-referenced feedback in enabling students to generate internal input for 

themselves, as evident in the design and findings of the second iteration. 

 To address the initial research question (Table 5), teacher uptake of student 

feedback, and student uptake of teacher feedback were incorporated in the form of 

feedback-based interactions, which commence with the provision of feedback by the 

student and teacher respectively. Given student participants’ strong focus on the value of 

verbal, interactive feedback with their teacher (see Section 6.3.2), I categorised feedback-

based interactions based on participatory structures: whole class and individual/group. 

Since both students and teachers in the two classrooms initiated two-way interactions 

with the provision of feedback, I decided to incorporate codes to indicate who commences 

the feedback-based interaction and in which context. These coding decisions helped to 

surface a more nuanced picture of feedback and uptake in the two classrooms (see Section 

4.4.1).  

 To define feedback-based interactions, I drew on Lyster and Ranta’s (1997) 

definition of uptake with some modifications. According to Lyster and Ranta, uptake 

constitutes “a student’s utterance that immediately follows the teacher’s feedback and 
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that constitutes a reaction in some way to the teacher’s intention to draw attention to some 

aspect of the student’s initial utterance” (p. 49). For the purposes of analyses, uptake is 

defined as a student’s utterance that immediately follows the teacher’s feedback, which 

indicates the teacher’s intention to draw attention to the student’s initial utterance (verbal 

performance of learning) or student performance on an assigned learning activity 

typically, written work. Importantly, leveraging on insights from student FGDs about 

students’ preference to engage or converse with teachers about the feedback given, uptake 

is qualified by a minimum of four turns of talk: teacher feedback followed by student 

uptake and subsequently, at least two turns of talk. Similarly, teacher uptake of student 

feedback is defined as a teacher’s utterance that immediately follows the student’s 

feedback and which constitutes a reaction in some way to the student’s intention to draw 

attention to his/her verbal or written performance followed by at least two turns of talk. 

 Similarly, other coding indicators were included based on evidence from the 

classrooms and by drawing on the vast literature. Examining the classroom interactions, 

I found that teachers often refrained from giving explicit feedback arguably, to explore 

the topic/issue further or to pursue a different line of inquiry. Instead of giving feedback, 

teachers often asked a follow-up question and such instances were captured as ‘Other 

interventions’ in the coding scheme (Voerman et al., 2012). Feedback given by student/s 

or teacher directly with reference to the assigned task (typically, written work) was 

included as a separate indicator to ascertain task-based feedback. Though the primary 

focus is on student feedback, I included indicators that helped me document specific 

aspects of the teacher’s feedback as well. For instance, the indicator ‘Moving between 

feedback audience’ was an attempt to capture how teachers transit from providing 

feedback to one kind of audience to another (say, a student and then the whole class) with 

a possible shift in the form and function of feedback. Also, teachers occasionally moved 
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between levels of feedback within a single utterance, which as Hattie and Timperley 

(2007) argue, is more powerful than feedback focused on any one level is perhaps, 

feedback which links different levels. There seems to be a “powerful interactive effect” 

between feedback to improve specific tasks and feedback to improve strategies, processes 

or self-regulation (pp. 90-93). Thus, ‘Moving between levels of feedback’ was included 

as an indicator in the coding scheme. 

 Drawing on insights from the two classrooms, I incorporated new coding indicators, 

collapsed existing ones, or removed redundant codes from the Level 1 Coding scheme to 

optimise the level of granularity in describing student and teacher feedback in the two 

classrooms. For instance, indicators for positive and negative feedback (Kluger & DeNisi, 

1996) were initially included in the coding scheme but these codes were subsequently 

discarded. Based on inadequate contextual information, it was rather difficult to ascertain 

the affective dimensions of the feedback given or received. Moreover, positive and 

negative feedback are primarily applicable to the teacher’s feedback and not the students’ 

feedback in the classroom. 

 In the process of refining the coding scheme, I built in some reliability and validity 

checks for greater analytical rigour. I conducted an inter-rater reliability check of the 

coding indicators in which an independent coder analysed four lessons: two from each 

teacher’s classroom4. There was a percentage agreement of 60% between the coder’s 

judgment and mine on the number of counts per type of feedback within a lesson segment. 

The feedback obtained from the coder helped in strengthening the code descriptors and 

sharpening the coding protocols. In terms of intra-rater reliability, halfway through my 

coding analyses, I re-coded the eight lessons I had already coded to calibrate the coding 

 
4 1. Acknowledge the assistance of my colleague, Lim Shijian Viktor in conducting the Level 1 inter-rater reliability (IRR) check. 
   2. Acknowledge the assistance of my ex-colleague, Siti Hawa Bte Md. Jonaid in coding 4 lessons independently for IRR check. 
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with my improved understanding of the coding indicators, as the analyses progressed. 

The validity of the coding scheme can be argued for given the iterative, back and forth 

between theoretical understandings and the emerging empirical evidence. As a starting 

point in developing the coding scheme, I drew on a set of a priori codes specifically, 

Hattie and Timperley’s (2007) framework. Coding indicators were progressively 

incorporated, refined, collapsed or deleted based on insights from the classroom 

observations as well as student and teacher input from the different data sources.  

 

3.8.2 Level 1 analyses: Beliefs about feedback and teacher pedagogical reasoning 

Other than coding analyses of lesson videos, Level 1 analyses comprised investigating 

student and teacher beliefs about feedback based on audio-recordings and transcripts from 

the students’ FGDs and semi-structured interviews with teachers. Notably, Gamlem and 

Smith (2013) as well as Kerr (2017) employed classroom observations as well as student 

interviews to examine students' perceptions of verbal feedback. Level 1 analyses in this 

study also included an examination of teachers’ pedagogical reasoning primarily drawing 

on the collaborative sessions, which included video reflection. 

 

Student and teacher beliefs about feedback 

To analyse data from the semi-structured interviews with teachers and students’ focus 

group discussions (FGDs), I used a data-driven and inductive approach (Miles & 

Huberman, 1994; Strauss & Corbin, 1998), which involves open coding, developing of 

categories, linking, and organising categories into meaningful clusters (Cain, 2012; Hsieh 

& Shannon, 2005). Based on audio-recordings and transcripts from teacher interviews 

and student FGDs, I used open and axial coding (Strauss & Corbin, 1998) to identify 

phenomena and their interrelationships within the broad context of classroom 
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participants’ feedback actions, beliefs and values. The key themes emerging from the 

teacher interviews and student FGDs helped to address the third research question (Table 

5), which included ascertaining possible shifts in classroom participants’ beliefs about 

feedback. The validity of the teachers’ responses may be argued for given that I 

specifically asked teachers whether they perceived any shift in their understandings of 

feedback using their previous responses in interviews or collaborative sessions as a 

reference point. 

 

Teacher pedagogical reasoning 

The intervention involved working closely with teachers to bring to the fore their 

pedagogical reasoning in designing tasks that would potentially increase the extent and 

nature of student feedback in the classroom. The collaborative sessions with the teachers, 

which included video reflection and lesson planning, served to bring to the fore teachers’ 

tacit pedagogical content knowledge. With reference to Research Question 3 (Table 5), I 

examined teachers’ pedagogical reasoning, employing ‘episode of pedagogical 

reasoning’ (EPR) as the unit of analyses. EPR refers to a unit of teacher-to-teacher talk in 

which teachers demonstrate their understanding about a concern in their practice. EPRs 

denote moments in time in teachers’ communications where they express concern or ask 

questions about their teaching practices accompanied by justifications, reasons or 

explanations (Horn, 2010). Justifications denote defence of a decision the teacher has 

made; reasons (or reasoning) constitute descriptions of a teacher’s thought processes; and 

explanations are descriptions of how subjects have been taught. For the purposes of my 

study, I refer to EPR as a single instance or multiple instances of teacher talk whereby a 

pedagogical issue is raised and elaborated upon possibly through description, explanation 

or justification. In the present study, the teacher participants’ EPRs shed light on their key 
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considerations in lesson planning, and their decision-making in attempting to open up 

more space for student feedback. The EPRs also bring to the fore the complexity of 

making teaching decisions - how teachers’ pedagogical reasoning before and during a 

lesson interrelate and perhaps, in complex ways. 

 

3.8.3 Level 2 analyses 

To address Research Questions 1, 2 and 3, I leveraged on insights from the different 

sources of data to yield a more nuanced picture of particular aspects salient to the research 

focus. Thus, Level 2 analyses pulled together data from classroom observations, teacher 

interviews, collaborative sessions and/or student FGDs. For instance, the initial research 

question includes classroom participants’ feedback and uptake (see Table 5 and Section 

4.4). Three different analytical standpoints were employed to elucidate this aspect: 1) 

examining specific episodes of classroom interactions to show explicit feedback/uptake; 

2) drawing in data from student FGDs to elucidate internal feedback/uptake; and 3) 

examining feedback/uptake in relation to the learning task students engage with in the 

classroom. Understandably, Level 2 analyses permitted a fuller understanding of student 

and teacher feedback/uptake to emerge as compared to relying on evidence from a given 

data source.  

 Similarly, Level 2 analyses helped in examining teachers’ pedagogical reasoning 

with reference to Research Question 2 (see Table 5). Teachers’ practice in the classroom 

forms an external representation of their pedagogical content knowledge or pedagogical 

reasoning (Shulman, 1987). Tapping into the data from different sources such as 

classroom observations, teacher interviews and collaborative sessions permitted insights 

into the teacher participants’ thinking as well as enactment in the classroom. Again the 

third research question required access into the beliefs of classroom participants. Insights 
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into students’ beliefs about feedback were drawn from the FGDs in the preliminary and 

prototyping phases. To construct a fuller picture of how teachers understand feedback, I 

primarily drew on data from the semi-structured interviews and also incorporated insights 

from the post-lesson interviews, and the collaborative sessions including teachers’ verbal 

and written reflections. 

 Arguably, the Level 2 analyses triangulates the data from the different sources, 

which helps to address concerns of reliability, validity, and credibility associated with 

DBR by overcoming the weaknesses of subjectivity (Ernest, 1994). The analytical 

approach serves to establish trustworthiness in terms of the findings especially because 

the strong role of the researcher in the intervention and research process in a DBR study, 

is often considered problematic (Kelly, 2004). Given their relevance and applicability to 

actual classroom contexts, it is safe to argue for the ecological validity of the present 

findings drawn from the Level 1 and Level 2 analyses. 

 

 

3.9 Ethical considerations 

The study was conducted in accordance with the Nanyang Technological University’s 

ethical guidelines, as stipulated by the Institutional Review Board (IRB). I focused on the 

use of clear, straightforward language in conducting the research and reporting the 

findings with honesty and objectivity (Miller & Brewer, 2003). Participating teachers and 

students were informed of how, where and when the video recordings and interview data 

would be used. As participants have the right to know beforehand what the researcher is 

looking for and for what purpose (Pring, 2005) and researchers need to consider the 

effects of research on their participants, I gave due consideration to issues of voluntary 

participation and consent. Yakura (2004) argues that researchers need to be aware that 
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research participants who are video recorded do not retain their anonymity in the same 

way as those who have been audio recorded. Therefore, I provided participants full 

assurance of the confidentiality and anonymity of their data. In the current thesis and in 

any subsequent publications, I have maintained participant confidentiality via non-

identifying pseudonyms. The data was stored and archived in accordance with the 

University’s IRB guidelines.  

 At the initial meeting on the premises of the school, teachers provided their written 

consent (on the ‘Teacher Consent Form’) for participation in the study. In accordance 

with IRB guidelines, consent from the students was sought (on the ‘Student Assent 

Form’) after I had directly addressed the students of the two participating classes in their 

respective classrooms. In simple language, I conveyed to students the overall focus of my 

research project as well as data collection details including my presence in the classroom 

during the Writing Module lessons, video-recorded classroom observations as well as the 

participation of selected 5-6 students in focus group discussions three times over the 

course of the academic year. For obtaining consent from their parents, students brought 

home the ‘Parent Consent Form’, which was signed and returned to the respective EL 

teacher approximately within a week’s time. Parents were required to indicate whether 

they agreed (or not) to their child’s participation in the study based on the research 

information and procedures involved in the study, as fully detailed in the ‘Information 

Sheet’ provided. There was no requirement to indicate the reason/s for their child’s non-

participation in the study (Appendices H, I and J show the ‘Teacher Consent Form’, 

‘Student Assent Form’ and ‘Parent Consent Form’ respectively). Of a total of 40 students 

in Ms Joan’s class, one student’s parents did not provide consent for participation in the 

study. In Mdm Sophia’s class of 18 students, four students’ parents did not provide their 

consent; one student did not return the consent form. Effectively, 14 students from Mdm 
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Sophia’s class participated in the research. The non-participating students were excluded 

from the lesson videos by ensuring that the cameras in the classroom did not focus on 

them. In a few instances and as feasible, I requested their teacher to change their seating 

position to ensure that the students were outside of the range of the cameras. The specific 

contributions of the non-participating students to the classroom talk have not been taken 

into account for purposes of analyses.  

 

 

3.10 Chapter summary 

In summary, this chapter details the three-phase design-based research methodology 

employed in this study. Importantly, the chapter elucidates the theoretical bases of the 

intervention with the teacher participants, and highlights the collaboration with the 

teachers. The chapter includes details about the research context including the research 

site, teacher and student participants, and the sampling strategy. I describe the methods, 

data sources, and the Level 1 and Level 2 analyses. The development and refinement of 

the coding scheme for coding analyses of lesson videos is included. The chapter 

concludes with the ethical considerations, which guide this study. The methodological 

approach detailed in this chapter facilitates an understanding and interpretation of the 

research findings, which are documented in the four subsequent chapters. 
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 CHAPTER 4 

THE FINDINGS:  STUDENT FEEDBACK PRACTICES 

 
 
The present chapter focuses on the findings with reference to the initial research question 

about the enactment of student feedback in the classroom. The previous chapter describes 

the methodological approach including the research context, the methods employed, data 

collection procedures and data analyses. The findings from the study are organised around 

the four research questions and presented in chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7 respectively. In this 

chapter, I first lay out the organisation of the findings corresponding to the preliminary, 

prototyping and reflective phases of this intervention study. I also provide details of the 

teachers’ pedagogical beliefs and classroom experiences. I then attempt to unpack 

Research Question 1 from different analytical standpoints. Finally, I summarise the 

findings and include a chapter summary. 

 

 

4. 1 Organisation of the findings 

The present study investigates student feedback practices as well as teacher and student 

beliefs in the EL classroom in Singapore. Table 6 shows the organisation of the findings 

in relation to the research questions and how these correspond to the three phases of this 

DBR study. 
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Table 5 

Organisation of the Research Findings: Overview 

Research Question  
(4 RQs) 

Phase Research 
Focus 

Data Sources/ Analyses Organisation 

RQ1. How is student feedback in 
enacted in the classroom in relation 
to other feedback practices: a) 
teacher feedback; and b) teacher 
uptake of student feedback, and 
student uptake of teacher feedback? 

Preliminary Baseline data Classroom observations 
and coding analyses of 
lesson videos (Level 1 and 
2): open and axial coding 
of teacher interviews, 
student FGDs 

Chapter 4 provides a description 
of student feedback practices and 
classroom participants’ beliefs 
about feedback. 

Prototyping: 
Iteration 1 

Classroom 
Intervention 

Prototyping: 
Iteration 2 

RQ2. a) Which factors influence 
teachers’ pedagogical decision-
making in designing (and 
redesigning) tasks? b) How does 
teacher’s pedagogical reasoning 
come into play in setting up, 
sustaining and implementing tasks 
focused on incorporating 
opportunities for student feedback?  

Preliminary Baseline data Collaborative sessions with 
teachers, and teacher 
interviews: surface 
episodes of teachers’ 
pedagogical reasoning 
(Horn, 2010) in  

Chapter 5 presents insights into 
teachers’ pedagogical reasoning 
in the preliminary phase and 
prototyping phases of the study. Prototyping: 

Iteration 1 
Classroom 
Intervention 

Prototyping: 
Iteration 2 

RQ3. In what way does a focus on 
incorporating opportunities for 
student feedback in teachers’ task 
design influence: a) the extent and 
nature of student feedback in the 
classroom; and b) student and 
teacher beliefs about feedback? 

Preliminary Baseline data Classroom observations 
and coding analyses of 
lesson videos (Level 1 and 
2); open and axial coding 
of teacher interviews, 
student FGDs 

Chapter 6 illustrates the shifts, if 
any, in student feedback practices 
and classroom participants’ 
beliefs about feedback from the 
preliminary phase to the post-
Iteration 1 and then the post-
Iteration 2 phase. 

Prototyping: 
Iteration 1 

Classroom 
Intervention 

Prototyping: 
Iteration 2 
 

RQ4. Which design principles 
serve as guidelines to create 
opportunities for students to 
provide feedback in the Singapore 
classroom? 

Assessment/ 
Reflective 
phase 

  Chapter 7 provides theoretical, 
pedagogical and methodological 
insights based on the overall 
findings. 

  
  

 The present chapter addresses the initial research question: How is student feedback 

in the classroom enacted in relation to other feedback practices: a) teacher feedback; and 

b) teacher uptake of student feedback, and student uptake of teacher feedback? Drawing 

on coding analyses of lesson videos as well as analyses of teacher interviews and student 

FGDs, I portray student feedback in relation to teacher feedback practices in the two 

classrooms as well as feedback/uptake among classroom participants. Building on the 

description of the research context (see Section 3.4), I first describe teacher participants’ 

pedagogical beliefs and experiences particularly, their views about using the ‘Writing 

Module’ resources, which are pertinent to the classroom observations in this study. 
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4.2 Teacher pedagogical beliefs and experiences 

The teacher participants in this study were Mdm Sofia and Ms Joan who taught English 

Language (EL) at the Primary 5 level, which constitutes the subject domain and academic 

level in focus. Two intact classes in Daisy Primary School participated in the study 

comprising 18 and 40 students each, taught by Mdm Sophia and Ms Joan respectively. 

 

4.2.1 Teacher participant: Mdm Sophia 

With an overall teaching experience of 27 years in Daisy Primary School, Mdm Sophia 

graduated with a degree in accountancy and obtained a Post-Graduate Diploma in 

Education (PGDE). At the time of the study, she was teaching English and Mathematics 

to Primary 5 students and was a member of the Profession Learning Team (PLT) in her 

school for these subject domains. During her participation in the study in 2018, the focus 

of the EL PLT was on writing. In their weekly meetings, Primary 5 teachers shared their 

suggestions about teaching the school-based writing modules aiming to ensure that no 

particular class was “shortchanged” and that there is no “comparison” amongst students 

(Mdm Sophia, teacher interview, April 3, 2018). 

 In our initial interview, Mdm Sophia highlighted the need to try out different 

activities to engage her students, and to do it “in a different way” when students 

experience difficulties in order to make it “effective and easy” for them. She notes that 

occasionally, she observes how her peers teach but feels it is important to be mindful of 

the “kind of audience” in the classroom. The teacher believes that every child can learn 

but admits that “the pace sometimes is different, so it can be very frustrating.” Regarding 

the interactions in her classroom, Mdm Sophia observed the difficulties in encouraging 

her students to work in pairs or groups. She pointed out (April 3, 2018): 
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…but some of them maybe they don’t talk because the chemistry is not there or maybe the 

topic is something they are not comfortable with, so again there are a lot of factors that affect 

their contribution to the discussion. 

 

 Referring to her students’ reticence in speaking up in a whole class setting, Mdm 

Sophia observes that perhaps, her students “don’t understand what is going on or they are 

afraid that well, if I ask this question maybe I will get scolded.” Notably, the teacher 

believes in fostering a positive classroom culture by setting up rules and norms in the 

beginning of the year to ensure her students are not disruptive and are able to realise that 

“it’s okay for me to ask questions, it’s okay as long as I am talking of things I am not sure 

of and they are genuine.” Recalling the rote learning when she was in school, Mdm Sophia 

is of the view that over time, pedagogies in Singapore have changed and that it is 

important to “pick what is good” and consider “what is effective for the group you are 

teaching.” The teacher noted the challenges of teaching students who struggle with basic 

writing conventions even at the Primary 5 level especially, given that “these are what 

people will look out for in your national exam (Primary School Leaving Examination or 

PSLE) … although you don’t just teach for national exam.” She remains hopeful that with 

“a lot of perseverance, reinforcement, patience,” she can ensure her students’ academic 

success just as she had “managed to get everybody to clear, almost everybody to clear the 

PSLE English” a couple of years ago. Mdm Sophia is convinced, “Once they know that 

you are here to help them, they will have that trust and be willing to work with you” 

(Mdm Sophia, teacher interview, April 3, 2018). 

 

4.2.2 Teacher participant: Ms Joan 

Ms Joan had about 10 years of teaching experience at the time of the study and had been 

teaching in Daisy Primary School since she obtained her PGDE degree after graduating 
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in psychology. Like Mdm Sophia, Ms Joan was teaching English and Mathematics to 

Primary 5 students in 2018. Over the years, she had essentially taught the middle and 

upper primary students. Referring to the “sharing culture” in her school, Ms Joan 

highlighted how she picks up teaching strategies from her colleagues especially, from 

those who have had the opportunity to attend workshops in other schools. Specifically, 

she was a part of two subject-specific PLTs at the Primary 5 level in her school, and she 

anchored the EL PLT in her capacity as the subject representative for the level. The PLTs 

had been mainly focusing on Assessment for Learning (AfL) strategies for 2-3 years prior 

to her participation in the study. Ms Joan had participated in the Information and 

Communication Technology (ICT) courses organised in the school for teachers. Ms Joan 

highlighted how she had googled for research evidence for the picture-series technique 

incorporated in the writing modules as a teaching strategy though she admits that she does 

not have the time to read research articles. 

 Ms Joan firmly believes in teaching her students values such as diligence and 

perseverance and guiding them to develop good work habits. The teacher emphasises the 

need for a positive classroom environment (teacher interview, March 27, 2018): 

 

I feel that the safe environment is really very important in the classroom because if in an 

environment where they are so scared or worries about being judged, they won’t even dare 

to put up their hands and say “I don’t understand” and it’s just “Okay I don’t understand but 

it’s in my heart.” 

 
 In terms of her classroom practice, Ms Joan attempts to activate her students as 

learning resources for one another thus pairing or grouping the “lost sheep” with their 

peers who can offer some support. She focuses on surfacing her students’ prior 

knowledge: “When we ask students questions, we will first start with their prior 
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knowledge to get a gauge of where they are, what they know.” Moreover, she believes 

that teachers need to put themselves in the shoes of their students and think about “what 

will they be learning, what will they be asking” (teacher interview, March 27, 2018).

  

4.2.3 Using the school-based ‘Writing Module’ 

For each of the two participating teachers, the present study involved classroom 

observations pertaining to the ‘Writing Module’ lessons based on a resource package 

designed by the Daisy Primary School team (see Section 3.4.5). As part of the school’s 

‘Writing with Purpose Programme,’ the lessons are generally, rolled out once a term at 

each primary level during EL curriculum time. For the participating teachers, each 

‘Writing Module’ typically, comprised 2-3 lessons. Teachers had the flexibility in 

deciding on the number of writing modules they taught in an academic year depending on 

their students’ requirements. The use of the package was not mandatory and Ms Joan 

mentioned that for the “weaker classes,” teachers could opt to teach a single module for 

the entire year (teacher interview, March 27, 2018).  

 Evidently, a teacher of Daisy Primary School had initiated the package, with the 

other teachers assisting in building it up - as Mdm Sophia shared, “he roped all of us into 

helping.” The teacher also pointed out that the ‘Writing Module’ has “evolved” in the 

sense that initially, it was meant to “teach specific skills” but over time, school teachers 

felt the need for a “stand-out theme” for each module with related writing skills. Mdm 

Sophia was convinced that the writing resources had yielded some clear measurable 

outcomes for the students: “Our writing scores, even our English scores at PSLE, actually 

the quality was quite good, that was two years ago.” In terms of its feasibility, she noted 

time constraints and the lack of strategic guidance as key factors (teacher interview, April 

3, 2018): 
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Actually, it’s the time ah. Because, actually if you look at the package it’s very extensive, 

all-encompassing. So, if you want to do every bit of it which is ideal, you will not be able to 

cover. There’s no guideline. It’s just umm something, which is open and up to the discretion 

of the teacher, you pick and choose what is suitable for your class and for yourself also, 

because you also don’t want to follow blindly. 

 

 The other teacher, Ms Joan also pointed to the usefulness of the school-based writing 

package but observed some difficulties in teaching the content. During her interview, she 

highlighted that “in each package there are writing and readings and idea generation kind 

of activities” to scaffold students’ writing process. However, “most of things inside, 

though doable are still a bit challenging” even for her 2018 cohort of students, which she 

referred to as a “better class’ compared to her Primary 5 classes in previous years. Ms 

Joan shared that after teaching a module, the teachers would “revisit” and “reflect” on 

their students’ performance and identify areas that need more attention (March 27, 2018). 

She highlighted that based on their mid-year composition writing in 2018, teachers 

realised the need to build up students’ writing content through strategies such as the 17-

steps logical plotting framework. 

 The ‘Writing Module’ is one of the many initiatives launched by Daisy Primary 

School for their students’ EL learning. The school has in place diverse activities for 

students to learn EL in fun and interactive ways. For instance, the ‘Taylor Swift’ library 

activity involves story telling as well as animation, craftwork and digital books during 

recess time. ‘Vocab-a-Day’ requires the teacher to come into the class and introduce new 

vocabulary everyday. ‘EL Fiesta,’ which is generally linked to current themes involves 

speech and drama activities and booth games. The ‘Joy to Read’ programme enables 

students’ reading of the language and the ‘Writing Module’ lessons, as mentioned, are 

specifically tailored to the students’ writing requirements. 
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4.3 Student feedback and teacher feedback  

In the present section, I draw on descriptive data based on classroom observations to 

illustrate student feedback in relation to teacher feedback in view of the initial research 

question: How is student feedback in the classroom enacted in relation to other feedback 

practices: a) teacher feedback; and b) teacher uptake of student feedback, and student 

uptake of teacher feedback? Level 1 coding analyses of a total of 16 lessons observed in 

Mdm Sophia and Ms Joan’s classrooms yielded descriptive data in terms of average values 

(see Section 3.8.1).  

 Table 7 portrays student and teacher feedback in whole class as well as 

individual/group contexts overall. Unsurprisingly, students in Classroom S and Classroom 

J provided far less feedback than their teachers across the three phases. On average, 

specific task-level feedback was most preferred by classroom participants with the 

strongest evidence during the Iteration 1 lessons for both students and teachers. In terms 

of specific feedback, feedback at the process and self-regulation levels is far less evident 

than task-level feedback for both students and teachers. 
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Table 6   

Student Feedback and Teacher Feedback in Both Classrooms (Average per lesson):  

Whole Class and Individual/Group 

Both Classrooms: 
 Whole Class 

Preliminary phase 
(N = 5) 

Prototyping phase: 
Iteration 1 

(N = 6) 

Prototyping phase: 
Iteration 2 

(N = 5) 
 Average Average Average 

Student Feedback    
Non-Specific:    
Self Feedback 0.8 0.3 0.2 
Task Feedback 0.2 2.2 1.8 
Specific:    
Task Feedback 4.6 8.7 1.4 
Process Feedback 0.4 2.3 0.4 
Self-regulation Feedback 0.4 0.2 0.4 
    
Teacher Feedback    
Non-Specific:    
Self Feedback 2.6 1.7 1.6 
Task Feedback 3.8 4.7 5.6 
Specific:    
Task Feedback 11.2 13.8 9.2 
Process Feedback 2.8 4.0 4.0 
Self-regulation Feedback 1.2 2.7 1.8 
    

Both Classrooms: 
Individual/Group 

Preliminary phase 
(N = 5) 

Prototyping phase: 
Iteration 1 

(N = 6) 

Prototyping phase: 
Iteration 2 

(N = 5) 
 Average Average Average 

Student Feedback    
Non-Specific:    
Self Feedback 0.6 0.5 0.0 
Task Feedback 0.2 2.2 0.0 
Specific:    
Task Feedback 7.0 10.2 3.4 
Process Feedback 1.0 1.3 0.0 
Self-regulation Feedback 0.6 0.0 0.0 
    
Teacher Feedback    
Non-Specific:    
Self Feedback 1.4 2.2 0.2 
Task Feedback 3.4 6.0 1.0 
Specific:    
Task Feedback 11.8 13.2 7.8 
Process Feedback 6.6 1.2 2.4 
Self-regulation Feedback 0.4 1.8 0.0 

 

 In view of Voerman et al.’s (2012) argument that non-specific feedback does not 

enhance learning, it is noteworthy that students hardly provided feedback at the non-

specific self or task level, irrespective of the participatory structure (Table 7). 
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Comparatively, teachers provided more non-specific feedback especially at the task level 

in whole class contexts. In terms of non-specific feedback, both students and teachers 

generally provided less self-level feedback compared to the task level. On average, 

classroom participants gave far more specific than non-specific feedback. 

 Drawing on the descriptive data in Table 7, Figures 11 and 12 depict trends in the 

provision of specific feedback at the task, process and self-regulation levels (both 

classrooms) in whole class and individual/group settings respectively. As Figure 11 

shows, students and teachers provided feedback most frequently in the initial iteration. 

For both students and teachers, specific task-level feedback increased from the 

preliminary phase to Iteration 1 but declined in the second iteration. Teachers’ process 

level feedback remained steady across the two iterations and for students, it was slightly 

higher for Iteration 1 compared to the other phases. Students in the two classrooms barely 

provided feedback at the self-regulation level, and for teachers too, the evidence is low 

overall. Evidentially, the collaborative intervention with teachers enhanced classroom 

participants’ feedback in whole class contexts from the preliminary phase to the first 

iteration with the exception of student’ self-regulation level feedback.  
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Figure 11  

Whole Class: Student and Teacher Specific Feedback 

Note. 1) Student Feedback: Plain lines; and 2) Teacher Feedback: Broken lines 

 

 Based on Figures 11 and 12, the patterns of student and teacher feedback in whole 

class and individual/group settings are quite similar except for the sharp decline in 

teachers’ process-level feedback during individual/group work in the initial iteration. In 

examining the trends, it is important to note that students in Classroom J did not have 

opportunities to engage in individual or group work in the second iteration, as evident 

from the classroom observations. When students learn individually or in groups, both 

students and teachers mainly provide specific task-level feedback, as Figure 12 shows. 

Similar to the trends in whole class settings, task-level feedback increased from the 

preliminary phase to the first iteration but declined in the second iteration. Students’ 

process-level feedback remained very low and is absent in the second iteration. 

Interestingly, teachers’ process-level feedback dropped substantially in Iteration 1 and 
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then increased slightly in the third phase. As in whole class settings, students’ self-

regulation level feedback is negligible during individual/group configurations in the 

classroom. Evidence of the teacher’s self-regulation feedback during individual/group 

work is even lower than the same in whole class learning contexts. 

 

Figure 12 

Individual/Group: Student and Teacher Specific Feedback 

Note. 1) Student Feedback: Plain lines; and 2) Teacher Feedback: Broken lines 

 

 Overall, some interesting trends emerge in terms of student and teacher feedback in 

Mdm Sophia and Ms Joan’s classrooms. The effect of the collaborative intervention is 

most evident in the upward shift in student and teacher feedback in Iteration 1. The drop 

in task-level feedback for both students and teachers in the second iteration can be largely 
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attributed to the fact that Iteration 2 lessons chiefly centred on building formative 

checkpoints to create opportunities not only for students’ explicit verbal feedback but 

also, self-generated internal feedback (see Section 6.6). Student and teacher feedback 

reflect almost parallel trends in terms of specific task-level feedback across the three 

phases. The sharp decline in teachers’ process-level feedback in Iteration 1 suggests that 

when the teacher participants employed more feedback in Iteration 1, they did so largely 

at the task-level. Generally, the intervention produced more positive shifts across the 

feedback types for both students and teachers in whole class participatory structures than 

in individual/group settings. The subsequent section focuses on examining both feedback 

and uptake by classroom participants. 

 

 

4.4 Feedback and uptake in the classroom   

To address the initial research question about classroom participants’ feedback/uptake, I 

employ Level 2 analyses, which entails leveraging on insights from different data sources 

such as classroom observations, teacher interviews and student FGDs to elucidate the 

research focus. Thus, I examine classroom participants’ feedback and uptake from three 

different analytical standpoints: 

1. How student and teacher feedback and uptake become evident over the course of 

classroom interactions;  

2. How students internally take up feedback from the teacher, which may not be 

necessarily explicit; and 

3. How student and teacher feedback and uptake are intertwined with the re-

contextualisation of tasks as students engage with them in the classroom. 
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 Together, the different analytical standpoints help to construct a nuanced picture of 

classroom participants’ feedback and uptake (both explicit and implicit), and in relation 

to how learning tasks unfold in the classroom. With reference to the first analytical 

standpoint about explicit feedback/uptake, descriptive data is presented in the next section, 

and then particular classroom episodes are examined in Section 4.4.2. Students’ internally 

generated uptake of the teacher’s feedback constitutes the focus of section 4.4.3. Section 

4.4.4 highlights student and teacher feedback and uptake in relation to the reconfiguration 

of tasks in the classroom. 

 

4.4.1 Description: Feedback and uptake 

Explicit feedback and uptake between the students and teacher is captured as feedback-

based interactions in the Level 1 Coding Scheme (see Appendix A). In the present study, 

a feedback-based interaction denotes a two-way verbal exchange between the student and 

teacher, which commences with feedback given by either and which constitutes at least 

four turns of talk. Table 8 illustrates feedback and uptake between the student and teacher 

in whole class and individual/group settings across the preliminary and prototyping 

phases of the study. Irrespective of the participatory structure, there is very weak evidence 

of feedback-based verbal interactions in the two classrooms. Evidentially, teachers are 

more likely to take up students’ feedback than vice versa. Both students and the teacher 

take up feedback more often when students work individually or with their peers as 

compared to whole class contexts.  
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Table 7  

Feedback-based Interactions: Feedback and Uptake in Both Classrooms 

Both Classrooms 
Feedback-based Interactions 

 

Preliminary phase 
(N = 5) 

Prototyping phase: 
Iteration 1 

(N = 6) 

Prototyping phase: 
Iteration 2 

(N = 5) 
Teacher Uptake of Student Feedback Average Average Average 
Whole Class    
Begins with Student Feedback 0.2 1.2 0.4 
    
Individual/Group    
Begins with Student Feedback 1.8 2.2 0.0 
    
    

Both Classrooms 
Feedback-based Interactions 

 

Preliminary phase 
(N = 5) 

Prototyping phase: 
Iteration 1 

(N = 6) 

Prototyping phase: 
Iteration 2 

(N = 5) 
 Average Average Average 
Student Uptake of Teacher Feedback    
Whole Class    
Begins with Teacher Feedback 0.4 0.5 0.2 
    
Individual/Group    
Begins with Teacher Feedback 0.8 0.8 0.4 

 

 Given student participants’ strong focus on the value of verbal, interactive feedback 

with their teacher (see Section 6.3.2), the descriptive data in Table 8 surfaces valuable 

pedagogical implications. Feedback-based interactions in Classroom S and Classroom J 

are slightly more frequent during individual/group contexts. The evidence is unsurprising 

given that students particularly, in Classroom S preferred having the space to seek 

feedback when the teacher was in close proximity, minus the awkwardness of 

embarrassment or ridicule in front of the whole class (see Section 6.3.4).  

 While the descriptive data presented largely captures student and teacher feedback 

and uptake in whole class settings and during students’ individual or group work, it does 

not reflect students’ internally-generated feedback and uptake. Section 4.4.3 highlights 

instances of students’ uptake as their teacher explicates learning goals, highlights present 

performance/s, and creates space to think about their own learning.  

 Feedback and uptake among the students was not easily evident in both Classroom 

S and Classroom J over the course of the lessons observed (see Section 3.6.1). Lesson 
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observations in both classrooms show modest evidence of students working in pairs or 

groups, with obvious implications for peer feedback. It may be noted that students in 

Classroom S barely conversed with one another when assigned to work in groups – an 

aspect, which Mdm Sophia highlighted to her students in the second lesson of the initial 

iteration, and which she mentioned during her interview in the preliminary phase (April 

3, 2018): 

 

…but some of them maybe they don’t talk because the chemistry is not there or maybe the 

topic is something they are not comfortable with, so again there are a lot of factors that affect 

their contribution to the discussion. 

  

 In Ms Joan’s classroom, students had very few opportunities to work in groups 

during the lessons observed, and pair/group work was absent in the Iteration 2 lessons. 

However, students in Classroom J occasionally communicated feedback to their peers 

during whole class discussions based on their teacher’s invitation to express their 

viewpoints, as the following section shows. 

 

4.4.2 Classroom interactions: Feedback and uptake 

To elucidate classroom participants’ feedback and uptake over the course of classroom 

interactions, I drew on Lyster and Ranta’a (1997) definition of uptake with some 

modifications for the Level 1 coding analyses (see Section 3.8.1). Briefly, a feedback-

based interaction comprises student/teacher feedback followed by uptake and 

subsequently, at least two turns of talk. Employing an interactional analysis approach to 

examine feedback dialogue, Ajjawi and Boud (2017) defined a feedback loop as an 

initiation-response pattern between student and tutor that may then lead to further 

responses. 
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 Examining how feedback is received, interpreted and/or used by classroom 

participants surfaces insights into factors, which arguably, enable or constrain uptake of 

feedback in the classroom. Extract 1 shows how a student in Classroom S seeks assistance 

with spelling during narrative writing but the teacher is unable to comprehend his query. 

Mdm Sophia was apparently not familiar with the country of Kuwait and even thinks the 

student is referring to a dessert (‘Kueh’), traditionally served during ‘Hari Raya’ festive 

celebrations in Singapore. 

 

Extract 15. 

1 Teacher:  Yes? Sorry? 

2 Student:  Kuwait?  

3 Teacher:  Uh? What?  

4 Student:  Kuwait?  

5 Teacher:  Kueh? Kueh?  

6 Student:  Country, country!  

7 Teacher:  Eh? Kuwait? What’s Kuwait?  

8 Student:  The country. 

9 Teacher:  Which country? Where is the country located? ((Student smiles)) 

   Eh don’t know then use something, which you are familiar with 

   la. I thought you want to talk about Kueh Hari Raya or what? Eh?  

10 Student:  No I mean the country.  

11 Teacher:  Where is the country? I don’t even know. 

12 Student:  In Asia.  

13 Teacher:  Asia?  

 
5 See Appendix G for Transcription Conventions. 
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14 Student:  Ya.  

15 Teacher:  Kuwait? 

16 Student:  Ya! ((Teacher to another student inquiringly and that student 

   smiles)) 

17 Teacher:  Sorry I don’t know. ((Student laughs)) Write, write about  

   something that you are more familiar with. ((Teacher smiles and 

   pats on the student’s back)) 

 

Evidently, Mdm Sophia asks a series of questions in an attempt to comprehend her 

student’s question. The teacher’s feedback to the student is pertinent: “Eh don’t know 

then use something, which you are familiar with la” (Turn 9). She reiterates the same 

advice later (Turn 17) as she turns her attention to another student. The teacher’s lack of 

familiarity with ‘Kuwait’ is projected on to the student who is positioned as one who is 

attempting something ambitious in his writing. In her interview, Mdm Sophia mentioned 

that the particular student had been diagnosed with “language-speech difficulty” and thus, 

had been recommended for exemption from the school oral examination. She narrated her 

experience of teaching the student:  

 

I actually have to stop him and ask him to paraphrase many times or ask him to slow down, 

but he gets frustrated when you tell him to do that because he doesn’t quite understand why 

people cannot understand what he’s trying to say, so he finds it difficult or finds it very 

frustrating so at this point to further subject him to (oral examination) - this will further 

damage his esteem. 

 

 Language difficulties and frustration in communication possibly dissuade students 

from seeking feedback despite the teacher’s encouragement. In another lesson, Mdm 
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Sophia told the same student, “I want to understand you. Can you please help me to speak 

clearer and slower? What do you say?” Further, the risk or fear of being misunderstood 

may stifle a student’s initiative to seek feedback with implications for his/her self-esteem 

and academic achievement. Extract 2 shows Mdm Sophia’s student seeking feedback 

about the spelling of the word ‘approach’ and his teacher’s uptake. 

 

Extract 2.  

1 Student:  Approach. A-p-p-r-o-o-u-c-h?  

2  Teacher:  Why ‘o-u’ – how to spell cockroach? - ‘roach’ - ‘r’. 

3 Student:  R-o-c-h. 

4 Teacher:  R-o-a-c-h. That is wrong. ‘roach’ - ‘oach’ -‘r’?  

5  Student: R-u. 

6  Teacher: Not ‘u’ - ‘r-o’. 

7  Student: A-p-p-r-o-a-c-h. 

8  Teacher Yeh.  

 

Diagnosing that the student is erring on the second syllable of the word ‘approach’, Mdm 

Sophia employs the strategy of getting the student to recall the spelling of another word 

(‘cockroach’) which ends with the same syllable as the word the student had inquired 

about (‘approach’). The teacher’s feedback not only aids the student in spelling the word 

successfully but also equips him with a strategy that he can potentially use in the future.  

 In Classroom S, a student tells his teacher that he is “still thinking” as she walks 

around the classroom monitoring her students’ work (Extract 3). Evidently, the student 

offers an explanation for his blank worksheet, and Mdm Sophia’s uptake indicates that 

she has sensed her student’s difficulty with characterisation. 
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Extract 3. 

1 Student 1:  I’m still thinking.  

2 Teacher:  You are still thinking? How many characters do you intend to 

   have in your story?  

3 Student 2:  One. ((Another student responds)) 

4 Teacher:  Ok one. So she’s already decided one. How about you? Have you 

   decided?  

5 Student 1:  Hmm I have two main characters.  

6 Teacher:  Two main characters?  

7 Student 1:  And two characters because of… 

8 Teacher:  So do you have names for the two main characters?  

9 Student 1:  Ya. 

10 Teacher:  Ok write down their names.  

 

Similarly, in another lesson, Mdm Sophia provides feedback to a group of students who 

are discussing their story based on the video. Students take up their teacher’s cue and 

proceed to describe the emotions of the characters in the story (Extract 4). 

 

Extract 4. 

1 Teacher:  Ok, ok what else? Quickly. Show the feelings quickly.  

   Everybody should know if you are lost, how do you feel. 

2 Student:  You scared. 

3 Teacher:  Hmm. Write down, write down. What are the things she did? She 

   was afraid. There was a word they wrote there. Starts with the 

   letter ‘p’. She? When the helicopter didn’t stop, she? 
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4 Student:  Panicked. 

5 Teacher:  Ya panicked ok. 

 

While a number of feedback interactions are evident as students engage in individual work 

in the two classrooms, classroom participants’ feedback and uptake in a whole class 

setting is relatively more frequent in Classroom J. Evidentially, Ms Joan’s students 

communicate their viewpoints to their peers as their teacher withholds feedback (Extract 

5). The teacher opens up space for her students to discuss what constitutes “a good piece 

of narrative” based on their input in the school-based online platform ‘Padlet’. 

 

Extract 5. 

1 Teacher:  I want to hear from you’ll ok for some questions we did. Some of 

   you were asking what makes a piece of good narrative. Ok this is 

   a summary of what you have sort of voted. Let’s take a look what 

   is important in a good piece of narrative. Introduction with  

   characters, place, time stated – T. why did you say that that is 

   important? 

2 Student 1:  We need to write the characters or else rest of the story we don’t 

   know who is the person we are talking about. We let the readers 

   know what the person did and the time is needed also. 

3 Teacher: Ok who wants to elaborate more? A.? 

4 Student 2:  Also, if without person, time and place, the whole story itself 

   would not be a story. Without person, time and place, cannot 

   make a story anymore. 

5 Teacher:  And last point is it W.? 
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6 Student 3: I disagree because he said that you need characters at the start. I 

   feel if I have them in the end then the = 

7 Teacher:  = Ok so the names of the characters can be at the back. No need 

   to be in the front you mean. S.? 

8 Student 4:   I think that you no need the characters at the start but when we 

   write until the part that we meet the person then we write out. 

9 Teacher:  Ok so don’t need all the characters at the start you mean? 

10 Student 4: We can write like: ‘My friend, then the name’ - no need to write 

   all at the start. 

11 Teacher: D.? 

12 Student 5:  I disagree with what A. ((Student 2)) says. He says if there is no 

   characters then you cannot make a story. Because some stories 

   they don’t even start with characters. They start with the setting 

   like ‘The place is so beautiful and all that’. 

 

The teacher invites her students to build on their peer’s responses (Turn 3) and asks 

clarifying questions (Turn 9). Student 3 and Student 5 express disagreement with what 

their classmates have said and offer some explanation (Turn 6 and Turn 12 respectively). 

Clearly, Ms Joan offers room for her students to discuss and explore the attributes of “a 

good piece of narrative.” On another occasion, students in Classroom J provide feedback 

based on their classmate’s claim that the ‘plot’ refers to the ‘story’ itself. Ms Joan probes 

deeper to surface her students’ thoughts (Extract 6).  
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Extract 6: 

1 Teacher:  Who agrees with her ((‘Plot’ means ‘story’))? ((Show of hands 

   from students))  

2 Student 1:  I disagree.  

3 Teacher:  Yes E. why?  

4 Student 1:   Because it’s ((Student pauses)) 

5 Teacher:   Never mind you try. Because it’s more like?  

6 Student 1:  More, more like planning than a story. 

7 Teacher Planning than ok planning ok. E. says it’s more like a planning 

   ok. E. so it’s like a planning? Planning the story. A.? 

8 Student 2: Actually, plot is more like the structure of a story. Not actually, it 

   is the structure. 

9 Teacher: The structure ok. The plot, the structure ok anyway plot structure 

   basically means the planning the story or whatever we are going 

   to write – that’s for the plot structure. Plot structure.  

 

The teacher’s uptake (Turn 3) encourages her students to explore alternate conceptions 

of the ‘plot’ in a narrative such as ‘planning’ (Turn 6) and ‘structure’ (Turn 8). 

Understandably, students’ language proficiency in Classroom J makes it relatively easy 

for them to articulate their feedback. The illustrated lesson segments in this section offer 

glimpses into classroom participants’ explicit feedback and uptake in the two classrooms. 

The focus now is on students’ internally-generated uptake of feedback. 
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4.4.3 Student feedback/uptake: Internal 

Other than classroom participants’ explicit feedback/uptake, the data reveals instances of 

students’ internally-generated input, which may not be explicit to other classroom 

participants unless students have opportunities to express the same. Specifically, the 

Level 1 coding analyses captures explicit feedback and uptake of classroom participants 

(see Section 3.8.1). Interestingly, triangulation of the data sources surfaces how students 

were able to generate feedback for themselves, which may or may not be explicitly 

evident to their teacher or peers during the lesson. I draw on lesson videos and student’s 

video reflection of pre-selected lesson segments (during the FGDs) to illustrate the point.  

 

Classroom S: “Teacher is trying to help us with our difficulty” 

The lesson objective of Mdm Sophia’s initial lesson of Iteration 2 is to enable students to 

write a story that can ‘hook’ the reader using the four elements, which she has identified 

as key: ‘trigger’, ‘mistaken assumption’, ‘failed attempt’ and ‘complication’. Over the 

course of the lesson, the teacher reinforces her student’s understanding of the 17-steps 

logical plotting framework through question answer sequences based on the two video 

clips shown. Towards the end of the lesson, students are given four ‘Post-it’ notes each 

to indicate their thoughts in the four areas: ‘learn’, ‘like’, ‘useful’ and ‘difficult’ (Figure 

13).  
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Figure 13  

Student Learning in Mdm Sophia’s Lesson 

  

  

 Mdm Sophia commences the subsequent lesson by taking up the feedback her 

students have provided on the ‘Post-it’ notes, especially focusing on the difficulties they 

have identified. Thus, students have the space to engage with the feedback given by them 

and their peers. The teacher seems keen to elicit the specific issues students have in 

employing the four key elements highlighted in the earlier lesson: 

 

What I want to know more what do you mean by it - is it difficult to remember, is it difficult 

for you to come up with the 4 steps or is it difficult for you to identify the 4 steps? Yesterday 

you had to identify the four of them in the video right? I actually showed you what they are. 

Do you think it’s difficult for you to identify them? If a story is given to you, is it difficult to 

point out – ‘Oh this part is the trigger, this part is the mistaken assumption’ is it easy for you 

to do that? Ok? Or is it difficult for you to remember what are the four steps I need to 

remember? Is it difficult for you to remember or is it difficult for you to come up with your 

own when you have to do it. What is the difficult part? Please be specific so that I can actually 

help you to overcome that. My main area is to teach you to be able to come up with these four 

things. I want to know what exactly is difficult. 

 

 In her post-lesson interview after the first lesson, the teacher stated the rationale for 

the ‘Post-it’ activity: “I did that to actually find out from whatever I have introduced how 

much has impacted them so yah” (September 18, 2018). Further, the teacher intended to 
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use her students’ feedback to find out what they found difficult sensing that most of her 

students were “still not confident with the four elements” and required more practice. 

After the second lesson, the teacher highlighted the rationale for eliciting her students’ 

difficulties: “So that I could actually tailor the lesson to address the needs of the students” 

(September 19, 2018). 

 Reflecting on the video excerpt during their FGD (November 7, 2018), Mdm 

Sophia’s students highlighted what they thought of the ‘Post-it’ activity. One student felt 

it helped him to “understand what we’re writing” and another student acknowledged, 

“Teacher is trying to help us with our difficulty.” However, a couple of students expressed 

their difficulties with the task. A student shared, “In my mind, I find it like ok it’s very 

hard.” Similarly, another student admitted that she “had to think very hard.” Students also 

highlighted their specific difficulties in grasping some of the parts of the 17-steps 

framework and the ‘Show Don’t Tell’ strategy. Clearly, Mdm Sophia’s students learnt 

about their own learning generating feedback for themselves. The engagement in the 

‘Post-it’ activity permitted students’ uptake in the sense that they were able to produce 

internal feedback (Brookhart, 2008). Mdm Sophia shared her students’ written responses 

(with reference to ‘learn’, ‘like’, ‘useful’ and ‘difficult’) in the subsequent lesson. Nicol 

(2020) argues for making students’ internal feedback explicit through writing, discussion 

or action. Writing in this instance helps Mdm Sophia’s students to become aware of their 

own ability to produce feedback for themselves, which holds a lot of metacognitive 

potential (Nicol, 2013; Tanner, 2012). Similarly, students in Classroom J had the 

opportunity to produce input internally based on the ‘story mountains’ though it is not 

necessarily explicit to other classroom participants. 

 

Classroom J: “ … helps me to understand my mistakes more” 
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In the second lesson of the preliminary phase, Ms Joan introduces and explains in detail 

the school-based 17-steps logical plotting framework to enable her students to generate 

ideas for writing a composition. Based on the true incidents in the video shown, the 

teacher explicates the different steps in the framework such as the trigger, mistaken 

assumption, complications, resolution etc. Towards the end of the lesson, she provides 

feedback to her students about their writing journey and what they should be aiming for 

with the aid of a whiteboard illustration (Figure 14). 

 

Figure 14 

Ms Joan’s ‘mountain range’ Illustration 

 

 Evidently, the teacher emphasises to her students how “multiple humps” 

can help them incorporate more nuances into their narratives to hook the reader: 

 

 So what I want you to think about from now is you are creating a story not only with one story 

mountain. You can have multiple humps in the sense yes I will still start – I mentioned to you 

at the start of the year – remember I drew this at the start of the year ((Teacher draws a 

mountain peak)). Now as you slowly progress towards your end of the Primary 5 year and 

then Primary 6, what I want you to think about is this – like that ((Teacher draws a mountain 

range)) so this is like a mountain range already. So this particular point there might be 

something that’s very exciting that you want to hook your readers before you reach your 

house. ((Teacher draws a house at the end of the mountain range)) 
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 While dotting the mountain peaks with tiny cross marks, the teacher reiterates the 

“different humps of exciting points in the story” for students to think about while writing 

their stories. Five lessons later, Ms Joan revisits the ‘story mountains’ when teaching her 

students a few key steps in the logical plotting framework (Figure 15). 

 

Figure 15 

Ms Joan’s ‘Story Mountains’ Illustration 

 

  
 As she draws on the whiteboard, Ms Joan traces her students’ writing progress over 

their primary school years, pointing out areas for improvement and their learning goals: 

 

Remember I told you these are called plot structure. Basically, story mountain ok? … The 

very common ones since Primary 1, Primary 2 your teachers will teach you – Ok we will 

write the introduction, you have rising action, climax, falling action and finally, ending. 

Ok? That’s Primary 2, Primary 3 maybe, Primary 4 halfway.  In Primary 5 we or actually, 

Primary 4, if you are able to write like that (1) it will be good. But most of you at the start 

of this year, I didn’t see it. Ok? Instead I saw like this (2) – introduction, then body and 

then finally ok finished. I see even for now people giving me long, long, long introduction, 

give me the climax then finally, no time – here, no time (3). Teacher say, ‘put down your 

pen’ … Some of you give me suddenly very, very, very nice then after that I don’t know 

what happened (4). No stamina! Ok this is of course what we hope to get to (5). We hope, 

hope readers by giving them small little peaks in the story like something happened then 

stop, something happened then like stop, you have to read more to find out more. Ok? Of 
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course this is the most major climax in the story. Ok? ((T points to the tallest peak)) And 

this is what we hope or you should aim to reach. If not may be let’s start not may be five 

ah (5) we start with three first (1) or even two I’m fine. Ok? Slowly from one (6) to two 

to three, then five (5) then your story, your length will be lengthened. Ok? 

  

  Reflecting on her explanation and illustration of the plot structures, Ms Joan 

mentioned in her interview that it was a decision she had made in the moment (November 

30, 2018): 

 

I thought that using a visual...because actually the first one that they see the normal mountain 

is quite common in our worksheets as in in maybe Primary 3 or 4, they see the worksheets 

because as a school we teach it as a plot structure, but after marking their work and so, this 

wasn’t planned, so it was impromptu to display this on the board, though I’ve been telling 

them verbally that maybe their introduction is very long and things like that. Perhaps what 

sparked me was the first mountain and then subsequently what I told them was what was to 

be done, the five peaks one and thereafter, when I continued saying, I just drew it out in a 

sense. I thought that that was good to let the children have a visual stimulus so that they can 

see it very well. 

 
 The outcome of Ms Joan’s “impromptu” decision to represent her verbal 

explanation as a “visual stimulus” so that her students “can see it very well” was testified 

by two of her students as they reflected on the particular lesson segment. One student 

highlighted: “We know how we should be writing like for example, for the plot structure, 

we shouldn’t be writing just like very little.” Another student shared how the teacher’s 

detailed drawing aided her learning (focus group discussion, November 8, 2018): 

 

We came to know our own mistakes we made and not just like ‘Oh it’s ok I don’t care’ - I 

don’t feel like this till when I finish Primary 6 so that helps me know my mistakes and how 
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I can improve. Like how she showed us that we should have at least 3-4 mountains – that 

way it helps me to understand my mistakes more. And it helps me where I should be going 

like which one I should aim to get. 

  

 Evidentially, Ms Joan’s students take up their teacher’s feedback on their present 

performance in view of the success criteria and the writing goals. Brookhart (2008) points 

to the potential of criterion-referenced feedback in enabling students to generate internal 

input. In this case, the teacher’s detailed reference to her students’ previous and present 

learning performances permits at least a few students in her class, to generate input for 

themselves although they do not have the opportunity to verbalise the same in the 

classroom. The teacher’s elaborate visual illustrations provide ‘affordances’ of 

comparison, which potentially generates internal feedback for students. This is especially 

so because Ms Joan’s formal and explicit comparisons in this case offer her students room 

to build on their natural capacity to make feedback comparisons (Nicol, 2020). However, 

students lack the space to articulate their internally-generated feedback, which probably 

explains the absence of students’ self-regulation level feedback in any of the observed 

lessons in Classroom J, as evident from the descriptive data (see Table 11 in Section 6.2). 

Nicol (2020) highlights that students’ internally-generated feedback from making 

comparisons of their own performance with external reference information may lead to 

reinterpretation of the tasks they engage with. However, the next section elucidates how 

explicit feedback/uptake between the student/s and the teacher potentially 

recontextualises the task as it unfolds in the classroom. 

 

4.4.4 Feedback loop and task recontextualisation 

In this section, I focus on Ms Joan’s third lesson of the initial iteration in which students 

are required to plan their narrative themed ‘Surprise’. The rationale for elucidating some 
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salient aspects of the lesson is that it allowed me to better understand how student and 

teacher feedback and uptake plays out in the classroom in relation to the task students 

engage with. The lesson is illustrative in the sense that it prompted me to revisit the 

conceptual framework of the study underpinned by three key bases: feedback, task design 

and teacher pedagogical reasoning. 

 Students in Classroom J are required to use the 17-steps logical plotting framework 

in combination with other writing strategies such as the picture series technique and 

‘Show Don’t Tell’ that students have learnt over the course of the academic year. Each 

student is given a template of the 17-steps framework for planning purposes (Figure 16). 
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Figure 16  

The Writing Template 

  

  

 The teacher gives detailed technical instructions about making space on the template 

for incorporating other writing strategies:  

 

I want you to draw a line and make it like a square. Like a square for each line. I repeat – you 

will draw a line down – you can see. And the next page also, a line down like this. ((T ‘draws 

a line’ with her index finger on the template)) This will be like a square, this will be like your 

comic boxes. I do not require you to draw 17 pictures. But if you think or feel enough when 

you are going to plan your own - I am going to let you have the time to plan your own now. 

 

 Unconvinced that her students have comprehended her instructions, Ms Joan repeats 

the same referring to the projected writing template once more: 
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So what I want you to do, I will around, if you need any help ah you can approach me. First 

draw a line down, this will be your pictures. This part here is for you to write your wording, 

that means you planning - what you think will happen. The pictures that will be used are these. 

((Teacher points to the pictures on the template)) But you will be able to add on your own 

feelings and pictures. 17-steps accordingly. Think about ‘show don’t tell’, I’m combining 

basically picture series, show-don’t-tell and your 17-steps – can you see that? Who saw that?  

 

 Only five of the forty students in Classroom J raise their hands and Ms Joan 

immediately acknowledges, “Not many of you can see that.” She proceeds to explain to 

her students the task requirements yet again: 

 

Ok so picture series is the box for you to draw, some of you want to draw a little bit more. 

You can draw and then have some comments ((Teacher points on the box in the template) or 

if it’s a speech, the person then the speech up to you. Next page also, draw a line down ((T 

‘draws a line’ with her index finger on the template)) This ah you don’t need to fill up all the 

17 boxes, clear? I mean for the pictures. But for the words, you need to have it planned out. 

Ok?  

 

 It appears that Ms Joan’s students do not have much space to recast the prescribed 

writing procedures in accordance with their own writing needs. Unsurprisingly, they 

frequently seek feedback from their teacher about their understanding or progress on the 

task, as evident from Extract 7. 

 

Extract 7. 

1 Student:  Draw or write? 

2 Teacher:  You can write, must write. Draw you can subs ((incomplete 

   word)), you can, you can like substitute some of the parts. 
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3 Student:  And why do you need to line here ((inaudible)) 

4 Teacher:  So that you can draw = 

5 Student:  = Draw. 

6 Teacher:  Ya. So this is the ‘write’ part, this is the ‘draw’ part. 

 

Another student has a similar query and Ms Joan points out to her class the boxes where 

the students are supposed to draw: “This look like boxes, your comic boxes right?” Given 

that her students are accustomed to horizontal comic strips, the teacher helps them 

visually orientate by linking the linear layout of the comic strips and the vertical format 

of the boxes in the template, accompanied by a verbal explanation (Figure 17). 

 

Figure 17 

Ms Joan’s Whiteboard Illustration 

 

 
 Over the course of the lesson, a number of student queries surface and in some 

instances, Ms Joan weaves the feedback given to an individual student with instructions 

to the whole class. She often reiterates: “The words are more important than the drawing.” 

Students seek clarifications about steps such as ‘mistaken assumption’, ‘problem’ and 

‘climax’ in the 17-steps framework. On one occasion, a student asks, “Ms Joan, ‘mistaken 

assumption’ doesn’t really mean that you have to assume right? It can be what someone 

is thinking.” The teacher nods in agreement and gauging that this may be a difficulty 

encountered by other students as well, she advises the class to refer to their notes on their 
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previous composition themed ‘Standing up to a bully’. Another student inquires about the 

‘problem’ (Extract 8). 

 

Extract 8. 
 
1 Student:  But what if I don’t like have a ‘problem’? 

2 Teacher:  Initial problem. There will be, there will be a problem. You need 

   to have something that is = 

3 Student:  = But if it’s a good surprise then? 

4  Teacher:  Then there is, there is something that is brew, brewing ((Student 

   has a blank expression on his face)) 

5 Student:  Huh? 

 

Based on the student’s feedback, Ms Joan turns to the whole class and reminds her 

students to “hook the readers” and avoid writing “a plain and monotonous story” on the 

lines of “Ah ok I go party, party - I play ok I go home everyone, yes done.” The teacher 

seemingly believes that writing a story to hook the reader necessarily includes a ‘problem’ 

– an aspect, which the student in this case is not convinced about. 

 In some instances, the teacher is willing to accommodate her students’ negotiation 

of the task. For instance, she yields in to her student’s request to draw a ‘stickman’ and 

on one occasion, she agrees to the fact that students need not draw lines for their 

illustrations. Ms Joan praises a student’s effort in efficiently drawing out the images for 

her story but lacks clarity whether her students are required to draw (or not): 

 

You see Alex has very quickly drawn out whatever images she had. So because she likes to 

draw and she’s very fast with it so she quickly drew it up, she is able to do the planning now 

for the words part. Ok so something like that. You can don’t draw. You just want to go with 
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words – fine. Maybe here and there. Tell me the picture that you are going to use. At least 

something. 

 

 One student informs Ms Joan that she does not have a drawing corresponding to 

every point in the text: “I drew what I want to write.” It becomes evident from Ms Joan’s 

uptake that she is willing to let her students exercise some flexibility and perhaps, 

creativity in completing the task. She addresses her students: 

 
Ok C. asked me a very good question. What if my 17 steps don’t flow? That means my third 

step is actually the second step, my second is actually the first step. So she’s drawing pictures 

accordingly. Yes it is ok. Ok? The 17 steps is just a template for you to have more ideas to 

write so it is ok if it doesn’t flow 1, 2, 3, 4 like that. But of course, you know that the ending 

will not be before the problem. Correct? Understand that? So your trigger will not be after 

the ending.  

  

 On other occasions, however, the teacher does not give much leeway to her students 

in interpreting the task. A student inquires, “If I don’t use, if I don’t write in that kind of 

a rubrics?” The teacher responds by addressing all her students (Extract 9). 

 
Extract 9. 

1 Teacher:  Remember your planning template does not need to be in full 

   sentences, I have said this so many times. 

2 Student 1:  Huh? 

3 Teacher:  Don’t need to ‘huh’. Never listen properly ok. Planning you don’t 

   need full sentences. It can be point form. I’m fine. Because  

   finally when you are writing in your compo, that will be full 

   sentences. 
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4 Student 2:  Can write here. Like I don’t get it. ((Student approaches the 

   teacher individually)) 

 

Similarly, Ms Joan examines the work of a student who is planning her story in complete 

sentences and observes: “Point form is faster.” A student checks whether he can write the 

story “like a diary” and the teacher dissuades him from doing so. Another student makes 

a conceptual point (Extract 10). 

 

Extract 10. 

1 Student:  How can you ‘learn a lesson’ when it’s a bad surprise?  

2 Teacher:  There must be = 

3 Student:  = Now I changed my story = 

4 Teacher:  = There must be a lesson learnt. Then why is your handwriting 

   like that again? Draw lines here, never draw, where’s your lines 

   for your, for your pictures? Forgot? ((Student does not  

   respond)) Then you draw at the side now. This is the line for your 

   pictures. 

 
Notably, in the above instance, the teacher insists on adhering to the conventional format 

in writing a story: “There must be a lesson learnt.” Indeed, Ms Joan’s lesson provides 

valuable insights into how students attempt to adjust and adapt the task based on their 

ongoing learning needs. The continual loop of feedback and uptake between the teacher 

and student/s largely ascertains how individual students engage with the task. Overall, 

Ms Joan is generally resistant to modifying the task requirements and exercises flexibility 

only in a few instances. Ranging from technical issues to the relatively conceptual aspects 

of the task, classroom participants’ frequent interactions over the course of the lesson 
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elucidate how feedback and uptake is intertwined with the recontextualisation of tasks in 

the classroom. Based on these premises, I now revisit the conceptual framework, which 

anchors the present study. 

 

 

4.5 Revised conceptual framework 

A starting point for the study was conceptualising the conceptual framework pivoted on 

three key bases: feedback, task design and pedagogical reasoning (Figure 18). Assuming 

all teachers engage in the process of pedagogical reasoning, task design involves 

pedagogical reasoning in both planning and classroom implementation. Underlying task 

design and teachers’ decision-making is feedback - the primary focus of this study. The 

framework also shows the interplay of classroom participants’ beliefs and enactment of 

feedback, and how their beliefs feed into the teacher’s pedagogical reasoning in designing 

tasks (see Section 2.7). 

 

Figure 18  

Conceptual Framework 
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 Based on insights drawn from Ms Joan’s lesson (see Section 4.4.4), I found that the 

above framework does not adequately take into account how students reinterpret or 

recontextualise the task as they engage with it in the classroom. In other words, the 

framework focuses on ‘Task Implementation’ as distinct from the ‘Feedback’ enacted by 

the student/s and the teacher. Moreover, the ‘Classroom Enactment’ by students leaves 

some room for ambiguity – does it refer to the student enactment of feedback, or the task, 

or both? A careful consideration of the feedback enactment in the teacher’s lesson reveals 

how tasks do not get ‘implemented’ on their own, rather the teacher’s uptake of student/s’ 

feedback as well as student/s’ uptake of the teacher’s feedback function almost cyclically 

to shape what each individual student does on the task. Through individual and whole 

class interactions in the lesson, the boundaries of the task were continually (re)negotiated 

by both the teacher and student/s for their own purposes.  

 To better represent my emerging understanding about how tasks unfold dynamically 

through mutual concessions and compromises between the student/s and teacher, I revised 

the conceptual framework (Figure 19). Idiomatically, the (re)design of the task occupies 

centre stage intertwined with the cyclical loop of feedback and uptake by the student/s 

(S) and the teacher (T), as shown in Figure 4. The two circular arrows denote the feedback 

loop comprising the feedback and uptake between the teacher and student/s. The broken 

line that links the teacher’s pedagogical reasoning in setting up the task and task 

(re)design indicates the space where the teacher makes decisions about student fidelity to 

the task design. The teacher’s pedagogical reasoning or decision-making works in tandem 

with student understanding and/or performance on the task and the subsequent feedback 

and uptake by both the student/s and the teacher. In a sense, the broken line also represents 

the tension between what the teacher intended in terms of the task design and how it is 

possibly, re-designed by classroom participants. The double-sided arrow denotes how 
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teacher and student beliefs about feedback influence, and are in turn informed by the 

feedback loop intertwined with task (re)design. Understandably, classroom participants’ 

beliefs about feedback shape their enactment of feedback in relation to the task, and also 

feed into the teacher’s pedagogical reasoning informing subsequent task design. 

  

Figure 19  

 Revised Conceptual Framework: Feedback Loop and Task (Re)design 

Note. This figure represents task (re)design intertwined with the cyclical loop of feedback and uptake by 

student/s (S) and teacher (T). It depicts teacher pedagogical reasoning in tandem with student 

understanding and/or performance on the task, and teacher/student feedback and uptake. It also portrays 

mutually informing teacher/student beliefs and feedback practices, which (re)design the task as set up. 

 
  

 Arguably, among other instructional strategies, feedback ascertains how the task is 

recontextualised rather than ‘implemented’ in the classroom in relation to the teacher’s 

ongoing decision-making. The framework does not capture the complex 

interrelationships of all the different instructional strategies at play as students engage 

with a task. Nonetheless, this theoretical insight premised on how the task unfolds in 

Classroom J provides a valuable basis for considering when, how and why students 
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provide feedback in the classroom. The revised framework also informs my thinking 

about how the teacher’s pedagogical reasoning comes into play as classroom participants 

re-interpret the task set up by the teacher, which I focus on in Chapter 5. I now summarise 

the key findings from the present chapter. 

 

 

4.6 Summary of the findings 

Broadly, the findings yield valuable insights into student practices in two Primary 5 EL 

classrooms in Singapore. The chapter highlights how students’ feedback is enacted in 

relation to the teacher’s feedback in the classroom. Students do not necessarily see 

themselves as agents of feedback in the classroom, as evident from the FGDs (see Section 

6.3) and understandably, students provided far less feedback than their teachers in the two 

classrooms (Table 7). The predominance of task-level feedback for both students and 

teachers and the almost parallel trends across the three phases (Figures 11 and 12) possibly 

point to modeling effects in the classroom. Seemingly, students take the cue from their 

teacher in terms of the feedback they give or seek in relation to their understanding or 

learning performance/s. Both students and teachers offer more specific than non-specific 

feedback, which arguably, relates to their beliefs that feedback should support students’ 

learning and yield an improvement in students’ understanding or performance (see 

sections 6.3.1 and 6.4.1).  

 Evidence of process-level feedback is very modest in both classrooms irrespective 

of the participatory structure (Table 7). Also, students and teachers barely provide 

feedback at the self-regulation level. The findings suggest that the feedback given by 

classroom participants largely facilitates successful task completion but there is little 

space for students to consider the underlying processes or strategies, or monitor their own 
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learning for present and future performances. From a socio-constructivist perspective, the 

key purpose of feedback is to develop students’ ability to monitor, evaluate and regulate 

their own learning (Nicol, 2010; Price et al., 2010). The weak presence of feedback-based 

interactions (Table 8) is probably linked to the nature of feedback provided, the bulk of 

which is at the task level. Arguably, surface-level information in relation to the task 

requirements does not generate the potential for engaging students or the teacher in two-

way verbal interactions in the classroom. 

 Together, the different analytical standpoints help to construct a nuanced picture of 

classroom participants’ feedback and uptake (see Section 4.4). In terms of feedback-based 

interactions (Table 8), students’ uptake of the teacher’s feedback is less evident than vice 

versa. Carless and Boud’s (2018) observations are pertinent in this regard - modelling the 

uptake of feedback is an important but underplayed aspect of a teacher’s repertoire in 

enabling students to use feedback. Dialogic or interactive feedback leaves little room for 

misinterpreting the intent of the feedback, and facilitates in-the-moment clarification of 

understanding (Carless, 2013; Gamlem & Munthe, 2014; Kerr, 2017; Van Der Kleij et 

al., 2017). Students in both classroom had few opportunities to engage in interactive 

feedback with their teacher, which is noteworthy given their beliefs about the value of 

verbal, interactive feedback (see Section 6.3.2). A student in Classroom J observed, “It 

takes only five minutes for us to discuss and talk” (focus group discussion, August 15, 

2018). 

 With reference to the second analytical standpoint, the findings reveal how students’ 

uptake in the classroom may be internally-generated and may not be explicit to other 

classroom participants. Mdm Sophia’s students engage in a ‘Post-it’ activity, which 

requires them to reflect on their learning of narrative writing. Ms Joan uses illustrations 

of ‘story mountains’ to trace her students’ writing progress, highlighting areas for 
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improvement and their learning goals. As evident from students’ video reflections, 

students generate feedback for themselves. The findings point to how external teacher 

feedback potentially supports students in refining their own internal feedback 

(McConlogue, 2015) especially when teachers employ criterion-referenced feedback 

(Brookhart, 2008).  

 The third analytical standpoint surfaces how the cyclical loop of feedback and 

uptake between Ms Joan and her students continually (re)negotiates the boundaries of the 

task. Tasks when “unleashed into the classroom environment” (Stein et al., 2009, p. 10) 

are potentially reinterpreted by students (Bygate et al., 2001) through the continual 

feedback/uptake among classroom participants. The findings illustrate that tasks do not 

get ‘implemented’ on their own, and that classroom participants re-interpret the task set 

up by the teacher. These insights fuelled the initial revision to the conceptual framework 

(Figure 19), which depicts how task (re)design is intertwined with the cyclical loop of 

feedback and uptake between the students and the teacher. 

 

 

4.7 Chapter summary 

The present chapter includes the pedagogical beliefs of the teacher participants and their 

experience in teaching the ‘Writing Module’ lessons. With reference to the initial research 

question, the findings in relation to student and teacher feedback, and classroom 

participants’ feedback and uptake (both explicit and implicit) serve to inform the 

collaborative work with teachers prior to each of the two classroom iterations. The 

different analytical standpoints help to construct a nuanced picture of how classroom 

participants’ feedback and uptake plays out in the classroom. The findings presented in 

this chapter yield insights into teachers’ practice, and the subsequent chapter illuminates 
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teachers’ thinking specifically, their tacit pedagogical content knowledge (Shulman, 

1987). 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE FINDINGS: TEACHER PEDAGOGICAL REASONING 

 
 
The present chapter addresses the second research question about how teachers’ 

pedagogical reasoning comes into play in task (re)design. The previous chapter presents 

findings based on the initial research question about student feedback in relation to 

teacher feedback, and classroom participants’ feedback and uptake. The two subsequent 

chapters elucidate findings based on the third and fourth research questions about the 

effect of the classroom iterations, and design principles respectively. In the first part of 

this chapter, I focus on the participating teachers’ key considerations in planning lessons 

and their decision-making in class. The complexity of teachers’ decision-making is 

highlighted based on the use of a teaching strategy. Given the focus of the intervention, I 

then attempt to tease out how teachers’ pedagogical reasoning comes into play in opening 

up more space for student feedback. I then conclude the chapter with a summary of the 

present findings. 

 

 

5.1 Teacher pedagogical reasoning: Overview 

The collaborative intervention in the study focuses on surfacing the pedagogical reasoning 

of teachers as active, thinking decision-makers (Borg, 2006) in setting up and 

implementing tasks embedded with more space for student feedback. As noted (see 

Section 3.5), I revisited the conventional notion of  ‘task’ and ‘task design’ to 

accommodate a broader focus on teachers’ lesson planning. The focus now is on the 

second research question: Which factors influence teachers’ pedagogical decision-making 

in designing (and redesigning) tasks? How does teacher’s pedagogical reasoning come 
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into play in setting up, sustaining and implementing tasks focused on incorporating 

opportunities for student feedback? Teachers’ practice in the classroom forms an external 

representation of their pedagogical content knowledge or pedagogical reasoning 

(Shulman, 1987). Other than audio-recordings and transcripts from post-lesson 

interviews, semi-structured interviews and the collaborative sessions with teachers, I drew 

on lesson videos from classroom observations to tap into teachers’ pedagogical decision-

making (Table 9). 

 

Table 8 

Teacher Pedagogical Reasoning: Data Sources 

Data source Preliminary Phase 
(March-July 2018) 

Prototyping phase: Iteration 1 
(July-August 2018) 

Prototyping phase: Iteration 2 
(September-November 2018) 

Classroom 
observation/Post-
lesson interview 

Mdm Sophia 
3 lessons 
(1 unit) 

Ms Joan 
2 lessons 
(1 unit) 

Mdm Sophia 
3 lessons 
(1 unit) 

Ms Joan 
3 lessons 
(1 unit) 

Mdm Sophia 
3 lessons 
(1 unit) 

Ms Joan 
2 lessons 
(1 unit) 

Pre-unit semi-
structured interview 

Mdm Sophia 
 

Ms Joan 
 

- - 

Post-iteration semi-
structured interview 

  Mdm Sophia 
 

Ms Joan 
 

Mdm Sophia 
 

Ms Joan 
 

Pre-iteration 
collaborative 
session 
(1.5-2 hours each)  

- Mdm Sophia and Ms Joan 
2 sessions 

Mdm Sophia and Ms Joan 
2 sessions 

 

 While the post-lesson interviews offer glimpses into teachers’ pedagogical 

reasoning based on their immediate sense of the lesson, the semi-structured interviews 

and collaborative sessions with teachers allow deeper exploration of their pedagogical 

beliefs and classroom experiences, yielding insights into their pedagogical reasoning.  

 

 

5.2 Teachers’ key considerations:  Pre-lesson and in class decision-making 

Other than some lesson-specific variations, the brief teacher interview after the lesson 

generally included questions about the objectives and preparation for the lesson as well 

as teachers’ immediate sense of how the lesson had progressed, and possible 
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modifications to their instructional approach during the lesson. The semi-structured 

teacher interviews and collaborative sessions including video reflection provide detailed 

insights into teachers’ decisions as they plan, teach and reflect on their lessons. Overall, 

data from these sources surface teachers’ key foci and concerns as well as the practical 

aspects of their day-to-day teaching in their school setting - aspects, which are elucidated 

in the following two sections. 

 

5.2.1 Tailoring to “the kind of audience” 

In terms of their lesson planning as well as their decision-making in class, the participating 

teachers’ frequently considered their students’ academic abilities and attitudes to learning. 

Mdm Sophia’s teaching decisions were primarily focused on what most suited the students 

in her classroom (teacher interview, April 3, 2018): 

 

Sometimes, you want to tend to compare the teaching style, but you also need to be mindful 

of what kind of audience they have, so sometimes the strategy they're adopting is because of 

the kind of audience that they have so you can’t say that I want to apply this to my class, you 

need to pick and tailor it a bit to suit the needs so yah, it is a lot of adapting that we need to 

do, yes. 

  

 To cater to her students’ learning needs, Mdm Sophia did not merely “apply” the 

strategies her colleagues used but found it necessary to “pick and tailor”, which included 

“adapting” to the needs of her students. Concerned about their academic skills, Mdm 

Sophia had decided to defer journal writing to the later part of the year (teacher interview, 

April 3, 2018): 
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I used to do journals, but this group maybe next semester, I will do it because uh for them the 

vocabulary is not there. We do short notes you know but the journalling, it can be very painful 

for them if they are not the brightest. Yah, so maybe I will start that small thing slowly. 

  

 Besides her students’ language abilities, Mdm Sophia had concerns about her 

students’ retention of the content focus. After her initial lesson in the preliminary phase, 

the teacher justified the need to replay the video during the lesson as she perceived her 

students’ “retention power is quite short” and thus, “it would not be fair to get them to 

write” about it (July 4, 2018). Additionally, Mdm Sophia expressed concerns about her 

students’ skills in using her verbal feedback provided on their written work (collaborative 

session, September 4, 2018): 

 

So eh, so the children do take note of what you have written. Some of them have actually, 

really, you can see from their expression that they are excited to receive feedback from you. 

You can see that they want to read and then they will ask, that why teacher write that kind of 

thing. But to go further to improve their writing maybe they don’t have that kind of skill as 

yet. 

  

 Arguably, Mdm Sophia’s beliefs in this case ascertained the space she provided her 

students to engage with the feedback in the classroom. Students’ attitudes towards their 

learning also formed the bases of teachers’ pedagogical decisions. Referring to her 

students’ lack of perseverance, Mdm Sophia explained the need to modify the 17-steps 

logical plotting framework after the third lesson of the preliminary phase (July 6, 2018): 

 

Some of them will just use the first part (of the writing framework), and then after that they 

just gave up halfway. I heard from other classes ah, but as teachers we are also trying to think 
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of what we want to focus on so that the task doesn’t become so daunting for them. So, we 

are going to modify a bit of this to help the children to use this to their advantage. 

   

 Ms Joan, on the contrary, commended her students’ enthusiasm for writing: “It’s so 

much easier to do multiple choice, fill-in-the-blanks. But some of them, some students in 

my class, they love to write, their ambition is to be an author, so I was like oh okay” 

(teacher interview, March 27, 2018). 

 Mdm Sophia believed that her students’ progress was “kind of slow” in the first 

lesson of the preliminary phase (post-lesson interview, July 4, 2018). Acknowledging the 

difficulties of group work in the same lesson, she said, “I can see that some of them, they 

know what is going on, but I’m not too sure this group or class may not really like 

discussion, they rather do it on their own.” She further explained,  

 

I think they are very responsive when it comes to viewing (video) something like that, I think 

it’s just that the vocabulary is not there. As much as they want to tell you what is happening, 

they can’t because they don’t have the vocabulary. 

 

 While Mdm Sophia observed that her students “don’t have the vocabulary,” Ms 

Joan pointed out that “because the language is there,” she did not feel the need to “explain 

some of the terms” to her students in her initial lesson of the preliminary phase (post-

lesson interview, July 5, 2018).  

 Both the teachers also seemed inclined to tailor their lessons to enable their 

students’ comprehension of the content based on the topical/thematic focus. Among her 

key considerations in lesson preparation, Mdm Sophia highlighted the ease of student 

learning. She noted the need to set tasks, which are “easily understood by the students” 

and, which are “easily manageable” (teacher interview, April 3, 2018). In one instance, 
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Mdm Sophia mentioned teaching the school-based 17-step writing strategy in a way so 

as “to make it as easy as possible for them, and usable, user-friendly” or wanting them 

“to gain more confidence” in story writing (post-lesson interview, July 5, 2018). In her 

interview after the initial lesson of the preliminary phase, Mdm Sophia highlighted that 

she had selected the particular video to make it relatable for her students (July 4, 2018): 

 

It’s just the choice of the video, you must be quite sensitive la, it must be something which 

is relatable and at the same time it is not something which is sensitive to any of them, 

something like that and something that is easy. 

 

 For the third lesson of Iteration 1, Mdm Sophia intentionally planned on 

encouraging her students to write about a topic she thought they would be interested in: 

“I wanted them to think about the stories that they want to write about, that’s why I chose 

something else and something which they can still relate to” (post-lesson interview, 

August 2, 2018). To enable her students’ understanding, the teacher attempted “to plan 

on how to provide help or the areas in which the children need help” for the initial lesson 

of the first iteration (post-lesson interview, July 31, 2018).  

 Arguably, attributes such as student’ abilities and attitudes towards learning are 

more likely to influence teachers’ lesson planning rather than their in class decision-

making. On the other hand, student feedback, which is largely contingent on the tasks 

students engage with is more likely to inform teachers’ ongoing teaching decisions. The 

following section portrays how teachers’ uptake of student feedback - both explicit and 

implicit - feeds into their pedagogical reasoning, in terms of their immediate teaching 

decisions in class and their planning prior to lessons.  
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5.2.2 Teacher uptake of student feedback: Explicit and implicit 

Mdm Sophia and Ms Joan’s decision-making in class was often based on evidence of 

ongoing student learning - through students’ explicit feedback or their understanding 

and/or performance on the task i.e. implicit feedback obtained from the students. 

Teachers’ uptake of student feedback - both explicit and implicit - often, triggered 

changes to their instructional approach or deviations from their pre-determined lesson 

plan. The rationale for their pedagogical decisions offers glimpses into what teachers 

intended to incorporate prior to the lesson, and what prompted them to alter their 

instructional approach while teaching. 

 The previous chapter elucidates classroom participants’ feedback and uptake (see 

Section 4.4.2), and how the feedback loop is intertwined with the recontextualisation of 

the task in the classroom (see Section 4.4.4). Specifically, in terms of teacher uptake of 

student feedback, these sections illustrate the same over the course of classroom 

interactions, and in relation to the re-interpretation of the task respectively. This section 

showcases another dimension of teacher uptake of student feedback by highlighting how 

the two teachers considered their students’ feedback and their understanding and/or 

performance on the task as the lesson progressed and in a few instances, for planning their 

lessons. Broadly, it shows how teachers’ uptake of student feedback feeds into their 

pedagogical reasoning about the task as intended and as students engage with it in the 

classroom. 

 After the first lesson of Iteration 2, Mdm Sophia talked about how she had planned 

her lesson in view of her students’ feedback in the previous lesson (September 18, 2018):  

 

Actually, I was also taking into consideration their feedback that I asked for them like ‘What 

are some areas that you need help in?’ So based on the feedback they needed help in the 17 

steps, yes...they also wanted help in words for them to use in their writing, so that’s why we 
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thought, ok it’s be good to have this set of phrases that they can learn and then they can also 

continue to use next year. 

 

 Mdm Sophia had discussed her students’ feedback with Ms Joan or possibly, even 

other Primary 5 teachers (“we thought”) and as a result, had decided to equip her students 

with language features for their present and future use. In preparing for the second lesson 

of Iteration 1, Ms Joan took into account her students’ feedback (on the online portal) 

about difficulties in memorising and using the 17-steps writing template. The teacher 

pointed out, “I think we realised the need to give them a little bit more scaffolding, so that 

was when this set of notes with the examples and the explanation came up.” Ms Joan too, 

mentioned that after examining her students’ feedback on the school portal, she had 

“discussed a little bit on what is important in writing” with other Primary 5 teachers and 

as a result, she could “see that some of their goals or aims actually vary” (post-lesson 

interview, August 6, 2018).  

 After the initial lesson of the second iteration, Ms Joan mentioned that a few 

students approached her in view of the written feedback she had provided on their story 

titled ‘Surprise’: “I can say that those who came to ask, maybe they could understand it 

better because I have children whom I give feedback, they ignore and write the same 

thing, either that or cancel it away, just omit it” (September 18, 2018). Clearly, the teacher 

believed that the students who engaged with the feedback were more likely to seek 

feedback in her class. 

 Other than explicit feedback from students, teachers seemed cognisant of their 

students’ learning in the classroom and responded accordingly. Mdm Sophia was able to 

elicit evidence of her students’ understanding of the 17-steps logical plotting framework 

in the third lesson of Iteration 1: “Because when I went through it and asked, you know I 

could see that they showed an understanding, quite visible lah” (post-lesson interview, 
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August 2, 2018). After her first lesson in the preliminary phase, Mdm Sophia admitted, 

“I didn’t really have the time to look through what they have written and discussed about 

it, so maybe I’ll do that at home tonight - look through what they have written” (July 4, 

2018). However, in the subsequent lesson, the teacher was able to gauge her students’ 

learning during the lesson and make necessary adjustments (post-lesson interview, July 

5, 2018): 

 

Ya, actually I asked them to do then after that, I went back to the slides to clarify certain parts 

because I realised some of them were stuck so I wanted them to have more confidence 

because I knew the first few, some of them were able to answer, so I was let’s go back and 

check the answer so that they would have more confidence to carry on.  

 

 Similarly, in her post-lesson interview after the first lesson of Iteration 2, Mdm 

Sophia diagnosed her students’ learning during the lesson. She was “pleasantly surprised 

when they were able to recall quite a bit of the 17 steps” but acknowledged that “recalling 

is one thing, whether they are able to use it effectively is another thing” (September 18, 

2018). After the second lesson of Iteration 2, the teacher noted the changes she had made 

during the lesson (September 19, 2018): 

 

From the responses, I actually had to modify the lesson a little bit because I wanted them to 

start planning but when I saw they were not able to identify, so I thought I will make them 

do it in class, so if they have any queries tomorrow they can ask me while they are planning. 

So, instead I used the phrases I went through and asked them to pick up those that they think 

they can use or want to try to memorise for further use.  

 

 Based on her students’ progress, Mdm Sophia decided to shift focus from planning 

the narrative to the use of phrases for their writing. In another instance, the “good 
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progress” of her student prompted Mdm Sophia’s decision to enhance his vocabulary in 

subsequent lesson/s. After the final lesson of the second iteration, Mdm Sophia observed 

that one of her students with speech difficulties had made a clear attempt to articulate his 

ideas (September 20, 2018): 

 

… but I think it’s very encouraging today because he didn’t just sleep. He started to want to 

try and want, although at some point I think it did feel quite embarrassing for him when he 

had to spell out and make the sounds. But actually the attempt, I think it’s a good progress 

for him, so maybe I’ll just prepare for him some common words that he can use.  

 

 Notably, Mdm Sophia “did feel quite embarrassing” when her student made an 

attempt to express himself though she lauded his effort. Diagnosing her students’ learning 

in the first lesson of the preliminary phase, Ms Joan pointed out, “I felt that some of the 

responses or the questions or the understanding of the video, I had to stop more to let 

them understand, to let them listen and look” (July 4, 2018). According to Ms Joan, the 

initial lesson of Iteration 1 was “more or less on track” (post-lesson interview, August 1, 

2018) and similarly, for the subsequent one, she had “sort of predicted here and there” 

(August 6, 2018). 

 Evidentially, Ms Joan monitored her students’ work as they engaged in activities 

individually or in groups and in one instance, she pointed out, “I didn’t manage to take a 

look at what the Japanese boy wrote” (post-lesson interview, August 7, 2018). In the first 

lesson of Iteration 1, Ms Joan decided to modify her questions after obtaining a sense that 

her students’ understanding of story writing was perhaps, more advanced than she had 

anticipated. She mentioned in her post-lesson interview (August 1, 2018): 
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I think I added in things after some of them gave me things. Like they were talking about 

twists and then I suddenly remembered yah, I talked to that girl about it so maybe you want 

to share, and it's more of a sudden thing and then like I asked them, “Which character’s 

perspective would you write the story from?” 

  

 Similarly, for the first lesson of Iteration 2, Ms Joan incorporated videos to scaffold 

her students’ writing given the evidence from the previous lesson (September 18, 2018): 

 

Because from the previous one when we showed the video and they were supposed to come 

up and talk about it or write the 17 steps, they were able to do it better because I think they 

could experience it, ya the video was helpful. So this time around we realised that perhaps 

giving them the video will help them in the compo, so that’s why the video. 

   

 In the above instance, Ms Joan took into account the factors, which had enabled her 

students’ learning performance in the previous lesson. Evidentially, both the teacher 

participants took note of the feedback conveyed by students, and also seemed cognisant 

of their students’ understanding and/or performance during the lesson largely based on 

their verbal or written responses, which provided implicit feedback to the teachers. 

Formative assessment in the two classrooms becomes evident - teachers interpreting 

evidence from student work and from interactions with students, and then making 

decisions as to the next steps in instruction (Black & Wiliam, 2009). What comes to the 

fore is how students’ feedback - both explicit and implicit - informs teachers’ pedagogical 

decision-making and these insights are incorporated in the revised conceptual framework, 

which pivots the present study (see Section 5.5). 
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5.3 Ad hoc or intentional decision-making? - “I just drew it out in a sense” 

Drawing on illustrative lesson excerpts from Ms Joan’s classroom I now attempt to 

problematise teachers’ decision-making in view of the rationale for her teaching decisions. 

Section 5.2 portrays a range of considerations, which informed the teacher participants’ 

planning and enactment in the classroom. However, it would be simplistic to assume that 

teachers’ considerations before and during the lesson are distinct and can be easily teased 

apart. Arguably, the bases of teachers’ pedagogical reasoning both before and during a 

lesson interrelate and perhaps, in complex ways. The complexity of teachers’ decision-

making is captured in Mdm Sophia’s assertion about “Plan B” when the proceedings in 

her classroom are somewhat unanticipated (teacher interview, April 3, 2018): 

 

When I plan I’m like, ok what are some of the questions I need to ask the kids or to check 

out if they have understood what I have said. Sometimes, you also have to plan what if this 

happens, you know you have to have some contingency plan also, some Plan B. Sometimes, 

when you do something and ‘Oh it doesn’t work’, on the spot you have to think of something, 

so there’s a lot of decision-making. 

 

 In relation to what the teacher intended to do prior to the lesson (‘Plan A’), the 

teacher’s “Plan B” in the classroom comes into play based on teachers’ uptake of student 

feedback, which combined with student uptake of teacher feedback recontextualises the 

tasks students engage with (see Section 4.4.4). Mdm Sophia’s reasoning as a teacher 

reflects Seedhouse’s (2005) observations: tasks as workplans i.e. what is supposed to 

happen in classrooms as students work pragmatically to achieve learning outcomes are 

different from tasks in progress i.e. what actually happens.  

 Given the focus on a collaborative intervention to surface teachers’ pedagogical 

reasoning in setting up and implementing tasks embedded with opportunities for student 
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feedback, I trace the nature and trajectory of Ms Joan’s pedagogical reasoning based on 

her frequent use of visual stimuli over the course of the lessons observed. Focusing on 

this consistent thread running through her lessons permits: 1) tapping into teachers’ 

pedagogical reasoning in employing strategies, which enable student feedback; and 2) 

bringing into focus teachers’ cognisance and articulation of their tacit pedagogical content 

knowledge. 

 Ms Joan frequently drew on the whiteboard to chart her students’ writing journey 

making their progress visible in terms of the writing skills acquired and what they needed 

to aim for. The teacher specifically employed illustrations to define performance criteria 

and exemplars, provide feedback on students’ previous and current performances, and 

showcase learning goals. I now focus on four lessons observed on July 5, August 6, 

August 7 and September 18 (2018) respectively, which offer glimpses of Ms Joan’s use 

of illustrations as a springboard for providing criterion-referenced feedback to her 

students. The rationale for the teacher’s decisions in using the strategy is largely obtained 

from the respective post-lesson interviews. 

 

Preliminary phase: Lesson 2 

Based on the thematic focus (‘An unforgettable incident’), Ms Joan’s students watch a 

video and do a worksheet activity (in groups). Before introducing 17 steps to generate 

ideas for writing a composition, the teacher provides feedback to her students: 

 

Some of your compositions are too short. Some of your compositions to put it bluntly are too 

boring. You are not able to give me things that are out of the ordinary, which I always want 

you to give. It is not so simple as ‘just oh go hiking’ - in this story - ‘go hiking, then I got 

lost, then the rescuers come and help me and full stop, four paragraphs done’. In between can 

you realise or do you realise A.? Do you realise that there are a lot of things that’s happening 
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here and there? ((Student A. says, “Ya.”)) There’s a lot of, it’s like a roller-coaster ride. Go 

for, go for, go to have a height, go up then suddenly cut the hand then go down again. So it’s 

like up and down, and up and down seeing the wild ball goes up again. So I want you to 

imagine as you are writing your stories now and next time, how you can make the readers or 

viewer ((Teacher switches to classroom management)) 

  

 To help her students understand the nuances, which qualify a composition as “out 

of the ordinary,” Ms Joan conjures up images of a “roller-coaster ride” in her students’ 

minds, drawing out the recommended “up and down” design in writing stories. In 

consolidating the lesson focus, the teacher leverages on a visual representation (Figure 

20): 

 

Figure 20  

Ms Joan’s ‘Mountain Range’ Illustration 

 

 
 While drawing on the whiteboard, Ms Joan provides feedback to her students about 

their writing journey and what they should be aiming for: 

 

So what I want you to think about from now is you are creating a story not only with one 

story mountain. You can have multiple humps in the sense yes I will still start - I mentioned 

to you at the start of the year - remember I drew this at the start of the year. ((T draws a 

mountain peak)) Now as you slowly progress towards your end of the Primary 5 year and 

then Primary 6, what I want you to think about is this - like that ((T draws a mountain range)) 
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so this is like a mountain range already. So this particular point there might be something 

that’s very exciting that you want to hook your readers before you reach your house ((T draws 

a house at the end of the mountain range)).  

 

 The teacher then reiterates “the different humps of exciting points in the story” for 

students to think about in writing their stories as she dots the mountain peaks with tiny 

cross marks. In her post-lesson interview, the teacher mentions:  

 

I hope, because as I have mentioned, and I think you have heard at Primary 5 level, so if it’s 

just like, ‘ok at a park, a jungle, fall then cry or people sick’ so trying a little different ways 

to see whether we can get them to have more interesting stories and not so straightforward 

to the point. 

 

 The teacher also points out the rationale for depicting the mountain range on the 

whiteboard: “Just now … because I forgot about the helicopter coming ((Teacher refers 

to the video)) so that was another climax for them, and that led me to drawing the 

mountain range out.” Overall, students in Classroom J have the space to “imagine” their 

own writing in relation to the clear objectives stated by their teacher. 

 

Prototyping phase: Iteration 1, Lesson 2 

In this lesson, Ms Joan equips her students with a mnemonic device for the 17-steps 

logical plotting framework - an acronym, which she explicates in relation to the ‘story 

mountain’ that she has drawn on the whiteboard (Figure 21).  
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Figure 21 

17-steps Logical Plotting Framework: The ‘Story Mountain’ and Acronym 

  
  

 Using the acronym as a reference point, classroom participants then talk about the 

different parts of a ‘story mountain’. Further into the lesson, the teacher draws again to 

help her students identify some common flaws in their writing. She uses a ‘big head, small 

body’ figure to show that her students tend to pay far less attention to the ‘body’ of their 

story as compared to the ‘head’ (Figure 22). 

 

Figure 22 

The ‘Big Head, Small Body’ Illustration 

 

  

 Ms Joan’s illustration immediately triggers a response from one student who 

attributes his disproportionate writing to time constraints. The teacher takes up her 

student’s feedback and uses her whiteboard drawing to highlight the issue (Extract 11). 
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Extract 11. 

1 Teacher:  Listen! I mentioned at the start of the term, of the year that you’ll

   have a big head, big head, small body and even smaller legs. 

   ((Teacher draws on the whiteboard)) 

2 Student 1:  Not enough time to write! 

3 Teacher:  Because not enough time to write. So you tell me everything in 

   the, in  the head, then the body no time, at the bottom no time not 

   even put on the shoes. ((Teacher traces the shape with her  

   fingers; students laugh)) No time to end your story. 

4 Student 2:  Ms Joan it looks like a flash bulb. 

5 Student 3:  Ya light bulb. 

6 Student 1:  It looks like a light bulb. 

 

Weaving in the analogy offered by her students, Ms Joan draws a contrasting ‘light bulb’ 

to depict how students need to target a more proportionate distribution of content in their 

narrative (Figure 23). 

 

Figure 23  

The Recommended ‘Light Bulb’ Illustration 

 

 

 Arguably, the contrasting figures on the whiteboard help the teacher to provide 

feedback effortlessly, in view of the visible performance criteria and learning goals. As 
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Extract 12 shows, Ms Joan’s students have the opportunity to pictorially grasp what they 

should ideally aim for in their narrative writing and are quick to acknowledge when their 

teacher changes the ‘smiley’ face in the previous figure to a ‘sad’ one, indicating her 

disapproval of ‘big head, small legs’ (Figure 22). 

 

Extract 12. 

1 Teacher:  I don’t, I don’t want to have, I want at least more proportionate 

   ok your light bulb - can have the details at the bottom here also. 

   And then it got legs can wear shoes. It can grow your hands 

   before you have your light bulb here. ((Teacher draws on the 

   whiteboard)) 

2  Students:  ((Teacher changes the previous light bulb from ‘smiley’ to ‘sad’ 

   face)) Yay! 

3 Student 1:  Then like the head very heavy. 

4 Teacher:  Very heavy ya why can’t you have improve? You have tried to 

   make your head not so big literally also ((Students laugh)) - don’t 

   be big headed, don’t have to be big headed la. Ok so then it’s 

   more proportionate in your story. Ok because normally the bulk 

   of the story is not in the introduction ok? With the 17 steps, you 

   should be able to see how you can better align or move your head 

   a little bit to your body and your, and your ending. Clear? J. Yes? 

5 Student 2: (Push down) 

6 Teacher: Ya just ya push it down a little bit. Ok?  
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In the later part of the lesson, the teacher highlights the need for students to beef up their 

content in relation to the plot structure based on the given framework. When asked 

whether her ‘big head, small body’ drawing was planned or impromptu, Ms Joan 

explained (teacher interview, November 30, 2018): 

 
Yeah, I remember that. I forgot whether it was planned or not. I remember drawing it on the 

side of the board, so maybe no because it’s not the main one so maybe I just want to let them 

see. I might have talked about it in previous lessons using my hands, but maybe when I was 

talking about it, I just drew it out.  

 

 Ms Joan’s reasoning in the above instance suggests that teachers in general 

may not easily be able to define the bases of their teaching decisions, which is 

possibly, a complex permutation of both deliberate and spontaneous decision-

making. Ms Joan further highlighted that she had intended for her students “to look 

at it and know here they are” thus, alluding to her use of the visual stimulus as a 

source of feedback for her students. As detailed ahead in this section, Ms Joan was 

aware of the element of humour in her drawings, which potentially, helped her 

students to remember the feedback given. 

 

Prototyping phase: Iteration 1, Lesson 3 

Ms Joan instructs her students to plan a story in the given template based on the 17-steps 

logical plotting framework. Additionally, students are required to use other previously 

learnt strategies such as the picture series technique and ‘Show Don’t Tell’ for their 

planning, and a number of student queries surface in this regard. A few students inquire 

about the more conceptual aspects of the task such as incorporating the ‘problem’ in a 

story themed on a ‘good surprise’. Gauging her students’ difficulties in grasping the task 

requirements, Ms Joan shares the thought processes of the Primary 5 teachers in designing 
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the template. She encourages her students to exercise greater flexibility in negotiating 

their story planning: 

 

Ok let me just state. You know when the teachers were doing it, we were trying this out. We, 

not all of us, started off from the start. We started from the start then we went to the main, to 

the climax as in what we want the readers to be hooked on to. Then we just two and fro, to 

and fro. ((Teacher gestures with her hands)) That means we don’t start bit by bit like that 

((Teacher points to the worksheet)) so in the planning is also the same.  

 

  The teacher then extends her verbal explanation with an illustration of the 

‘story mountain’ on the whiteboard (Figure 24). 

 
 
Figure 24 

Proceeding with the ‘Story Mountain' 

 

 

 Ms Joan gives her students strategic feedback about focusing on “the most 

exciting part” of their story first and then filling in other relevant details: 

 

Let’s say if you are going to relate this to your story mountain and we have grouped all the 

17 steps within right, remember? You can have your own climax – what’s the most exciting 

part – then you decide on your characters. So you can do this first ((1)), you can do this 

second ((2)) and so on and so forth. So it’s a, some more you have your template now. 
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 In her post-lesson interview, Ms Joan observed the challenges her students 

encountered owing to lack of familiarity with the writing template and their 

oversimplification of the theme: 

 

Some of them were struggling still because they are still not very used to the 17 steps because 

the surprise is basically a very general theme. It is very simple and in their view, it’s just ‘I 

get a gift, oh happy and that’s it’. They can’t develop the story that’s why I want them to 

really think. 

 

 I inquired about giving students the option to write the part of the story they felt 

most comfortable with, to which the teacher replied, “I think they normally follow a very 

linear, even the story mountain from Primary 2, 3, 4 is just I have to have my intro then 

so on.” Referring to her explanation and illustration of non-linear story writing, Ms Joan 

mentioned how they had “tried it out as a department for English” but because they “did 

it on computer so it’s easier.” However, Ms Joan did not state that she had deliberately 

planned to highlight this aspect during the lesson. 

 

Prototyping phase: Iteration 2, Lesson 1 

The recurring theme of narrative writing based on ‘story mountains’ emerges when Ms 

Joan teaches her students a few important steps in the logical plotting framework. As 

Figure 25 indicates, Ms Joan traces her students’ writing progress over their primary 

school years by making elaborate use of drawings on the whiteboard. 
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Figure 25 

Ms Joan’s ‘Story Mountains’ Illustration 

 

 

 As detailed earlier (see Section 4.4.3), Ms Joan’s verbal explanation focuses on 

enabling her students to ‘see’ their present performance in relation to their previous 

performances. For instance, in Primary 4, students are generally expected to achieve ‘1’ 

in terms of their story progression. However, the teacher notes that ‘2’ describes the 

present performance of most students with a few whose problematic story structures 

resemble ‘3’ or ‘4’. She portrays how ‘5’ represents what they should ideally target, 

making a slow start (‘6’) if need be, and then advancing gradually. 

 After the lesson, I specifically asked Ms Joan if she had pre-conceived the drawings 

of the ‘story mountains’ or had thought of the same in class. The teacher responded: 

 

I wrote that before you came ah, so they were having recess and I was there because I wanted 

to talk about the flat plot. Because for the previous compo, I mentioned to them it’s like a 

heartbeat and some of you are dead already, ya then they laughed. So, that’s how they 

remember, so I was like ok just show it to them. It’s the same thing like the big head, small 

body. 

  

 Interestingly, Ms Joan’s decision to incorporate the ‘story mountains’ had been 

made just before the lesson while giving her students feedback on a previous composition. 
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Sensing the humorous appeal of the analogy, she had decided to sustain the “heartbeat” 

pattern to depict story structures to make the point to her students that “some of you are 

dead.” As described earlier in the section, the teacher’s decision to showcase issues in her 

students’ narrative writing based on ‘big head, small body,’ was also based on Ms Joan’s 

reasoning that her students were more likely to remember something which can make 

them laugh. 

 Reflecting on her explanation and illustration of the ‘story mountains’ or plot 

structures in this particular lesson, Ms Joan stated the spontaneity of her pedagogical 

decision in her final interview (30 November, 2018): 

 

I thought that using a visual...because actually the first one that they see the normal mountain 

is quite common in our worksheets as in in maybe Primary 3 or 4, they see the worksheets 

because as a school we teach it as a plot structure, but after marking their work and so, this 

wasn’t planned, so it was impromptu to display this on the board, though I’ve been telling 

them verbally that maybe their introduction is very long and things like that. Perhaps what 

sparked me was the first mountain and then subsequently what I told them was what was to 

be done, the five peaks one and thereafter, when I continued saying, I just drew it out in a 

sense. I thought that that was good to let the children have a visual stimulus so that they can 

see it very well. 

 

 Based on the above, Ms Joan decided to illustrate her verbal explanation of the 

‘story mountains’ in the moment, “sparked” by the initial mountain peak she had drawn, 

and the remaining - she “just drew it out in a sense.” However, in her post-lesson 

interview, the teacher mentioned that she had decided to draw the plot structures after 

conversing with her students just before the lesson and had decided to sustain the 

“heartbeat” pattern for her explanation of narrative writing. Again, it is interesting to 

consider whether the initial mountain peak in this case, was a product of her planning 
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just before the lesson and the remaining peaks, which the teacher drew one after the other 

resulted from a decision made on the spot.  

 Notably, Ms Joan made considerable use of visual stimuli in her lessons but over 

the course of our collaborative sessions or interviews, she did not focus on deliberately 

employing the strategy for any of her lessons. Seemingly, teachers themselves may not 

be able to easily pin down whether a particular teaching decision is entirely situational, 

intentionally conceived prior to the lesson, or perhaps, a complex permutation of both 

deliberate and ad hoc decision-making. Given the complexity of teachers’ ‘ladling’ or 

pedagogical reasoning, ‘ladling differently’ to incorporate more space for student 

feedback is inevitably fraught with specific issues, based on which insights can be drawn. 

 

 

5.4 Space for student feedback: Teacher pedagogical reasoning in ‘ladling 

differently’ 

I now focus on how teachers’ pre-lesson and in class decision-making comes into play 

when they attempt to open up space for student feedback, which constitutes the focus of 

the collaborative intervention in the present study. The two collaborative sessions prior 

to Iteration 1 and 2 respectively, permitted the space to explore how teachers deliberate 

at the lesson planning stage, and reflect on their decision-making in class given a focus 

on student feedback. Based on teachers’ attempts to “ladle differently” (Pollock, 2012, p. 

14), some key themes emerge, as detailed below. 

 

5.4.1 Student feedback online: “Must it be talk?” 

Given the research focus, the collaborative work with teachers centred on enabling 

teachers to create more opportunities for students’ feedback via verbal interactions in the 
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classroom and in relation to the tasks students engage in. How student feedback can be 

elicited became one of the key aspects of our conversations over the course of our 

collaborative sessions (July-September 2018), which primarily included teachers’ video 

reflection and planning for upcoming lessons. Notably, both the teachers foregrounded 

the value of eliciting students’ feedback online, which is succinctly captured in Mdm 

Sophia’s query: “Must it be talk?” The teacher then explained, “Because our domain is 

SLS (Student Learning Space) because they give feedback online, because my talk are all 

online, which you don’t see in the video.” Subsequently she elaborated (collaborative 

session, July 17, 2018): 

 

Actually it helps to save time but at the same time we get to capture pupils’ ah opinions 

whatever they need to talk to us. And some pupils who, will be more comfortable because it 

is offline, they don’t see you and they still manage to tell you what is in their mind so it helps 

in that sense. And if we do it ah while, while everything is going on actually we can give 

them feedback at the same time. 

 

 Clearly, Mdm Sophia was convinced about how online feedback saves time, draws 

out reticent students, enables provision of feedback in real time, and ensures greater class 

participation. Prior to her explicit reasoning about students documenting their feedback 

online, she had mentioned, “…we will put some platforms for them to give feedback,” 

and Ms Joan inquired about the ‘platforms’ she was referring to. Similarly, during the 

second collaborative session (July 24, 2018), Ms Joan highlighted, “My school’s take is 

we want to put it sort of like a package online.” She then noted that for the subsequent 

lesson/s, she would use a video and her students would type out the answers online. I 

suggested leveraging on the online platform to elicit evidence of students’ learning in 

relation to the focus of the ‘Writing Module’ and that it might be useful to give students 
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some space to talk about their learning in the classroom. Ms Joan then reasoned as 

follows: 

 

I extract the thing (student feedback online), I do my ‘Padlet’ (school-based online platform) 

everything online right. But I will do it and I will show this is what you’ll have been discussing but 

it’s because I could get all the information all in when they were typing in rather than I only have 

five hands up. 

  

 Understandably, Ms Joan planned to avail of the affordances of the online platform 

to ensure greater student participation. In the same session (July 24, 2018), the teachers 

also contemplated using ‘Google Forms’ for implementing the ‘K-W-L’ strategy prior to 

introducing the thematic focus (‘Surprise’) in their next lesson: what students ‘Know’, 

what students ‘Want’ to know, and what students have ‘Learnt’. In response to my 

suggestion to give students the space to provide some open-ended responses besides the 

‘Yes/No’ categories, Ms Joan replied, “You want some scale questions so that they don’t 

feel so intimidated.” Over the course of our collaborative session, I focused on how the 

teacher in the classroom is able to stimulate students’ thinking about their learning, and 

can probe deeper to identify specific issues about students’ understanding or performance 

on the task - aspects which are visibly absent when students merely document their 

feedback online through platforms such as ‘Google Forms’ without any follow-up in the 

classroom.  

 Subsequently, Ms Joan conducted her initial lesson of the first iteration in the 

computer laboratory where students were required to access their school-based online 

platform, ‘Student Learning Space’ (SLS). Ms Joan’s students provide their feedback on 

‘Google Forms’ based on their teacher’s instruction, “I want to hear from you online.” 

The teacher recapitulates the writing strategies they have learnt earlier: picture-series 
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technique, ‘Show Don’t Tell’ and the 17-steps logical plotting framework. Students’ 

online task involves two parts: 1) ‘Consolidation, Feedback and Reflection for Writing 

Narratives’; and 2) ‘Let’s comment on these sample narratives' (Figure 26). 

 

Figure 26 

Elicitation of Student Feedback Online 

 

  

 Throughout the lesson, Ms Joan activates prior learning of the writing strategies and 

reminds her students to give their “honest feedback” and to “be responsible online.” She 

tells her students that the first part in which they provide feedback is “important” based 

on which they would engage in some reflection. For the second part, the teacher instructs,  

 

Look at your friends’ responses. If you want to add on other responses, like what we do for 

debate, you can add on. Read through the examples, tell me how you feel, put plus sign and 

comment why do you think it is good. And if there are things you think it can be improved 

on, why? What is it? 

  

 About ten minutes before the lesson ends, Ms Joan opens up space for her 

students to examine their online feedback and consolidate their understanding of 

narrative writing: 
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I want to hear from you’ll ok for some questions we did. Some of you were asking what 

makes a piece of good narrative. Ok this is a summary of what you have sort of voted. Let’s 

take a look what is important in a good piece of narrative … 

 

 A teacher-led discussion ensues in which students offer their views about writing 

narratives and occasionally, justify their responses or disagree with their classmates’ 

opinions. Notably, in the subsequent lesson, Ms Joan refers back to the feedback her 

students had provided earlier on ‘Google Forms,’ as she tries to gauge her students’ 

confidence in using the 17-steps logical plotting framework: 

  
Some of you were asking. Put down your hands. So in your Google Forms you mentioned 

‘we are so confused about 17 steps, Ms Joan can you please repeat, can you please teach us 

more, can you please re ((incomplete word)) repeat and give us something easier to 

remember?’ Some of you asked whether is it necessary to have 17 steps and I answered that 

question already. And so ok this is something for you to fall back on when you are writing.  

  

 The teacher then draws her students’ attention to her whiteboard illustration of the 

‘story mountain’ as well as an acronym, which she has devised to enable her students to 

memorise the 17 steps of the framework in response to her students’ confusion about 

remembering and using the same, which they had documented online. 

 Teachers’ reasoning about online student feedback also surfaced in the third 

collaborative session prior to the second iteration (August 14, 2018) when Ms Joan 

pointed out, “Because online, you can see it.” With reference to my input about enabling 

students’ confidence by giving them the space to speak up in class, Mdm Sophia reasoned: 

 

That’s why I think the online platform is also a good platform for people who are like that 

((lacking in confidence)) to express themselves, and then there could be a lot of all this, you 
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know, as in to and fro, they do that. Myself also sometimes, I don’t talk to a person face-to-

face but I do communicate. 

 

 In addition to the obvious affordances of the online platform, Mdm Sophia’s 

personal preferences for communication also seemed to inform her decisions about the 

opportunities for her students to seek, receive and use feedback. Drawing on her own 

teaching experience, Ms Joan rationalised, “Those who are raising hands, are the vocal 

ones, the quiet ones are still quiet.” She then added, ‘Online they will do it because they 

have access to the internet at home and they will do it almost immediately.” Clearly, the 

teachers felt that the numerical strength and willingness of their students to give feedback 

in the physical setting of the classroom did not compare well to their students’ online 

readiness in providing feedback. 

 Besides the teachers’ recurring focus on eliciting student feedback online, it may be 

noted that other feedback platforms were available to students particularly, in Classroom 

J. For instance, Ms Joan’s students could avail of the option to communicate their 

feedback to their teacher via the ‘letter box’ – a pink tray on the teacher’s desk in which 

students could ‘post’ their queries. Referring to this system of class communication, the 

teacher joked that her students dare not tell her that they had not enjoyed the lesson. Also, 

the students in Classroom J and their teacher frequently communicated via their 

‘WhatsApp’ group chat, which was mentioned in a few instances during the lessons 

observed. Again, for both the teachers, conversing with students during their recess time 

was not uncommon. 

 In view of the competing contexts through which the teachers could elicit evidence 

of their students’ learning particularly, the online platform, the teachers’ occasional 

resistance to further exploring the space for student feedback in their classroom is 

understandable. To accommodate the participating teachers’ reasoning about their 
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practice, I often relied on surfacing the theoretical bases of the “ability to react to the 

learning during the learning,” which constitutes the premise of in-lesson verbal feedback 

(Hattie, 2019, p. 96). Besides feedback in the moment between the teacher and student, I 

also highlighted how activating students as resources for one other in the classroom moves 

learning forward (Wiliam, 2006). The next section focuses on enabling participatory 

structures, which potentially, open up space for peer feedback. 

 

5.4.2 Difficulties with group work: “Need to go around and tell them” 

Lesson observations in both Classroom S and Classroom J show modest evidence of 

students working in pairs or groups, with obvious implications for peer feedback. These 

observations are pertinent given the focus on collaborating with teachers to create more 

space for students to provide feedback to their teachers, peers and themselves. Chapter 6 

details the extent and nature of student and teacher feedback in whole class settings, and 

as students work individually or in groups. Section 4.4.3 portrays how students are able 

to generate feedback for themselves, which may remain implicit in the classroom. 

Notably, over the course of the collaborative sessions, the two teachers primarily focused 

on student feedback explicitly conveyed to the teacher rather than students producing 

feedback for their peers or themselves. 

 The challenges of encouraging students to work in groups become evident when Ms 

Joan shared (teacher interview, March 27, 2018): 

  

I think when I walk around and if I see a few of them are asking the same questions then I 

feel the questions are not clear enough so I will have to rephrase and they say ‘oh ok’ and 

continue and I mean there are certain children who are a bit lost, like lost sheep and when I 

group them or pair them, I will try to group them with someone that can give them support. 
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 Clearly, Ms Joan monitored her students’ work and scaffolded their understanding 

by regrouping the “lost sheep” in her classroom. Referring to the nature of students’ group 

work in her classroom, Ms Joan admitted, “At the start, it’s very individualistic and when 

they get together they have their own ideas and they quarrel” (teacher interview, August 

21, 2018). 

 Mdm Sophia too, acknowledged the difficulties of group work after the first lesson 

of the preliminary phase (July 4, 2018): “I can see that some of them, they know what is 

going on, but I’m not too sure this group or class may not really like discussion, they 

rather do it on their own.”   

 Evidentially, the challenges of group participatory structures were more pronounced 

in Classroom S. In the second lesson of the initial iteration, Mdm Sophia’s students work 

in groups of four to discuss the surprises they may have experienced, classifying the same 

as a ‘good surprise’ or a ‘bad surprise’. Approaching a group of students who were 

encountering difficulties working with one another, Mdm Sophia expresses her 

disappointment: 

 

So there’s only one surprise? How about the rest of you? Quickly share your surprises. That 

is why I don’t like you’ll to do group work. Because you’ll are not putting in effort. You are 

just depending on one person. 

 

 A number of students opted to simply copy the ‘surprise’ shared by their peers rather 

than sharing with one another, which their teacher attributes to “not putting in effort” as 

she monitors their work. Earlier in the lesson, Mdm Sophia rebuked a group of students: 

“That’s why it’s a group thing!” On this particular occasion, her students seemed 

confused about squeezing in their individual contributions on the blank sheet of paper. 

Understandably, one student complained, “The time is so fast!” Difficulties with group 
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work persist throughout the lesson, and Mdm Sophia’s reasoning becomes apparent when 

she tells a group of students: “The next time you all are going to do everything by 

yourself. No more group work for you.” Subsequently, she finds another group of students 

who are reluctant to communicate with their group members, and the teacher emphasises 

what working in a group entails: 

 

If you don’t know what is your job in the group? Don’t you want to know? What should you 

do if you don’t have the information? Ask right? Ask as much information as possible. That’s 

why I ask you to get in groups so that you can ask, so that you can talk. Understand? 

Understand? 

 

 In this instance, Mdm Sophia emphasises the point of group work: “… so that you 

can talk” in response to her students’ obvious reluctance in sharing information. The 

issues with group work in Classroom S and the teacher’s obvious frustration with the 

same cropped up during a collaborative session with the teachers (August 14, 2018). Mdm 

Sophia pointed out her rationale for refraining from planning for group work in her class: 

“You also need to go around and tell them because if not, the time that you spend, you 

set aside, it’s not fruitful.” She explained further, “They will sit together, they will talk, 

they will while their time.” Notably, Ms Joan totally agreed with her colleague’s 

viewpoint: 

 

Sometimes they will just like wait eh, wait for people to. In my class also have, they wait for 

the more, the better, the better children to do. And the, the trick is they really know - they 

know that this person can draw, this person can do one, this person can talk that kind. So 

they know whom to arrow so then I can just wait and this person will talk. 
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 Given her students’ “trick,” Ms Joan would typically, invite her students to first 

share individually: “Ya so every time let’s say I want them, I want them to share, all of 

them will be the individual first, then you come together if not, it will not happen.” I 

pointed out to the teachers that during their focus group discussions (FGDs), students had 

mentioned that they prefer group work as it enabled them to share ideas but that they did 

not necessarily like pair work. Mdm Sophia attributed their preference to their lack of 

confidence: “I feel that they say they like group work because they get the support from 

one another. Because they don’t have the confidence, so once somebody, they are not 

sure, they can ask their friends.” 

 Arguably, the teachers’ reasoning about group work had implications for their 

lesson planning in terms of the participatory structures available to students to interact 

with one another and provide feedback to their classmates. In Classroom J, students 

occasionally offered feedback to their classmates over the course of teacher-led whole 

class discussions. Unsurprisingly, in both the classrooms, feedback and uptake was most 

evident between the teacher and student (see Section 4.4.1). Also, based on students’ 

video reflection, students had some opportunities to internally generate feedback for 

themselves (see Section 4.4.3), which was not always evident to other classroom 

participants. Arguably, the challenges of group work in Classroom S and Classroom J 

perhaps, relate to teachers’ focus on their students’ abilities and attitudes to learning (see 

Section 5.2.1). Again, teachers’ focus on the need to align with the school’s curricular 

requirements and the content of the ‘Writing Module’ seemingly made the teachers less 

cognisant of the potential of their pedagogical repertoires, which constitutes the focus of 

the following section.  
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5.4.3 Adherence to content: “But I think the intent is” 

Over the course of the interviews and collaborative sessions, the two teachers tended to 

focus more on the content of the school-based ‘Writing Module’ resource package rather 

than their instructional repertoires in equipping their students with writing skills. During 

her initial interview, Mdm Sophia described the ‘Writing Module’ as “very extensive” 

and “all-encompassing” and which “is open and up to the discretion of the teacher” (April 

3, 2018). Ms Joan found the writing package useful because “in each package there are 

writing and readings and idea generation kind of activities” but admitted that “most of 

things inside, though doable are still a bit challenging” (teacher interview, March 27, 

2018). 

 Specifically, during a collaborative session (August 14, 2018), the teachers and I 

conversed about the ‘Writing Module’ themed ‘Surprise’. One of the recommended 

learning activities required students to share the surprises they have experienced, and 

classify the same into two categories: ‘good’ and ‘bad’. Earlier in their respective lessons 

(Iteration 1, Lesson 2), the teachers helped their students understand how a surprise, 

which is ‘good’ for one person may be ‘bad’ for another. A student in Classroom S 

highlights receiving soccer boots on his birthday as a ‘good’ surprise and Mdm Sophia 

draws her student’s attention to other possibilities (Extract 13): 

 

Extract 13. 

1 Student:  My parents buy for me a soccer boots and soccer ball for my 

   birthday. 

2  Teacher:  So is it under good or bad surprise?  

3 Student:  Good. 
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4 Teacher:  Good surprise. Maybe not necessarily maybe that’s not what he 

   wanted. So it could be something bad. Right?  

5  Student: He don’t have soccer balls. 

6  Teacher: You are assuming but don’t mean it’s always a good surprise  

   when people buy something for you right? 

 

To enable her students’ understanding, Mdm Sophia directly refutes stereotypical notions 

about ‘surprise’ while in Classroom J, the teacher’s planned surprise helps to make the 

point about the contextual nature of surprises. Ms Joan announced the ‘results’ based on 

the Head of Department’s random checking of students’ files: Ms Joan’s teaching duties 

had been swapped with another Primary 5 teacher and she would not be teaching them 

with effect from the subsequent term. The majority of the students vehemently oppose 

the idea after which their teacher surprises them: “I am teasing!” Students express relief 

and Ms Joan joked that hopefully, her students considered the surprise a ‘good’ one. 

 Having learnt about how a given surprise may be both ‘good’ and ‘bad’ depending 

on the context, some students experience difficulties in categorising the surprises during 

their group work. In Classroom S, the teacher assists students throughout the lesson for 

instance, “Ok so four (‘Surprises’) – if you don’t have space there, then if all four falls 

under ‘bad’ then you can cancel the ‘good’ and write ‘bad’. On numerous occasions, Mdm 

Sophia scaffolds her students’ understanding with questions such as: So is this a surprise? 

Why do you consider this a surprise? Ok so do you put that under ‘good’ or ‘bad’ surprise? 

The teacher herself is surprised when a student describes being assigned homework as a 

‘surprise’ and Mdm Sophia responds: “You mean you never expect any homework in 

your life?” About two-thirds into the lesson, the teacher gauges that her students’ issue is 

a more fundamental one: “Some of you may not have got the meaning of the word 
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surprise.” Prior to her assertion, she had explained to a group of students: “Surely, there 

are some other kinds of surprises you have already experienced right? Something 

unexpected. You mean everything that happens in your life is all as you expected?” A 

student approaches Mdm Sophia with an issue: “I don’t know how to write.” Another 

student finds his teacher peering over their group work and he offers an explanation: “Do 

the bad ah, good first?” Students frequently seek feedback about the task requirements 

throughout the lesson and interestingly, Mdm Sophia persists with the content focus 

outlined in the ‘Writing Module’.  

 Over the course of a collaborative session (August 14, 2018), I pointed out how the 

watertight classification of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ surprises outlined in the resource package 

had possibly, shaped students’ understanding of the thematic focus. We considered the 

option of students sharing and documenting the surprises they had experienced minus the 

two prescribed categories. Mdm Sophia reasoned, “But I think the intent is for the 

children to, when they unpack those surprises not to think of those surprises as happy 

things, that’s why we have these two columns right - ‘good’ and ‘bad’. Clearly, the 

teacher seemed focused on the ‘intent’ of the given content and was convinced of the 

benefits of adhering to the pre-determined categories in line with her enactment in the 

classroom.  

 Specifically, in the context of Daisy Primary School, the ‘Writing Module’ was a 

given in the sense that Primary 5 teachers hoped to ensure that every class had the 

opportunity to uniformly avail of the school-based writing resources (Mdm Sophia, 

teacher interview, April 3, 2018): 

 

Teachers do share their experiences and before we decide on what and how we are going to 

teach this module, because we wanted to have something consistent also, so that the children 

will not say, oh I have been shortchanged by this teacher, so everybody has got this and 
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when they actually sit for the test, they know that I can actually use all the skills that my 

teacher has taught me so it is not something that this teacher didn’t do and then, we do not 

want this comparison. 

         

The need to ensure that no particular Primary 5 class was “shortchanged” also helps 

to explain the participating teachers’ focus on the content of the ‘Writing Module’ 

resource package and had obvious implications for our collaboration focused on teachers’ 

pedagogical reasoning. Again, teachers felt the need to align their lesson planning with 

the decisions made in the EL Professional Learning Team (PLT) meetings in school. 

Moreover, in this case, students’ progress on the writing modules had implications for 

Primary 5 students’ performance both in the school-based semestral tests and the high-

stakes Primary School Leaving Examination (PSLE) examination the following year even 

though Mdm Sophia claimed that “you don’t just teach for national exam” (teacher 

interview, April 3, 2018). 

 These insights constitute one of the key observations about working with the 

participating teachers in the prototyping phase. Given the intervention focus on enabling 

teachers to ‘ladle differently’ i.e. surfacing teachers’ pedagogical reasoning to incorporate 

more space for student feedback, I attempted to focus our conversations more on the 

teachers’ pedagogical reasoning or ‘ladling’ in setting up and implementing tasks. For the 

purposes of the study, teachers cognisance of their own ‘ladling’ was arguably, a pre-

requisite to exploring the pedagogical bases of ‘ladling differently’ i.e. creating more 

space for student feedback.  

 From a researcher’s perspective, the teacher’s alignment with the school’s curricular 

content occasionally, made the teachers less cognisant of the potential of their own 

‘ladling’ in equipping students with the designated writing skills. Based on these insights, 

and drawing on my emerging understandings about the complexity of teachers’ decision-
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making, and how it is informed by student feedback - both explicit and implicit (see 

sections 5.2.2 and 5.3), I was prompted to reconsider the conceptual framework based on 

my initial revision, as presented below. 

 

 

5.5 Revised conceptual framework:  

Feedback loop, task (re)design, and the instructional core 

I now detail the second revision to the conceptual framework, which usefully combines 

the feedback loop and task (re)design (see Section 4.5) as well as the instructional core 

(City et al., 2011), and forms the guiding focus of the present collaborative intervention. 

Emanating largely from my collaborative work with teachers, I found it necessary to 

account for how the subject matter comes into play in terms of surfacing teachers’ 

pedagogical reasoning about (re)designing tasks focused on student feedback. 

Additionally, to better portray the complex process of teachers’ pedagogical decision-

making, I needed to showcase how teachers’ pre-lesson and in class decision-making 

relates to students’ explicit feedback and their understanding and/or performance on the 

task. 

 The intervention is undergirded by the argument that feedback interactions between 

the teacher (T) and student (S) in relation to the subject matter (SM) are based on the 

tasks students engage in and the teacher’s pedagogical reasoning (PR) comes into play in 

(re)designing tasks (Figure 27). As illustrated above (see Section 5.4.3), what surfaced 

was the teachers’ greater focus on the content (SM) and its role in ascertaining what 

students do on the task. The broken red line linking ‘Task’ and ‘SM’ or subject matter 

indicates the content in relation to the task where arguably, the teacher participants often 

situated their focus. 
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Figure 27 

The Intervention: Instructional Core (City et al., 2011) 

 

 Our conversations as a triad and the lesson observations in both classrooms 

indicated to me that the participating teachers tended to consider the language resources 

and the prescribed activities as the primary determinants of how the ‘Writing Module’ 

task would unfold in their classroom. These insights served to inform the bases of my 

collaborative work with teachers: enabling teachers to ‘see’ how their ‘ladling’ comes 

into play in task (re)design. Based on these premises, I now reconsider the conceptual 

framework I had revised earlier (Figure 28) to reflect how the implementation of the task 

is intertwined with the feedback loop of classroom participants’ feedback and uptake (see 

Section 4.5).  
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Figure 28  

Revised Conceptual Framework: Feedback Loop and Task (Re)design 

 

Note. This figure represents task (re)design intertwined with the cyclical loop of feedback and uptake by 

student/s (S) and teacher (T). It depicts teacher pedagogical reasoning in tandem with student 

understanding and/or performance on the task, and teacher/student feedback and uptake. It also portrays 

mutually informing teacher/student beliefs and feedback practices, which (re)design the task as set up. 

   
  

 Figure 29 depicts the present revision, which incorporates the feedback loop 

intertwined with task (re)design mapped on to the instructional core. The two circular 

arrows (outside the triangle) represent the feedback loop of the student (S) and teacher’s 

(T) feedback (F) and uptake (U).6 Effectively, teachers engaging students in the subject 

matter (SM) based on the task comes into the picture with reference to the feedback loop 

and task (re)contextualisation. The broken black line linking ‘Set-up’ and ‘Task 

Re(design)’ denotes the teacher’s pedagogical decision-making about the task as intended 

and as students engage with it in the classroom. The teacher’s pedagogical reasoning or 

decision-making works in tandem with students’ understanding and/or performance on 

 
6 The sizes of the circular arrows (both outside and inside the triangle) in Figure 10 are varied for 
presentation purposes only, and do not have a bearing on the interpretation of the framework. 
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the task, and the latter is indicated by the broken green line connecting student/s (S) and 

‘Task (Re)design’.  

 The bigger circular arrow within the triangle reflects how students’ understanding 

and/or performance (broken green line) informs teacher’s pedagogical reasoning (broken 

black line) i.e. how implicit feedback from students feeds into teachers’ decision-making. 

The smaller circular arrow within the triangle denotes how the teacher’s pedagogical 

reasoning shapes students’ understanding and/or performance and this is particularly, 

evident when teacher’s modify their instructional approach to better cater to their 

students’ learning needs and interests. 

 The framework (Figure 29) also depicts classroom participants’ beliefs about 

feedback. The double-sided arrow linking the broken black line and ‘Beliefs about 

Feedback’ represents how the teacher’s pedagogical decision-making is informed by and 

in turn informs the teacher’s beliefs about feedback. The other double-sided arrow 

connecting the green broken line and ‘Beliefs about Feedback’ denotes how students’ 

students’ understanding and/or performance influences their beliefs about feedback and 

vice versa. Further, the mutually informing pedagogical reasoning of teachers and their 

beliefs about feedback shapes teachers’ feedback and uptake, as part of the feedback loop 

between the student and teacher in the classroom. Similarly, students’ understanding 

and/or performance on the task and their beliefs about feedback, which mutually inform 

each other ascertains students’ feedback and uptake in the cyclical feedback loop among 

classroom participants. 
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Figure 29 

Revised Conceptual Framework: Feedback Loop, Task (Re)design, and the Instructional Core 

 

Note. Mapped on to the instructional core (City et al., 2011), the figure shows the subject matter or 

content in relation to the task, and how task (re)design is intertwined with the cyclical loops of teacher 

feedback/uptake [T(F/U)] and student feedback/uptake [S(F/U)] - both explicit and implicit. The cyclical 

loop of implicit feedback/uptake (inside the triangle) explains how teacher pedagogical reasoning shapes 

student understanding and/or performance on the task, and vice-versa. The figure also portrays mutually 

informing teacher/student beliefs and feedback practices. 

  

 In view of the revised conceptual framework, I refer back to the working definition 

of feedback in the present study (see Section 1.6): 
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Feedback refers to information which is explicitly or implicitly provided or sought by 

teachers and students from other classroom participants or from themselves about students’ 

progress towards explicated learning goals or about aspects of students’ performance and/or 

understanding in learning tasks. The purpose of this information is to assess, scaffold, or both 

assess and scaffold student performance and/or understanding, or students’ progress towards 

their learning goals thus, informing student learning and potentially, forming the bases of 

teacher instruction.  

  

 Based on the definition, the feedback loop represented by the circular arrows outside 

the triangle in Figure 29 shows explicit feedback between the student and teacher based 

on students’ understanding and/or performance on the task. The circular arrows within 

the triangle denote a loop of implicit feedback between classroom participants i.e. 

students’ understanding and/or performance on the task informs teachers’ decision-

making, which may include possible changes to their instructional approach in the 

moment. Again, teachers’ pedagogical decision-making manifested in their practice 

(Shulman, 1987) shapes how students engage with the task in the classroom.  

 Based on the illustrative excerpts in the earlier sections of the chapter, the 

‘explicated learning goals’ (as stated in the definition) primarily become evident in the 

broader classroom talk related to the feedback information given by classroom 

participants. For instance, Ms Joan’s verbal and visual explication of her students’ 

narrative writing journey in terms of the ‘story mountains’ communicates to students a 

clear idea of their previous learning performances, performance criteria, and their 

subsequent goals (see Section 5.3). Brookhart (2008) recommends criterion-referenced 

feedback to enable students to continue to move towards the learning goals.  

 Additionally, the ‘assess’ and ‘scaffold’ purposes of the feedback information 

become evident in the feedback and uptake between the teacher and student over the 
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course of classroom interactions (see Section 4.4.2). Also, teachers may plan lessons or 

possibly, modify their teaching decisions during the lesson based on explicit or implicit 

feedback from the students. Together, the feedback loops - both explicit and implicit - 

constitute the essence of formative assessment or feedback, which according to Hattie 

(2019), is the ability to react to the learning during the learning so that it can be enhanced 

before it is too late.  

 Premised on the instructional core (City et al., 2011), the conceptual framework 

(Figure 29) elucidates how the classroom participants’ feedback (both explicit and 

implicit) and uptake recontextualises the task as students engage with in the classroom. It 

does not portray how other instructional strategies function vis-à-vis the feedback loop/s 

between the teacher and student. Nonetheless, the framework portrays how the feedback 

loop/s are inextricably linked with the teachers’ pedagogical reasoning and students’ 

understanding and/or performance on the task. Overall, pinning the insights from the 

various data sources on a theoretical plane not only served to inform the research process 

in the present study but also offers a useful lens for making sense of the research findings. 

 

 

5.6 Summary of the findings 

Broadly, the findings illuminate three aspects of teachers’ pedagogical reasoning: 1) 

primary considerations in making teaching decisions before and during the lesson; 2) the 

complexity of clearly differentiating between intentional and situational decision-

making; and 3) metaphorically, teachers’ cognisance of their own ‘ladling’ (pedagogical 

reasoning) in order to ‘ladle differently’. 

 Students’ abilities and attitudes to learning as well the need to facilitate students’ 

understanding formed key considerations for both the teachers. Feedback explicitly 
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provided by students as well as evidence of students’ understanding and/or performance 

on the task largely elicited from their verbal and written responses enabled teachers to 

modify their instructional approach as the lesson progressed and to some extent, informed 

their lesson planning. Given the focus on student feedback, collaborating with Mdm 

Sophia and Ms Joan surfaced their reasoning about the value of documenting student 

feedback online and the challenges of group work in their respective classrooms. The two 

teachers’ focus on the content of the ‘Writing Module’ showed that the subject matter in 

relation to the task  (broken red line in Figure 29) indicated the space where the agency 

of the teacher was the least evident, in terms of how tasks unfold in the classroom.  

 Insights into teachers’ pedagogical reasoning led to a more in-depth understanding 

of the key conceptual pivots of the study, which formed the starting point: student 

feedback, task (re)design and teachers’ pedagogical reasoning. Interestingly, my initial 

revision to the conceptual framework (see Section 4.5) was based on insights drawn 

primarily from classroom observations, and the impetus for the subsequent revision (see 

Section 5.5) largely emanated from my conversations with the two teacher participants 

over the course of post-lesson interviews, semi-structured interviews and collaborative 

sessions. The present findings reflect the cumulative understandings obtained from 

triangulating the data sources at various stages of the study. Importantly, these 

understandings not only resulted from the research process but also guided the same 

particularly, the collaborative work with the teachers in the prototyping phase of the 

study. Perhaps, the conventional organisation of a thesis document does not adequately 

reflect the messy and non-linear progression of how the emerging understandings in the 

different phases of this design-based research (DBR) study contributed to a clearer 

understanding of how teacher’s pedagogical reasoning comes into play both in making 

and enacting teaching decisions. 
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5.7 Chapter summary 

Chapter 5 presents findings with reference to the second research question about teachers’ 

key considerations in task (re)design and how their pedagogical decision-making comes 

into play in setting up and sustaining tasks embedded with opportunities for student 

feedback. In a sense, this chapter provides a useful link between chapters 4 and 6, which 

essentially, portrays the enactment of student feedback, and possible shifts in the extent 

and nature of student feedback respectively. The focus on teachers’ pedagogical reasoning 

in the present chapter reflects the process by which the shifts can potentially, be facilitated 

in terms of the envisaged output and outcomes of this DBR study. Specifically, the next 

chapter addresses the third research question about how the collaborative intervention 

influences the extent and nature of student feedback and classroom participants’ beliefs 

about feedback.  
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CHAPTER 6 

THE FINDINGS: SHIFTS IN STUDENT FEEDBACK, AND  

STUDENT AND TEACHER BELIEFS ABOUT FEEDBACK 

 

The focus of this chapter is on the third research question about the effects of the 

collaborative intervention on student feedback practices as well as classroom participants’ 

beliefs about feedback. Broadly, Chapter 4 elucidates the nature of student feedback in 

relation to other feedback practices in the two classrooms. The previous chapter 

highlights how teachers’ pedagogical reasoning comes into play in task (re)design. In the 

present chapter, I attempt to trace the shifts in the nature of student feedback in the two 

classrooms across the preliminary and prototyping phases of the study based on 

descriptive data. Key themes and shifts in classroom participants’ beliefs about feedback 

are also portrayed. Drawing on student and teacher beliefs about feedback, I then discuss 

the revision to the conceptual framework, which underpins the present study. After briefly 

summarising the findings, a chapter summary is provided. 

  

 

6.1 Student feedback practices: Overview 

In view of the collaborative work with teachers in the prototyping phase, this chapter 

focuses on illuminating the shifts, if any, in student feedback practices as well as 

classroom participants’ beliefs about feedback from the preliminary phase to each of the 

two iterations in the prototyping phase of the study. The chapter addresses the third 

research question: In what way does a focus on incorporating opportunities for student 

feedback in teachers’ task design influence: a) the extent and nature of student feedback 
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in the classroom; and b) student and teacher beliefs about feedback? Drawing on 

illustrative excerpts from classroom observations, teacher interviews, collaborative 

sessions and students’ focus group discussions (FGDs), I elucidate student and teacher 

beliefs about feedback. The descriptive data pertains to a total of 16 video-recorded 

lessons observed in the two participating classrooms across the preliminary and 

prototyping phases of the study (Table 10).  

   

Table 9  

Classroom Observations: Three-phase Study 

Classroom 
Observations 

Preliminary Phase 
(March-July 2018) 

Prototyping phase: Iteration 1 
(July-August 2018) 

Prototyping phase: Iteration 2 
(September-November 2018) 

Number of 
Lessons 

Mdm 
Sophia 

3 lessons 
(1 unit) 

Ms Joan 
2 lessons 
(1 unit) 

Mdm Sophia 
3 lessons 
(1 unit) 

Ms Joan 
3 lessons 
(1 unit) 

Mdm Sophia 
3 lessons 
(1 unit) 

Ms Joan 
2 lessons 
(1 unit) 

 

 Broadly, the collaboration with teachers throughout the prototyping phase (two 

classroom iterations) focused on surfacing teachers’ pedagogical reasoning in designing 

tasks that incorporate opportunities for student feedback (see Section 3.5). The third 

research question is about the effects of the collaborative intervention on student feedback 

in the two classrooms, and on student and teacher participants’ beliefs about feedback. 

Specifically, an attempt is made to compare the extent and nature of student feedback 

from the preliminary phase to Iteration 1 and then Iteration 2 in the prototyping phase. To 

ascertain the shifts, if any, in student feedback across the three phases, I draw on coding 

analyses of lesson videos based on the Level 1 Coding Scheme (see Section 3.8.1 and 

Appendix A). To trace possible shifts in classroom participants’ beliefs about feedback, 

I draw on analyses of teacher interviews, students’ FGDs, and the collaborative sessions 

with teachers. 
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6.2 Student feedback practices: Key trends and shifts 

Table 11 elucidates the provision of students’ verbal feedback over the course of the 16 

lessons observed in the preliminary phase, and the prototyping phase comprising the first 

and second iterations. On average, students’ feedback shows weak evidence overall and 

where evident, it is predominantly at the task level. Students give specific task-level 

feedback more frequently during individual or group work compared to whole class 

contexts. Students’ feedback at the process level is the highest in whole class settings 

during the initial iteration but is practically absent in Iteration 2. Irrespective of the 

participatory structure, students in Classroom S and Classroom J barely provide feedback 

at the self-regulation level. Also, students hardly offer non-specific feedback at the task 

or self level. Based on classroom observations, it may be noted that students in Classroom 

J did not engage in individual or group tasks during the two lessons of the second iteration.  
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Table 10  

Student Feedback: Whole Class and Individual/Group (Average per Lesson) 

Student 
Feedback 

 

Preliminary 
phase 
Both 

Classrooms 
(N = 5) 

Preliminary 
phase 

Classroom S 
(N = 3) 

Preliminary 
phase 

Classroom J 
(N = 2) 

Prototyping 
phase: 

Iteration 1 
Both 

Classrooms 
(N = 6) 

Prototyping 
phase: 

Iteration 1 
Classroom 

S 
(N = 3) 

Prototyping 
phase: 

Iteration 1 
Classroom J 

(N = 3) 
 

Prototyping 
phase: 

Iteration 2 
Both 

Classrooms 
(N = 5) 

Prototyping 
phase: 

Iteration 2 
Classroom S 

(N = 3) 

Prototyping 
phase: 

Iteration 2 
Classroom J 

(N = 2) 

 Average Average Average Average Average Average Average Average Average 
Whole Class          

Non-specific 
Feedback 

         

Self level 0.8 0.0 2.0 0.3 0.0 0.7 0.2 0.3 0.0 
Task level 0.2 0.0 0.5 2.2 3.3 1.0 1.8 2.7 0.5 
Specific 
Feedback 

         

Task level 4.6 3.7 6.0 8.7 4.3 13.0 1.4 0.3 3.0 
Process level 0.4 0.0 1.0 2.3 2.3 2.3 0.4 0.0 1.0 
Self-regulation 
level 

0.4 0.7 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.0 0.4 0.7 0.0 

          
Individual/Group          
Non-specific 
Feedback 

         

Self level 0.6 1.0 0.0 0.5 0.7 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Task level 0.2 0.3 0.0 2.2 1.7 2.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Specific 
Feedback 

         

Task level 7.0 7.0 7.0 10.2 4.3 16.0 3.4 5.7 0.0 
Process level 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.3 1.0 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Self-regulation 
level 

0.6 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

 

 To elucidate student feedback patterns, I draw on a lesson excerpt from Ms Joan's 

third lesson of Iteration 1. Using the 17-steps logical plotting framework (Figure 16), 

students are required to individually plan their narrative and Ms Joan encourages them to 

get on with their planning task (Extract 14). 

 

Extract 14. 

1 Teacher: Ok you decide on a surprise you want to write. Push your chair. 

   You decide on a surprise that you have shared. Also can.  

2 Student 1: Don't want. 

3 Student 2: In the story, can I be like any character = 

4 Teacher: = Can = 
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5 Student 2: = Like even the mother? 

6 Teacher: Ya, you can. 

 

Student 1 is disinterested in her work, as evident from her non-specific task-level 

feedback (Turn 2) in response to her teacher's feedback at the task level (Turn 1). On the 

other hand, Student 2 initiates feedback in relation to the character in the story (Turn 3). 

The teacher endorses the flexibility in characterisation and Student 2 follows up with 

specific task-level feedback (Turn 5). The excerpt shows both non-specific and specific 

task-level feedback (Voerman et al., 2012) with the latter potentially informing and 

enhancing students' ongoing learning in the classroom. 

 Table 11 shows very modest evidence of students' process-level feedback and is 

almost absent in Iteration 2. Participatory structures for student learning become evident 

in classroom participant's feedback/uptake. In one instance, a student in Classroom J 

inquires, "Can we work in a group?" The teacher's prompt response to the student's 

process-level feedback initiation is, "No." Notably, Ms Joan's students lacked 

opportunities to learn collaboratively with their peers in Iteration 2. 

 Self-regulation feedback is only evident in Classroom S, albeit minimally. In the 

third lesson of the preliminary phase, Mdm Sophia encourages her students to use the 17-

steps writing template (Figure 16) to identify the different aspects of the story based on a 

video they have watched earlier. As the teacher goes around the classroom monitoring 

her students' progress on the task, students attempt to communicate their difficulties 

(Extract 15). 
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Extract 15. 

1 Teacher:  What happened over here? What happened? Did you try or no?  

   Or you stopped here and didn't try? ((Teacher points to the  

   student's worksheet)) Tried? 

2 Student 1: Find it hard to find. 

3 Teacher: Sorry? 

4 Student 1: Find it hard to find. 

5 Teacher: You find it hard to find too? Ok never mind. 'Feelings' - you can’t 

   find any 'feelings?' I don't think so. You must try harder eh?  

6 Teacher:  ((Teacher moves to another student)) F. did you even try? 

7 Student 2: Try. 

8 Teacher: And then? 

9 Student 2:  Think so hard. 

10 Teacher:  You think so hard eh? 

 

Evidentially, challenges in negotiating the task requirements prompt Mdm Sophia's 

students to provide feedback at the self-regulation level. Students succinctly express their 

difficulties when prompted by their teacher. Student 1 states, "Find it hard to find" (Turns 

2 and 4) and Student 2 claims that he did "try" and "think so hard" (Turns 7 and 9 

respectively). Arguably, the teacher's questioning stimulates students to think about the 

underlying issues in their own understanding or performance. 

 Drawing on data from Table 11, Figure 30 illustrates the trends in both classrooms 

when students learn in whole class settings. Notably, students’ specific feedback at the 

task level moved up considerably from the preliminary phase to Iteration 1 but dropped 

substantially in the second iteration. Students’ process-level feedback increased from the 
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preliminary phase to the initial iteration and then declined. Self-regulation level feedback 

remained negligible across the phases.  

 

Figure 30 

Whole Class: Student Specific Feedback 

 

 

 Figure 31 illustrates the provision of feedback in individual/group contexts based 

on data in Table 11. The pattern of specific task-level feedback is similar to that in whole 

class settings - an increase from the preliminary phase to Iteration 1 and then a drop in 

Iteration 2. Students’ process-level feedback increased very slightly from the preliminary 

phase to the first iteration. As in whole class settings, students’ self-regulation feedback 

is practically absent throughout. 
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Figure 31 

Individual/Group: Student Specific Feedback 

 

  

 I now highlight some key trends specific to Classroom S and Classroom J drawing 

on the descriptive data in Table 11. In contrast to the overall trends, specific task-level 

feedback during individual/group work in Classroom S declined from the preliminary 

phase to Iteration 1 and even in whole class settings, it barely increases over the same 

phases. The findings suggest that the collaborative work with teachers prior to the initial 

iteration had more impact in Classroom J where specific task-level feedback increased 

considerably from the preliminary phase to Iteration 1. Notably, Ms Joan’s students did 

not provide feedback at the self-regulation level in any of the observed lessons. As 

mentioned, students in Classroom J did not work individually or with their classmates 

during Iteration 2 thus, feedback for the same is absent. On average, specific task-level 

feedback more than doubled from the preliminary phase to Iteration 1 lessons in 

Classroom J irrespective of the participatory structure. Process-level feedback moved up 
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slightly from the preliminary phase to Iteration 1 in both whole class and individual/group 

contexts in Classroom J.  

  

6.2.1 Student-initiated feedback 

Student-initiated feedback denotes instances in which students take the initiative to give 

or seek feedback minus an immediate or explicit trigger or stimulus from their teacher or 

peers. Table 12 shows that students initiated feedback more often while working 

individually or in groups compared to whole class contexts. Iteration 2 lessons in 

Classroom J form an exception owing to the absence of individual/group activities. 

Notably, students in Classroom S initiated far more feedback during individual/group 

work compared to whole class contexts. On average, Ms Joan’s students initiated 

feedback in whole class contexts far more frequently than their counterparts in Classroom 

S throughout the lessons observed.  

 

Table 11  

Student-initiated Feedback: Whole Class and Individual/Group (Average per Lesson) 

Student-initiated Feedback 
Whole Class 

Individual/Group 

Preliminary phase 
 

(N = 5) 

Prototyping phase: 
Iteration 1 

(N = 6) 

Prototyping phase: 
Iteration 2 

(N = 5) 
 Average Average Average 

Both Classrooms    
Whole Class 2.8 3.3 1.8 

Individual/Group 6.2 4.5 3.4 
    

Classroom S: Mdm Sophia    
Whole Class 2.0 1.0 0.3 

Individual/Group 7.0 2.0 5.7 
    

Classroom J: Ms Joan    
Whole Class 4.0 5.7 4.0 

Individual/Group 5.0 7.0 0.0 

 

           Compared to the preliminary phase and Iteration 1, student-initiated feedback is 

least evident during the second iteration in both classrooms similar to the pattern of 
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student feedback in the two classrooms (Table 11). In Classroom J, student-initiated 

feedback during whole class learning contexts remained fairly steady across the phases.  

Contrary to the overall trend, Mdm Sophia’s students took far more initiative in giving or 

seeking feedback during individual/group work in Iteration 2 than Iteration 1. Extract 16 

elucidates student-initiated feedback in relation to teacher feedback as Mdm Sophia's 

students work individually on a story writing task in the third lesson of the preliminary 

phase. 

  

Extract 16. 

1 Student 1:  Teacher, own story?  

2 Teacher: Own story but make use of the pictures given to you. 

3 Student 2: So it can be any character? 

4 Teacher: Look at the picture - can be any character.  

5 Teacher: ((Teacher walks around the classroom, monitoring her students' 

   work))  Don't look at the back. I don't want you to look at the 

   'Surprise' one.  Look here. 

6 Student 3: ((Students continue working individually on their story)) Can you 

   omit the place? 

7 Teacher: If you don't know the place, then don't write. Write a place that 

   you are familiar with. Then you are able to describe the place. If 

   you are not familiar with it, why do you even want to mention it? 

   It makes it difficult for you. Write about places that you are 

   familiar with, even the places around you. 
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The above excerpt illustrates students seeking specific task-level feedback minus any 

explicit cue from their teacher (Turns 1, 3 and 6). Interestingly, the teacher's responses 

draw their attention to the strategies they may employ in writing their narrative. Mdm 

Sophia's process-level feedback becomes evident in Turns 2 and 4. Turn 5 illustrates the 

teacher's feedback at the task level to a student who seems keen to draw on a readily 

available exemplar. In response to a student's task-level initiation (Turn 6), the teacher 

moves between three different levels of feedback (Turn 7). Initially, Mdm Sophia urges 

Student 3 to write about a place he is familiar with (process-level). Subsequently, she 

enables the student's metacognitive learning: "It makes it difficult for you." From self-

regulation level feedback, the teacher again moves to process-level feedback as she 

advises the student to write about places based on familiarity. Overall, the excerpt offers 

a useful glimpse of how student-initiated feedback generates the potential for informing 

students' ongoing learning as they engage with tasks in the classroom. 

  In view of the research focus, I examine how teachers’ attempts in enabling student 

feedback in the prototyping phase shaped students’ initiative to give or seek feedback 

(student-initiated feedback) as compared to students’ feedback based on explicit stimuli 

(student feedback). As detailed in Section 6.6, the increase in student feedback during the 

initial iteration can be largely explained by the fact that both the teachers intentionally 

planned the first lesson of Iteration 1 with the primary focus on eliciting student feedback 

in the classroom. While student feedback generally declined from Iteration 1 to Iteration 

2 (Table 11), Mdm Sophia’s students initiated more feedback during individual/group 

work in Iteration 2 compared to the initial iteration (Table 12). The findings suggest that 

the absence of teachers’ explicit stimuli did not necessarily dissuade students in 

Classroom S from being self-directed in their learning. Based on the coding protocols, 

every instance of ‘Student-initiated Feedback’ (whole class or individual/group) was also 
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reflected as the corresponding ‘Student Feedback’ indicator (see Level 1 Coding Scheme: 

Appendix A). Table 11 shows that in Classroom S, student feedback (including student-

initiated feedback) is evident at the task level during Iteration 2 indicating that students 

sought clarifications with reference to task requirements. Arguably, Mdm Sophia’s 

students were proactive in providing feedback when they needed to, as they worked on 

tasks individually or with their peers. 

 The trends in Classroom J also suggest that the teachers’ attempts to design tasks 

focused on more space for student feedback did not automatically make the students 

dependent on the teacher in terms of articulating feedback in the classroom. Student-

initiated feedback shows a steady pattern during whole class settings in Classroom J with 

a slight increase in Iteration 1. The trends suggest that even without the teachers’ 

intentional focus on carving out space for student feedback in the preliminary phase, Ms 

Joan’s students took the initiative to verbalise feedback. As highlighted in Section 6.6, 

the collaboration with teachers for Iteration 2 primarily focused on creating opportunities 

not only for students’ explicit verbal feedback but also, self-generated internal feedback. 

Overall, both task-level and process-level feedback declined in Iteration 2 (Table 11) but 

student-initiated feedback during whole class contexts in Classroom J remained steady 

across the phases (Table 12). The empirical evidence indicates that students in these two 

classrooms were not necessarily disempowered in initiating feedback themselves when 

teachers explicitly focused on generating more opportunities for student feedback. 

Admittedly, teachers’ attempts to open up more space for student feedback may impact 

students’ initiative to provide feedback in different ways in different classrooms based on 

a range of contextual factors. The present findings are pertinent in view of the focus of 

the collaborative intervention on enabling students to be more self-directed in their 

learning by enhancing their agency in providing feedback in the classroom. 
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6.2.2 Feedback-based interactions 

To provide a fuller picture of student feedback practices, I briefly focus on student-teacher 

interactions, which have been detailed in sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 with reference to the 

initial research question. Given the focus of Research Question 3 on gauging the possible 

shifts in student feedback, I specifically focus on students’ feedback and uptake. Table 

13 illustrates feedback-based interactions in both whole class and individual/group 

settings. Overall, feedback-based interactions show very low evidence in both classrooms 

and irrespective of the participatory structure, these are most evident in Iteration 1. The 

trends are similar to the increase in students’ specific task-level and process-level 

feedback (Table 11) and student-initiated feedback (Table 12) from the preliminary phase 

to the initial iteration followed by a decline in the second iteration. 
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Table 12  

Feedback-based Interactions: Whole Class and Individual/Group (Average per Lesson) 

Feedback-based Interactions 
Both Classrooms 

(At least 4 turns of talk) 

Preliminary phase 
 

(N = 5) 

Prototyping phase: 
Iteration 1 

(N = 6) 

Prototyping phase: 
Iteration 2 

(N = 5) 
 Average Average Average 

Both Classrooms    
     Interactions: Whole Class    

Begins with Teacher Feedback 0.4 0.5 0.2 
Begins with Student Feedback 0.2 1.2 0.4 

    
Interactions: Individual/Group    
Begins with Teacher Feedback 0.8 0.8 0.4 
Begins with Student Feedback 1.8 2.2 0.0 

    
Classroom S: Mdm Sophia    

     Interactions: Whole Class    
Begins with Teacher Feedback 0.0 0.0 0.3 
Begins with Student Feedback 0.3 1.3 0.7 

    
Interactions: Individual/Group    
Begins with Teacher Feedback 1.0 0.0 0.7 
Begins with Student Feedback 2.0 0.0 0.0 

    
Classroom J: Ms Joan    

     Interactions: Whole Class    
Begins with Teacher Feedback 1.0 1.0 0.0 
Begins with Student Feedback 0.0 1.0 0.0 

    
Interactions: Individual/Group    
Begins with Teacher Feedback 0.5 1.7 0.0 
Begins with Student Feedback 1.5 4.3 0.0 

 

 As Table 13 shows, students prefer to commence one-to-one interactions with their 

teacher during individual/group work rather than with the whole class as an audience. 

Also, students take up their teacher’s feedback more frequently while working 

individually or with their peers compared to whole class contexts. Students in Classroom 

J were more inclined to engage in feedback-based interactions with their teacher with the 

exception of Iteration 2 in which individual/group work was not observed in Ms Joan’s 

lessons. Having considered the key trends and shifts in student feedback including 

student-initiated feedback and feedback-based interactions between the students/s and 

teacher, I now briefly summarise these findings. 
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6.2.3 Student feedback practices: Summary 

Premised on the descriptive data, valuable understandings emerge in terms of student 

feedback over the course of the preliminary and prototyping phases of the study.  Student 

feedback shows weak evidence overall and where evident, specific task-level feedback is 

dominant in both classrooms. Also, students provide task-level feedback more frequently 

in individual/group contexts compared to whole class settings. Student participants gave 

feedback at the process and self-regulation levels far less compared to specific task-level 

feedback whether in whole class or individual/group settings. Across the three phases, 

process-level feedback remained low in the two classrooms, and it increased slightly from 

the preliminary phase to the initial iteration but declined during the second iteration in 

both classrooms. Self-regulation feedback was only evident in Classroom S, albeit 

minimal.   

 In line with the pattern of student feedback, student-initiated feedback is least 

evident during the second iteration in both classrooms. Mdm Sophia’s students initiated 

far more feedback during individual/group work than in whole class contexts. On average, 

Ms Joan’s students initiated feedback in whole class settings considerably more than 

students in Classroom S. Both in whole class and individual/group contexts, feedback-

based interactions show a weak presence in the two classrooms but are most evident 

during the Iteration 1 lessons. Students prefer to engage in one-to-one interactions with 

their teacher during individual/group work rather than in whole class learning contexts.  

 In view of the vastly varying profiles of the students in Classroom S and Classroom 

J, it may be interesting to consider the feedback practices of the student participants. In 

both classrooms, students' specific task-level feedback is dominant  in both whole class 

and individual/group settings (see Table 11). Notably, Ms Joan' students did not provide 

self-regulation level feedback in any of the observed lessons. Self-regulation level 
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feedback is evident only in Classroom S, albeit minimal. Broadly, Ms Joan's students 

provided feedback and took the initiative to give feedback in whole class settings more 

often than students in Classroom S, They also engaged in feedback-based interactions 

more frequently than Mdm Sophia's students. Classroom J comprised more than twice the 

number of students in Classroom S, and Ms Joan's students were far more academically 

proficient than their counterparts in Classroom S based on school assessment measures 

(see Section 3.4.3). Seemingly, class size and/or students' academic proficiency did not 

play a key role in ascertaining the extent and nature of student feedback in these classroom 

contexts. The broad description of student feedback practices in the two classrooms offers 

useful bases for examining student and teacher beliefs about feedback. 

 

 

6.3 Student beliefs about feedback: Key themes and shifts 

I now examine students’ beliefs about feedback and how their understandings possibly, 

shifted across the preliminary and prototyping phases of the study. The focus group 

discussions (FGDs) with the students of Classroom S and Classroom J in the preliminary 

phase and after each iteration of the prototyping phase surfaced valuable insights into 

Primary 5 students’ beliefs about feedback. Specifically, I conversed with the same two 

groups of 5-6 students (one group from each participating class) in each of the three 

phases. Additionally, incorporating students’ reflection on lesson video excerpts after the 

initial iteration helped to tease out a more nuanced understanding of students’ beliefs 

about feedback (see Section 7.5.3). 

 The FGDs with students in Classroom S and Classroom J revealed how students 

understood the notion of feedback, the kind of feedback they preferred or found useful, 

and also their own expectations in terms of student or teacher feedback in the classroom. 
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With reference to students’ beliefs about feedback, some key themes emerged, which 

fundamentally remained the same over the course of the study. Understandably, different 

or more detailed versions of the same theme also surfaced. Again, some new notions of 

feedback emerged after the first and second iterations in the prototyping phase. Together, 

these aspects contribute to a nuanced picture of students’ beliefs about feedback and how 

their understandings possibly, shifted as the study progressed.  

   

6.3.1 Support for learning: To “improve on our mistakes” 

A number of student participants in the two classrooms strongly believe that ideally, 

feedback should support their learning or lead to improvement. While students believe 

that their teacher’s feedback helps them improve their understanding or performance, they 

did not find feedback from their peers useful or relevant to their classroom learning. 

 Students in both classrooms focused on the key idea that feedback potentially 

improves their learning. With reference to their notion of feedback, Mdm Sophia’s 

students highlighted aspects such as “good comments” or “keywords.” They also 

regarded feedback as to “know more what is our mistake” (focus group discussion, April 

3, 2018). Ms Joan’s students too, highlighted that “feedback is the things you can improve 

on” and that “sometimes feedback can be good or bad and then feedback is something we 

can improve on to become better.” One student elaborated, “With feedback we can do 

better but sometimes we must have feedback that is appropriate that is not like so lousy 

and all that, instead can be - you can improve like this.”  

 After the initial iteration, students continued to highlight the supportive role of 

feedback in their learning. When asked specifically about their understanding of 

feedback, Mdm Sophia’s students reiterated the notion of feedback as ‘improvement’ 

after the initial iteration. One student described feedback as “advice” (focus group 
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discussion, August 13, 2018). Similarly, Ms Joan’s students emphasised that feedback 

“tells us how we can improve on other things which we are weak on” and is “given for 

us to learn and improve on things that we’re not sure or don’t know yet.” One student 

observed, “I think feedback is something that not only tells us how to improve but also is 

like a reflection and teaches us more” (focus group discussion, August 15, 2018).  

 The theme of feedback as improvement remained dominant after the second 

iteration as well. During their FGD, a student in Classroom S described feedback as 

“something that helps us like information” and as “good and positive speech” (November 

7, 2018). Again, all six students from Ms Joan’s classroom reiterated the role of feedback 

as learning support. One student pointed out that feedback is “anything that can help us 

improve” while another stated, “… so feedback is telling us what is correct and what is 

wrong and what we can do better and what we are doing wrong.” One student claimed 

that "feedback plays a very important part in our education” (focus group discussion, 

November 8, 2018). 

 Based on the rationale that feedback should support learning and that the teacher’s 

feedback leads to improvement, the student participants did not find peer feedback useful. 

Understandably, students’ beliefs about peer feedback were inextricably linked with their 

experience of working with their classmates in pairs or groups. Compared to pair work, 

students in Classroom S preferred group work as it permitted “less ideas” and “group 

work is easier because we can ask our friends for help and more ideas.” Students also 

pointed out how they resolved issues: “We ask the teacher for help if they don’t agree 

with us.” According to a student in Classroom S: “Teacher may give us more ideas than 

our friends” (focus group discussion, August 13, 2018). Notably, students in Classroom 

J acknowledged the benefits of group work with peers because “they know this certain 

fact that the teacher doesn’t know” and occasionally, students “may be too shy to talk to 
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the teacher so we can ask our friends” (focus group discussion, March 27, 2018). During 

their FGD, Ms Joan’s students maintained their preference for group work but highlighted 

some issues. One student shared, “It depends on who I’m grouping with. Let’s say the 

person don’t want to come listen to us and they think their idea is better then you feel like 

you’ll be better by yourself.” Another student found pair work easier than working in a 

group as it “takes lesser time.”  

 Trust and usefulness also served as benchmarks for students’ assessment of the 

value of peer feedback. A student from Ms Joan’s classroom explained (focus group 

discussion, March 27, 2018), 

 

Sometimes friends also give feedback that is not useful or not really a feedback. I actually 

wrote something, and my friend said, it couldn’t come like this but I asked my teacher and 

she said it could come like this. So, I said, my friend is not really experienced, and sometimes 

say wrongly so that’s why I prefer the teacher. 

 

 In their focus group discussion after the first iteration, Ms Joan’s students 

maintained that peer feedback was fraught with issues. A student expressed her concern 

(August 15, 2018): 

 

When I give my work to my friend, it’s perfect no mistakes but when I give it to another 

classmate, I got a lot of mistakes I can improve and then when I asked him, he said he didn’t 

know how to mark. 

 

 Overall, most students desired more opportunities to work in groups but clearly, 

they valued their teacher’s feedback considerably more than that of their peers. Support 

for learning pivoted students’ notions of feedback - a recurring theme throughout the 

study. Over the course of study, students in Classroom J articulated more specific ideas 
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about how feedback relates to improvement. For instance, they brought up aspects of 

reflection and the role of feedback in education during the second and third FGDs 

respectively. Mdm Sophia’s students too focused on the evaluative function of feedback 

in the preliminary phase, focused on “advice” after the first iteration, and highlighted 

“good and positive speech” during their final FGD. Students also showed preferences for 

interacting with their teacher. 

 

6.3.2 Feedback-based interactions: “It only takes five minutes for us to discuss and 

talk” 

In the preliminary phase, students did not necessarily focus on how the teacher’s feedback 

is conveyed to them. After the first iteration, 1-2 students from Classroom J highlighted 

their preference for verbal feedback as “you feel more comfortable and you can ask 

questions” and also because “sometimes when she writes to us, we don’t understand.” 

Interestingly, three students reasoned about the benefits of obtaining both written and 

verbal feedback from the teacher. One student elaborated (focus group discussion, August 

15, 2018): 

 

Both because if we don’t have many people around us she can just tell us privately but 

sometimes if she writes it down it will be more private and she knows us very well so if she 

knows that we don’t understand, she will explain. 

 

 Concerns about “privacy” and the advantage of the teacher’s verbal explanation 

seemed to be key considerations for another student who had similar observations (focus 

group discussion, August 15, 2018): 
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I also think both are better as writing may give us the privacy and oral may clear our doubts 

better. Let’s say she writes to us and we write her back and she writes to us. Yeah it takes us 

5 days to clear our doubts and it only takes 5 minutes for us to discuss and talk. 

 

 Importantly, Ms Joan’s students viewed verbal feedback from the teacher as an 

opportunity to interact with their teacher thus, avoiding time-consuming to and fro 

between them. Students in Classroom J believed that feedback-based interactions allowed 

them to “discuss and talk” and clear their doubts without delay. Another student brought 

up how interactive feedback with the teacher addresses the issue of comprehensibility 

(focus group discussion, August 15, 2018): 

 

I would really like to know how I’m doing so let’s say I wrote a compo and some of the 

things I may not understand so let’s say when she gives us the feedback, I would really like 

her feedback, if she gives us the feedback we can really learn. 

 

 In this instance, Ms Joan’s student was convinced of the value of interacting with 

the teacher about the feedback information provided to obtain a quick sense of her own 

performance and to avoid the possibility of misunderstanding the teacher’s written 

feedback. In the subsequent FGD, a student in Classroom J reiterated the point: “I think 

verbal is better than mediocre comments on a piece of paper. One student highlighted the 

comprehensibility of verbal feedback: “Because it’s easier to understand when she is 

saying it aloud and explains it to the class so we can understand it well” (November 8, 

2018). Notably, all the students in Classroom J noted the importance of seeking feedback 

as one student pointed out, “Sometimes she don’t have time for all forty of us so we got 

to take the initiative to go by ourselves in case she has no time and can’t focus on 

everybody” (November 8, 2018). The prototyping phase surfaced pertinent aspects of 

students’ beliefs about feedback chiefly, students’ rationale for verbal feedback 
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particularly, verbal interactive feedback. Students’ beliefs about feedback informed the 

development of the Level 1 Coding Scheme, which captures feedback-based interactions. 

Other than verbal interactive feedback, students believe that there other avenues for 

making feedback more comprehensible. 

 

6.3.3 Specificity: “Something that we can understand” 

The majority of Mdm Sophia’s students highlighted the issue of retaining and grasping 

the feedback provided. One student observed, “She should give us great details like more 

ideas.” Another student suggested, “She should write on the board so the whole entire 

class could know in case some of them forgotten.” One student preferred “a small note” 

to “remember the teacher’s feedback" (focus group discussion, November 7, 2018). 

 Ms Joan’s students indicated preference for examples of “how we can improve” 

(August 15, 2018). Students in Classroom J felt that it was equally important for the 

teacher to render feedback based on their strengths and weaknesses. Upon receiving 

feedback about her strengths in writing, a student observed, “I feel kind of happy because 

I know that I have improved.” Another student highlighted the strategy employed by her 

teacher for drawing their attention to areas that need improvement (focus group 

discussion, November 8, 2018). 

 

Sometimes she will start off with our strengths then she will tell you your weaknesses so that 

next time you can get better marks then in the end she will put more strengths so she can 

encourage you more. 

 

 Besides learning about their strengths and weaknesses, one student highlighted the 

value of reflection. She observed, “I think first we can do some self-reflection but if we 

need more detailed feedback then we can ask the teacher" (focus group discussion, August 
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15, 2018). Generally, Ms Joan’s students believed that “specific” feedback can help them 

learn better - “something that is friendly, something that we can understand” (focus group 

discussion, November 8, 2018). Evidentially, students in both classrooms observed the 

importance of specific and comprehensible feedback but affective issues also surfaced. 

 

6.3.4 Affective aspects: “More privacy”  

The FGDs revealed students’ beliefs about having valuable space to seek feedback 

individually, and providing feedback minus the awkwardness of embarrassment or 

ridicule. Mdm Sophia’s students felt “disappointed” or “embarrassed” when they did not 

perform well or when the teacher’s feedback, “especially the marks” was conveyed in a 

whole class context. They noted feeling “shy” and “nervous” about speaking up in class 

as they were “scared to get it wrong” or their “teacher may scold” thus, they preferred 

conversing with their teacher individually (focus group discussion, April 3, 2018). Ms 

Joan’s students too, felt more comfortable in seeking feedback when their teacher was in 

close proximity because it allowed “more privacy” (focus group discussion, March 27, 

2018). A student in Classroom J pointed out that “teacher will put confident people beside 

shy people to encourage them” (focus group discussion, April 3, 2018). 

 Interestingly, affective issues resurfaced after the initial iteration when a student 

from Classroom S observed, “Because people will laugh at us if we make sometimes a 

mistake.” However, one student observed that he had become more confident in speaking 

up in class: “I ask more questions” (August 13, 2018). Notably, Mdm Sophia’s students 

unanimously agreed that it is important for students to ask questions and that they were 

likely to ask more questions with greater encouragement. Similar to their responses in the 

previous FGD, Ms Joan’s students admitted feeling shy about speaking up. One student 

pointed out that “it depends on the question” while another honestly shared, “I feel so shy 
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I don’t even wanna ask” (focus group discussion, August 15, 2018). They appreciated 

their teacher’s insistence that “nobody is supposed to laugh at each other” when questions 

are asked (focus group discussion, August 15, 2018).  

 After the second iteration, Mdm Sophia’s students maintained that they felt shy, 

nervous or anxious about asking questions though they acknowledged the value of doing 

so. As one student explained, “Because sometimes we ask stupid questions!” (November 

7, 2018). In their final FGD, Ms Joan’s students also admitted feeling “shy” and having 

“stage fright.”  One student explained, “I look stupid and people will laugh at me if I ask.” 

Another student said, “Yeah, I try to look cool” (November 8, 2018).  

 The affective dimension of feedback also surfaced when Ms Joan’s students equated 

the nature of the teacher’s feedback with the quality of their performance in a simplistic 

way. One student clarified, “Feedback is like comments or advice from other people and 

you have to learn to accept them because they might be bad feedback" (focus group 

discussion, March 27, 2018). During their second FGD, Ms Joan’s students differentiated 

between the teacher’s positive reinforcement of commendable performance (“good 

feedback”) and corrective feedback (‘bad feedback”), as evident in one student’s 

explanation (August 15, 2018): 

 

Good feedback is like when we have good phrases or idioms then she will put a sticker to 

show that you used it correctly and then bad feedback is when she uses her chalks and she 

will circle those that we did not do to improve on them. 

 

 Overall, FGDs with students in both classrooms showed preference for seeking 

feedback in close proximity with the teacher, which remained unchanged throughout the 

study. Evidentially, the participating students’ diffidence, embarrassment and fear of 
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ridicule often prevented them from speaking up in class with obvious implications for 

students’ provision of feedback in both Classroom S and Classroom J.  

 

6.3.5 Student beliefs about feedback: Summary 

Overall, students’ beliefs about feedback revolved around four key themes: feedback as 

improvement to support their learning, value of feedback-based interactions, specificity 

and comprehensibility of feedback, and affective considerations. Students strongly 

focused on the notion of feedback as improvement, and progressively articulated more 

nuanced understandings of feedback with clearer ideas about their own expectations of 

the teacher’s use of feedback. In the prototyping phase, students explicated the role of 

feedback in facilitating student learning. Generally, students did not trust the feedback 

received from peers or find it useful but they valued their teacher’s feedback.  

 Importantly, the FGDs after each of the two iterations elucidated students’ beliefs 

about the importance of verbal feedback particularly, verbal interactive feedback with the 

teacher. Most students believed that feedback should be specific and easily 

understandable with relevant details and examples. With a few exceptions, students 

throughout the study reported feeling shy and hesitant about speaking up in class though 

they recognised the value of doing so. Concerns about ‘privacy’ surfaced in every phase, 

which also boosted their preferences for one-to-one feedback with the teacher. 

Evidentially, Ms Joan’s students articulated their views about feedback in far greater 

detail than their counterparts in Classroom S. In view of students’ beliefs about feedback, 

I now examine the two teachers’ beliefs about feedback and attempt to chart possible 

shifts in their understandings over the course of the study. 
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6.4 Teacher beliefs about feedback: Key themes and shifts 

The semi-structured interviews in the preliminary and prototyping phases of the study 

provided opportunities to explore the two teacher participants’ beliefs and experiences of 

employing feedback in their classroom. Additionally, the post-lesson interviews revealed 

teachers’ specific considerations in planning a lesson and their use of feedback to enhance 

student learning. Moreover, teachers’ video reflections as well as lesson planning during 

our collaborative sessions provided insights into their beliefs about feedback. Table 14 

shows the different data sources, which provide a picture of Mdm Sophia and Ms Joan’s 

beliefs about feedback and how they viewed the enactment of feedback in their own 

classroom.  

 

Table 13  

Teacher Beliefs about Feedback: Data Sources 

Data source Preliminary Phase 
(March-July 2018) 

Prototyping phase: Iteration 1 
(July-August 2018) 

Prototyping phase: Iteration 2 
(September-November 2018) 

Post-lesson 
interview 

Mdm Sophia 
3 lessons 
(1 unit) 

Ms Joan 
2 lessons 
(1 unit) 

Mdm Sophia 
3 lessons 
(1 unit) 

Ms Joan 
3 lessons 
(1 unit) 

Mdm Sophia 
3 lessons 
(1 unit) 

Ms Joan 
2 lessons 
(1 unit) 

Pre-unit semi-
structured interview 

Mdm Sophia 
 

Ms Joan 
 

- - 

Post-iteration semi-
structured interview 

  Mdm Sophia 
 

Ms Joan 
 

Mdm Sophia 
 

Ms Joan 
 

Pre-iteration 
collaborative 
session 
(1.5-2 hours each)  

- Mdm Sophia and Ms Joan 
2 sessions 

Mdm Sophia and Ms Joan 
2 sessions 

 

 Both Mdm Sophia and Ms Joan were members of the Professional Learning Team 

(PLT) for English in Daisy Primary School, which chiefly focused on Assessment for 

Learning (AfL) strategies for 2-3 years prior to 2018 - the year in which I collaborated 

with the two teacher participants. Thus, the conversations with the teachers surfaced their 

personal pedagogical beliefs and possibly, insights obtained from participation in the 

school-based PLT and other previous learning opportunities they had availed of as 

practitioners. The bi-directionality of teachers’ beliefs about feedback and their 
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pedagogical decision-making is reflected in the conceptual framework pivoting the study 

(see Figure 32). Further, the mutually informing pedagogical reasoning of teachers and 

their beliefs about feedback shapes teachers’ feedback and uptake, as part of the feedback 

loop between classroom participants (see Section 5.5). This section elucidates how 

teachers’ beliefs about feedback inform their teaching decisions both before and during 

lessons and specifically, relates to the explicit and implicit feedback between student/s 

and the teacher in the classroom.  

 I now highlight some key themes with reference to teachers’ beliefs about feedback 

and attempt to trace possible shifts over the course of the study. Understandably, the 

opportunities to converse with teachers (see Table 14) considerably exceeded the 

instances in which I engaged with students specifically, the focus group discussions of a 

duration of about 30-45 minutes each, in the three phases of the study. Compared to 

students, it was naturally easier for the two adult participants to express (in verbal and 

written form) what they perceived to be the shifts in their beliefs about feedback. Some 

key themes remained unaltered over the course of the study while some understandings 

indicate a shift with reference to what teachers had shared in the preliminary phase. 

Again, some new notions of feedback emerged after the first and second iterations in the 

prototyping phase, as documented below. 

 

6.4.1 Support for learning: “Customised” and “personalised” 

Broadly, both teachers believed in the importance of feedback for improving student 

performance and increasingly, felt more inclined to tailor their feedback to students’ 

specific learning needs. Ms Joan observed that feedback potentially, helps students 

recognise their “strengths” and “weaknesses” (teacher interview, March 27, 2018):  
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I think it is important because it will help the students be guided towards what is right or 

wrong, what they can improve on and what is good or not so good. And of course, they will 

try to amplify their strengths and minimise their weaknesses and do better in a sense. So be 

it, verbal, whether it is written or even peer to peer, I think it is still valuable. 

  

 To support the learning needs of individual students, Mdm Sophia’s feedback was 

in line with the approach of “this is where you make mistake, maybe you want to improve 

on that.” She reiterated how the teacher’s feedback potentially, helps students to “rethink” 

or “re-examine” their performance (teacher interview, November 28, 2018). Mdm Sophia 

also considered more “personalised” feedback, as evident from her final reflections: 

“Besides written feedback by teacher, there will be more conferencing with groups of 

students who have similar learning difficulties or strengths as well as individual students 

who require personalised feedback to move forward.” The teacher also observed that she 

would “attempt a needs analysis” for surfacing aspects that she needs “to address more 

extensively.” Thus, students would be able to “take ownership of their learning” in a 

“collaborative learning culture” (written communication, December 14, 2018).  

 Ms Joan mentioned that she had started issuing more “customised stamps” on her 

students’ written work, which permitted them to see “the things that are missing and what 

are the things that they need to work on.” She explained her new approach: “So I think 

more explicit and detailed feedback because sometimes we will just ask in normal 

marking why, what, where, who, when" (teacher interview, November 30, 2018). The 

teacher’s observations after the second classroom iteration are pertinent given that in her 

very first interview, Ms Joan mentioned using stickers mainly to get her students to 

correct their work based on her input and also to recognise their effort (teacher interview, 

March 27, 2018): 
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I mean sometimes when I mark and I realise if I just underline, underline, underline, and I 

don’t tell the child what is wrong, they will not do what I want them to do. Some students are 

geared towards, I mean they want stickers and so there are some children I want to give them 

the sticker because of the effort shown. 

 

 Ms Joan’s students approved of the customised feedback: “She has more detailed 

stamps, last time it was very general” (focus group discussion, November 8, 2018). 

Notably, both the teachers recognised how feedback supports student learning and 

increasingly, catered to individual learning needs. Interestingly, many students also 

expressed the idea that feedback should lead to improvement in their understanding or 

performance (see Section 6.3.1). While teachers acknowledged the potential of feedback 

in enabling student learning, they seemed uncertain about their students’ ability to engage 

with the feedback provided. 

 

6.4.2 Student ability: “They don’t have that kind of skill” 

Teachers’ beliefs about feedback also centred on their students’ ability to seek feedback 

and engage with the feedback provided. In her initial interview, Mdm Sophia observed: 

“I think they want to make improvements but sometimes it’s the ability and also the 

opportunity for them to come and seek clarification.” She also acknowledged her 

students’ inhibitions in surfacing queries as well as time constraints: “They don’t go 

outside of class to come and look for you, to check out even if they still have difficulties” 

(teacher interview, April 3, 2018). 

 Interestingly, Ms Joan did not necessarily view her students’ willingness in 

providing feedback favourably. In her initial interview, she stated, “I do have some very, 

I can say, daring students who will literally say ‘sorry Miss I don’t know how to do,’ I 

don’t know if it’s just because they don’t want to do it or…” (March 27, 2018). While 
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Ms Joan generally disapproved of her students’ boldness in seeking feedback, she was 

uncertain about their ability or willingness to converse about the written feedback 

provided. In her final interview, the teacher said that she “can afford” to tweak the written 

feedback she provides her students but “verbal is lesser because it’s difficult to get the 

children to talk about it also” (teacher interview, November 30, 2018). Similarly, Mdm 

Sophia expressed concerns about her students’ skills in engaging with the verbal feedback 

provided (collaborative session, September 4, 2018): 

 

So eh, so the children do take note of what you have written. Some of them have actually, 

really, you can see from their expression that they are excited to receive feedback from you. 

You can see that they want to read and then they will ask, that why teacher write that kind of 

thing. But to go further to improve their writing maybe they don’t have that kind of skill as 

yet. 

 

 Teachers’ beliefs about their students’ abilities were also reflected in their concerns 

about students working in pairs or groups. Ms Joan explained: “… I mean there are certain 

children who are a bit lost, like lost sheep and when I group them or pair them, I will try 

to group them with someone that can give them support” (teacher interview, March 27, 

2018). In her first interview, Mdm Sophia observed that she had not employed peer 

feedback in her present classroom but had encouraged the same in previous years. She 

then proceeded to explain the need to be “very focused” to employ peer feedback in the 

classroom as “they are not at your level to process so many components together” (April 

4, 2018). 

 Mdm Sophia also highlighted her students’ reluctance in working together: “Some 

of them they are really very reluctant to do almost anything. They just want to sit there 

and they talk” (collaborative session, July 17, 2018). Similarly, Ms Joan was unsure about 
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her students’ “willingness to share” and “interact properly,” which formed key 

considerations in her lesson planning. She explained, “As in the ones that can the number 

is smaller so the rest overpower them so in the end it’s like forget it no one is listening to 

me, they’re all talking nonsense” (teacher interview, August 21, 2018).  

 After the first iteration, Ms Joan remained convinced that “peer feedback is 

slipshod” given students’ varying competence and the lack of trust (teacher interview, 

August 21, 2018): 

 

Some of the peers just read for fun and the peer feedback is slipshod like just ‘read la, I’m 

lazy to write’ - there’s no sincerity and there are people who will go all the way to write … 

Sometimes they don’t want this particular child to write on their paper because their 

handwriting is terrible so they’ll be like ‘I don’t want to exchange with him because he 

anyhow write’ - in front of him in his face! 

 

 Generally, both the teachers steered away from activating students as learning 

resources for one another. Interestingly, the student participants believe that peer 

feedback is not useful (see Section 6.3.1). Teachers seemed uncertain whether students 

could use and act upon the feedback given. While Mdm Sophia noted her students’ 

reluctance in seeking feedback, Ms Joan observed the audacity of her students in offering 

feedback. Other than student ability, teachers’ beliefs about feedback revolved around the 

availability of time. 

   

6.4.3 One-to-one, verbal feedback: “If I had the time” 

For the teacher participants particularly Ms Joan, time constraints largely informed their 

decision-making about the mode of feedback provision as well as the feedback audience 

in the classroom. In her initial interview, Ms Joan acknowledged, “If I had the time I 
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would give one-to-one feedback, which is the best but it is very difficult.” The teacher 

prefers to take up a student query “there and then” when there is “slightly more time” but 

admitted that it is not always feasible (March 27, 2018):  

 

So sometimes I will take this offline, meaning I will address that later, so at the back of my 

mind as I continue to teach, I mean because I need to craft an answer in a sense for them. So, 

after that, sometimes the next lesson or the next day I will come back with, “Yesterday, 

whoever asked this, this is what…” 

 

 The amount of time available also affected Ms Joan’s provision of written feedback: 

“Although we teachers want to put all our thoughts on that, we don’t have the time” 

(teacher interview, March 27, 2018). Time constraints remained a key concern and in the 

initial collaborative session (July 17, 2018), Mdm Sophia explicated the benefits of 

eliciting students’ feedback online (see Section 5.4.1): 

 

Actually it helps to save time but at the same time we get to capture pupils’ ah opinions 

whatever they need to talk to us. And some pupils who, will be more comfortable because it 

is offline, they don’t see you and they still manage to tell you what is in their mind so it helps 

in that sense. 

 

 While Mdm Sophia highlighted the convenience of online feedback, Ms Joan 

focused on the practical difficulties in providing one-to-one verbal feedback. She noted 

that talking to a few students meant that she needed “to give the rest something to work 

on.” Referring to both verbal and written feedback, Ms Joan observed: “I think a mixture 

will be good, but the time needed is really essential” (teacher interview, August 21, 2018). 

After the initial iteration too, Ms Joan pointed out the “luxury” of giving verbal feedback, 

and the relative efficacy of written feedback as it did not require the teacher “to read 
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through the whole thing again” thus, allowing her to readily provide verbal feedback 

(teacher interview, August 21, 2018). 

 Ms Joan’s resistance to verbal engagement with individual students resurfaced 

during our third CS: “Because online you can see it” (August 14, 2018). Also, she believed 

that “if everyone can learn it’s a class thing.” In her interview after the initial iteration, 

the teacher focused on feedback to the whole class to address “common mistakes” and 

share ideas as “a group thing” (August 21, 2018). Similarly, Mdm Sophia highlighted the 

feasibility of “group feedback” and her preference to engage individually only with the 

“priority student” (collaborative session, September 4, 2018).  

 After the second iteration, Ms Joan reiterated her criteria for employing “individual 

or verbal feedback” (teacher interview, November 30, 2018): 

 

I think it’s still similar as in I haven’t really had the time to do individual or verbal feedback. 

I had verbal feedback for those more problematic ones or things like for more serious errors 

where I think if I just leave it to the person, even with my written feedback they won’t be 

able to do it.  

 

 Seemingly, Ms Joan equated verbal feedback with feedback to individual students, 

and she remained convinced about using verbal feedback selectively. Understandably, 

her written reflections in the fourth CS surfaced some pertinent questions (September 4, 

2018): “Time? Do we have time to do this interactive feedback for each child? Are 

students able to act on the feedback given? Will they be able to ask ‘sensible and useful’ 

questions based on feedback given?” 

 On the whole, time constraints dictated teachers’ decisions about the provision of 

feedback in the classroom. They felt constrained in providing one-to-one verbal feedback, 

which they believed was warranted for those students who needed more assistance. Ms 
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Joan strongly resisted verbal one-to-one feedback, which prompted her to consider 

alternatives such as group feedback, written feedback, online feedback, verbal feedback 

for selected students, or even provision of feedback outside the classroom.  

  

6.4.4 Formative feedback: “The conscious effort to seek out” 

Both Mdm Sophia and Ms Joan believed in pushing beyond summative assessment goals 

to elicit evidence of students’ ongoing learning in the classroom. Ms Joan observed that 

she often reminds her students, “I don’t compare you with another child because then it 

is never ending.  I’m comparing yourself with yourself, with what you were yesterday. If 

you show me you put in effort, you will deserve the sticker.” Notably, she believes that 

“it is actually quite useful to get response from everyone,” which helps her gauge her 

students’ learning in a way that is “very evident and very fast.” The teacher also 

acknowledged the limitations of evaluative feedback: “I mean sometimes when I mark 

and I realise if I just underline, underline, underline, and I don’t tell the child what is 

wrong, they will not do what I want them to do” (teacher interview, March 27, 2018).  

 Mdm Sophia highlighted her attempt to assess her students’ learning during the 

lesson based on “exit pass” and “telltale signs” (teacher interview, April 3, 2018): 

 
Sometimes, we do have things like okay uh, exit pass example ‘what have you learnt today’ 

or ‘tell me something that you want to find out more’. We do that kind of thing once in a 

while, but not really every unit. Other than that, it will be just whatever assignment that we 

have given them, where are the things we have got it right, that has hit them well or what are 

the things that you need to revisit in written assignments. Sometimes, the responses that they 

give you, they are telltale signs whether it has got into them. 

 

 The implicit feedback obtained from students enabled Mdm Sophia to glean 

evidence of “whether it has got into them.” Ms Joan mentioned using AfL strategies such 
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as picking up ice cream sticks with students’ names to invite participation, encouraging 

students to write answers on the whiteboard, and issuing ‘exit tickets’ towards the end of 

a lesson.  

 Teachers’ focus on feedback as a formative assessment tool continued in the 

prototyping phase. Based on an excerpt from a lesson video, Mdm Sophia reflected: 

“Verbal feedback from pupils … indicates their engagement in the lesson” (collaborative 

session, July 17, 2018). In the third CS, Ms Joan documented: “Being able to ‘see’ from 

the perspective of my students” (August 14, 2018). Reflecting on her lessons after the 

second iteration, Mdm Sophia noted how she had formatively employed feedback to 

leverage on the “scaffold” provided to students in terms of the 17-steps logical plotting 

framework (teacher interview, November 28, 2018). Ms Joan acknowledged that students 

should “know what’s happening” and that students ask questions generally because “they 

want to know why they got it wrong” (November 30, 2018).  

 Feedback enabled the teacher participants to (re)consider their teaching decisions 

and adjust their instructional approach accordingly. Mdm Sophia pointed out that 

feedback helped her gauge whether she was “on the right track” (teacher interview, April 

3, 2018). 

 

Feedback helps you to improve on your strategy, on your approaches, gives you a lot of 

perspective because sometimes we tend to see things, especially after teaching for a long 

time, you may see it in a way and that’s the only way but feedback actually helps you to 

rethink - Are there other ways? Are there other things I can make it even better? It’s usually 

meant for you to either to give a pat on your back, which you also need, or even if you are 

on the right track, what are things I can do better.  
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 Interestingly, Mdm Sophia alludes to teachers’ strong reliance on the routines they 

have developed, which cannot easily be changed (Eraut, 2004): “… because sometimes 

we tend to see things, especially after teaching for a long time, you may see it in a way 

and that’s the only way …” Ms Joan mentioned that it is “good to take the feedback and 

see whether you can do some improvement or whatever” (March 27, 2018). A key 

takeaway for Ms Joan during the second CS was on “how can we work on how student 

feedback can craft our lesson planning” (written communication, July 24, 2018).  

 Ascertaining the shifts from the preliminary to the prototyping phase, the two 

teacher participants showed more cognisance of the value of student feedback - both 

explicit and implicit - in gauging student learning, and as meaningful bases for their 

instructional approach. A key takeaway for Mdm Sophia after the second CS was “getting 

students to own the learning by articulating their thoughts in order to get them to think of 

their own learning” (written communication, July 24, 2018). In the fourth CS, Mdm 

Sophia observed the need to “provide more opportunities at appropriate junctures for 

student-initiated feedback as it is a form of assessment for learning - listen to them as this 

indicates their readiness to learn” (written communication, September 4, 2018).  

 Over 27 years of teaching, Mdm Sophia had availed of numerous teacher learning 

opportunities particularly, in terms of AfL. Understandably, she did not feel that 

participation in the research had fundamentally shifted her beliefs about feedback but she 

observed “the conscious effort to seek out,” as evident from her interview after the second 

iteration (November 28, 2018): 

 

Understanding of feedback has not really changed because we have been going through many 

different forms of feedback - AFL (Assessment for Learning) whatever, all the different kinds 

of assessment we have gone through but maybe the conscious effort to seek out uh yah or 

more to improve on the effectiveness of the teaching. Actually, once when you do marking 
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after you have taught then you will look at your self-reflection - how can I make things better? 

As a teacher, you will definitely do that even if you don’t do it formally.  

 
 Clearly, Mdm Sophia perceived that she had become more reflective as a 

practitioner with a greater focus on “the kind of responses the students give.” On this 

note, I inquired about sustaining this “conscious effort to seek out” and Mdm Sophia 

responded (November 28, 2018):  

 

Honestly, given these kind of children and your intention is really to move them up, you have 

to continue doing this more often because...but sometimes of course, in light of the national 

exams you may need to choose more of something that is more pertinent or something that 

will impact them more. 

 

 While Mdm Sophia recognised the value of reflecting on her practice, the need to 

prepare students for the high-stakes national examination (PSLE) towards the end of 

Primary 6 urged her to employ instructional strategies that are “more pertinent” or 

“impact them more.” Mdm Sophia resolved to give students more space to “self and peer- 

assess their work” (written communication, December 14, 2018). Interestingly, she had 

stated in her initial interview that she did not think about feedback when she planned her 

lessons because it requires the teacher to “pre-empt what to expect in a lesson” (April 4, 

2018).  

 Based on the trajectory over the three phases, Ms Joan increasingly focused on the 

need to elicit evidence of students’ learning in her classroom. In our third CS, she 

observed: “Feedback and reflection from the children, and/or with each other is useful” 

(written communication, August 14, 2018). Again, Ms Joan’s written reflections reveal 

how student learning increasingly informed her lesson planning (December 16, 2018): 
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Using of student feedback to plan further lessons. Can see what students like/dislike/want to 

learn/improve on and craft/modify lesson plan accordingly. This is important to better engage 

students in lessons so that there is joyful learning. 

 

 Ms Joan’s documentation is noteworthy given that in her preliminary interview she 

had mentioned incorporating student feedback “here and there” in planning lessons 

(March 27, 2018). Importantly, the teacher highlighted how students’ learning in the 

classroom constituted “essential” bases for her lesson planning (written communication, 

December 16, 2018): 

 

Student learning can also be seen/assessed from their written/verbal feedback and questions 

that they have. From these, we can better understand what the students have learnt, and/or 

still confused about, which is essential for me to proceed on in planning the next lesson. 

  

 In her written reflections, Ms Joan indicated: “Have more opportunities for student 

feedback and peer interaction - this will allow more sharing of ideas among students and 

also between teacher and student” (December 16, 2018). Overall, teachers seemed more 

cognisant of feedback as formative assessment of their students’ learning and as a premise 

for their teaching decisions. 

 With reference to the third research question, this section portrays key aspects of 

teachers’ beliefs about feedback as well as shifts in their understandings over the course 

of the study. The validity of the teachers’ responses may be argued for given that I 

specifically asked teachers whether they perceived any shift in their understandings of 

feedback using their previous responses as a reference point. Teachers’ verbal and written 

responses in the preliminary and prototyping phases helped in obtaining a sense of the 

overall trajectory.  
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6.4.5 Teacher beliefs about feedback: Summary 

Summing up teachers’ beliefs about feedback, four key themes surface: need to support 

student learning, doubts about students’ abilities in engaging with feedback, infeasibility 

of one-to-one verbal feedback, and formative use of feedback in the classroom. Teachers 

believed in the supportive role of feedback in student learning to improve performance 

and increasingly, attempted to customise feedback in accordance with the learning needs 

of individual students. Both teachers were uncertain about their students’ abilities in 

seeking and engaging with the feedback provided, which also had implications for space 

for peer feedback in their classroom. Throughout the study, teachers reported how time 

constraints guided their decisions about feedback provision. Teachers especially, Ms Joan 

believed that one-to-one verbal feedback is time-consuming and not feasible. Thus, she 

leaned towards provision of group feedback, online feedback, or verbal feedback to 

selected students.  

 Mdm Sophia and Ms Joan believed in feedback as a formative assessment tool, 

which served as meaningful bases for student learning and their own instructional 

repertories. Importantly, both the teachers reported a greater focus on the need to draw 

out student feedback (both explicit and implicit), and create more space for student 

interactions in the classroom. Overall, the teachers’ increasing focus on the value of in 

the moment feedback is pertinent as ongoing, targeted and specific feedback received 

within the current learning period is more powerful than feedback received after learning 

(Hattie & Timperley, 2007; Hounsell et al., 2008; Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006). I now 

pull together some pertinent trends emerging from classroom participants’ beliefs about 

feedback, which elucidate the conceptual framework underpinning the study. 
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6.5 Revised conceptual framework: Feedback, formative assessment and 

scaffolding 

The final phase of the present design-based research study permitted the space to reflect 

on the process of collaborating with teachers in lesson planning, and the FGDs and 

interviews with students and teachers respectively, which yield a fuller picture of the 

enactment of feedback in the two classrooms. In terms of the commonalities emerging 

from student and teacher beliefs about feedback, two key themes warrant further 

consideration: the notion of feedback as improvement to support student learning, and the 

value of feedback-based verbal interactions in the classroom. 

 The potential of feedback in supporting student learning constitutes a key dimension 

of both student and teacher beliefs about feedback (see sections 6.3.1 and 6.4.1). In fact, 

the idea of improvement in performance pivoted students’ notions of feedback. The 

teacher participants too, believed that feedback helps to improve student performance 

enabling students to recognise their strengths and weaknesses. They also observed that 

feedback enabled them to (re)consider their teaching decisions and adjust their 

instructional approach.  

 Other than support for student learning, classroom participants focused on the 

importance of verbal interaction between the student and teacher, based on the feedback 

given (see sections 6.3.2 and 6.4.3). Ms Joan’s students viewed verbal feedback as an 

opportunity to interact with their teacher to obtain a quick sense of their performance. 

Notably, both Mdm Sophia and Ms Joan acknowledged the benefits of providing verbal 

feedback individually to address issues right away though they felt constrained by time 

and their beliefs about students’ ability. 

 Based on the themes of support for learning and interaction highlighted by 

classroom participants, I was prompted to refer back to: 1) the working definition of 
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feedback in the study (see section 1.6); 2) the literature review on feedback with reference 

to formative assessment and scaffolding (see sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.4 respectively); and 

3) the conceptual framework, which pivots the study. For easy reference, I briefly trace 

the two earlier revisions to the conceptual framework (see sections 4.5 and 5.5 

respectively) but first, the working definition of feedback in the present study: 

 

Feedback refers to information which is explicitly or implicitly provided or sought by 

teachers and students from other classroom participants or from themselves about students’ 

progress towards explicated learning goals or about aspects of students’ performance and/or 

understanding in learning tasks. The purpose of this information is to assess, scaffold, or both 

assess and scaffold student performance and/or understanding, or students’ progress towards 

their learning goals thus, informing student learning and potentially, forming the bases of 

teacher instruction.  

 

 The initial revision to the conceptual framework (Figure 19) was an attempt to 

reflect how the task is recontextualised as students engage with it in the classroom - the 

(re)design of the task is intertwined with the cyclical loop of feedback and uptake by the 

student/s and teacher. The subsequent revision (Figure 32) emanated from the need to 

account for how the subject matter comes into play in terms of surfacing teachers’ 

pedagogical reasoning about (re)designing tasks focused on student feedback. Also, I 

needed to illustrate how teachers’ decision-making relates to students’ explicit feedback 

and their understanding and/or performance on the task. Premised on the instructional 

core (City et al., 2011), the conceptual framework (Figure 32) elucidates how classroom 

participants’ feedback and uptake recontextualises the task as students engage with in the 

classroom. 
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Figure 32 

Revised Conceptual Framework: Feedback Loop, Task (Re)design, and the Instructional Core 

 

Note. Mapped on to the instructional core (City et al., 2011), the figure shows the subject matter or 

content in relation to the task, and how task (re)design is intertwined with the cyclical loops of teacher 

feedback/uptake [T(F/U)] and student feedback/uptake [S(F/U)] - both explicit and implicit. The cyclical 

loop of implicit feedback/uptake (inside the triangle) explains how teacher pedagogical reasoning shapes 

student understanding and/or performance on the task, and vice-versa. The figure also portrays mutually 

informing teacher/student beliefs and feedback practices. 

 

 With reference to the definition of feedback (above), Figure 32 serves to illustrate 

how the ‘assess’ and ‘scaffold’ purposes of feedback become evident in the feedback and 

uptake between the student and teacher over the course of classroom interactions. It 

depicts the loops of explicit and implicit feedback/uptake between the student and teacher 
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in the classroom. While Figure 32 portrays how the feedback loop/s are inextricably 

linked with the teachers’ pedagogical reasoning and students’ understanding and/or 

performance on the task, it does not portray how other instructional strategies scaffolding 

function vis-à-vis the feedback loop/s between the student and teacher.  

 The current revision to the conceptual framework (Figure 33) is an attempt to 

showcase how the feedback loops (both explicit and implicit) relate to other instructional 

strategies, which scaffold students’ understanding and/or performance on a task. It builds 

on the earlier revision (Figure 32) by surfacing a better understanding of how other 

instructional strategies interrelate with feedback and uptake by classroom participants. 

Drawing on the key themes of support for learning and interaction emanating from 

student and teacher beliefs, I argue that the ellipse, which intersects the two feedback 

loops, indicates how explicit and implicit feedback play out in the classroom in relation 

to instructional strategies, which scaffold student learning. Effectively, the four points 

intersecting the two feedback loops and the ellipse of scaffolding strategies (S1, S2, S3 

and S4) denote how feedback and other instructional strategies interrelate thus, depicting 

a fuller narrative of the use of formative assessment in the classroom. I now explicate the 

argument drawing on the literature review and classroom participants’ beliefs about 

feedback. 
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Figure 33 

Revised Conceptual Framework: Feedback, Scaffolding and Formative Assessment 

 

Note. Mapped on to the instructional core (City et al., 2011), the figure depicts how the cyclical loops of  

teacher feedback/uptake [T(F/U)] and student feedback/uptake [S(F/U)] - both explicit and implicit - 

intersect (S1, S2, S3 and S4) with the ellipse of scaffolding strategies, which scaffold students’ 

understanding and/or performance on a task. The figure portrays mutually informing teacher/student 

beliefs and feedback practices, and the subject matter (SM) in relation to the task. Broadly, it depicts how 

task (re)design is intertwined with classroom participants' feedback/uptake, which interrelates with 

scaffolding strategies.  

 

 Facilitating student performance via feedback is one of the five intentions for 

scaffolding (Van de Pol et al., 2010). Referring to goal-directed learning, Brasnford et al. 

(2000) highlight the notion of scaffolded feedback. Galton (2007) also notes how 
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feedback might scaffold or support learning. Similarly, Hattie (2012) observes that the 

purpose of scaffolding is to provide support, knowledge, strategies, modeling, 

questioning, instructing, restructuring, and other forms of feedback with the intention that 

the student comes to own the knowledge, understanding and concepts. Understandably, 

the provision of feedback scaffolds student learning thus, the two circular loops of explicit 

and implicit feedback, which intersect the ellipse represent how feedback in tandem with 

other instructional strategies serves to scaffold students’ understanding and/or 

performance as they engage in tasks in the classroom (Figure 33).  

 Formative assessment underscores the idea of feedback - information by way of 

feedback facilitates students to be assessed such that it informs ongoing student learning 

and teacher instruction. Feedback constitutes a process, rather than as a product 

(Beaumont et al., 2011; Carless et al., 2011; Price et al., 2011b) given during instruction 

(Wiliam, 2006), which potentially, supports and scaffolds student learning (Gipps, 1994; 

Hattie & Timperley, 2007; Torrance & Pryor, 1998; Tunstall & Gipps, 1996b). Premised 

on these arguments, Figure 33 presents a picture of how feedback as formative assessment 

potentially scaffolds student learning i.e. the loops of explicit and implicit feedback and 

uptake between the student and teacher, which intersect the ellipse of scaffolding 

strategies informs ongoing student learning and teacher instruction.  

 In view of the above discussion, I now draw on the present findings to elucidate 

how classroom participants’ beliefs about feedback align with the notion of feedback as 

a formative assessment tool, which scaffolds students’ understanding and/or performance 

on the task, and also informs teaching decisions. Evidentially, students expect that 

feedback should improve their understanding and/or performance, and teachers too, 

believe in the potential of feedback to enable student performance. Teachers also view 

feedback as bases for their instructional approach. In other words, both students and 
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teachers in the present study observed how feedback supports student learning and 

potentially, improves students’ understanding and/or performance on a task. Again, the 

value of verbal interaction expressed by the student and teacher participants brings into 

focus the cyclical loop of explicit feedback and uptake between the student and teacher, 

which functions in tandem with the loop of implicit feedback informed by students’ 

engagement in the task and the teacher’s pedagogical decision-making. Notably, teachers 

recognised the benefits of verbal feedback but time constraints dissuaded them from 

engaging in interactions with their students. Pulling together the themes of improvement 

and interaction emerging from the present data, it may be safely argued that both students 

and teachers recognise the scaffolding function of feedback, which potentially, effects 

improvement in understanding or performance. Also, classroom participants recognise 

that feedback is more effective when teachers scaffold students’ understanding and/or 

performance through verbal interactions during students’ ongoing learning in the 

classroom. 

 I now focus on how the present revision to the conceptual framework contributes to 

a more nuanced understanding of how feedback plays out in relation to other instructional 

strategies in the classroom. Figure 33 shows the interaction of student/s and teacher via a 

loop of explicit feedback (outside the triangle).  It also illustrates a loop of implicit 

feedback (within the triangle) i.e. how students’ understanding and/or performance on the 

task informs teachers’ decision-making and vice-versa. The ellipse of scaffolding 

strategies links the two feedback loops and together, present a fuller narrative of enabling 

student learning in the classroom. Unsurprisingly, my engagement with the literature at 

the outset of the study was also an attempt to grasp how feedback corresponds with 

scaffolding and formative assessment in the classroom. Given the primary focus of the 

study on explicit feedback specifically, verbal student feedback, the present data does not 
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permit deeper insights into other instructional strategies such as monitoring, modeling, 

restructuring and so on. Nonetheless, the findings help to better conceptualise feedback 

as a formative assessment tool in relation to other instructional strategies employed in the 

classroom, which serve to scaffold student learning. 

 Drawing on the present data, I now provide illustrative lesson excerpts to elucidate 

how explicit and implicit feedback possibly, interrelate with other instructional strategies 

i.e. S1, S2, S3 and S4 (Figure 33). In the second lesson of Iteration 2 (September 19, 

2018), students in Classroom J are required to plan a story themed ‘A meaningful deed’ 

based on the 17-steps logical plotting framework. Ms Joan highlights that students need 

to write a “story that has at least good hump or humps” and supplements her explanation 

with a drawing on the whiteboard (Figure 34).  

 

Figure 34  

Ms Joan’s Illustration: ‘Snoopy on the House’ 

 

  As evident from Extract 17, a few students in Classroom J immediately observe 

that the illustration resembles ‘Snoopy on the house’ and they point out the same. 

 

Extract 17. 

1 Teacher:  I don’t want a simple and a story as what we mentioned just like, 

   like that ((T draws on whiteboard)) or like that or like that ok? I 

   need a  story that has at least a good hump or humps that can see.  

2 Student 1:  Like = 
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3 Teacher:  = Like what? 

4 Student 2:  Both of the hands like that ((Student raises his hands in a broad,

   inverted ‘V’)) 

5 Student 3:  Looks like Snoopy on the house. 

6  Teacher:  Ok Snoopy on the house fine ((T smiles)) 

 

Ms Joan’s instruction in this case, comprises performance criteria feedback but arguably, 

the teacher’s explicit feedback based on student understanding or performance is absent. 

Students’ uptake of the teacher’s instruction is evident (Turns 4 and 5) as the drawing 

activates their prior knowledge of comic strips. The teacher’s subsequent feedback (Turn 

6) is a polite acknowledgement of the comparison drawn by her students. With reference 

to Figure 33, S1 denotes Ms Joan’s use of the strategy of instruction to emphasise nuanced 

story structures. Again, S1 also represents the basis of students’ explicit uptake i.e. the 

circular arrow from ‘S (F/U)’ to ‘T (F/U)’. In a sense, the teacher’s subsequent feedback 

i.e. the circular arrow from ‘T (F/U)’ to ‘S (F/U)’ completes the explicit feedback loop 

outside the triangle in this case. Based on this lesson excerpt, S1 theoretically illustrates 

the interrelation of the teacher’s strategy of instruction and the loop of explicit feedback 

between the student and teacher. 

 A lesson excerpt from Mdm Sophia’s classroom also serves to exemplify how the 

feedback loops interrelate with other instructional strategies (Figure 33). In the initial 

lesson of Iteration 1 (July 31, 2018), Mdm Sophia attempted to elicit evidence of her 

students’ learning by issuing a worksheet in which students were required to reflect on 

the writing strategies they have learnt. Students had to indicate the strategies they find 

‘easy to use’ and areas where they need more assistance (Figure 35).  
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Figure 35 

Mdm Sophia’s Worksheet: Eliciting Evidence of Student Learning 

   

  

 Throughout the lesson, students encounter difficulties in expressing their thoughts 

in writing and the teacher walks around the classroom, monitoring her students’ work. To 

scaffold students’ understanding on their reflection task, Mdm Sophia employs the 

strategy of question prompts: How can I help you if I don’t know what you don’t know? 

Tell me how I can help you exactly? If I don’t understand what you are writing, how can 

I help you? Subsequently, the teacher initiates a question-answer sequence to give her 

students the space to communicate their written feedback but the majority of the students 

offer one-word responses. The teacher shows patience and encouragement, and asks 

further questions to help her students articulate their thought-processes: What sort of help 

do you need? Can you tell me what I can do to help? The question here is how I can help 

you?  

 In their focus group discussion subsequently, Mdm Sophia’s students shared that 

they found the teacher’s worksheet “useful” and as one student shared, “it helped me with 

my work.” Students grasped the intent of the task: “The teacher let us recall everything.” 

However, some others did not find the task easy as they felt “confused” and struggled 

with writing the description. One student observed, “The 17 steps I don’t know how to 
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write.” Again, Mdm Sophia’s students claimed they felt “shy” in explicating their written 

feedback in the later part of the lesson (August 13, 2018).  

 With reference to Figure 33, students’ obvious difficulties in writing responses 

provide implicit feedback to Mdm Sophia as she monitors their work individually 

represented by the circular arrow (within the triangle) moving from ‘S(F/U)’-‘Task 

(Re)design’ (broken green line) to ‘Task (Re)design’-‘T(F/U)’ (broken black line). 

Theoretically, S3 represents the teacher’s use of the strategy of question prompts based 

on the implicit feedback obtained from monitoring her students’ work. Arguably, the 

teacher’s scaffolding strategy shapes students’ engagement on their task, which is denoted 

by the tiny circular arrow (inside the triangle) moving from ‘Task (Re)design’-‘T(F/U)’ 

(broken black line) to ‘S(F/U)’-‘Task (Re)design’ (broken green line). In the later part of 

the lesson, Mdm Sophia gives her students space to provide feedback based on their 

written reflections and students’ communicate their feedback albeit, minimally. Students’ 

explicit feedback is represented by the circular arrow moving from ‘S(F/U)’ to ‘T(F/U)’, 

and S4 denotes Mdm Sophia’s subsequent use of the strategy of asking reflective 

questions to help her students surface their thought processes (Figure 33). On a theoretical 

level, S4 denotes how students’ explicit feedback becomes the basis for the teacher’s use 

of the scaffolding strategy to enable her students’ learning. 

 The revised conceptual framework (Figure 33) does not capture the complexities of 

how various instructional strategies support students’ understanding or performance, and 

how these strategies interrelate with one another. Given the research focus and the present 

data, definitive insights into how feedback functions in relation to other instructional 

strategies cannot be drawn. Nonetheless, the conceptual framework enables a better 

understanding of how explicit and implicit feedback between the student and teacher 

interrelate with other scaffolding strategies enacted in the classroom. Notably, the present 
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revision to the conceptual framework emanates from student and teacher beliefs about the 

importance and use of feedback in the classroom. Specifically, the dominant themes of 

support for learning and interaction align with empirical understandings of how formative 

feedback among other instructional strategies scaffolds student learning particularly when 

classroom participants engage in feedback-based verbal interactions.  

 The three revisions to the conceptual framework draw on triangulation of the data 

from classroom observations, teacher interviews, student FGDs and the collaborative 

sessions with teachers. The initial revision to the conceptual framework largely resulted 

from classroom observations specifically, how task re(design) is intertwined with the loop 

of feedback and uptake between classroom participants (see Section 4.5). Drawing on 

insights into teachers’ pedagogical reasoning, the second revision portrays the feedback 

loop/s intertwined with task (re)design and mapped on to the instructional core thus, 

accommodating understandings of how the subject matter comes into play. It also depicts 

how implicit feedback shapes students’ understanding and/or performance on a task and 

feeds into teachers’ decision-making (see Section 5.5). The present and final revision 

prompts us to (re)consider how feedback cannot be viewed in isolation of other 

instructional strategies, and their interrelation in scaffolding student learning warrants 

further examination. The conceptual framework, which progressively incorporates 

insights emerging from the present data is pertinent to the classroom instructional triangle 

and thus, pries open further what Bryk et al. (2010) refer to as the “classroom black box” 

(p. 48). 
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6.6 Summary of the findings 

The present chapter addresses the third research question: In what way does a focus on 

incorporating opportunities for student feedback in teachers’ task design influence: a) the 

extent and nature of student feedback in the classroom; and b) student and teacher beliefs 

about feedback? The descriptive statistics portray the trends and shifts in student feedback 

including student-initiated feedback and feedback-based interactions in whole class and 

individual/group contexts in the preliminary and prototyping phases of the study. Student 

and teacher beliefs about feedback elicited from interviews, focus groups discussions and 

collaborative sessions including their emerging understandings over the course of the 

study contribute to a fuller picture of classroom participants’ enactment of feedback in 

the classroom. The key trends and shifts in classroom participants’ beliefs and enactment 

of feedback are discussed in relevant sections in the two subsequent chapters but I now 

consider some key points based on the present findings.  

 On a cautionary note, the findings from the descriptive data may not permit a 

comprehensive picture of the nature and context in which students provide feedback in 

the classroom. Arguably, student feedback in the classroom is contingent upon the nature 

of the tasks students engage with and the descriptive data does not shed light on the 

content focus of the feedback provided. Classroom observations in the present study show 

how students frequently initiate feedback during individual/group work to grasp the 

requirements of the tasks assigned. For instance, Ms Joan’s third lesson of Iteration 1 (see 

Section 4.4.4) reveals students’ difficulties in understanding the parameters of their story-

planning task, which prompts them to continually seek feedback from their teacher. The 

content of student-initiated feedback in Classroom J ranges from issues of presentation to 

the relatively more conceptual aspects of the task. Evidentially, the task is continually 

(re)negotiated via student-teacher interactions as students adjust and adapt the task based 
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on their ongoing learning needs. The illustrative lesson excerpt helps us better understand 

why the participating students felt more inclined to initiate feedback during 

individual/group work compared to whole class settings (Table 12). 

 In terms of student feedback in the classroom, the predominance of students’ 

specific task-level feedback is pertinent, with a substantial rise from the preliminary phase 

to the initial iteration followed by a sharp decline in Iteration 2 (Table 11). The increase 

in student feedback during the initial iteration can be largely explained by the fact that 

both the teachers intentionally planned the first lesson of Iteration 1 with the primary 

focus on eliciting student feedback in the classroom. Mdm Sophia designed a worksheet, 

which required students to reflect on the writing strategies learnt. Students in Classroom 

S needed to indicate the strategies they find ‘easy to use’ and areas where they need more 

assistance. As they work individually on their reflection task in the later part of the lesson, 

the teacher gives her students the space to verbally communicate their written feedback. 

Although the majority of the students have difficulties in expressing their thoughts, they 

offer brief responses (see Section 6.5). 

 In the first lesson of Iteration 1, Ms Joan’s students documented their feedback 

online and articulated verbal feedback over the course of whole class interactions. The 

lesson was held in a computer laboratory where students accessed their school-based 

online platform to do their task about ‘Consolidation, Feedback and Reflection for 

Writing Narratives’ on ‘Google Forms’. In the later part of the lesson, the teacher opens 

up space for her students to examine their online feedback and consolidate their 

understanding of what constitutes “a good piece of narrative.” A teacher-led discussion 

ensues in which students offer their views about writing narratives and occasionally, 

justify their responses or disagree with their classmates’ opinions. The teacher encourages 

her students to build on their peer’s responses and asks clarifying questions. 
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 With reference to the initial lesson of Iteration 1, both the teachers clearly focused 

on tasks, which potentially, surface student feedback. The illustrative excerpts enable a 

better interpretation of the rise in student feedback specifically, specific task-level 

feedback in the first iteration compared to the preliminary phase (Table 11). Again, the 

overall decline in student feedback during Iteration 2 lessons in both classrooms is 

noteworthy. As mentioned, students in Classroom J did not engage in individual or group 

tasks during the two lessons of the second iteration. Notably, student feedback during 

whole class settings in Classroom J as well as overall student feedback in Classroom S 

dropped considerably. 

 As highlighted in the subsequent chapter (see sections 7.5.5 and 7.5.6), planning for 

the Iteration 2 lessons chiefly centred on building formative checkpoints in each lesson 

and creating opportunities not only for students’ explicit verbal feedback but also, self-

generated internal feedback. Over the course of the post-Iteration 1 collaborative sessions, 

issues about sustaining a focus on student feedback emerged. Specifically, Mdm Sophia 

and Ms Joan had each planned an entire lesson (Iteration 1, Lesson 1) focused on eliciting 

evidence of student learning. Moreover, lesson planning for Iteration 2 incorporated 

insights from what students had shared over the course of their FGDs, which enabled 

teachers to become more cognisant of the metacognitive potential of criterion-referenced 

feedback in enabling student learning. Specifically, our conversations focused on how 

teachers’ references to students’ previous performance/s and long-term learning trajectory 

potentially, help students in generating feedback for themselves as they listen to their 

teachers in whole class contexts. 

 The increased focus on criterion-referenced feedback in the second Iteration is borne 

out by the descriptive data (Table 15). In both Classroom S and Classroom J, teachers’ 

references to students’ previous and long-term learning performances increased from 
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Iteration 1 to Iteration 2. In fact, Ms Joan did not offer any criterion-referenced feedback 

during the initial iteration. 

 

Table 14  

Criterion-referenced Feedback: Overall (Average per Lesson) 

Criterion-referenced 
Feedback 

Whole Class 
Individual/Group 

Preliminary phase 
 

(N = 5) 

Prototyping phase: 
Iteration 1 

(N = 6) 

Prototyping phase: 
Iteration 2 

(N = 5) 

 Average Average Average 
Both Classrooms 1.0 0.2 1.2 
Classroom S: Mdm Sophia 1.3 0.3 0.7 
Classroom J: Ms Joan 0.5 0.0 2.0 

 

 In the second iteration, teachers further leveraged on the potential of criterion-

referenced feedback, which Brookhart (2008) recommends to enable students to continue 

to move towards the learning goals. References to performance criteria and students’ 

previous and present performance/s create the potential for what Voerman et al. (2012) 

refer to as progress feedback and discrepancy feedback. Lesson excerpts from each 

classroom reflect teachers’ focus on enabling students to consider their present learning 

in view of their previous performance/s and in terms of where they need to be in their 

learning journey. For instance in the initial lesson of Iteration 2, Ms Joan draws on an 

elaborate illustration of ‘story mountains’ to explain the steps in the logical plotting 

framework for writing narratives (see sections 4.4.3 and 5.3). To enable her students to 

gauge their present performance in relation to their previous performances, Ms Joan 

traces their writing progress - verbally and visually - over their primary school years, 

pointing out areas for improvement and learning goals. Based on students’ reflections 

over the course of FGDs, a few students in Classroom J are able to take up their teacher’s 

feedback on their present performance in relation to the performance criteria outlined 

thus, generating feedback for themselves. 
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 Excerpts from Mdm Sophia’s lessons during the second iteration suggest evidence 

of the teacher’s provision of criterion-referenced feedback. In her initial lesson of Iteration 

2, Mdm Sophia recapitulates the 17 steps of the logical plotting framework for writing 

narratives, which students have learnt earlier (see Section 4.4.3). The teacher attempts to 

elicit from her students the attributes of “what makes a good narrative.” Over the course 

of the lesson, students learn the elements of a story that can potentially, ‘hook’ readers: 

trigger, mistaken assumption, failed attempts, and complications. The teacher weaves in 

references to her students’ performances in the lower primary years to situate their present 

learning: 

 

Trigger is part of your introduction. When you used to write last time, you know you have 

an introduction, remember when you learnt in Primary 1, Primary 2 to write you always 

know that your story must have introduction. And the second part is your body right? Last 

time when you learnt the body of the story ok then you the conclusion. That was when you 

were in Primary 1 and 2. Then subsequently you learnt about this ‘story mountain’. Correct? 

Yes? You have the setting, and then you have the rising action, then the climax and then the 

resolution and then the ending. Yes? So for trigger it will always be here in the setting or 

introduction ((Teacher points to the whiteboard)). 

 

  Thus, students in Classroom S have the opportunity to consider their progress in 

terms of developing nuanced story structures. During the lesson, students watch two video 

clips to ascertain which version of the given story is more “exciting” and the reasons for 

the same. To consolidate their learning, students are given four ‘Post-it’ notes each to 

indicate their thoughts with reference to: What have I learnt? What did you like learning 

today? What is useful? What is difficult?  

 Other than illustrating evidence of the enactment of feedback in the classroom, the 

present chapter also illustrates student and teacher beliefs about feedback. The findings 
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surface valuable insights into when, how and why certain feedback practices are 

employed in the two classrooms as well as the efficacy of the feedback provided. 

Specifically, the dominant themes of improvement and interaction elucidate how 

feedback among other instructional strategies scaffolds student learning especially, when 

classroom participants engage in feedback-based verbal interactions. The insights into 

student and teacher beliefs about feedback manifest in the third and final revision to the 

conceptual framework, which has been explicated in the preceding section. In a sense, the 

previous revisions to the conceptual framework (see sections 4.5 and 5.5 respectively) 

and the present one lend more credence to the working definition of feedback conceived 

at the outset of the study. On a theoretical level, the present findings illuminate my 

understandings about the overlapping and intersecting literature on scaffolding, formative 

assessment and feedback in the classroom. The present revision to the conceptual 

framework represents an attempt to incorporate these understandings in light of the 

empirical evidence in the present study. 

 

 

6.7 Chapter summary 

In view of the preceding chapter about teachers’ pedagogical decision-making in setting 

up and sustaining tasks embedded with opportunities for student feedback, the present 

findings document how the collaborative intervention influences student feedback and 

classroom participants’ beliefs about feedback. With reference to the third research 

question, the findings are based on classroom observations as well as data from teacher 

interviews, student FGDs and the collaborative sessions with the two teacher participants. 

The focus of Chapter 7 is on the design narrative, and Chapter 8 presents a discussion of 

the overall findings including implications for theory, practice and research. In a sense, 
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the present chapter elucidates the output of the collaborative intervention while the 

subsequent one elucidates the research process and outcomes. 
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CHAPTER 7 

THE FINDINGS:  DESIGN PRINCIPLES 

 

The present chapter addresses the fourth research question by elucidating design 

principles as potential guidelines to create more space for student feedback in the 

classroom. In view of the first and second research questions, chapters 4 and 5 largely 

focus on student feedback practices and teachers’ pedagogical reasoning respectively. To 

address the third research question, the previous chapter sheds light on the effects of the 

collaborative intervention on student feedback and classroom participants’ beliefs about 

feedback. Drawing on insights from the research process and findings, I focus on the 

design narrative in this chapter. I highlight my conception of a design principle as a 

mechanism and then describe the guiding focus for each phase of the study including 

design principles for each of the two iterations in the prototyping phase. Subsequently, I 

summarise the present findings followed by the chapter summary. 

 

 

7.1 Research process: Overview 

The present three-phase design-based research (DBR) study involves a collaborative 

intervention focused on incorporating more space for student feedback in the classroom. 

Broadly, the aim in the preliminary phase was to obtain baseline data in terms of feedback 

practices, and student and teachers’ beliefs about feedback. Each of the two iterations of 

the classroom intervention (prototyping phase) entailed surfacing teachers’ pedagogical 

reasoning in setting up and implementing tasks embedded with more opportunities for 
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students to provide feedback. The final phase involved an assessment of the two cycles 

of classroom iterations and reflecting on the overall flow of the study.  

 Pulling together data from the various sources, this chapter addresses the fourth 

research question: Which design principles serve as guidelines to create opportunities for 

students to seek feedback from their teacher, peers or themselves in the Singapore 

classroom? A DBR study is process-oriented (van den Akker et al., 2006) and the insights 

drawn from each iteration serve to test the design principles guiding the particular 

iteration. Based on collaboration among researchers and practitioners in real-world 

settings, DBR leads to contextually-sensitive design principles and theories (Wang & 

Hannafin, 2005). Fundamentally, I needed to understand the notion of a design principle 

as highlighted below. 

 

7.1.1 Design principle as a mechanism 

For the purposes of the study, I conceived of a design principle as a mechanism - 

mechanisms are not the observable machinery of program activities, but the response that 

interaction with a program activity or resource triggers in the reasoning and behaviour of 

participants (Pawson & Tilley, 1997). I drew on my experience and understandings from 

a research project I had worked on in 2015. Largely premised on Pawson and Tilley’s 

(1997) realist evaluation framework, I had engaged in an extensive theory-driven 

synthesis and evaluation of curricular and pedagogical innovations undertaken in the 

National Institute of Education (Singapore). The realist research strategy is based on the 

conception that interventions work when the resources on offer (material, cognitive, 

social or emotional) strike a chord with the participants, and this pathway from resource 

to reasoning is referred to as the programme mechanism. In the naturalistic school setting, 

thinking of design principles as mechanisms helped me review the process, plan next 

steps in working with teachers and make sense of why the design of the particular phase 
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achieved (or not) particular outcomes in the given context. Thus, I describe the design 

principles for the two iterations in terms of how I deemed the particular aspect or 

component would shape the reasoning of the teacher participants (sections 7.3 and 7.5 

respectively). 

 With reference to the present study, I now explicate Pawson’s (2006) interrelated 

concepts of context, mechanism, and outcome, which form the ‘signature argument’ or 

analytic centrepiece of their realist evaluation framework.  Figure 36 illustrates Pawson's 

(2002) argument that it is not ‘programmes’ that work: rather it is the underlying reasons 

or resources that they offer subjects that generate change in a given context. The context-

mechanism-outcome framework provides an explanatory analysis of how and why a 

given intervention programme works (or not) in particular contexts or settings by making 

transparent the activation of mechanisms, which lead to both intended and unintended 

outcomes. 

 

Figure 36 

Context-Mechanism-Outcome: Realist Evaluation Framework (Pawson & Tilley, 1997) 

 

 

Pawson and Tilley argue that it is not the specific component/s of the intervention 

but the mechanism/s triggered by those components among the research participants, 

which vitally shape the process thus, yielding varying outcomes in different contexts. 

Basically, the mechanism/s serve to explain what it is about a program that makes it work 
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(Pawson & Tilley, 1997). For instance, one aspect of my collaborative work with teachers 

involved strengthening their theoretical understanding of in-lesson verbal feedback. 

Arguably, the resource or component i.e. theoretical understandings may stimulate the 

mechanism of giving teachers a reference point for understanding the rationale and 

possibilities of more student feedback in their own classroom. In a sense, the teacher 

interviews and particularly, the collaborative sessions prior to each of the iterations 

permitted exploration of the mechanism i.e. teachers’ reasoning about a given component 

of the intervention.  

  Context or the crucial explanatory ingredient (Pawson, 2003) refers to salient 

conditions that are likely to enable or constrain the activation of program mechanisms 

(Pawson & Tilley, 1997). The context of the collaborative intervention in the study 

includes an understanding of the school setting as well as the teacher and students 

participants in Daisy Primary School (see Section 3.4). The two participating teachers’ 

pedagogical beliefs and teaching experiences particularly, their experience in using the 

‘Writing Module’ offer vital contextual information (see Section 4.2). Given the present 

focus, the teachers’ beliefs about feedback (see Section 6.4) and Ms Joan’s opportunities 

to avail of ‘Assessment for Learning’ initiatives via the school-based Professional 

Learning Team (PLT) are noteworthy. Additionally, I documented relevant information 

in my researcher journal including field notes from classroom observations, observations 

based on informal conversations with the research participants and school personnel as 

well as my reflections throughout the research process. Continually, a more nuanced 

picture of the research context emerged, which also helped me in carrying out the research 

activities in the school context. 

Outcomes are the anticipated and unanticipated consequences that are brought about 

by the interaction of different program mechanisms in different contexts (Pawson & 
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Tilley, 1997). A nuanced picture of the research process and the findings in design-based 

research warrants detailed illustration of both the output and outcomes. The findings from 

the present study in terms of the output have been detailed in chapters 4, 5 and 6, which 

primarily focus on student feedback in relation to other feedback practices, teachers’ 

pedagogical reasoning, and shifts in student feedback and classroom participants’ beliefs 

about feedback respectively.  

The outcomes constitute the cumulative insights gleaned from the process of 

working with teachers as well as the emerging understandings in each phase of the study, 

which prompted successive revisions to the conceptual framework. From a design 

research perspective, the intervention, as enacted, is a product of the context in which it 

is implemented, the intervention is the outcome (or at least an outcome) of the study 

(DBRC, 2003). Both the output and outcomes undergird the design principles in the 

prototyping phase and contribute to the overall design narrative. The outcomes of design-

based research, as Amiel and Reeves (2008) note, are a set of design principles or 

guidelines derived empirically and richly described, which can be implemented by others 

interested in studying similar settings and concerns. The following sections portray the 

design narrative by describing the research process and outcomes in each phase of the 

study with a specific focus on the design principles, which inform the two classroom 

iterations. 

 

 

7.2 Design narrative: Preliminary phase 

Broadly, the guiding foci in the preliminary phase of the study constituted: 1) obtaining 

a theoretical understanding of feedback; 2) obtaining baseline empirical evidence of 

student feedback practices, and classroom participants’ beliefs about feedback; and 3) 
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establishing a trustful relationship with the teacher participants and school personnel. An 

in-depth review of the literature provided a valuable starting point in conceptualising and 

sharpening the research focus. Chapter 2 reflects my engagement with the vast literature 

specifically, the findings from relevant studies in Singapore and other contexts as well as 

the related literature on formative assessment, visible learning and scaffolding. 

Importantly, the literature review provided meaningful bases for drawing together the key 

conceptual pivots of the present study: beliefs and enactment of feedback, task (re)design, 

and teachers’ pedagogical reasoning.  

 Additionally, the baseline data collected in the preliminary phase provided a 

valuable starting point for the present DBR study. Specifically, the nature of student 

feedback in relation to other feedback practices in the two participating classes as well as 

student and teacher participants’ beliefs about feedback provided valuable bases for the 

collaborative work with the teachers. The empirical evidence obtained in the preliminary 

phase especially informed the process of collaborating with teachers prior to the initial 

iteration. 

 One of the foci in the preliminary phase was establishing a collegial and trustful 

relationship with the teachers, students and other school personnel with whom I liaised 

with and discussed my research project. Understandably, the preliminary phase involved 

conversations and meetings with various school personnel. As a researcher collaborating 

with teachers in a school context, sharing a good rapport and building trust with the 

research participants is understandably important. Reflecting, on my numerous 

conversations - both formal and informal - with the two teacher participants, it becomes 

evident that teachers openly shared about their teaching decisions, classroom experiences, 

school-based requirements, daily workload and so on. The trustful bases of our 
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collaboration facilitated tapping into teachers’ pedagogical decision-making, which 

forms a pertinent aspect of the design narrative in the prototyping phase.  

 

 

7.3 Design narrative: Iteration 1 

The two collaborative sessions prior to Iteration 1 (July-August 2018) and Iteration 2 

(September-November 2018) respectively, permitted the space to explore how teachers 

deliberate at the lesson planning stage, and reflect on their in class decision-making in 

view of a focus on student feedback. The collaboration with teachers throughout the 

prototyping phase was premised on the agency of the teachers in thinking through their 

lesson planning and considering how they might incorporate a greater focus on student 

feedback in their classroom. Broadly, my role as a researcher in each collaborative session 

was to facilitate discussion, encourage teachers’ reflection on their practice, and converse 

with teachers about their plans for upcoming Writing Module lessons. A key focus of the 

initial iteration was providing theoretical bases for teachers to better recognise and realise 

the potential of student feedback in the classroom. 

 

7.3.1 Theoretical understanding of feedback 

The teacher interviews in the preliminary phase revealed that the teacher participants had 

few opportunities to engage with the theoretical underpinnings of their classroom 

practice. The two teachers particularly, Ms Joan had availed of teacher learning 

opportunities pertaining to AfL strategies through workshops and school-based PLT 

sessions. In her initial interview, Ms Joan admitted that she does not have time to read 

research articles and that she had googled for research evidence pertaining to the picture-

series technique as a writing strategy (see Section 4.2.2). Further, she highlighted the 
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usefulness of a summary of the research articles, which the Head of Department in her 

school sent out occasionally (March 27, 2018): 

 

I think sometimes there are articles that are sent to us and really depends on whether we have 

the time to read it but no matter what research articles are sent to us there will be a summary, 

why am I sending this to you, what is useful etc. and sometimes I will, okay that is it. 

 

 Given that teachers barely engaged with theoretical understandings and empirical 

evidence of classroom practice, I incorporated the same into the design of the research 

process prior to the initial iteration. Additionally, teachers indicated their preference for 

documenting student feedback online (see Section 5.4.1). Thus, I focused on specifically 

equipping teachers with a better theoretical understanding of the "ability to react to the 

learning during the learning," which forms the bases for in-lesson verbal feedback (Hattie, 

2019, p. 96): 

 

Design principle 1: Enabling teachers’ theoretical understanding of in-lesson verbal 

feedback would give them a useful reference point for student feedback in their own 

classroom specifically, helping teachers (re)consider the opportunities available for 

students to provide feedback. 

 

 Arguably, enabling teachers’ theoretical understanding would stimulate them to 

think about the benefits of explicit feedback from students themselves and help them 

examine the context and nature of students’ provision of feedback in their own classroom. 

I attempted to ensure that the research articles were easy to comprehend and useful from 

a practitioner’s perspective. In our initial collaborative session (CS), I shared an article 

by Wiggins (2012) on the basis of which we discussed some key points and teaching 
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strategies. In another session, we discussed at length a teacher-friendly article about 

effective feedback by Brookhart (2008). We focused on how the teachers could apply the 

given principles, related concepts, and examples in their day-to-day teaching. 

 The outcome of enabling teachers’ theoretical understanding of feedback became 

evident in their increased focus on eliciting evidence of student learning. Reflecting on a 

video excerpt from one of her lessons, Mdm Sophia documented: “Verbal feedback from 

pupils … indicates their engagement in the classroom” (written communication, July 17, 

2018). Based on another lesson excerpt, Mdm Sophia highlighted her attempt to glean 

evidence of her students’ learning (collaborative session, July 24, 2018): 

 

At the same time, you also know where you need to focus on because if most people are 

stuck at stage 4 then you know ok that is something beyond them, you need to do something 

about it, that’s your AfL. 

  

 Other than surfacing teachers’ beliefs about formative assessment, the engagement 

with the literature served as a reference for teachers to consider the possibilities of student 

feedback in their own classroom. The design principle was incorporated into the second 

round of collaboration as well, and served as a useful lens for teachers’ video reflection 

on their practice. 

 

7.3.2 Video reflection on practice 

One of the guiding foci of the initial iteration was furnishing teachers opportunities to 

reflect on their practice based on pre-selected excerpts from their lesson videos. Neither 

teacher had participated in a research study prior to the present one. In their interviews in 

the preliminary phase, teachers did not mention deliberate reflection as part of their routine 

either individually or in their school PLTs. Lesson videos form an important component 
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of the meaning-making process for pedagogical decisions (Roth, 2007) and support 

teacher participants’ reflections on their actions, understandings and constructions (Haw 

& Hadfield, 2011). Findings from the preliminary phase surfaced insights into factors 

constraining and enabling students' uptake of feedback (see Section 4.4.2). Arguably, 

reflecting on particular lesson episodes would better inform teachers on how they might 

leverage on missed opportunities or open up further space for students' feedback/uptake. 

Thus, teachers’ video reflection constituted a key aspect of the design: 

 

Design principle 2: Creating space for teachers to reflect on their practice via lesson 

videos would help them think more about the nature of student-teacher interactions in 

their classroom, and ‘see’ when, how and why students provide feedback and take up the 

feedback provided.  

 

 Arguably, video reflection allowed the teachers the space to (re)consider verbal 

interactions in their classroom and pay closer attention to students’ responses, comments 

or queries as they worked individually or with their peers, and as teachers taught the whole 

class. For instance, Mdm Sophia observed that for the upcoming lessons she intended to 

“get them to articulate so that it becomes something that they own” (collaborative session, 

July 24, 2018). Given the focus of the collaborative intervention, video reflection served 

as the catalyst for surfacing teachers’ reasoning about their pedagogical decisions - 

intentional or otherwise - before and during lessons. Thus, video reflection was retained 

as a design principle for the second iteration and its usefulness for the teacher participants 

is borne out by Mdm Sophia’s written reflections: “The rich exchange of thoughts during 

the video reflection session enabled me to understand the different perspectives each 

participant had and helped me better understand a strategy used” (collaborative session, 
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August 14, 2018). Similarly, Ms Joan documented her key takeaway from the same CS: 

“Being able to ‘see’ from the perspective of my students” (August 14, 2018). 

 Video reflection also allowed the teachers greater familiarity with each other’s 

lessons and facilitated a shared language, which stimulated the flow of ideas during our 

collaborative sessions as a trio. Occasionally, teachers shared notes about the progress of 

students or joked about humorous lesson episodes. On the whole, teachers’ reflections 

based on video excerpts facilitated stimulating conversations, and I drew on additional 

resources to enrich teachers’ learning experiences. 

 

7.3.3 Resource pool of practices 

Leveraging on my experience of conversing with teachers over the past decade, I 

attempted to build a richer resource pool for our collaborative work by drawing on insights 

from instructional repertoires employed by teachers in other school contexts. Notably, the 

preliminary phase revealed far less evidence of student feedback compared to the teacher's 

feedback (see Section 4.3). The design was employed based on the rationale that it would 

stimulate the teacher participants to (re)consider possibilities to enhance student feedback 

especially in view of their unique contexts.   

 

Design principle 3: Sharing with teachers about instructional practices employed by other 

teachers in similar contexts would stimulate them with possibilities of overcoming the 

challenges they perceived in their own classroom and (re)consider how they might open 

up more space for student feedback. 

 

 The approach permitted teachers to catch glimpses of different aspects of teaching 

based on our shared experiences. For instance, Mdm Sophia frequently expressed 
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concerns about her students’ abilities and attitudes to learning (see Section 5.2.1) and her 

teaching decisions often revolved around the “kind of audience” (teacher interview, April 

3, 2018). In one of our collaborative sessions (July 24, 2018), I shared about a teacher who 

admitted ‘feeling trapped’ given her cohort of students but then moved on being more 

open-minded about her students’ potential. Exposure to a wider repertoire of instructional 

practices potentially helped teachers to (re)consider their notions about students' abilities 

in seeking and engaging with feedback in the classroom. 

 While reflecting on her lesson video in one session, Mdm Sophia commended her 

students’ motivation in clarifying their doubts. On another occasion, we talked about how 

a non-threatening classroom environment was conducive to student feedback. Over the 

course of their FGDs, student participants had expressed diffidence and anxiety in seeking 

feedback especially in whole class settings. I mentioned an incident in which a student 

who was facing expulsion from school, had earlier requested his teacher not to rebuke him 

in class. I talked about how teachers whom I had conversed with, often sought more 

learning opportunities in areas such as dialogic talk, asking open questions, or students’ 

metacognitive learning. Overall, a richer resource pool of experiences facilitated more 

lively and informed conversations prior to both the iterations.  

 

7.3.4 Responsiveness to teachers’ lesson planning 

The focus of the present intervention was on collaborating with teachers to surface their 

pedagogical reasoning in setting up and sustaining tasks focused on incorporating 

opportunities for student feedback. As part of the design, I revisited the conventional 

notion of  ‘task’ and ‘task design’ to accommodate a broader focus on planning lessons 

in view of the fact that the teacher participants planned the curricular ‘Writing Module’ 

units in terms of the activities students would engage in for a particular lesson (see Section 
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3.5). Teachers’ focus on the ‘lesson’ rather than the ‘task’ demanded the need to be more 

responsive and flexible. Additionally, I took into account other practical considerations 

to ensure that teachers viewed participation in the research as manageable and relevant to 

their day-to-day teaching. 

 

Design principle 4: Being responsive to teachers’ bases for planning curricular units 

would assure them that they are not deviating from their usual lesson planning routines, 

and combat their perceptions of research participation as an add-on to their existing 

workloads thus, making it easier for them to incorporate activities with more space for 

student feedback. 

 

 Lesson planning formed the bases of our collaborative work in the second iteration 

as well. Based on the post-lesson interviews, teachers were naturally inclined to make 

decisions about the inclusion of learning activities based on how much students could 

potentially achieve over the course of a lesson. Teachers’ pedagogical decisions were 

often related to the time span of a lesson, as evident from Ms Joan’s explanation: “Because 

today’s lesson was about a period, which means 30 minutes, it’s not lengthy so I just went 

straight to the point in telling them their ideas” (post-lesson interview, September 19, 

2018). After one of her lessons, Mdm Sophia pointed out (post-lesson interview, 

September 19, 2018): 

 

From the responses, I actually had to modify the lesson a little bit because I wanted them to 

start planning but when I saw they were not able to identify, so I thought I will make them 

do it in class, so if they have any queries tomorrow they can ask me while they are planning. 
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 Based on teachers' requests, the collaborative sessions were synchronised in a way 

that the outcome of our discussions informed their lesson planning and team discussion 

with other teachers. Clearly, teachers preferred to weave the research focus into their 

lesson planning routines, as evident from Ms Joan’s request in our initial CS (July 17, 

2018): “We thought that today when we meet you, we can talk about something that is 

useful and umm and like basically kill two birds with one stone ah.” Specifically, the 

teacher hoped that our “inputs” would be helpful “when the level teachers talk about it” 

in their upcoming meeting. Again, both the teachers leveraged on our conversations to 

document their scheme-of-work, which the Primary 5 teachers needed to submit (online) 

prior to commencing a new ‘Writing Module’ unit. Managing teachers’ expectations 

remained a consideration throughout and Mdm Sophia observed that our collaboration 

proved “useful in designing the activities that help to achieve the objectives of the study 

and our writing task” (written communication, September 4, 2018). Interestingly, not only 

the teachers but other school personnel also perceived the benefits of our collaborative 

work including my perspectives as a researcher. During the second CS, Ms Joan 

highlighted that because “we are working with you,” the Head of Department (HoD) felt 

it might be a good idea to obtain some “feedback” (July 24, 2018).  

 Essentially, the design principles described above informed the initial iteration and 

the two teachers endorsed the relevance and usefulness of our collaborative work leading 

to the first iteration. Reflecting on our initial round of collaboration, Ms Joan documented 

(written communication, August 14, 2018):  

 

Providing more opportunities for students to be able to reflect, evaluate and edit their own 

work (self regulate) and for peer interactions, teaching and evaluation. With the increased 

opportunities of these sharing, children are more willing and daring to come up to the teacher 

to ask questions. 
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 Clearly, Ms Joan perceived that our collaboration had helped her become more 

aware of making space for students’ feedback and she found evidence of the same in her 

classroom. Referring to our collaborative work prior to the first iteration, Mdm Sophia 

too observed that the “different perspective of the participants helped to frame our 

activities to achieve the goals” (written communication, August 14, 2018). She also felt 

that the collaborative sessions could be more meaningful with a stronger focus on 

“reflecting on how the students’ feedback can help in the design of the lesson and value-

add to students’ learning.”  

 In view of the output and outcomes of the first iteration, the design principles 

guiding the initial iteration were retained in the second iteration. Evidence of teachers’ 

pedagogical reasoning in thinking and in practice (Shulman, 1987) surfaced as a result of 

our collaborative work together. The following section briefly presents some key insights 

emerging from the initial iteration, which shaped the broader focus and the formulation 

of the design principles for the second iteration. 

 

 

7.4 Design narrative: From Iteration 1 to Iteration 2 

A key outcome of the initial iteration was the revision to the conceptual framework, (see 

Section 4.5), which provides meaningful bases for the second iteration. The revision was 

an attempt to reflect how the cyclical loop of feedback and uptake by the student/s and 

teacher (re)contextualises the task in the classroom. It was prompted by a particular lesson 

in which Ms Joan’s students grappled with the task requirements and a number of queries 

surfaced with the teacher repeating instructions and generally resisting modifications to 

the task parameters. These understandings were looped back into our conversations 
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preceding the second iteration with a stronger focus on when, how and why students 

initiate feedback.  

 The classroom observations in Iteration 1 revealed teachers’ strong focus on the 

content of the ‘Writing Module’ resource package (see Section 5.4.3). The need to align 

with school-based curricular materials and ensure that no particular Primary 5 class was 

“shortchanged” seemingly made teachers less cognisant of the potential of their 

pedagogical repertories in equipping students with the designated writing skills (Mdm 

Sophia, teacher interview, April 3, 2018). We discussed these aspects in our collaborative 

sessions leading up to Iteration 2 particularly, with reference to a lesson in which Mdm 

Sophia rigidly adhered to one of the recommended learning activities in the ‘Writing 

Module’ themed ‘Surprise’ (Iteration 1, Lesson 2). During the lesson, students continually 

encountered difficulties in classifying the given surprises as ‘good’ and ‘bad’ especially 

because they found it challenging to work with their peers. However, Mdm Sophia 

persisted with the “intent” of the prescribed activity and seemed convinced of the benefits 

of adhering to the pre-determined categories in line with her classroom enactment 

(collaborative session, August 14, 2018). Given that teachers were inclined to focus more 

on the curricular content of the ‘Writing Module,’ the design for the second iteration 

entailed a greater focus on making teachers more cognisant of the potential of their 

pedagogical repertoires in equipping students with the designated writing skills.  

 The interviews and collaborative sessions surfaced how students’ explicit feedback 

and their understanding and/or performance on a task informed the pedagogical decision-

making of the two teachers during lessons and in a few instances, for planning lessons. 

Broadly, the findings show how teachers’ uptake of student feedback feeds into their 

pedagogical reasoning about the task as intended and as students engage with it in the 

classroom. The insights are woven into the second revision to the conceptual framework, 
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which reflects teachers’ inclination to adhere to the curricular content as well as teachers’ 

uptake of students’ feedback – both explicit and implicit (see Section 5.5). To help 

teachers become more cognisant of their students’ uptake of feedback, the second 

iteration incorporated a broader understanding of students’ feedback and uptake - both 

explicit and implicit. 

 Notably, both Mdm Sophia and Ms Joan had intentionally planned their respective 

initial lesson of Iteration 1 with the primary focus on eliciting evidence of student learning 

in the classroom. Mdm Sophia designed a worksheet, which required students to reflect 

on the writing strategies learnt. Students in Classroom S work individually on their 

reflection task and in the later part of the lesson, the teacher gives her students the space 

to verbally communicate their written feedback (see section 6.5 and 6.6). In Classroom J, 

students document their feedback online and then articulate verbal feedback over the 

course of a teacher-led discussion. Ms Joan’s students offer their views about writing 

narratives and occasionally, justify their responses or disagree with their classmates’ 

opinions (see sections 4.4.2 and 6.6). Understandably, the focus of our post-Iteration 1 

collaborative sessions revolved around sustaining a focus on student feedback by building 

formative checkpoints in each lesson and creating opportunities not only for students’ 

explicit verbal feedback but also for students’ self-generated internal feedback.  

 

 

7.5 Prototyping phase: Iteration 2 

As highlighted in Section 7.3, the four design principles guiding the first iteration were 

incorporated in the second iteration as well. These included enabling teachers’ theoretical 

understanding of feedback and reflection on lesson video excerpts. Enriching teachers’ 

resources and being responsive to teachers’ lesson planning also constituted the design of 
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both the iterations. Additionally, a new set of principles were incorporated into the second 

iteration based on Iteration 1 findings and insights from the collaborative work with 

teachers following the first iteration. 

 

7.5.1 Exemplifying teachers’ practice and linking teachers' insights with theory 

A key aspect of the design for the second iteration was enabling teachers to be more 

cognisant of the potential of their instructional repertoires by highlighting specific 

instances or examples from their own lessons about how they had created more space for 

student feedback. The second iteration also drew teachers’ attention to how insights from 

their own practice correspond with theoretical underpinnings of feedback in the broader 

literature. This approach was useful given that teachers tended to focus on the prescribed 

content of the ‘Writing Module’ units and school-based teaching materials, as findings 

from Iteration 1 show (see Section 5.4.3). The following design principle was 

incorporated: 

 

Design principle 5: Enabling teachers to be more cognisant of the potential of their 

instructional repertoires through specific examples from their own practice and how their 

insights correspond with theoretical understandings of  feedback would help them ‘see’ 

how they can further explore opportunities for student feedback - both explicit and 

implicit. 

 

 Referring to a lesson in Classroom S, I highlighted how the teacher had attempted 

to obtain her students’ feedback via a reflection worksheet. Based on the video excerpt, 

we also talked about how students faced difficulties in conveying their written feedback 

verbally. Mdm Sophia queried during the CS: “So then the question is whether they 
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understood what they have read” (August 14, 2018). In the same session, we also 

conversed about one of Ms Joan’s lessons in which students spoke up confidently and 

provided feedback to their peers over the course of a teacher-led discussion. To make 

teachers more cognisant of their pedagogical repertoires, I also weaved in insights from 

the student FGDs. 

 Enabling teachers’ theoretical understanding of feedback constituted a design 

feature of both the iterations but the second iteration drew teachers’ attention to how 

insights drawn from their practice correspond with theoretical underpinnings in the 

broader literature. In the fourth collaborative session, I shared a research article by 

Brookhart (2008) and highlighted how teachers’ practices linked with theoretical 

understandings. For instance, teachers shared that a combination of written and oral 

feedback is ideal. However, Mdm Sophia noted that engaging with individual students is 

warranted only for “priority students” (September 4, 2018). I shared with teachers how 

their insights correspond with empirical evidence and theoretical understandings about 

the timing, appropriateness, nature and functions of feedback as well as how feedback is 

interpreted and acted upon by students. To help teachers problematise their practice, I 

included points to ponder such as: Is there a disconnect between what we see and 

experience in the classroom and what we know from the literature and if so, in what way?  

 

7.5.2 Students’ video reflection 

The focus group discussions (FGDs) prior to the preliminary phase and after the initial 

iteration helped to elicit students’ beliefs about feedback. The FGDs in the preliminary 

phase and initial iteration revealed that student participants in Classroom S were far less 

inclined to articulate their viewpoints compared to their counterparts in Classroom J (see 

Section 6.3.5). Providing students opportunities to focus on specific lesson episodes was 
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included in the design of the second iteration to help students concretise their views about 

classroom feedback based on particular excerpts from lesson videos. To obtain a more 

nuanced understanding of how students’ perceive and employ feedback in the classroom, 

I fine-tuned the research process by including students’ video reflection as part of the 

focus group discussions: 

 

Design principle 6: Giving students the opportunity to reflect on lesson video excerpts 

would provide a specific context for pinning their beliefs about feedback and thus, help 

students better articulate their thinking about how they viewed or used feedback in their 

classroom. 

 

 Evidentially, students showed interest in reflecting on video excerpts and openly 

shared their views. Moreover, students’ video reflection helped to surface evidence of 

their internally-generated feedback and uptake during lessons – an aspect which is not 

evident from the video-recorded classroom observations. Given the research focus, video 

reflection served to make the student participants themselves more cognisant of the space 

to give and seek feedback in the classroom. Importantly, students’ video reflection also 

provided bases for teachers’ reflection during our collaborative sessions. 

 

7.5.3 Fuller picture of student feedback and uptake 

The design for the second iteration incorporated a stronger focus not only on student 

feedback but also uptake by sharing with teachers insights drawn from the student FGDs 

including students’ reflection on video excerpts. The teacher interviews and collaborative 

sessions prior to the initial iteration showed that teachers considered students’ feedback 

in modifying their instructional approach or planning lessons but they seemed less 
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cognisant of students’ uptake. Findings from the initial iteration point to students' strong 

focus on the value of verbal, interactive feedback with their teacher (see Section 6.3.2) 

but weak evidence of classroom participants' uptake especially in whole class settings 

(see Section 4.4.1). To weave in students' beliefs about feedback and their uptake in the 

classroom, the following design principle was incorporated: 

 

Design principle 7: Enabling teachers to focus on students’ beliefs about feedback and 

their uptake would encourage them to consider how feedback is received, interpreted and 

used in their immediate classroom context; stimulate them to open up more space for 

students to engage with the feedback provided; and prompt them to consider the nature of 

student feedback over the course of classroom interactions. 

 

 I shared with teachers about students’ beliefs in the efficacy of feedback-based 

conversations as it gave them a quick sense of their own performance and better 

comprehension of the teacher’s verbal or written feedback. Ms Joan was able to relate to 

her students and mentioned, “I did, I did do this you know” (collaborative session, August 

14, 2018). She further explained how students sought feedback on the written drafts, 

“Some, some of them who do not understand, they will come.” In the subsequent CS, 

Mdm Sophia noted the context in which her students generally seek feedback: “I mean 

they will always go back to you when you return to them” (September 4, 2018). 

 In our third CS (August 14, 2018), I shared with teachers that students felt it was 

important to listen to the responses of their classmates but did not always trust the 

feedback from their peers. I also pointed out their students’ rationale: “Teacher may give 

us more ideas than our friends” (focus group discussion, August 13, 2018). Both the 

teachers seemed rather amused learning about their students’ views about feedback and 
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discussed further. I mentioned that a few students reported that they had become more 

confident about speaking up in class. 

  Drawing teachers’ attention to the cycle of feedback and uptake between the student 

and teacher also brought into focus the nature of student feedback in the classroom. We 

conversed about a lesson in which Ms Joan’s students grappled with the task requirements 

and students initiated substantial feedback regarding the completion of the task. 

Classroom participants negotiated the tasks parameters through a continual loop of 

feedback and uptake. In contrast, we also focused on lessons in which the two teachers 

had attempted to surface evidence of their students’ learning via tasks that opened up space 

for metacognitive reflection (see Section 7.5.1). Arguably, the design of the second 

iteration enhanced opportunities for teachers to focus on student feedback and uptake as 

well as the nature of student feedback over the course of classroom interactions. Other 

than students’ explicit feedback and uptake, the design of the second iteration also focused 

on the internal feedback students generate for themselves in the classroom. 

 

7.5.4 Sustaining student feedback: Formative checkpoints 

The initial iteration surfaced the need to enable teachers to sustain the focus on student 

feedback by incorporating formative checkpoints in every lesson rather than tailoring 

entire lessons to elicit evidence of student learning. Mdm Sophia and Ms Joan had each 

planned an entire lesson (Iteration 1, Lesson 1) focused on eliciting student feedback (see 

Section 7.4) but the focus was not sustained in other two lessons of the first iteration in 

both classrooms. Again, criterion-referenced feedback declined from the preliminary 

phase to the initial iteration (see Section 6.6), which necessitated an increased focus on 

the metacognitive potential of criterion-referenced feedback in enabling student learning 

in view of performance criteria and exemplars. Thus, the design of the second iteration 
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incorporated a greater focus on students' internally-generated feedback/uptake, which may 

not be necessarily explicit: 

 

Design principle 8: Enabling teachers to focus on building formative checkpoints in every 

lesson would help them see that creating more space for students’ explicit feedback as 

well as self-generated internal feedback is feasible in their day-to-day teaching. 

 

 Teachers were aware of students’ potential to generate input for themselves, as 

evident from Mdm Sophia’s reflection in our second CS: “When we go through for 

example grammar items and then when you explain it, they will, they will take down 

notes as and when they deem that it is useful to them” (July 24, 2018). Leveraging on 

teachers’ cognisance of students’ implicit uptake, the post-Iteration 1 collaborative 

sessions entailed a greater focus on the potential of criterion-referenced feedback in 

enabling students’ metacognition and generating feedback for themselves. For instance, 

teachers observed Ms Joan’s ‘big head, small body’ illustration and the contrasting ‘light 

bulb’ drawing, which helped students ‘see’ that they needed to target a more proportionate 

distribution of content in their narrative (see Section 5.3). Students’ uptake became 

evident when one student claims, “Not enough time to write!” (Iteration 1, Lesson 2). 

Reflecting on the video excerpt, Ms Joan documented: “Cautioning children not to have 

a big head, and small body/legs for their story. Having an illustration showed children 

what is meant by big head, small body” (written communication, August 14, 2018).  

 Based on students’ sharing during FGDs, our conversations focused on how 

teachers’ references to specific performance criteria, and students’ previous performance/s 

and long-term learning trajectory help them generate feedback for themselves as they 

listen to their teachers in whole class contexts. The descriptive data reflects the increased 
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focus on criterion-referenced feedback in the second iteration (see Section 6.6). For 

instance, Ms Joan traced her students’ narrative writing progress over their primary school 

years by drawing ‘story mountains’ on the whiteboard (Iteration 2, Lesson 1). Thus, 

students could ‘see’ their present performance in relation to previous ones and 

evidentially, the teacher’s criterion-referenced feedback helped them in generating 

feedback for themselves (see sections 4.4.3 and 5.3). Arguably, our conversations plus 

insights from students’ FGDs enabled teachers to become more cognisant of the 

metacognitive potential of criterion-referenced feedback in enabling student learning. 

 

7.5.5 Iteration 2: Summary 

The four design principles described above (Section 7.5) were incorporated into the 

second iteration in addition to those that informed the initial iteration. The design of 

Iteration 2 specifically includes exemplifying teachers’ practice, and connecting teachers’ 

insights with broader theoretical understandings. For Iteration 2, video reflection for 

students was incorporated and also, students’ beliefs about feedback were shared with the 

teachers. Also, the second iteration permitted a fuller picture of student feedback and 

uptake. In view of sustaining student feedback, the focus was on formative checkpoints in 

every lesson, and opportunities to leverage on both explicit and implicit feedback in the 

classroom. 

 The final written reflections by Mdm Sophia (December 14, 2018) and Ms Joan 

(December 16, 2018) provide a sense of how they viewed the collaborative process and 

their key takeaways from our collaboration. Both teachers pointed to a greater focus on 

student interactions. Mdm Sophia noted: “Student learning may not turn out the way you 

intend it to be. As such, I need to constantly seek feedback through student-talk, no matter 

how time-consuming it is.” Similarly, Ms Joan observed: “To have more opportunities for 
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student feedback and peer interaction and allow more sharing of ideas among students and 

also between teacher and student - having checkpoints to obtain student feedback is 

needed.” The teachers also reiterated the value of formative assessment. Mdm Sophia 

mentioned, “The importance of getting students to talk about their learning. This helps 

teachers to assess their teaching and students to reflect on their learning journey.” Ms Joan 

focused on the need to “better understand what the students have learnt” in order “to 

proceed on in planning the next lesson.” The teacher also highlighted student-student 

feedback as a “good alternative to explore.” Other than the focus on student interactions 

and formative assessment, the teacher participants highlighted how they viewed our 

collaboration as a triad. For instance, Mdm Sophia observed that “a fresh perspective helps 

in re-examining your current practices.” As a researcher, the final phase of the study gave 

me the space to reflect on the overall findings and the entire research process. 

 

 

7.6 Design narrative: Assessment/Reflective phase 

The assessment or reflective phase of the study was an opportunity for me to pull together 

the findings from the preliminary and prototyping phases in terms of teachers’ 

pedagogical reasoning and classroom participants’ beliefs about feedback as well as the 

enactment of feedback in the classroom. Leveraging on insights from student and teacher 

beliefs, I revised the conceptual framework in view of the dominant themes of 

improvement and verbal interaction emerging from the data (see Section 6.5). 

Specifically, the final revision showcases how feedback - both explicit and implicit - 

interrelates with other instructional strategies, which scaffold students’ understanding 

and/or performance on a task. It facilitates a better conceptualisation of feedback as a 
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formative assessment tool in relation to other instructional strategies, which scaffold 

student learning. 

 The final phase of the study also offered space to reflect on the research process 

particularly, the process of working with the teachers – aspects that are not easily captured 

by the empirical data collected. The collaboration with teachers was premised on 

surfacing teachers’ pedagogical reasoning in incorporating a focus on student feedback. 

Inevitably, our level of comfort in working with one another had direct implications for 

the conversations, sharing of ideas and reflections during the collaborative sessions. As 

colleagues working together for many years, the two teachers shared a comfortable and 

trustful relationship. In my presence, the teachers felt safe to discuss freely and share their 

views openly. Occasionally, they would bring up other matters, share a joke or complain 

about their workload. The teachers were aware that I had once politely turned down a 

request from the school Vice-Principal to join us for one of the collaborative sessions on 

the grounds that it may make the teachers uneasy. Arguably, Mdm Sophia and Ms Joan 

found our work arrangements conducive as they did not request for any modifications.  

 Based on my observations, Ms Joan assumed a more active role in planning 

upcoming lessons by identifying specific activities and school-based requirements. On 

the other hand, Mdm Sophia was more inclined to probe deeper and provide more well-

considered responses especially, while reflecting on lesson video excerpts. In the 

reflective phase of the study, I considered the option of giving teachers the space to 

engage in video reflection minus the presence of the other teacher. Thus, the final semi-

structured interview with each teacher included teachers’ reflection on 1-2 video excerpts 

from their lessons. No noticeable differences emerged but comparatively, Ms Joan tended 

to be more vocal when we collaborated as a threesome.  
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 Understandably, teachers’ buy-in as well as their workload and time constraints had 

implications for carrying out the research activities in the school context during the 

academic year. In the initial stages of the research project, the teachers appeared rather 

reticent, and Mdm Sophia seemed more enthusiastic about participation in the research 

study compared to Ms Joan. Increasingly, the teachers opened up and seemed more at 

ease in sharing their thoughts during the interviews and collaborative sessions. The 

teachers displayed more interest and initiative, and Ms Joan even suggested scheduling a 

collaborative session during the school holidays. Mdm Sophia seemed to have a clearer 

idea of the research focus and what it entailed on the part of teachers.  

 In terms of video reflection, teachers and subsequently, students had the opportunity 

to reflect on excerpts from lesson videos. Hargreaves (2012, 2013) used classroom 

observation videos in student interviews to examine specific perceptions of feedback. Van 

der Kleij et al. (2017) also used videos to obtain teacher and student perceptions of 

specific feedback. Teachers had the option of watching their respective lesson videos 

prior to our collaborative sessions and selecting excerpts, which may be of interest to 

them for further reflection and discussion. However, the teachers generally reported that 

they had not identified any particular lesson excerpt given their busy schedules. As a 

researcher, the intervention study pointed to the need to be realistic and flexible about the 

implementation and logistics of the research activities in view of the tensions, challenges, 

and decisions teachers need to make in their unique school and classroom contexts. 

 The collaborative intervention hinged on teachers’ cognisance and articulation of 

their tacit pedagogical content knowledge largely via conversations, discussions about 

lesson planning, and video reflection on practice. According to Loughran (2019), the 

‘why’ of teachers’ practice is made available through pedagogical reasoning thus, 

showcasing the nature of teachers’ professional knowledge in ways that the ‘what’ and 
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‘how’ of practice do not so adequately demonstrate. Given the focus on surfacing 

teachers’ pedagogical reasoning, I found that it was occasionally difficult to encourage 

teachers to articulate the ‘why’ as they tended to focus on ‘what’ and ‘how’ of their 

teaching decisions. These observations are particularly applicable in the case of Ms Joan 

who tended to resist deeper probing into her decision-making. Admittedly, the teachers 

felt more inclined to describe the lesson proceedings in detail based on the video excerpts 

rather than deeply consider the rationale and implications of their pre-lesson and in class 

decision-making.  

 The above findings are unsurprising in view of Loughran’s (2019) observations that 

the busyness of their work leads teachers to inevitably focus on the act of teaching rather 

than unpacking and discussing the reasons that underpin their pedagogical intentions and 

actions. The present findings are pertinent given that researchers have differentiated 

between critical reflection on practice and comfortable collaboration in which ideas are 

simply shared  (Annan et al., 2003; Ball & Cohen, 1999; Toole & Seashore, 2002).  It 

seems difficult and perhaps, unnecessary to qualify the exact nature of the collaboration 

or the teachers’ reflection in the present study. However, it may be safely argued that the 

collaborative sessions offered teachers a valuable space to step back, articulate and review 

the bases of their lesson planning and in class teaching decisions. Clearly, Mdm Sophia 

appreciated the opportunity to “step back” and see from “another perspective” 

(collaborative session, July 17, 2018): 

 

Actually ya because you don’t get to see what you, so when you look at what happen in class 

it makes you step back and say ok this is what I did. This is what I did ok, how can I do it 

better, how can I make it more impactful, how can I value add to the learning so ya…it is 

something that offers you another perspective, you don’t just say ok what happened is 

enough. You need to really like into how you can make this better for everyone. 
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 Similarly, the teachers in Tripp and Rich’s study (2012) reported that video-aided 

reflection helped them see their teaching from a new perspective. In a sense, the 

collaboration permitted the space for teachers to unpack and discuss the reasons that 

underpin their pedagogical intentions and actions (Loughran, 2019). Reflecting on the 

overall study, I am tempted to argue that students’ beliefs about feedback merited further 

exploration in the present study. Given the primary focus on student feedback, it would 

have been illustrative to incorporate more space for students’ focus group discussions 

including video reflection. A more detailed picture of how students view and use feedback 

would have shed more light on the classroom observations data especially so, as students’ 

beliefs about feedback were shared with the teachers and looped back into the design of 

the second iteration. 

 Though not an intended outcome, students in the two participating classes improved 

in their writing skills over the course of the year. Based on what the Vice-Principal and 

Head of Department shared, the grades for most students in Classroom S and Classroom 

J in English Language writing were better in their end-of-year examinations as compared 

to the mid-year assessment. In comparison to other classes in the Primary 5 cohort, the 

two participating classes had shown the most progress in their writing from the mid-year 

to the annual school examinations. Both the teacher participants acknowledged the 

improvement and expressed immense satisfaction over these measurable outcomes. Ms 

Joan even mentioned that when other teachers in the Primary 5 cohort inquired about 

what the two classes had done differently, she attributed it the ‘Fatema Effect!’ She shared 

that she highlighted to her colleagues that if they wanted to see “improvement,” they 

needed to participate in my research study the following year (personal communication, 

November 2, 2018). 
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 While the present design-based research study was a learning opportunity for the 

teacher participants, it yields some valuable insights from a researcher’s perspective. The 

next chapter includes the implications of the study for research, and the limitations of this 

research study (see sections 8.6.3 and 8.7 respectively). However, some reflections are 

presented here. Idiomatically, conceiving the design principles and ascertaining the 

output and outcomes was effectively, an attempt to gauge what happens when the rubber 

meets the road. In the present study, I conceived of design principles as mechanisms, 

which guide a particular iteration and lead to particular outcome/s. Given the interaction 

of different mechanisms in a particular iteration, it is rather difficult and perhaps, 

simplistic to attribute certain findings to particular mechanisms in a direct or linear way. 

While teasing apart the findings and lessons from a particular iteration may not be easy, 

the empirical evidence obtained including the conversations with the research participants 

help to shed light on what Pawson and Tilley (1997) describe as the pathway from 

resources to the reasoning of the participants. Broadly, methodological decisions about 

eliminating, retaining or refining particular mechanism/s in a DBR study illuminate a key 

question (Pawson, 2003): What works, for whom, and in what circumstances?  

 

 

7.7 Summary of the findings 

This chapter elucidates the fourth and final research question: Which design principles 

serve as guidelines to create opportunities for students to seek feedback from their 

teacher, peers or themselves in the Singapore classroom? The description of the 

preliminary, prototyping and reflective phases with a particular focus on the design 

principles, which guide the two iterations (prototyping phase) illuminates the research 

process as well as the understandings emerging from each phase of this DBR study. Based 
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on the insights gleaned from the data sources in different phases, the chapter also 

documents the successive revisions to the conceptual framework, which pivots the study.  

 Generally, design-based research contributes to three types of outputs: design 

principles, curricular products, and professional development of participants (McKenney 

et al., 2006). The chapter elucidates design principles with underlying mechanisms, which 

serve as a valuable reference point for enhancing student feedback in the classroom. 

Given the immediacy of the data generated, the study offered substantial learning 

opportunities for the teacher participants. Our collaborative work and broadly, the 

research process opened up space for teachers to become more aware of the models of 

reality they construct in making teaching decisions empowering them to reflect and 

improve upon their own practice thus, enhancing their professional capacity (Shavelson 

& Stern, 1981). However, the study did not involve the design of new curriculum 

materials or products given the need to adhere to the school-based ‘Writing Module’ 

resource package, which assured teachers that the two participating classes were not 

“shortchanged” in terms of equipping students with the designated writing skills (Mdm 

Sophia, teacher interview, April 3, 2018). The focus was on teachers’ pre-lesson and in 

class pedagogical decision-making in incorporating a greater focus on student feedback. 

 The design principles, which guide the two iterations in the present study include 

weaving between theory and practice - enabling teachers’ theoretical understanding of 

feedback, and connecting theories drawn from their own teaching experiences with the 

broader literature. Teacher’s video reflection on practice and subsequently, students’ 

video reflection were incorporated into the research design. The design included 

exemplifying teachers’ own practices and enriching their resources by drawing on the 

pedagogical repertoires employed by other teachers. Students’ beliefs about feedback 

were shared with teachers. The design included pragmatic considerations such as being 
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responsive to teachers’ lesson planning and managing teacher expectations. The design 

principles guiding the second iteration especially focused on a fuller picture of student 

feedback and uptake, and sustaining a focus on student feedback via formative 

checkpoints and teacher’s criterion-referenced feedback, enabling students’ internally-

generated feedback. 

 The detailed design principles lend transparency to the research process and reveal 

how underlying mechanisms possibly shaped the reasoning of the teacher participants in 

the study. In a sense, the design principles denote levers of change i.e. mechanisms that 

potentially trigger particular changes in a given context, and these are subject to continual 

refinement as newer insights unfold. While the study yields a set of design principles that 

provide a valuable reference point for creating space for student feedback in Singapore 

classrooms, these may not necessarily warrant theory generation. As Amiel and Reeves 

(2008) argue, theory development constitutes a key objective of design-based research 

but this might occur only after long-term engagement and multiple design investigations.  

 Clearly, the collaborative intervention contributed to the learning of the two teacher 

participants. Mdm Sophia and Ms Joan actively participated in our conversations and 

discussions, openly shared their beliefs about feedback, and explicated their key 

considerations in planning lessons. Drawing on insights from a long-term workshop 

designed to enhance teachers’ knowledge and skills in the use of feedback strategies, 

Fonseca et al. (2015) suggest that teachers must, more systematically, be allowed and 

requested to work collaboratively in the development, implementation and analysis of 

their classroom activities. The present collaborative intervention offered each teacher the 

space to co-plan lessons with a colleague, and think through their teaching of the ‘Writing 

Module’ lessons. 
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 The present study permitted teacher participants the space to weave theory and 

practice in the sense that they had the opportunity to learn more about the theoretical 

underpinnings of feedback as well as connect theories drawn from their own teaching 

experiences with the broader literature. Voerman et al. (2015) developed a trajectory for 

teachers’ professional development called ‘Feedback-Theory into Practice’ that included 

the components of providing theory, demonstration, practice, feedback, and coaching. 

Also, reflection on their lesson video excerpts and illustration of examples from their 

classroom enactment helped teachers in this study ‘see’ how they were potentially 

creating more opportunities for student feedback in their classroom.  

 Effectively, the study offered teachers the space to acquire knowledge for practice, 

knowledge in practice and knowledge of practice (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1999 cited in 

Loughran, 2019). The teachers in the study had opportunities to gain knowledge for 

practice i.e. theoretical understandings, and weaved between theory and practice. The 

interviews and video reflection tapped into teachers’ knowledge in practice, which often 

remains tacit (Polanyi, 1966). Arguably, the collaborative intervention opened up space 

for teachers to further develop their knowledge of practice. While the interviews, lesson 

planning, video reflection and conversations during collaborative sessions offer glimpses 

of teachers’ thinking, their actions in the classroom form more accurate representations 

of their knowledge (Berk & Hiebert, 2009; Capraro et al., 2005; Huang & Cai, 2010). 

 

 

7.8 Chapter summary 

The present chapter focuses on the design narrative in the three-phased study specifically, 

the design principles that inform each of the two iterations in the prototyping phase. Thus, 

the chapter facilitates a better understanding of the findings portrayed in chapters 4, 5 and 
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6. The conception of a design principle as a mechanism or pathway from resource to 

reasoning is highlighted (Pawson & Tilley, 1997). The description of the assessment 

phase highlights reflections on the research process and findings. By detailing the design 

of the collaborative process, the present chapter informs the focus of Chapter 8 in which 

I discuss the key findings and draw implications for theory, practice, research and policy. 

Importantly, I revisit the conceptual framework underpinning the study. 
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CHAPTER 8 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

 

The primary focus of this final chapter is on pulling together and interpreting key findings 

from the study, and discussing the implications. I first provide a summary of the findings. 

Based on the conceptual framework, key arguments are developed in terms of classroom 

participants’ practices and beliefs about feedback. I focus on the conceptualisation of 

feedback and uptake in the present study and revisit the metaphor of the need for teachers 

to “ladle differently” (Pollock, 2012, p. 14). Subsequently, I highlight the chief 

contributions of the study and then focus on the implications drawn from the present 

findings for theory, practice, research and policy. The limitations of this research study 

are discussed and finally, some reflections and concluding remarks are presented. 

 

 

8.1 Overview of the study 

The present design-based research (DBR) study investigates students’ feedback practices 

as well as teacher and student beliefs in two Primary 5 English Language (EL) classrooms 

in Singapore. It involves a collaborative intervention, which focuses on surfacing the 

pedagogical reasoning of teachers in setting up and implementing tasks embedded with 

opportunities for student feedback. Theoretically, the intervention is situated in the 

instructional core (City et al., 2011), and the conceptual framework undergirding the 

study comprises three key interrelated components: feedback, task (re)design and 

teachers’ pedagogical reasoning.  

 The intervention includes two classroom iterations (micro-cycles) guided by design 

principles. Research methods include video-recorded classroom observations, teacher 
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interviews and video reflection, and focus group discussions with students. I analysed the 

lesson videos using a coding scheme, which incorporated theoretical understandings and 

insights from the data. To analyse classroom participants’ beliefs about feedback, I used 

an inductive approach (Strauss & Corbin, 1998) involving open coding and developing 

categories (Cain, 2012). ‘Episode of pedagogical reasoning’ formed the unit of analyses 

(Horn, 2010) for examining teachers’ pedagogical reasoning. The findings from the 

present study surface key implications for theory, practice and research, which are 

summarised below. 

 

8.1.1 Summary of the findings 

This section offers a brief summary of the present findings, which relate to student 

feedback practices, and student and teacher beliefs about feedback; as well as the effects 

of the collaborative intervention on these aspects (Chapters 4 and 6). The research process 

is elucidated in terms of surfacing teachers’ pedagogical reasoning in designing tasks 

focused on student feedback, and the design principles that guide the two classroom 

iterations (Chapters 5 and 7). The research questions guiding the study are listed below: 

 

1. How is student feedback in the classroom enacted in relation to other feedback 

practices: a) teacher feedback; and b) teacher uptake of student feedback, and 

student uptake of teacher feedback? 

2. a) Which factors influence teachers’ pedagogical decision-making in 

(re)designing tasks? b) How does teacher’s pedagogical reasoning come into play 

in setting up, sustaining and implementing tasks focused on incorporating 

opportunities for student feedback?  
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3. In what way does a focus on incorporating opportunities for student feedback in 

teachers’ task design influence: a) the extent and nature of student feedback in the 

classroom; and b) student and teacher beliefs about feedback? 

4. Which design principles serve as guidelines to create opportunities for students to 

provide feedback in the classroom?  

 

 With reference to the initial research question, students provided far less feedback 

than their teachers across the three phases of the study. For both students and teachers, 

specific task-level feedback is dominant in both classrooms. Feedback at the process and 

self-regulation levels is far less compared to specific task-level feedback for both 

classroom participants. Task-level feedback for both students and teachers followed 

parallel trends - an overall increase from the preliminary phase to Iteration 1 but a decline 

in Iteration 2. Criterion-referenced feedback rose from the first to the second iteration. 

Irrespective of the participatory structure, there is very weak evidence of feedback-based 

interactions in the two classrooms. Evidentially, teachers are more likely to take up 

students’ feedback than vice versa. Both students and teachers take up feedback more 

often when students work individually or with their peers as compared to whole class 

contexts. The findings also reveal how students’ uptake in the classroom may be 

internally-generated and is not necessarily explicit. The data illustrates that tasks do not 

get ‘implemented’ on their own rather classroom participants re-interpret the task set up 

by the teacher. 

 In terms of the second research question, the findings show that students’ abilities 

and attitudes to learning as well the need to facilitate students’ understanding formed key 

considerations for both teachers. Feedback explicitly provided by students as well as 

implicit evidence of students’ understanding and/or performance on the task enabled 
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teachers to modify their instructional approach as the lesson progressed and to some 

extent, informed their lesson planning. The findings point to the complexity of clearly 

differentiating between teachers’ intentional and situational decision-making. Given the 

focus on student feedback, Mdm Sophia and Ms Joan reasoned about the value of 

documenting student feedback online and the challenges of group work in their respective 

classrooms. They tended to focus on the content of the ‘Writing Module,’ which arguably 

made them less cognisant of the potential of their pedagogical repertoires. 

 In view of Research Question 3, the findings show that students’ specific feedback 

at the task level moved up considerably from the preliminary phase to Iteration 1 but 

dropped substantially in the second iteration. Across the three phases, process-level 

feedback remained low in the two classrooms, and increased slightly from the preliminary 

phase to the initial iteration but declined during the second iteration. Self-regulation 

feedback was only evident in Classroom S, albeit negligible throughout the study. 

Students initiated feedback more often while working individually or in groups compared 

to whole class contexts, and student-initiated feedback is least evident during the second 

iteration in both classrooms. Feedback-based interactions show very low evidence in both 

classrooms and irrespective of the participatory structure, are most evident in Iteration 1. 

Students engage in one-to-one interactions with their teacher more frequently during 

individual/group work than in whole class contexts. 

 The third research question also encompasses shifts in classroom participants’ 

beliefs about feedback. Students strongly focused on the notion of feedback as 

improvement, and progressively articulated more nuanced understandings of feedback 

with clearer ideas about their own expectations of the teacher’s use of feedback. Students 

believe in the importance of verbal feedback particularly, interactive feedback with their 

teacher, and felt that feedback should be specific and easily comprehensible. Generally, 
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concerns about feeling shy and hesitation about speaking up in class surfaced throughout 

the study. Teachers too believed in the supportive role of feedback in student learning to 

improve performance and increasingly, attempted to customise feedback to students’ 

individual needs. Both teachers seemed uncertain about their students’ abilities in seeking 

feedback and engaging with the feedback provided. Throughout the study, teachers 

reported how time constraints guided their decisions about feedback provision and 

understandably, they found one-to-one verbal feedback time-consuming and infeasible. 

Teachers found peer feedback challenging to implement and students did not consider it 

useful. Teachers believed in the value of feedback as a formative assessment tool, and 

reported a greater focus on the need to draw out student feedback - both explicit and 

implicit - and create more space for student interactions. 

 The fourth research question is about the design narrative, which reveals how 

underlying mechanisms possibly shaped the reasoning of the teacher participants. The 

design principles include weaving theory and practice - enabling teachers’ theoretical 

understanding of feedback, and connecting theories drawn from their own teaching 

experiences with the broader literature. Teacher’s video reflection on practice and 

subsequently, students’ video reflection were incorporated into the design. The design 

included exemplifying teachers’ own practices and enriching their resources by drawing 

on the pedagogical repertoires employed by other teachers. Students’ beliefs about 

feedback were shared with teachers. The design included pragmatic considerations such 

as being responsive to teachers’ lesson planning and managing teacher expectations. The 

design principles guiding the second iteration especially focused on a fuller picture of 

student feedback and uptake, and sustaining a focus on student feedback via formative 

checkpoints and teacher’s criterion-referenced feedback, enabling students’ internally-

generated feedback. 
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8.1.2 The conceptual framework 

Drawing on insights from classroom observations, collaborative sessions, teacher 

interviews and student FGDs, the conceptual framework builds on the instructional 

triangle (City et al., 2011). The framework pulls together key aspects of classroom 

instruction: feedback as formative assessment, teacher pedagogical reasoning, 

recontextualisation of the task as it unfolds in the classroom context, and instructional 

strategies that scaffold student learning (Figure 37).  Pictorially, it depicts Hattie’s (2019) 

contention that the teaching/learning dynamic becomes synthesised when students 

communicate their needs and teachers consider “everything in front of them, which 

constitutes feedback from the student” (p. 90). 
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Figure 37 

Revised Conceptual Framework: Feedback, Scaffolding and Formative Assessment 

 

Note. Mapped on to the instructional core (City et al., 2011), the figure depicts how the cyclical loops of  

teacher feedback/uptake [T(F/U)] and student feedback/uptake [S(F/U)] - both explicit and implicit - 

intersect (S1, S2, S3 and S4) with the ellipse of scaffolding strategies, which scaffold students’ 

understanding and/or performance on a task. The figure portrays mutually informing teacher/student 

beliefs and feedback practices, and the subject matter (SM) in relation to the task. Broadly, it depicts how 

task (re)design is intertwined with classroom participants' feedback/uptake, which interrelates with 

scaffolding strategies.  

 

 Specifically, Figure 37 illustrates how the teacher’s pedagogical reasoning or 

decision-making works in tandem with students’ understanding and/or performance on 

the task, both of which are inextricably linked with student and teacher feedback (both 
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explicit and implicit). Grounded in the data, the conceptual framework depicts four 

dimensions of feedback and uptake as formative assessment (see Section 6.5): 

1.  Student and teacher feedback and uptake intertwined with task recontextualisation 

[Task re(design) in relation to circular loops inside and outside the triangle]; 

2.  Explicit student and teacher feedback and uptake during classroom interactions 

[circular loop outside the triangle]; 

3.  Students’ internal feedback/uptake, which informs their engagement on the task 

[broken green line linking S(F/U) and Task Re(design) in relation to: 1) circular 

arrow from T(F/U) to S(F/U) outside the triangle; and 2) circular arrow from 

broken black line in relation to broken green line]; and 

4.  Feedback/uptake (both explicit and implicit) and scaffolding strategies in relation 

to the teacher’s pedagogical reasoning [broken black line linking T(F/U and Task 

Re(design) in relation to the circular loops inside and outside the triangle, and the 

ellipse]. 

   

 By depicting how “feedback happens in all directions” (Hattie, 2019, p. 96), the 

conceptual framework offers a useful way of understanding how feedback as formative 

assessment comes into play in the classroom. Embedded in the instructional core (City et 

al., 2011), the conceptual framework is pedagogically significant as formative assessment 

is a critical leverage point in classroom practice - the interaction between teachers and 

students during formative assessment is at the “heart of pedagogy” (Black & Wiliam, 

1998, p. 16). Arguably, it serves to operationalise the instructional core by drawing in key 

aspects of classroom instruction. To provide a more user-friendly version, which can 

easily inform policy-making and classroom practice, Figure 38 shows how task (re)design 

is inextricably interwoven with classroom participants' feedback and uptake. The circular 
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arrows linking T (Teacher) and S (Student) denote the cyclical loop of explicit feedback. 

The cyclical loop of implicit feedback is evident from the circular arrows linking teacher 

pedagogical reasoning [T-Task (Re)design)] and student understanding and/or 

performance on the task [S-Task (Re)design)]. S1, S2, S3 and S4 represent the 

intersection of the loops of feedback/uptake and the ellipse of strategies, which scaffold 

students’ understanding and/or performance on a task. The figure portrays the subject 

matter (SM) in relation to the task as well as the bi-directionality of classroom 

participants' beliefs about feedback and feedback practices. Broadly, Figure 38 shows 

how task (re)design is intertwined with classroom participants' feedback/uptake, which 

interrelates with the use of scaffolding strategies in the classroom. 

 

Figure 38 

Feedback, Scaffolding and Formative Assessment: Conceptualisation for Policy and Practice 

 

Note. The figure depicts task (re)design interwoven with the cyclical loop of explicit feedback between 

teacher (T) and student (S), and the cyclical loop of implicit feedback in relation to teacher pedagogical 
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reasoning and student engagement on the task. Classroom participants' feedback/uptake interrelate with 

scaffolding strategies denoted by the points at which they intersect: S1, S2, S3 and S4. The figure 

portrays mutually informing teacher/student beliefs and feedback practices, and the subject matter (SM) 

in relation to the task.  

 

 For practitioners and teacher learning initiatives, Figure 38 provides a valuable 

reference point for conceptualising how feedback practices (and scaffolding strategies) 

play out in the classroom. In terms of pre-lesson planning, in class decision-making or 

post-lesson reflection, the framework offers a lucid picture of a how a given formative 

assessment or scaffolding strategy is employed or taken up by classroom participants. 

The framework permits easier policy formulation in terms of where the focus of a 

particular curricular or teacher professional development initiative lies. By integrating 

key elements of classroom instruction, Figure 38 enables a more nuanced understanding 

of feedback as formative assessment. The implications for policy, practice and teachers' 

professional development are detailed in Section 8.6. For our present purposes, the 

framework (Figure 37) offers a useful lens for making sense of the research findings and 

the subsequent discussion elucidates the four dimensions mentioned above (sections 8.2, 

8.3. 8.4 and 8.5). First, I revisit the metaphor of ‘ladling differently’ that forms the crux 

of the argument, which informs the collaborative intervention in the study. 

 

8.1.3 Collaborative intervention: ‘Ladling differently’ 

The three-phase design-based research DBR involves a collaborative intervention 

focused on surfacing the pedagogical reasoning of teachers as active, thinking decision-

makers (Borg, 2006) in setting up and implementing tasks embedded with opportunities 

for student feedback in the classroom. In a sense, the focus on enabling teachers to make 

decisions focused on more space for student feedback relates to the agenda-setting 
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dilemma, which Richardson (1992) refers to: A teacher educator may want to see 

teachers’ practices change in a particular way while empowering the teachers themselves 

to be meaningfully involved in determining the changes. The secondary English teacher 

in Leong’s (2018) case study was able to pick up ideas about summative and formative 

assessment from promptings and discussion, and through reflecting on her own practice. 

Leong observes that while there was no deliberate attempt to change her conceptions and 

practices, the teacher was able to see the possibilities for change. Based on the need for 

teachers to “ladle differently” - not always giving feedback but giving opportunities for 

students to seek feedback (Pollock, 2012, p. 14), the collaborative intervention permitted 

teachers’ agency in ‘ladling differently’ including making decisions about the design of 

the ladle itself i.e. the task as initially set up. 

 Extending Pollock’s (2012) metaphor of the need for teachers to ‘ladle differently,’ 

the focus of the intervention was on enabling teachers to ladle ‘instructional soup’ such 

that nutritious ingredients in the form of student feedback are scooped up, which would 

have otherwise remained latent. Arguably, students would benefit from a richer diet 

comprising questions, comments, queries by the students themselves compared to a diet 

of thin broth comprising merely, of the teacher’s feedback. I now revisit the research 

questions in light of the metaphor of how teachers might ‘ladle differently’ (see Section 

1.1.1). To metaphorically grasp the research focus, I illustrate the research questions and 

the corresponding metaphorical questions (Table 16), and detail these subsequently. 
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Table 16  

Research Questions: The 'Ladling Differently' Metaphor 

 Research Questions Metaphorical Questions 
1. How is student feedback in the classroom enacted in relation to 

other feedback practices: a) teacher feedback; and b) teacher 
uptake of student feedback, and student uptake of teacher 
feedback? 

Given the teacher’s ladling, what does 
the student diet comprise? 

2. Which factors influence teachers’ pedagogical decision-making 
in (re)designing tasks? How does teacher’s pedagogical reasoning 
come into play in setting up, sustaining and implementing tasks 
focused on incorporating opportunities for student feedback?  

What influences the teachers’ ladling 
and what does ‘ladling differently’ 
entail? 

3. In what way does a focus on incorporating opportunities for 
student feedback in teachers’ task design influence: a) the extent 
and nature of student feedback in the classroom; and b) student 
and teacher beliefs about feedback? 

How does the student diet change when 
teachers attempt to ‘ladle differently’? 
When teachers ‘ladle differently,’ do 
student and teacher beliefs about 
student diet change? 

4. Which design principles serve as guidelines to create 
opportunities for students to provide feedback in the Singapore 
classroom?  

How can teachers ‘ladle differently’ for 
a potentially richer student diet? 

 

 Research Question 1 encapsulates a pre-intervention portrayal of student feedback 

in relation to teacher feedback; and classroom participants’ feedback and uptake. 

Metaphorically, it serves to elucidate the question: Given the teacher’s ladling, what does 

the student diet comprise? The second research question about teachers’ pedagogical 

reasoning in setting up and implementing tasks equates to the question: What influences 

the teachers’ ladling and what does ‘ladling differently’ entail? The third research 

question addresses the shifts, if any, in student feedback practices and classroom 

participants’ beliefs about feedback over the course of the preliminary and prototyping 

phases. It corresponds to the questions: How does the student diet change when teachers 

attempt to ‘ladle differently’? When teachers ‘ladle differently,’ do student and teacher 

beliefs about student diet change? The final research question about design principles, 

which enable student feedback is synonymous with the metaphorical question: How can 

teachers ‘ladle differently’ for a potentially richer student diet? The discussion in the 

subsequent sections facilitates a better understanding of teachers’ ‘ladling’ and the teacher 

participants’ attempts to ‘ladle differently’. 
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8.2 Feedback and task (re)design 

The present section specifically sheds light on how student and teacher feedback and 

uptake are intertwined with the reconfiguration of the task specifically, in relation to the 

teacher’s explicit feedback. Based on the 16 lessons over the course of the preliminary 

and prototyping phases, classroom participants overwhelmingly preferred specific task-

level feedback during whole class as well individual/group contexts in all the three phases 

of the study. For analytical purposes, task-level feedback was categorised into non-

specific and specific with the latter indicating learning enhancing feedback, which 

Voerman et al. (2012) recommend. Notably, both students and teachers provided 

considerably more specific task-level feedback than non-specific feedback at the task 

level. Similar to the present findings, Brooks et al. (2019) found that the teacher’s 

feedback in a primary Australian classroom was largely at the task level. Specifically, the 

teacher’s feedback aimed at building surface understanding and was least directed at the 

self-regulatory level. Research indicates that the bulk of teachers’ written feedback is at 

the task level (Arts et al., 2016; Glover & Brown, 2006; Orsmond & Merry, 2011). 

 The predominance of classroom participants’ task-level feedback prompted the 

initial revision to the conceptual framework (see Section 4.5). In Ms Joan’s third lesson 

of the initial iteration, the majority of the students grappled with the task requirements 

seeking clarifications about the parameters for successful task completion. As Figure 37 

shows, the continual loop of feedback and uptake between classroom participants became 

evident as Ms Joan’s students attempted to adjust and adapt to the task based on their 

ongoing learning needs. Both students and the teacher provided considerable task-level 

feedback, which brings into focus the issue of task design. Similarly, Brooks et al. (2019) 

found that the persuasive writing task assigned by the primary teacher in their research 

study probably required only surface thinking. Thus, the skew of teacher feedback to task 
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level questions the rigour of the learning tasks in their study. 

 The reconfiguration of the task intertwined with the feedback and uptake of 

classroom participants in Ms Joan’s lesson illustrates Ellis’ (2003) argument about task-

based second language acquisition - how “tasks of the kind commonly used in SLA 

research are not just performed but rather interpreted” thus, tasks are not “generalizable” 

(p. 187). Ellis further notes how SLA students who experienced difficulties 

“repositioned” themselves by criticizing the tasks set. Ms Joan’s students too, offered a 

lot of feedback ranging from technical criteria to the conceptual aspects of the task. 

Students’ feedback was largely at the task level but occasionally, they had queries about 

strategic issues. For instance, one student questioned the norm that a narrative needs to 

incorporate a problem or issue: 'But what if I don’t like have a ‘problem?’ Similarly, 

another student offered some process-level feedback: 'How can you learn a lesson when 

it’s a bad surprise?'  

 The present findings also help us better understand Bygate et al.’s (2001) argument 

that tasks can be influenced by the choice of the learners and can be potentially 

reinterpreted by them. In a sense, the loops of feedback and uptake between the student 

and teacher (both explicit and implicit) captures the essence of Bygate et al.’s claim that 

tasks are susceptible to pedagogic intervention (Figure 37). 

 The recontextualisation of tasks intertwined with classroom participants’ feedback 

and uptake, as illustrated in the conceptual framework, enhances our understanding of 

task set up and implementation in the classroom. Figure 39 shows Stein et al.’s conception 

of how tasks unfold during classroom instruction - a linear flow from curriculum 

materials through task set up and implementation to student learning. As the present 

findings show (Figure 37), Stein et al.’s model does not take into account how 

instructional strategies such as feedback and scaffolding constitute affordances of task 
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implementation in addition to others such as classroom norms, task conditions and 

classroom participants’ habitus. 

 

Figure 39 

Task Set Up and Implementation (Stein et al., 1996, p. 459) 

 

  

 Evidentially, the present findings bring into focus how continual adjustments and 

adaptations to the task become manifest in the feedback and uptake between student and 

teacher. Task (re)contextualisation is shaped simultaneously by students’ understanding 

and/or performance on the task and teachers’ pedagogical reasoning, which addresses 

Stein et al.’s (2009) inquiry about the extent to which students implement the task with 

fidelity. Further, the present conceptual framework serves to extend Stein et al.’s (2009) 

argument that numerous factors may conspire to “reduce the level of cognitive demand 

of a task” including “shifting the emphasis from meaning, concepts or understanding to 

arriving at a correct or complete answer” (p. 10). In Ms Joan’s lesson (referred above), 

clarification of task requirements consumed the bulk of students’ engagement on the task 
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drawing their attention away from opportunities for meaning-making or conceptual 

understanding, which were possibly embedded in the task. Ascertaining the cognitive 

complexity of tasks in relation to feedback and uptake between classroom participants is 

beyond the focus or scope of the present study. Nonetheless, the findings further elucidate 

how student learning outcomes (Figure 39) constitute a complex coalescence of the task 

“unleashed into the classroom environment” as well as the students’ understanding and/or 

performance on the task in tandem with the teacher’s pedagogical decision-making (Stein 

et al., 2009, p. 10).  

 The preceding discussion problematises task set-up and implementation - if tasks 

are likely to be reconfigured in the classroom then does it imply that the task as set up 

recedes in importance? Metaphorically, ‘ladling differently’ is contingent largely on the 

design of the ladle itself. Simply stated, the design of the ladle i.e. the task as set up plays 

a key role in ascertaining the potential of teachers to ‘ladle differently’ i.e. scoop up 

nutritious ingredients in the form of student feedback rather than serving a thin broth 

comprising only the teacher’s feedback. Herein, lies the significance of the task in the 

way it is “planned and presented” (Towndrow, 2005, p. 511). Stein et al. (2009) 

foreground two key aspects of task set-up: 1) Task features which define the extent to 

which the task set-up offers space for students’ reasoning, sense-making, explanations, 

justifications etc.; and 2) Cognitive demands, which refer to the kind of thinking 

processes entailed in solving the task ranging from memorization to complex thinking 

and reasoning strategies. The way teachers design assessment tasks opens up or closes 

down opportunities for productive feedback processes (Carless et al., 2011). 

 Understandably, a focus on verbal student feedback dictates that the design of the 

task as set up in the classroom affords the space for students to communicate evidence of 

their ongoing learning. Evidentially, Mdm Sophia and Ms Joan’s intentional pre-lesson 
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planning in setting up the tasks for their first lesson of Iteration 1 offered ample 

opportunities for students to provide feedback (see Section 6.6). Mdm Sophia designed a 

reflection task, which required students to think about the writing strategies learnt and 

indicate those they find ‘easy to use’ and areas where they need more assistance. 

Subsequently, students have the space to verbally communicate their written feedback, 

albeit their responses are brief. Students encounter difficulties in expressing themselves 

but the teacher shows patience and encouragement. Students’ feedback at the self-

regulation level becomes evident as the teacher persists with feedback such as: I am 

giving you the chance to express yourselves; Based on what we have discussed, we are 

going to improve what all we have learnt; What sort of help do you need? Similarly, Ms 

Joan’s task set up (Iteration 1, Lesson 1) permitted room for her students to communicate 

verbal feedback over the course of whole class interactions after documenting their 

feedback in an online task about ‘Consolidation, Feedback and Reflection for Writing 

Narratives’. Students in Classroom J examine their online feedback and consolidate their 

understanding of what constitutes “a good piece of narrative” over the course of a whole 

class discussion. Students articulate their viewpoints and occasionally, justify their 

responses or disagree with their classmates’ opinions. Ms Joan invites her students to seek 

clarifications and build on their peer’s responses. Evidentially, teachers’ pre-lesson as 

well as in class decision-making shaped opportunities for students to offer feedback in 

both these lessons.  

 Metaphorically, it may be argued that the ‘ladle’ used for these lessons largely 

helped the teachers in ‘ladling differently,’ as the descriptive data shows (see Section 6.2). 

In the same vein, student diet (in terms of feedback practices in the classroom) is largely 

contingent upon how teachers do the ‘ladling’ and how classroom participants’ view the 

same, which constitutes the focus of the next section. 
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8.3 Enactment and beliefs about feedback 

In view of the primary focus of the study, I now discuss the findings on students’ 

enactment and beliefs about feedback based on some key themes emerging from the data. 

With reference to the initial and third research questions (see Section 8.1.3), classroom 

participants’ beliefs about feedback and teacher feedback practices are also highlighted. 

This section elucidates the dimension of explicit feedback in the classroom in relation to 

classroom participants’ beliefs about feedback (Figure 37). 

 In line with Hattie and Timperley’s (2007) observations, student participants 

generally viewed feedback as the responsibility of the teacher in the classroom. In terms 

of enactment, students offered feedback largely at the task-level especially in 

individual/group contexts. Irrespective of the participatory structure, students in both 

classrooms provided feedback at the process and self-regulation levels far less compared 

to specific task-level feedback. Overall, students’ beliefs about feedback revolved around 

four key themes: feedback as improvement to support learning, value of feedback-based 

interactions, specificity and comprehensibility of feedback, and affective dimensions of 

feedback, as discussed below. 

 

8.3.1 Feedback as improvement 

Student participants strongly focused on the notion that feedback should support their 

learning and lead to improvement in their understanding or performance. Over the course 

of the study, they progressively articulated more nuanced understandings of feedback 

with clearer ideas about their own expectations of the teacher’s use of feedback, and the 

role of feedback in facilitating student learning. Gamlem and Smith (2013) found that 

lower secondary students perceive feedback to be most effective when it includes 

improvement-focused information, which indicates the next steps for moving their 
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learning forward. The sixth grade students and their teacher in Tjeerdsma’s (1997) study 

highlighted two key functions of feedback: improvement in performance and 

reinforcement of correct behaviour. In Dawson et al.’s (2019) study, university students 

and staff largely regarded the purpose of feedback as improvement. Notably, both the 

teacher participants emphasised that feedback should support student learning and lead 

to improvement in student performance. The present findings are in line with the 

dominant theme of feedback as improvement, which emerges from the literature. Both 

students and teachers in the present primary school context were aligned with the 

instructional purpose of feedback - to provide information related to a task or learning 

process, in order to improve student performance or understanding in a particular task 

(Sadler, 1989). 

 Given their focus on feedback as improvement, students believed that feedback 

needs to be specific and easily comprehensible with relevant details and examples. 

Exemplars can help students make direct comparisons with their own work and the 

required standards (Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2006). According to Wiggins (2012), 

feedback needs to be specific, addressable, timely, ongoing, and content-rich. Students 

need to be able to make sense of the information and then act upon it (Henderson et al., 

2019) and so feedback needs to be constructed such that it can be easily understood and 

enacted (Higgins et al., 2001). In this regard, it is noteworthy that the two teachers 

provided far more specific rather than non-specific task-level feedback in whole class as 

well as individual/group settings (see Section 6.2). 

 

8.3.2 Feedback-based interactions 

The Level 1 Coding Scheme included feedback-based interactions, which arguably, 

generate the potential for dialogic feedback: “interactive exchanges in which 
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interpretations are shared, meanings negotiated and expectations clarified” (Carless, 

2013, p. 90). Students in both Classroom S and Classroom J emphasised the facilitative 

and interactive aspects of feedback. After each of the two iterations, students highlighted 

the importance of verbal feedback particularly, verbal interactive feedback with the 

teacher. Mdm Sophia believed that “verbal feedback from pupils … indicates their 

engagement in the lesson” (collaborative session, July 17, 2018). Ms Joan’s students 

preferred the teacher’s verbal feedback because “you feel more comfortable and you can 

ask questions” and “it takes only five minutes for us to discuss and talk” (focus group 

discussion, August 15, 2018). Clearly, student participants in Daisy Primary School 

perceived the value of responding to the teacher’s feedback and addressing their learning 

needs right away minus time-consuming to and fro. Postgraduate students too prefer face-

to-face verbal feedback for its immediacy of communication but it may be time-

consuming for educators, as MacLeod et al. (2020) observe. 

 Feedback-based interactions surface students’ immediate responses to the feedback 

and as Hattie (2019) notes, whether and how students respond to the teacher’s feedback 

is the only thing that matters, or it could simply be a waste of our time. Student 

participants’ preference for verbal interactions is unsurprising given that feedback is most 

effective when it is cyclical and involves a dialogue, as research studies show (Boud & 

Molloy, 2013a; Carless et al., 2011; Price et al., 2011b). While these studies were based 

in higher education contexts, the findings are relevant to the present research in primary 

classrooms. Irrespective of age and maturity, students are arguably able to ascertain 

instructional repertoires, which enable their understanding or performance thus, moving 

their learning forward. The classroom observations show feedback-based interactions 

were minimal in both classrooms especially so, in whole class settings. Compared to 

students’ uptake of their teacher’s feedback, teachers took up students’ feedback more 
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often particularly when students worked individually or in groups (see Section 4.4.1). The 

recent Core 3 findings show that in less than a fifth of the 89 Primary 5 EL lessons 

observed in Singapore classrooms, students and the teacher engaged in interactive 

feedback (Kwek, 2020). Curdt-Christiansen and Silver (2013) note the infrequency of 

opportunities for students to interact and engage in productive exchanges with their 

teachers. 

 The overall weak evidence of feedback-based interactions is possibly linked to the 

teacher participants’ doubts about their students’ abilities to engage with the feedback 

provided. Based on the classroom observations, students in Classroom S and Classroom 

J had little room to engage with the feedback received in the classroom. The closing of 

the feedback loop is crucial as it requires learners to act on earlier feedback that they have 

received or self-generated (Sadler, 2010). The second-language learners in Lee’s (2007) 

study in Hong Kong observed that they had few opportunities to revise and improve their 

work after receiving feedback. Aberg (2017) observes how student-initiated instructional 

interactions include students asking questions (Park, 2012a; St. John & Cromdal, 2016) 

seeking or requesting advice (Park, 2012b; Vehviläinen, 2009).  

 Research shows that dialogic feedback makes the process more transparent leaving 

little room for misunderstanding the intent of the feedback and enabling in-the-moment 

clarification of understanding (Carless, 2013; Gamlem & Munthe, 2014; Kerr, 2017; Van 

Der Kleij et al., 2017). Also, dialogue potentially enables students to generate internal 

feedback as they make comparisons of their own thinking about their 

understanding/performance with the thinking of others (Askell-Williams & Lawson, 

2005). While students in the present study strongly focused on the value of one-to-one, 

feedback-based interactions with their teacher, Van der Kleij and Adie’s (2020) study 

shows that students did not perceive dialogue as productive or helpful to their learning. 
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Again, McLean et al. (2015) observe that students frequently focus on feedback as telling. 

Contrary to students' beliefs in the present study, Price et al. (2011b) reported that students 

mainly recognise or appreciate written feedback on their submitted work. Teachers in this 

study seemed reluctant to engage in one-to-one interactive feedback largely on account 

of time constraints and the affordances of other modes such as online feedback. The 

present findings are pertinent given that a ‘delivery’ model of feedback does little in 

supporting the agency of the learner in improving their work (Boud & Molloy, 2013b). 

 The studies by Yang and Carless (2013) as well as Ajjawi and Boud (2018) 

examined three key dimensions of feedback dialogue: cognitive (i.e. content), social-

affective (i.e. relational) and structural (i.e. curriculum organisation), which dynamically 

interact within the interaction space. Ajjawi and Boud (2018) argue that all three 

dimensions play a role in sustainable dialogue among classroom participants. 

Interestingly, the context of Ajjawi and Boud's study was online distance learning for 

postgraduate medical students. The present study only focused on the cognitive 

dimension of feedback-based interactions with reference to in-lesson verbal feedback in 

physical classrooms in a primary school. Understandably, students’ FGDs in this study 

surface the affective dimension of feedback as students employ cognitive as well as 

affective mechanisms in interacting with the feedback message (Lipnevich et al., 2016; 

Van der Schaaf et al., 2013). 

 

8.3.3 Affective dimension of feedback 

Feedback exists in different dimensions such as the cognitive, the affective and the 

motivational (Brookhart, 2008; Dweck, 1986; Hattie, 2009; Hattie & Timperley, 2007). 

Ms Joan’s students shared notions of ‘good feedback’ and ‘bad feedback’ based on the 

quality of their performance. They talked about ‘good feedback’ when they deemed their 
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performance was ‘good’. Similarly, students in Lee’s (2007) study reported being 

sensitive to criticism, and admitted that their teachers’ negative comments might impact 

their motivation in the subject adversely. Again, students appreciate praise provided it is 

specific and sincere (Hyland & Hyland, 2001). Investigating the effects of teacher written 

feedback in a Primary 4 Singapore classroom, Silver and Lee (2007) found that students 

generally appreciated feedback though they did not prefer comments, which highlighted 

problems explicitly even if these were constructive.  

 Students’ FGDs also revealed differences in how students perceived feedback 

within the same classroom and also between Classroom S and classroom J. 

Comparatively, Mdm Sophia’s students focused far more on affective dimensions of 

feedback such as shyness, confidence and privacy. The present findings are 

understandable given that feedback perceptions are context-dependent, subject-

dependent, and individual-dependent (Van Der Kleij & Adie, 2020). Given students’ 

focus on affective aspects, it is noteworthy that Mdm Sophia and Ms Joan focused their 

feedback far more on student work rather than the students themselves, as the negligible 

evidence of feedback at the self level (Hattie & Timperley, 2007) shows (see Section 6.2). 

The findings are contrary to the findings from Valente et al.’s (2009) study, which show 

that secondary teachers often centred their feedback on the student self in presenting 

assessment information. The present findings are understandable given that the two 

experienced teachers, Mdm Sophia and Ms Joan had availed of numerous AfL and other 

teacher learning initiatives over the years. In this regard, the teacher participants’ 

overwhelming preference for specific task-level feedback is noteworthy. 

 

8.3.4 Task-level feedback 

The overall evidence of student feedback in the two classrooms is very low but where 
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evident, students largely provided specific task-level feedback particularly, during 

individual/group work (see Section 6.2.3). Based on observations in 89 Primary 5 EL 

lessons in 12 schools, Kwek (2020) found modest evidence of students' feedback 

provision to their teacher and less so to their peers. Given the research focus, it is 

interesting to consider student feedback practices in view of the differences in student and 

teacher profiles in the two classrooms. No significant differences emerge in terms of the 

frequency and nature of student feedback - in both Classroom S and Classroom J, 

students' task-level feedback is dominant, process-level feedback shows very modest 

evidence, and self-regulation level feedback is almost absent (see Section 6.2.3). The 

present findings suggest that in the given school context, class size and students' academic 

proficiency did not play a significant part in shaping the extent and nature of student 

feedback. In terms of teacher profile, Mdm Sophia had 27 years of teaching experience 

while Ms Joan had been teaching for about a decade, at the time of the study. Teachers 

with varying teaching experience and subject matter knowledge adopt different solutions 

to instructional problems and tasks (Richards et al., 2001) and "improve in their 

effectiveness as they gain experience in the teaching profession" (Kini & Podolsky, 2016, 

p. 3). Understandably, the instructional repertoires employed by the two teachers show 

some observable differences: whole class learning activities are evident in both 

classrooms but opportunities for students to work collaboratively with their peers are 

more frequent in Classroom S.  Despite these variations, the trends in student feedback in 

the two classrooms show similarities. It may be safely argued that contextual variables 

such as classroom, teacher and student characteristics did not have a significant bearing 

on students' feedback practices in the two classrooms in Daisy Primary School. These 

insights generated from two classrooms in the same school cannot be generalised to the 

broader Singapore context but suggest the role of broader institutional cultures and 
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policies in shaping classroom participants' feedback practices (Price et al., 2011b). 

Coburn (2004) notes that teachers’ autonomy is “bounded” (p. 235) within institutional 

constraints as “the environment penetrates schools in substantial ways, reaching within 

structures to influence teachers’ worldviews and practices” (p. 234). These observations 

possibly explain the largely similar feedback patterns in the two classrooms both in terms 

of student feedback and teacher feedback. 

 Similar to the trends in student feedback, a predominance of teachers’ specific task-

level feedback surfaced in whole class as well as individual/group contexts in all the three 

phases of the study (Hattie & Timperley, 2007; Voerman et al., 2012). Studies show that 

teachers chiefly provide feedback directed at the task level (Gan, 2011; Van den Bergh et 

al., 2013), which students use to build surface understanding (Hattie, 2012). In their study 

of middle school teachers' AfL practices in the New Zealand context, Hawe and Parr 

(2014) also found that teacher feedback was aimed at students’ achievement rather than 

their learning. Similarly, Harris et al. (2015) found that teachers’ feedback was mainly 

directed at the task level and that feedback at the self-regulation level was only evident 

in students’ self-assessment in the classroom. Harris et al. drew these insights based on 

their research study involving primary and secondary students in New Zealand. It may be 

argued that students in primary and secondary schools generally avail of opportunities for 

daily face-to-face interactions with their teacher and peers whereas students in higher 

education contexts are expected to be more mature and better equipped with self-

regulation skills, and capacities to involve themselves more actively in feedback 

processes. In the current study, student participants who were about 11-12 years old 

barely provided self-regulation level feedback in line with their teachers' negligible 

provision of feedback at the self-regulation level. On the other hand, it may be argued 

that students' initiative to seek or provide feedback (i.e. minus an explicit or immediate 
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stimulus)  especially during individual or group participatory structures indicates self-

regulation and self-directedness as they engage with learning tasks in the classroom. 

 For the purposes of coding analyses in the present study, task-level feedback was 

differentiated in terms of non-specific and specific feedback (Voerman et al., 2012). 

Teachers’ specific task-level feedback considerably exceeded their non-specific task-

level feedback, which indicates that both Mdm Sophia and Ms Joan were far more 

inclined to offer feedback that potentially enhanced their students’ learning. 

Contrastingly, students in Peterson and Irving’s (2008) study largely obtained evaluative 

or praise-driven feedback from their teachers minus a focus on areas for improvement or 

accompanying explanations. Brooks et al. (2019) found that the bulk of the task-level 

feedback in their study was confirmatory or non-confirmatory information, which 

indicated to students whether they were on track (or not) in achieving the learning intent. 

 The two teachers provided more specific than non-specific task-level feedback, 

which falls in line with their beliefs that feedback should support student learning and 

lead to improvement. For instance, Mdm Sophia highlighted how the teacher’s feedback 

helps students to “rethink” or “re-examine” their performance (teacher interview, 

November 28, 2018). Over the course of the study, both teachers expressed the need to 

tailor their feedback to students’ specific needs. Ms Joan reported the need to give “more 

explicit and detailed feedback” in her final interview (November 30, 2018). Similar to 

teachers’ beliefs in the present study, teachers in Dixon’s (2008) research study reported 

that feedback can be used to support learning and effect improvement.  

 While both the teachers focused on the notion of feedback to support student 

learning, it is noteworthy that they provided process-level feedback far less compared to 

feedback at the task level. Notably, self-regulation feedback was barely present. The 

present findings are similar to those from the Core 3 study (Kwek, 2020), which show a 
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predominance of teachers’ task-level feedback based on 89 Primary 5 EL lessons 

observed in 12 Singapore schools. In 88% of the lessons observed, teachers rendered task-

level feedback to students at least once in a lesson. In line with the trends in this study, 

Primary 5 EL teachers in the Core 3 study rendered process-level and self-regulation level 

feedback in 38% and 13% of the lessons respectively. Recent studies in other contexts 

have also found that teachers render process-level feedback far less frequently than task-

level feedback, and feedback directed at the self-regulatory level is negligible (Brooks et 

al., 2019; Gan, 2011; Van den Bergh et al., 2013). Mdm Sophia and Ms Joan’s strong 

preference for specific task-level feedback is pertinent given Hattie’s (2012) observations 

that students employ task-level feedback to build surface understanding, and process and 

self-regulatory level feedback to build deeper, conceptual understanding.  

  

8.3.5 Feedback as formative assessment 

Both the teacher participants in the present study acknowledged the importance of 

formative assessment in shaping students’ learning and informing their teaching 

decisions. They reported using feedback from students - both explicit and implicit - in 

making decisions before and during lessons. As Brookhart observes, “Formative 

classroom assessment gives teachers information for instructional decisions and gives 

pupils information for improvement” (2007, p. 43). In Mandouit’s (2018) study, 

secondary school students’ feedback (via surveys) informed teachers on the effectiveness 

of their practice and areas for further learning. Student feedback provided teachers 

insights into their students’ challenges, and stimulated teacher reflection. However, 

teachers in Haug and Oddegard’s (2015) study hardly used their increased access to 

student thinking to promote learning, either through feedback or by revising instructional 

decisions.  
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 Notably, Mdm Sophia and Ms Joan did not necessarily see students as active agents 

of feedback in the classroom. Teacher participants in Dixon and Williams’ (2003) study 

also showed a theoretical understanding of the purpose of formative assessment in 

teaching and learning but paid little attention to the role of the learner in the assessment 

process. Similarly, Dixon and Hawe (2018) observe that the teacher participants in their 

New Zealand study recognised that AfL is concerned with student learning but 

emphasised the teacher’s role in formative assessment. Unsurprisingly, student 

participants themselves did not foreground their role in the feedback process. 

Nonetheless, the findings suggest that the absence of explicit teachers' stimuli did not 

necessarily dissuade students from initiating feedback in the classroom. In fact, the 

explicit focus on tasks incorporating space for student feedback did not automatically 

make students dependent on their teacher thus, giving evidence of students' self-

directedness in the two classrooms (see Section 6.2.1). 

 Mdm Sophia and Ms Joan did not explicitly focus on learning objectives or 

performance criteria over the course of their interviews or collaborative sessions. 

However, they attempted to make students’ learning visible in the classroom by 

articulating the learning goals verbally and outlining detailed criteria to aid students in 

planning and writing narratives. Ms Joan frequently employed visual stimuli such as 

‘story mountains’ accompanied by verbal explanations to communicate to students what 

successful narrative writing looks like in view of their present and previous writing 

performances (see Section 5.3). These findings are interesting given that teachers’ 

formative assessment practices are influenced by their beliefs about student learning and 

their assessment literacy (Guskey, 2002). Teachers in Dixon’s (2008) study pointed to the 

need to communicate learning expectations and success criteria. Also, most teachers in 
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Dixon and Hawe’s (2018) study equated AfL with learning goals or intentions and 

success criteria.  

 Over the course of the study, the two teachers showed more cognisance of the value 

of student feedback - both explicit and implicit - in gauging student learning, and as 

meaningful bases for their instructional approach. With about 27 years of teaching 

experience, Mdm Sophia had availed of the benefits of many AfL initiatives but she 

observed “the conscious effort to seek out,” as evident from her interview after the second 

iteration (November 28, 2018). The teachers seemed to accommodate a greater focus on 

feedback in their lesson planning as the study progressed. Similarly, teacher participants 

in Dixon’s (2008) study deemed feedback to be a large part of their day-to-day 

interactions with students. Also, the teachers in Dixon and Hawe’s (2018) study depicted 

AfL as “an everyday practice” after completing their collaborative professional learning 

course about AfL (p. 68). Given the focus of the collaborative intervention on student 

feedback, the shifts in the teacher participants’ beliefs are noteworthy. Teachers’ beliefs 

mediate AfL implementation (Dixon et al. 2011). Moreover, Tierney (2006) argues that 

sustaining AfL strategies and approaches can have little impact on teachers’ practice if 

these are at odds with teachers’ beliefs about teaching and learning. Classroom 

participants’ beliefs have implications not only for student-teacher feedback but also for 

peer feedback in the classroom. 

 

8.3.6 Peer feedback 

Interestingly, students in the present study believed that peer feedback was not useful 

though they sought more opportunities to collaborate in groups. They valued their 

teacher’s feedback considerably more than that of their peers given their firm belief that 

feedback should effect an improvement in their performance. This is possibly because 
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teachers are far more effective in identifying errors in students’ work than peers or the 

students themselves (Nicol & McFarlane-Dick, 2006). The present findings are 

unsurprising given that even higher education students who may be better equipped with 

skills in peer feedback prefer their teacher's feedback compared to feedback from peers. 

For instance,  Hu and Lam (2010) found that more than half the postgraduates in their 

study preferred teacher feedback to peer feedback. Han and Xu (2020) also note students' 

skepticism about peer feedback and preference for teacher feedback. Unlike the students 

in the present study, the students in Lee’s (2007) study viewed peer feedback positively. 

 Both Mdm Sophia and Ms Joan found peer feedback quite challenging based on 

concerns about their students’ ability and willingness to work in pairs or groups. 

Unsurprisingly, the two teachers did not specifically design tasks that incorporated space 

for peer feedback during the observed lessons. Notably, the large-scale Core 2 study 

found weak evidence of collaborative group work in 149 Primary 5 EL classrooms in 

Singapore (Hogan et al., 2014). Silver et al. (2016) also found that primary school 

students have very few opportunities to collaborate with their peers in the classroom. 

Mdm Sophia explained the need to be “very focused” to employ peer feedback in her 

classroom (teacher interview, April 4, 2018). Teachers remained convinced about the 

challenges of facilitating peer feedback throughout the study. Ms Joan pointed out that 

“peer feedback is slipshod” (teacher interview, August 21, 2018). The present findings 

reveal the implications of teachers’ beliefs about peer feedback, which ascertain the 

opportunities for students to be activated as learning resources for one another in the 

classroom. Not only receiving but also giving peer feedback creates learning 

opportunities for students in the classroom. Providing feedback on a classmate's 

performance can potentially sharpen students' evaluative skills and stimulate internally-

generated feedback (Nicol, 2019; Carless, 2020). For the classroom participants in this 
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study, peer feedback was fraught with issues thus, depriving students of opportunities to 

practice giving and taking up feedback from peers, and generating feedback internally. 

 The preceding discussion about classroom participants’ enactment and beliefs about 

feedback offers rich glimpses into the two teachers’ ‘ladling’ in the classroom and the 

obvious implications for the quality of the ‘student diet’. It also shows how teachers’ 

‘ladling’ reinforces their own beliefs and enactment of feedback. Importantly, students’ 

feedback/uptake as they engage with tasks as well as their own beliefs about feedback 

play a part in ascertaining the nature and potential of the teacher’s ‘ladling’. Notably, both 

students and teachers did not foreground students’ agency in the provision of feedback in 

the classroom. With regard to student learning, the story on feedback is not so rosy and 

simple (Shute, 2008). While the impact of the initial iteration became evident in students’ 

verbal feedback in whole class and individual/group settings, the focus of the second 

iteration was reflected in students’ feedback to self. 

 

 

8.4 Feedback and uptake: Internally-generated by students 

The conceptual framework (Figure 37) illustrates how students’ feedback/uptake may be 

internally generated, and may not be necessarily explicit to their teacher or peers. This 

dimension of internal feedback/uptake brings into focus how students can be self-

regulated when they are active participants in their own learning (Zimmerman, 1989). 

Nicol (2020) defines internal feedback as the new knowledge students generate based on 

comparisons of their current knowledge and competence against some reference 

information. As Figure 37 shows, the reference information may be in the form of explicit 

teacher feedback (circular arrow from T(F/U) to S(F/U) outside the triangle), which can 

potentially support students to refine their own internal feedback, and this kind of 
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feedback may have greater impact on student learning than feedback as telling 

(McConlogue, 2015). Also, as students engage on the task, they access external reference 

information - a source of implicit feedback for the students (circular arrow from broken 

black line in relation to broken green line in Figure 37), which allows them to produce 

feedback for themselves. 

 Nicol (2020) observes that students generate internal feedback by comparing their 

current knowledge against some reference information. The present data surfaces 

evidence of students’ internal input based on reference information in two ways: teachers’ 

explication of criterion-referenced feedback, and students’ engagement in reflection 

tasks. Based on the descriptive data from classroom observations, the second iteration of 

the prototyping phase registered an increase in teachers’ criterion-referenced feedback 

particularly, in Ms Joan’s classroom (see Section 6.6). The design for Iteration 2 largely 

focused on making students’ learning more visible and building formative checkpoints to 

create space not only for students’ explicit verbal feedback but also, self-generated 

internal feedback. In both classrooms, teachers made references to students’ previous and 

long-term learning performances, and offered explicit criteria and exemplars for students 

to consider their present performances. Thus, students availed of opportunities to judge 

the level to which their work satisfies the standards or criteria outlined by the teacher 

(Boud & Molloy, 2013a). Arguably, the reference information (Nicol, 2020) available to 

students during the second iteration was further enriched in the two classrooms, 

enhancing students’ potential to generate internal feedback, which helped them better 

monitor and regulate their learning. 

 For instance, in the initial lesson of Iteration 2, Ms Joan drew elaborate ‘story 

mountains’ to explain the steps in the logical plotting framework for writing narratives 

(see sections 4.4.3 and 5.3). Thus, Ms Joan’s students are able to ‘see’ their present 
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performance in relation to their previous ones as their teacher traces their writing 

progress, highlighting areas for improvement and learning goals. Hattie (2019) argues for 

teaching students to check their efforts against success criteria and exemplars at the start 

of a lesson or during mid lesson learning stops. Evidentially, Ms Joan’s strategy of using 

visual stimuli to feed up and feed back (Hattie, 2009) gave her students opportunities to 

‘see’ ‘Where am I going?’ (learning goals) and ‘How am I going?’ (progress towards the 

goal). Generally, she steered away from explicating ‘Where to next?’ (activities needed 

to make better progress). Clearly, Ms Joan offered both progress and discrepancy 

feedback (Voerman et al., 2012) as Figure 40 shows. 

 

Figure 40 

Progress and Discrepancy Feedback (Voerman et al., 2012) 

 

  
 Importantly, Ms Joan creates the potential for students to generate feedback for 

themselves. Reflecting on the video excerpt, a student mentioned, “We know how we 

should be writing like for example, for the plot structure, we shouldn’t be writing just like 

very little.” Another student explained (focus group discussion, November 8, 2018): 

 

Like how she showed us that we should have at least 3-4 mountains – that way it helps me 

to understand my mistakes more. And it helps me where I should be going like which one I 

should aim to get. 
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 Evidentially, Ms Joan’s criterion-referenced feedback in this case becomes a tool 

for students’ metacognition and greater self-regulation in their narrative writing. 

Students’ reflections during the FGDs illustrate how teachers can potentially create 

opportunities for students’ uptake in whole class settings. Feedback from teachers is a 

source against which students can evaluate progress, and check out their own internal 

constructions of goals, criteria and standards (Nicol & McFarlane-Dick, 2006). Student 

participants in Ms Joan’s classroom had the space to generate internal feedback defined 

by Nicol (2020) as the new knowledge students generate based on comparisons of their 

current knowledge and competence against some reference information. Ms Joan’s 

elaborate and sustained use of visual stimuli throughout the observed lessons provided 

avenues for her students to make formal and explicit comparisons thus, enabling them to 

build on their natural capacity to make feedback comparisons (Nicol, 2020). 

 Students’ internal input also becomes evident when they engage in tasks, which help 

them to think about their own learning. Towards the end of the initial lesson of Iteration 

2, Mdm Sophia’s students consolidate their understanding of the 17-steps logical plotting 

framework by indicating their thoughts (on ‘Post-it’ notes) in the four areas: ‘learn’, 

‘like’, ‘useful’ and ‘difficult’ (see sections 4.4.3). Reflecting on the video excerpt during 

their FGD, Mdm Sophia’s students highlighted what they thought of the ‘Post-it’ activity. 

One student felt it helped him to “understand what we’re writing” and another student 

acknowledged, “Teacher is trying to help us with our difficulties.” One student admitted 

she “had to think very hard.”  

 The present findings suggest that teachers’ criterion-referenced feedback and 

students’ engagement in reflection tasks enable students’ understanding and performance 

in their ‘Writing Module’ tasks, which mainly involved planning and writing narratives 

(see Appendix C). Notably, writing as an activity draws on both cognitive and 
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metacognitive processes (Hayes, 2012) and is even considered a problem-solving task 

involving metacognitive control of planning, text generation, and reviewing (Escorcia et 

al., 2017). Arguably, the feedback students produce for themselves constitutes an uptake 

of the instructional practices and strategies employed in the classroom. Metaphorically, 

Mdm Sophia and Ms Joan’s attempts to ‘ladle differently’ in these lessons enriches 

‘student diet’ as teachers are able to ‘scoop up’ feedback, which would have otherwise 

remained latent. Students’ feedback to the self becomes evident, which constitutes 

metacognition and is characterised by knowledge about cognition and regulation of 

cognition (Flavell, 1979; Paris & Winograd, 1990; Schraw et al., 2006) facilitating deep 

and meaningful learning (Garrison & Akyol, 2015). Whether explicit or implicit, 

classroom participants’ feedback/uptake as well as the use of instructional strategies to 

scaffold student learning relate to teachers’ pedagogical reasoning or ‘ladling’ in the 

classroom. 

 

 

8.5 Teacher pedagogical reasoning: Feedback, formative assessment and 

scaffolding 

The conceptual framework (Figure 37) illustrates how classroom participants’ 

feedback/uptake and scaffolding strategies interrelate, inform students’ understanding or 

performance on the task in tandem with the teacher’s pedagogical reasoning. Arguably, 

the framework serves to dispel some of the fuzziness about how feedback, formative 

assessment, and scaffolding play out in the classroom in relation to one another. By 

visually depicting how these aspects possibly interrelate, the framework problematises 

current notions of feedback as formative assessment in relation to scaffolding thus, 
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prompting a more critical examination into these instructional strategies, which facilitate 

student learning. 

 The triangulation of data from the different sources in the present study portrays 

different dimensions of feedback and uptake (see Section 8.1.2). It draws in how feedback 

and scaffolding strategies support student learning in relation to the teacher’s decision-

making in tandem with students’ engagement on the task. Broadly, the teacher’s 

pedagogical reasoning becomes evident in providing and taking up students’ feedback - 

and the feedback and uptake by student or teacher may be explicit or implicit, which in 

sum, captures the essence of formative assessment in the classroom. Simply, the loops of 

feedback/uptake (explicit and implicit) emanate from and in turn inform students’ 

engagement with the task, and the teacher’s pre-lesson and in class decision-making. 

Similarly, teachers’ decisions about scaffolding student learning are inextricably 

interwoven with classroom participants’ feedback/uptake (explicit and implicit) as 

students engage with tasks. The framework (Figure 37) offers a visual illustration of how 

the feedback loops (explicit and implicit) intersect with the ellipse of scaffolding 

strategies (S1, S2, S3 and S4) throwing open for further consideration how feedback and 

scaffolding interrelate. As Section 6.5 shows, the use of a scaffold may prompt feedback 

and similarly, uptake of feedback may be in the form of a scaffolding strategy. Thus, 

insights drawn from Classroom S and Classroom J elucidate Hattie’s (2019) observations: 

the prompts that teachers and students use to invoke feedback act as scaffolding tools, 

which support and inform students’ learning processes. 

 While the scope of the present study does permit a thorough investigation of how 

feedback functions in relation to other instructional strategies such as monitoring, 

modeling, restructuring etc., some overlapping areas are briefly highlighted. Galton 

(2007) notes how feedback might scaffold or support learning. Shute (2008) points to 
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formative feedback as scaffolding i.e. feedback can serve as a cognitive support 

mechanism. Scaffolding is gradually removed as students gain their cognitive footing i.e. 

when learners develop more sophisticated cognitive systems, where the system of 

knowledge itself becomes part of the scaffold for new learning (Vygotsky, 1987). 

Drawing on the directive and facilitative functions of feedback (Black & Wiliam, 1998), 

Shute notes that directive feedback may be useful in the early stages of learning and 

facilitative feedback can be helpful when the learning scaffolds have been removed. 

Based on psychological premises, Bransford et al. (2000) recommend scaffolded 

feedback - a goal-directed approach to learning using scaffolding. Scaffolding relates to 

the explicit support of learners during the learning process thus, scaffolded feedback may 

include models, cues, prompts, hints, partial solutions, and direct instruction (Hartman, 

2002). According to Hattie (2012), feedback is one way of scaffolding student learning. 

Hattie argues that the purpose of scaffolding is to provide support, knowledge, strategies, 

modelling, questioning, instructing, restructuring, and other forms of feedback with the 

intention that the student comes to own the knowledge, understanding and concepts. 

Again, facilitating student performance via feedback is one of the intentions for 

scaffolding (Van de Pol et al., 2010).  

 The quick foray into the literature probably yields more questions than answers, and 

Towndrow raises a fundamental issue (personal communication, October 27, 2020): If 

feedback performs a scaffolding function, how does it differ as an instructional strategy 

from scaffolding? Again, the references to feedback as formative and facilitative surface 

the issue about the kinds of feedback that potentially scaffold student learning. It is also 

interesting to consider whether a given support for student learning qualifies as feedback 

or scaffolding depending on the stage of the students’ learning. Does one metamorphose 

into the other in the presence of certain teaching and learning conditions? Arguably, if 
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feedback is a direct ‘consequence’ of performance (Hattie & Timperley, 2007) and 

scaffolding constitutes explicit support of learners during the learning process (Hartman, 

2002), feedback may follow from an explicit performance while scaffolds may be in place 

prior to student performance in view of students’ long-term learning trajectory. A 

cautious claim can be made that scaffolding after the student performance is deemed to 

be formative or facilitative feedback, which informs students’ continued learning beyond 

the present or future performances. Seemingly, feedback is hinged on student 

performance/understanding while scaffolding is linked with student learning as such. The 

conceptual framework (Figure 37) provides the impetus for further examination of the 

function/s of feedback and scaffolding strategies in informing student performance or 

understanding on a continuum of student learning. 

 While the framework (Figure 37) does not portray the intricacies of different 

instructional strategies and their interrelationships, it offers a glimpse of the complexity 

of teaching. As Korthagen (2010) notes, teachers need to make numerous decisions-in-

action with not much time to think, which explains their strong reliance on the routines 

they have developed and such routines cannot easily be changed (Eraut, 2004). Capturing 

the complexity of teaching, the focus of the collaborative intervention on enabling 

teachers to ‘ladle differently’ surfaces valuable insights on many levels, which are 

discussed below. 

  

 

8.6 Implications of the findings  

The research process, output and outcomes from the present study surface key 

implications for theory, practice and research, and for policy and curricular initiatives in 

the Singapore context. Alexander (2009) describes pedagogy as the observable act of 
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teaching together with its attendant discourse of educational theories, values, evidence 

and justifications. It is what one needs to know, and the skills one needs to command to 

make and justify the many different kinds of decisions, which constitutes teaching. 

Premised on the instructional core (City et al., 2011), the conceptual framework, research 

process, output and outcomes in the present study permit a more lucid conceptualisation 

of teaching decisions in relation to classroom instruction and broadly, pedagogy. As 

highlighted below, the findings meaningfully inform a theoretical, empirical and practical 

knowledge base that is pedagogically significant in many contexts.  

 

8.6.1 Implications for theory 

Understandably, the key theoretical implications of the present research study largely 

emanate from and relate to the four dimensions of feedback/uptake as formative 

assessment, which the conceptual framework illustrates (see Section 8.1.2). By mapping 

formative assessment on to the instructional core, the conceptual framework (Figure 37) 

portrays how feedback interrelates with fundamental aspects of instruction. The cyclical 

loops of explicit and implicit feedback among classroom participants enable our 

understanding of feedback as a two-way interactive process. Theoretically, the study 

helps us to better grasp how classroom feedback/uptake is intertwined with task 

(re)design and relates to scaffolding strategies. The study advances our theoretical 

understanding of classroom participants' beliefs and enactment of feedback, and also 

expands the knowledge base of teaching by encompassing teacher decision-making. 

 

1. Mapping formative assessment on to the instructional core 

The study makes a significant theoretical contribution by mapping feedback as formative 

assessment on to the instructional core (City et al., 2011). Specifically, the framework 
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elucidates how task (re)design is intertwined with the cyclical loop of feedback and 

uptake (both explicit and implicit) by the student/s and teacher (Figure 37). It depicts the 

mutually informing pedagogical reasoning of teachers and their beliefs, and the bi-

directionality of students’ engagement with the task and their beliefs - both of which feed 

into classroom participants’ feedback and uptake, and task (re)design. Grounded in the 

data, the present findings serve to theorise formative assessment in relation to the 

instructional core. 

 Embedded in the instructional core (City et al., 2011), the conceptual framework 

illustrates Duckor and Holmberg's (2017) assertion that formative assessment practices 

are interwoven into teaching segments, and each practice - a move, strategy or a tactical 

adjustment to check for understanding - invites an exchange of information between the 

teacher and student/s. Duckor and Holmberg argue that if formative assessment is a 

process (not merely an event or tool) that occurs during instruction then we should be 

able to map formative assessment moves that bring it to life in our classrooms. The 

conceptual framework (Figure 37) offers a broader, visual portrayal of formative 

assessment moves effectively, interrelated instructional moves such as priming, posing, 

pausing, probing, bouncing, tagging and binning (Duckor & Holmberg, 2017). These 

moves relate to the loop of explicit feedback/uptake between the teacher and student/s 

during classroom interactions (circular loop outside the triangle in Figure 37) - one of the 

four dimensions of feedback/uptake as formative assessment (see Section 8.1.2). For 

instance, posing involves asking questions in accordance with the learner's needs and 

bouncing entails sampling a variety of responses to gain access to students' thinking. 

Arguably, the cyclical loops of feedback/uptake (both explicit and implicit) encapsulate 

moves that promote conscious, strategic uptake of student thinking, which potentially 

forms the bases of instructional decisions (Duckor et al., 2017). Conceptualising 
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formative assessment as a dynamic pedagogical process, Duckor and Holmberg (2017) 

argue for feedback loops in classroom talk (Sadler, 1989), real-time instructional 

processes and the use of actionable feedback (Linquanti, 2014), and engineering effective 

classroom discussions and tasks that elicit evidence of student learning (Wiliam, 2007). 

The present conceptual framework depicts feedback as a dynamic formative assessment 

process, interrelated with key aspects of classroom instruction: task (re)design, teacher 

decision-making, and evidence of student learning. 

 

2. Problematising task (re)design, feedback and scaffolding strategies 

By portraying how task (re)design is inextricably intertwined with feedback and uptake 

among classroom participants, the study foregrounds a more detailed consideration of the 

complexities involved in setting up and sustaining tasks in the classroom (Figure 37). 

Classroom participants' negotiation of task parameters via a continual loop of feedback 

and uptake becomes clearly evident in Ms Joan's Primary 5 classroom (see Section 4.4.4). 

The findings serve to problematise current understandings such as Stein et al.’s (2009) 

model of task set up and implementation in relation to how tasks unfold in the classroom 

(see Section 8.2). Importantly, the framework showcases how teachers' pedagogical 

decision-making comes into play in designing tasks that surface evidence of student 

learning and as students engage with the same in the classroom. The findings inform 

Seedhouse's (2005) observations about tasks as workplans and tasks in progress 

specifically in terms of a formative assessment focus. 

 The present findings serve to problematise feedback in relation to instructional 

strategies that scaffold student learning as students engage with tasks in the classroom. 

The conceptual framework (Figure 37) opens up avenues for further examination of the 

function/s of feedback and scaffolding strategies in informing student 
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performance/understanding on a continuum of student learning. The study generates the 

potential for further unpacking how feedback and scaffolding interrelate, which can serve 

to lift the conceptual haze that overlays the intersecting and overlapping literature on 

feedback and scaffolding strategies. Given the scaffolding function of feedback 

(Bransford et al., 2000; Hattie, 2012; Van de Pol et al., 2010) and the role of formative or 

facilitative feedback in enhancing student learning, the framework provides a useful base 

for addressing possible theoretical conflation with reference to key instructional 

strategies. 

 

3. Theorising feedback as an interactive process 

Findings from the present study surface a clearer conceptualisation of feedback as an 

interactive process in contrast to feedback as one-way transmission, which barely 

emphasises the agency of the learner in improving performance (Boud & Molloy, 2013b). 

The framework captures both feedback and uptake by classroom participants, which may 

be explicit or internally-generated, elucidating the role of the learner in the feedback 

process. Hattie and Timperley's (2007) framework, which provided a set of a priori codes 

for the Level 1 Coding Scheme (see Section 3.8.1) may be described as a 'delivery' model 

of feedback  premised on one-way, performance-related information, which does not 

account for learner-centred feedback processes and student engagement with feedback 

(To, 2021). Theoretically, the conceptual framework offers different analytical 

standpoints for examining the cyclical loop/s of feedback and uptake between student/s 

and the teacher in relation to other aspects of classroom instruction (Figure 37). It depicts 

a process-oriented view of feedback (Boud & Molloy, 2013a; Carless & Boud, 2018), 

emphasising shared responsibilities between teachers and students (Carless & Winstone, 

2020). 
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 With reference to Hattie and Timperley's (2007) model, the task, process, and self-

regulation levels correspond to phases in the progression of student learning: novice, 

proficient, and competent (Hattie, 2012). The present conceptual framework (Figure 37) 

offers a glimpse of the many decisions-in-action teachers need to make (Korthagen, 2010) 

as they consider "everything in front of them, which constitutes feedback from the 

students" (Hattie, 2019, p. 90). Thus, ascertaining the learning progress of individual 

student/s and delivering feedback accordingly may not be feasible in every lesson. Again, 

feedback in whole class contexts cannot realistically cater to individual students in 

different learning stages. Despite the vastly varying profiles of the students in Classroom 

S and Classroom J, teachers' feedback patterns in both classrooms were largely similar in 

each of the three phases of the study: task-level feedback is dominant, process-level 

feedback is very modest, and self-regulation level feedback is almost absent (see Section 

6.2.3). Clearly, students' learning progression is but one of a range of contextual factors 

on which teachers base their feedback decisions. Ajjawi and Boud (2017) highlight the 

socially constructed and contextually situated nature of feedback. Similarly, Henderson 

et al. (2019) foreground socially-constructed feedback shaped by the design, capacity and 

culture of the individuals involved and the institutional culture. 

 

4. Integrating internal feedback/uptake, metacognition and student self-regulation 

By illustrating students' internal feedback/uptake during task engagement, the framework 

explicates students' metacognition and possible self-regulation as they engage with 

explicit teacher feedback as well as external reference information, which constitutes a 

source of implicit feedback. Students produce internal feedback by comparing their 

current knowledge against some reference information (Nicol, 2020), and teacher 

feedback potentially allows students to refine their own internal feedback (McConlogue, 
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2015). As discussed in Section 8.4, the increased focus on making students' learning more 

visible and creating formative checkpoints in Iteration 2 led to an increase in teachers' 

criterion-referenced feedback (Brookhart, 2008). Effectively, Figure 37 portrays the 

instructional context in which students monitor, evaluate and possibly regulate their own 

learning (Nicol, 2010; Price et al., 2010). 

 

5. Surfacing beliefs and enactment of feedback 

The study contributes to the existing literature on beliefs about feedback and classroom 

participants’ enactment of feedback. Given the traditional focus on the teacher’s 

feedback, the findings are important in illuminating student feedback practices and 

beliefs, which are under-researched areas especially in the local context. The findings 

enable a better understanding of how students engage with feedback i.e. receive, perceive, 

interpret and understand feedback, and use it in some way to improve learning (Handley 

et al., 2011; Hargreaves, 2011; Nicol, 2013). While there is substantial research on 

feedback in higher education contexts (e.g. Boud & Molloy, 2013a; Carless et al., 2011; 

Price et al., 2011b), the present study advances our understanding of how young children 

in primary classrooms conceptualise and enact feedback. Insights into the beliefs and 

feedback practices of students and teachers in the same school context advance our 

understanding of the opportunities and possible constraints in foregrounding the role of 

students in feedback processes. Greater conceptual clarity about student feedback and 

student-initiated feedback surfaced in the study provides a fertile ground for further 

examining feedback in relation to students' metacognition and self-directed learning. 

 

6. Contributing to knowledge base of teaching 

The findings open the window wider into the professional knowledge of teaching 
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(Loughran, 2019) by elucidating the complex nuances and interrelationships of teachers’ 

pre-lesson and in class decision-making. By bringing into focus the teacher participants’ 

cognisance of and articulation of their pedagogical reasoning at different time points, the 

study permits a better understanding of teachers’ tacit pedagogical content knowledge in 

terms of their thinking and action in the classroom (Shulman, 1987).  

 Broadly, the insights drawn from the close collaboration with the teacher 

participants and the classroom observations serve to meaningfully inform teachers' 

pedagogical content knowledge or PCK (Shulman, 1987). In terms of fostering a 

formative assessment focus, the findings portray the complex interrelationship of 

teachers' ad hoc and deliberate decision-making (see Section 5.3). Ms Joan's cognisance 

of and explication of her visual stimuli strategy for enabling student feedback points to 

the need for a more systematic mapping of teachers' decision-making trajectory to tease 

out the implications of pre-lesson and in-lesson instructional decisions for the use of 

formative assessment practices and broadly, student learning. 

 

8.6.2 Implications for practice 

Premised on the instructional core (City et al., 2011), the conceptual framework as well 

as the research process and findings surface key implications for teachers’ classroom 

practice. Moreover, the design-based research approach and the collaborative 

intervention with teachers surface valuable insights for practitioners. Boud and Molloy 

(2013b) challenge the idea that a generic model of best-practice feedback can be applied 

to all learners and learning situations. While there is no panacea or ‘magic bullet’ for 

feedback design suitable for every learner (Krause-Jenson, 2010), the present study offers 

some useful pointers for teachers and teacher-educators. 
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7.  More space for student feedback 

The overall weak evidence of student feedback implies a stronger focus on opening up 

more space for students to surface evidence of their ongoing learning. Given the socio-

cultural ethos and the broader assessment context in Singapore (see Section 1.3), more 

attention needs to be paid to teachers’ pedagogical repertoires in designing tasks, which 

generate the potential for students to give or seek feedback. The findings warrant an 

intentional focus on student feedback embedded in the task design. The substantial 

increase in student feedback in the initial iteration resulted from teachers explicitly 

designing tasks, which permitted students to provide feedback about their learning  (see 

Section 6.2). Also, the present findings endorse Chin’s (2006) suggestions for enhancing 

teachers’ responsive questioning and feedback skills to elicit, probe, and extend students’ 

thinking in Singapore classrooms where students are less inclined to verbalise their 

thoughts unless solicited. 

 Affective aspects such as shyness, nervousness or anxiety surfaced especially in 

the context of students' feedback in whole class settings emphasise the need for a 

conducive classroom environment where students feel safe to surface their queries and 

share their viewpoints. Classroom culture also has implications for student-initiated 

feedback, as evident from the present findings. The absence of teachers' explicit stimuli 

did not necessarily dissuade students from taking the initiative to provide feedback (see 

Section 6.2.1). Mdm Sophia's students initiated relatively more feedback in Iteration 2 

though student feedback generally declined from Iteration 1 to Iteration 2. Evidentially, 

both teachers emphasised the importance of a safe and conducive classroom environment.  

A greater focus on positive classroom culture is warranted, as outlined in the Singapore 

Teaching Practice (STP) framework (MOE, 2017), which includes aspects such as 

establishing rapport, setting up classroom norms, and building trust with students. 
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Notably, feedback processes are enhanced when teachers show sensitivity, empathy and 

trust (Steen-Utheim & Wittek, 2017). 

 

8. Stronger focus on feedback as an interactive process   

Students believed in the value of verbal feedback-based interactions but teachers found 

individual, interactive feedback time-consuming and infeasible. Thus, a stronger focus on 

feedback as a two-way, interactive process is needed. Students’ reception, perception, 

interpretation, and use of feedback realises the potential of feedback in positively 

influencing student learning (Brookhart, 2008; Gamlem & Smith, 2013; Havnes et al., 

2012). With reference to these four aspects, student participants: recognised the teacher’s 

feedback (reception), perceived its value (perception), sought specific and easily 

understandable feedback (interpretation), and lacked opportunities to use the feedback as 

teachers largely doubted students’ abilities to engage with the feedback provided (use). 

More attention specifically needs to be directed towards ensuring the comprehensibility 

of feedback and the space for students to engage with it in the classroom, and student-

teacher interactive feedback can potentially address these aspects. From a socio-

constructivist perspective, information becomes feedback only when students act on it to 

improve their performance or learning strategies (Carless & Boud, 2018). 

 

9. More emphasis on process-level and self-regulation feedback 

Both students and teachers focused on the supportive role of feedback in student learning. 

However, the predominance of task-level feedback by classroom participants points to 

the need to emphasise feedback, which is more facilitative of students’ learning - process-

level and self-regulation feedback. Beyond surface-level understanding of task 

requirements, strategic feedback about the processes in completing a task needs more 
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attention. Importantly, teachers need to be equipped with instructional repertoires that aid 

in the provision of feedback that can develop students’ ability to monitor, evaluate and 

regulate their own learning (Nicol, 2010; Price et al., 2010). 

 One-way, performance-related information does little in enabling the agency of the 

learner in improving his/her understanding or performance (Boud & Molloy, 2013). 

Opening up more space for self-regulation feedback in the classroom entails employing 

feedback as a process in which students make sense of the information about their 

performance and use it to inform future work or learning strategies (Henderson et al., 

2019). Notably, student participants in the study indicated the need for more opportunities 

to interact with their teacher and seek clarifications, as and when needed. In Singapore's 

examination-driven and time-starved classrooms (Loh, 2013), integrating feedback at the 

process and self-regulation level practically implies task designs, which offer space for 

students to reflect on the processes or strategies employed and permit them to learn about 

their own learning.   

 

10. More opportunities for peer feedback 

The findings suggest the need for a stronger focus on activating students as learning 

resources for one another in Singapore classrooms. Based on their beliefs that feedback 

should lead to improvement, students did not perceive peer feedback to be useful. 

Students may perceive teachers as a more credible source of feedback given teachers' 

higher status (Winstone et al., 2017) or may not adequately trust the capability of their 

peers (Zhu & Carless, 2018), as observed in the present study. Teachers noted concerns 

about students’ abilities, difficulties of group work and time-constraints, and steered away 

from designing tasks incorporating space for peer feedback thus, limiting the 

opportunities for students to learn from one another (see Section 8.3.6). More attention 
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needs to be focused on tasks, which permit students to work together in groups enabling 

them to be more actively involved in their own learning.  

 While students may not necessarily value peer feedback, providing feedback on a 

classmate's performance can potentially sharpen students' evaluative skills and stimulate 

internally-generated feedback (Carless, 2020; Nicol, 2019). Exposure to the work of peers 

enables students to evaluate their own work and make comparisons (McConlogue, 2015). 

Interactions with other classroom participants and giving feedback to peers opens up 

space for what Nicol (2020) refers to as reference information, which permits students to 

make comparisons. Practitioners need to pay more attention to the potential of peer 

feedback in giving students greater access to reference information during task 

engagement thus, building on students' natural capacity to make feedback comparisons. 

As Nicol (2020) argues, interactions with their teacher and peers combined with external 

information such as artefacts, performance criteria, exemplars, learning resources, teacher 

instructions etc. stimulate students' internal feedback in the form of natural comparison 

processes.  Understandably, the visibility of teaching and learning (Hattie, 2009) has 

implications for both explicit feedback among classroom participants and students' 

internally-generated feedback. 

 

11. Enabling internal input: Criterion-referenced feedback  

Teachers participants particularly, Ms Joan’s extensive use of visual stimuli in enabling 

students’ internal feedback points to the need for a greater focus on exploring 

opportunities for students to generate feedback for themselves especially via criterion-

referenced feedback (Brookhart, 2008). More attention needs to be paid to ‘external 

information’ in the classroom, which provides affordances of comparison and potentially 

generates internal feedback for students (Nicol, 2020). Students require more 
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opportunities to check their efforts against performance criteria and exemplars at the start 

of lessons or during mid-lesson learning stops (Hattie, 2019), which generates progress 

and discrepancy feedback for students (Voerman et al., 2012). 

 Importantly, the findings suggest that teachers' enhanced provision of criterion-

referenced feedback (Iteration 2) does not necessarily translate into greater evidence of 

students' process or self-regulation level feedback (see Section 6.2). Evidentially, students 

in the present study leveraged on the increased external reference information (Nicol, 

2020) to generate mainly task-level feedback. Beyond merely stating criteria, Bearman 

and Ajjawi (2021) argue for invitational assessment criteria, which permits students to 

co-construct criteria and make meaning though they may not always understand what 

enacting criteria entails - especially so in primary classrooms. Choosing learner-centred 

feedback designs, as To (2021) argues, can potentially enhance students engagement with 

feedback. Increasing students' feedback responsibility, evaluative skills and 

psychological safety (To, 2021) can arguably, create more space for students to examine 

underlying processes and regulate their own learning. Broadly, shared responsibilities 

between teachers and students, and focusing on the interplay between teacher and student 

feedback literacy (Carless & Winstone, 2020) can potentially allow students to leverage 

on criterion-referenced feedback to produce process and self-regulation level feedback 

beyond task requirements. 

 

8.6.3 Implications for teacher professional development 

Broadly, the present study permits a clearer focus for teacher learning initiatives and 

professional development (PD) as it links what teachers learn (in teacher education 

programmes) to what actually goes on in the classroom (Hodge, 2014) and is embedded 

in the instructional context of the classroom (Fonseca et al., 2015). Timperley (2011) 
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argues for the centrality of student learning in professional learning for teachers, and the 

present focus on student feedback makes the study especially relevant for teacher-

educators.  

 

12. Focus on student feedback literacy 

The beliefs and feedback enactment of student participants in the study make a case for 

the development of students' feedback literacy - the understandings, capacities and 

dispositions needed to make sense of information, which enhance student learning 

(Carless & Boud, 2018). Student participants barely provided any self-level feedback or 

non-specific task level feedback (see Section 6.2). They showed strong preference for 

one-to-one, interactive feedback with their teacher, focused on feedback as improvement, 

and valued the specificity and comprehensibility of feedback. They also focused on 

affective dimensions such as shyness, anxiety and privacy in feedback provision. The two 

teachers valued feedback as a formative assessment tool for eliciting evidence of student 

learning and as bases for their instructional decisions. PD efforts especially in the local 

context need to emphasise not only the teacher's feedback practices but also the 

facilitative role of teachers in enabling students' feedback literacy. Specifically, there 

needs to be a greater focus on enabling students' uptake of feedback via four inter-related 

aspects: appreciating feedback processes, developing evaluative skills, managing 

emotions and attitudes, and taking action to close the feedback loop (Carless & Boud, 

2018). 

 

13. Teacher decision-making and formative assessment 

By putting the spotlight on teachers’ tacit pedagogical content knowledge, the study 

offers a useful reference point for practitioners and teacher-educators to examine the 
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implications of teachers' pre-lesson and in class decision-making in shaping the tasks 

students engage with and broadly, student learning in the classroom. Darling-Hammond 

(2008) argues that teachers need to analyse and reflect on their practice, assess the effects 

of their teaching, and then refine and improve instruction. The study elucidates teachers’ 

lesson planning considerations, practical issues, busy schedules, classroom routines and 

so on, which practitioners can relate to in their day-to-day teaching. 

 Specifically, the study offers a useful reference for teachers to (re)consider the 

implications of their decisions before and during lessons in terms of how formative 

assessment plays out in their own classroom, and the opportunities for students to give or 

seek feedback while learning in whole class contexts, individually, or with their peers. In 

the present study, teacher participants reasoned about the challenges of sustaining a focus 

on explicit feedback after the initial iteration. The increased focus on teachers' criterion-

referenced feedback in Iteration 2 allowed more space for students' internally-generated 

feedback via formative checkpoints (see Section 6.6). Teachers' reasoning about the value 

of eliciting student feedback online shaped the space for students to provide feedback 

verbally and on online platforms (see Section 5.4.1). The teacher participants' decision-

making surfaces insights into the opportunities and possible constraints of creating space 

for student feedback in physical and virtual classrooms. The conceptual framework 

(Figure 37) provides a lens for practitioners to ‘see’ how the cyclical loop/s of feedback 

and uptake (both explicit and implicit) elicit evidence of student learning during 

classroom instruction. 

 

14. Video reflection for teachers  

Insights from the research process point to the benefits of more opportunities for teachers 

to reflect on their practice particularly, via video reflection. Both the teachers valued the 
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opportunities to reflect on their practice especially via video reflection based on their 

lesson videos, which as Hennessy and Deaney (2009) argue, helps teachers capture and 

revisit classroom activity. They describe video as a powerful tool for critical reflection 

and knowledge construction for both practising and trainee teachers. Both teachers in the 

present study had opportunities to reflect on their own and their colleague's practice, 

which stimulated focused conversations on specific lesson episodes. Reflection is a core 

practice for strengthening the theory-practice nexus (Low et al., 2009) and is especially 

valuable as teachers find it hard to translate theory into their daily practices given the 

need for prompt in situ decision-making (Voerman et al., 2015).  

 

15. Teacher portfolios 

Teacher learning initiatives may incorporate greater use of individual teacher portfolios 

consisting of lesson videos and reflection journals, which can prompt teachers' reflection 

on  their classroom enactment. Duckor suggests the use of teacher portfolios consisting 

of teachers' lesson plans, videos of the observed lessons, and samples of the feedback 

provided in the classroom (personal communication, October 23, 2017).  Teachers in the 

present study availed of opportunities to verbalise their thoughts as well as document their 

reflections, which surfaced the bases of their teaching decisions in opening up space for 

student feedback in the classroom. 

 

16. Coordinated teacher support 

Other than focusing on teachers' workshops and seminars, PD initiatives need to entail 

greater involvement with school personnel to ensure a more integrated approach towards 

the use of formative assessment practices in the classroom. The teacher participants 

preferred to weave in the research focus on student feedback into their lesson planning 
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routines. They leveraged on our conversations to document their scheme-of-work for the 

'Writing Module' units as well as plan and discuss with their colleagues and the EL Head 

of Department. Drawing on insights from their investigation of perceptions, policies and 

practices of AfL in Singapore secondary schools, Leong et al. (2016) question whether 

the present approach of conducting teacher workshops suffices for the requisite deep 

learning required to confront and change assessment paradigms in schools. Beyond 

teacher workshops, they argue for a more coordinated support from school leaders and 

key personnel in terms of negotiating priorities to plan and carry out AfL practices that 

are not too narrowly focused on examinations.  

 Beyond school factors, PD initiatives need to take into account the role of broader 

contextual factors such as school culture, institutional practices and cultural ethos in 

shaping how classroom participants receive, interpret and employ feedback in the 

classroom. Carless (2011) observes students' deference to teacher authority in Chinese 

societies, which reinforces their role as passive recipients and dissuades them from 

participating actively in feedback dialogue. The feedback culture is under the influence 

of the transmission approach, which conceptualises teachers as experts and students as 

recipients (Carless, 2020; Winstone & Carless, 2019) and this conceptualisation interacts 

with domain-specific practices and societal values in shaping student engagement 

(Winstone & Boud, 2019). The patterns of student and teacher feedback practices in both 

classrooms were largely similar across the three phases irrespective of the vastly different 

profiles of the students in the two classrooms, the varying teaching experience of the 

teacher participants, and other contextual factors unique to each classroom. The present 

findings underscore the need for a more realistic consideration of macro-level factors as 

well as greater coordination among key stakeholders in enabling formative assessment 

practices in the Singapore classroom. 
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8.6.4 Implications for research 

The process, output and outcomes of the three-phase design-based research study surface 

key theoretical perspectives and pragmatic considerations, and also inform empirical 

evidence in the Singapore context. 

 
17. Conceptualising the research focus 

The conceptual framework provides researchers meaningful bases for situating where the 

focus of a given classroom intervention lies with reference to the instructional core (City 

et al., 2011) and broadly, sharpens the lens for conceptualising research in instructional 

contexts. For instance, Loughland and Nguyen (2016) used the instructional core as a 

basis for implementing a professional learning intervention for primary science teachers 

in Australia, aimed at both lesson content and teachers’ pedagogy to improve student 

learning. With reference to Figure 37, their intervention was focused on the broken black 

line linking ‘T (F/U) Set-up’ and ‘Task Re(design)’ i.e. teachers’ pedagogy, and the 

broken red line connecting ‘SM’ and ‘Task Re(design)’ i.e. the lesson content; the effects 

would be evident in the broken green line connecting student/s (S) and ‘Task (Re)design’ 

i.e. student learning. The present study has institutional relevance as it informs research 

in curricular and pedagogical innovation and reform conducted by the Centre for 

Research in Pedagogy and Practice and broadly, the National Institute of Education 

(Singapore). 

 

18. Design principle as mechanism 

This DBR study proffers a lucid way of conceptualising a design principle - a mechanism 

i.e. the pathway from the resources (incorporated in a programme or intervention) to the 

reasoning of the research participants (Pawson & Tilley, 1997). By informing how design 

principles may be conceptualised, the study advances understanding of the guiding foci 
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of the micro-cycles and broadly, the research process in design-based research. 

 

19. Conducting DBR in school contexts 

By detailing the possibilities, challenges and numerous considerations throughout the 

research process especially in crafting a collaborative intervention with teachers, this 

DBR study offers a realistic idea about carrying out DBR in naturalistic school settings 

and authentic classroom contexts particularly, in the Singapore context.  

 

20. Focus on formative assessment 

The study yields contextually-sensitive design principles, which enable a clearer 

understanding of methodological considerations in creating more space for student 

feedback and broadly, formative assessment in Singapore classrooms. The insights drawn 

are particularly relevant as feedback takes place in highly varied and situational contexts 

(Bailey & Garner, 2010; Li & De Luca, 2014). The study makes the process of working 

with teachers transparent by surfacing an understanding of how underlying mechanisms 

i.e. design principles trigger (or not) particular changes in the reasoning of teacher 

participants, leading to particular outcomes in a given context.  

 

21. Extending prior research 

The present DBR study extends prior classroom-based research in EL classrooms in 

Singapore. Broadly, this research sheds light on classroom participants’ verbal 

interactions specifically, their enactment of feedback, and in view of their beliefs about 

feedback. Importantly, the study surfaces insights into student feedback and not merely 

the teacher’s feedback thus, contributing valuable empirical evidence in an under-

researched area with reference to the Singapore EL classroom. 
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21. Weaving theory and practice 

For researchers, the present study illustrates the benefits of moving between theory and 

practice during the research process and as a lens for examining the findings. The 

successive revisions to the conceptual framework emanated from an attempt to pin the 

insights emerging from empirical evidence on to a theoretical plane. Grounded in the 

present data, the framework cumulatively builds a clearer picture of feedback, task (re) 

design and teacher decision-making, which undergird the research focus. 

 

8.6.5 Implications for policy 

The research study offers some key considerations for curriculum and policy formulation, 

which are particularly relevant to broader initiatives in the local context. 

 
22. Concretising self-directed learning 

In view of policy initiatives towards self-directed learning as a 21st century competency, 

the present study offers an evidence-based blueprint for translating dispositions of self-

directed learning in Singapore classrooms. The research process and findings concretise 

students’ self-directedness in classroom contexts by constructing a realistic picture of the 

possibilities and challenges of enabling students’ self-regulated learning. The present 

study informs current policy measures for teachers' professional development such as the 

Singapore Teaching Practice or STP (MOE, 2018) and the SkillsFuture for Educators or 

SFEd (MOE, 2020), which emphasise learner-centred assessment and students’ self-

directed learning.  

  

23. Elucidating Assessment for Learning (AfL) 

By elucidating feedback as formative assessment in primary EL classrooms, the findings 

inform the emphasis on AfL in the EL syllabus (MOE, 2020): teacher’s timely and useful 
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feedback, explication of performance criteria, and space for students to act on the 

feedback. The findings point to the need for a more systematic and explicit curricular 

focus on both teacher and student feedback, opportunities for students’ internal input via 

criterion-referenced feedback, and more space for one-to-one, interactive feedback. 

Broadly, the findings from this study offer a microcosmic glimpse of how teachers 

negotiate the pressures of high stakes summative assessment such as national 

examinations, and employ assessment formatively in their own classroom to support 

student learning. 

From a policy perspective, it is noteworthy that contextual factors such as class size, 

students' academic proficiency and the teacher's teaching experience did not play an 

important part in shaping student and teacher feedback in the given school context. The 

findings foreground a more careful consideration of how macro-level factors such as 

institutional cultures and policies (Price et al., 2011a) interact with more specific 

contextual factors related to classroom, teacher and student characteristics. 

 

24. Fuller picture of curriculum, assessment and pedagogy 

Broadly, the findings suggest that an AfL focus in the classroom warrants a holistic 

picture of the inter-related components of curriculum, pedagogy and assessment, which 

Bernstein (1977) describes as the three message systems of schooling. In attempting to 

open up space for student feedback, the teacher participants were inclined to offload their 

responsibility of guiding instructional activity onto the curriculum materials (Brown, 

2009). The need to ensure that no Primary 5 class in the school cohort is 'shortchanged' 

in availing of the school-based writing resources seemingly made them less cognisant of 

the potential of their instructional repertories (see Section 3.5). Mdm Sophia seemed 

focused on the ‘intent’ of the given curricular content and adhered to the pre-determined 
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categories ('good' and 'bad' surprises) in line with her classroom enactment (see Section 

5.4.3). Based on Brown's (2009) framework, pedagogical decisions about employing AfL 

possibly entail moving up the continuum from offloading to adapting and even 

improvising whereby teachers rely minimally on curriculum materials to assume greater 

responsibility for guiding instructional activity. The findings imply a holistic 

consideration of the message systems of schooling and the need to leverage on an 

integrated approach to curriculum, pedagogy and assessment (Darling-Hammond, 2006) 

to foreground the role of the student in the feedback process. 

 Overall, the research process and findings yield significant implications for theory, 

practice and research, and also inform policy formulation. The relevance of the study is 

obvious for key stakeholders in education: students, teachers, teacher-educators, 

researchers, parents and policy makers. By theoretically mapping formative assessment 

on to the instructional core (City et al., 2011), the study firmly establishes how feedback 

cannot be viewed in isolation of task (re)design. In terms of classroom practice, the 

findings foreground the need for more student feedback specifically feedback as an 

interactive process, which permits student uptake, engagement and self-regulation. A 

greater focus on students' internally-generated input via criterion-referenced feedback and 

peer feedback is warranted. Teacher learning initiatives need to take into account student 

feedback literacy instead of focusing solely on the teacher's feedback enactment in the 

classroom. For researchers, this DBR study provides clearer conceptual bases for 

situating the focus of classroom interventions; and offers the conception of design 

principles as mechanisms, which surface the reasoning of research participants. The 

findings inform the curricular emphasis on AfL and self-directed learning, and foreground 

a fuller picture of curriculum, assessment and pedagogy in enabling student learning.  To 

grasp the relevance of the present study, it is useful to consider the limitations as well. 
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8.7 Limitations of the study  

A careful consideration of the research process and outcomes surfaces the limitations of 

the present three-phased design-based research study. DBR is flexible and open to 

modifications and adaptations depending on the context (Plomp, 2007) thus, I had some 

room to address some of the methodological issues as the study progressed. For instance, 

I broadened the focus from task design to lesson planning in view of contextual factors 

as the study progressed.  

 Researchers (Hoadley, 2004; Kelly, 2004) express concerns about the 

trustworthiness of DBR as researchers may lose sight of their primary role as researchers 

given that they need to play other roles such as designers, facilitators and advisors 

(McKenney et al., 2006; van den Akker et al., 2006). In the present study, my role as a 

researcher as well as facilitator for the collaborative work with teachers was demanding 

and occasionally, fraught with challenges. On the other hand, the dual role helped to 

ensure greater methodological rigour by connecting the intervention to the outcomes 

(Hoadley, 2004).  

 The collaborative intervention primarily focused on teachers’ pedagogical 

reasoning in setting up and sustaining tasks embedded with space for student feedback. 

The research design entailed working closely with teachers only and there was no scope 

for collaborating with the students. With reference to Figure 37, the bulk of the focus was 

on teachers’ pedagogical reasoning i.e. the broken black line linking ‘Set-up’ and ‘Task 

Re(design)’ which arguably, shaped students’ engagement on tasks (broken green line 

connecting student/s (S) and ‘Task (Re)design’). Again, the intervention did not permit 

focus on the design of the curricular content indicated by the broken red line connecting 

‘SM’ and ‘Task Re(design)’. Specifically, the ‘Writing Module’ content was a given in 

the sense that Primary 5 teachers hoped to ensure that every class uniformly availed of 
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the school-based writing package so that no particular class was “shortchanged” (Mdm 

Sophia, teacher interview, April 3, 2018). DBR is contextual and its strength lies in 

catering to local needs (Bowler & Large, 2008; Collins et al., 2004) thus, the prescribed 

‘Writing Module’ resources formed the bases for the lesson planning with the two 

teachers (see Section 5.4.3).  

 In terms of the research methods employed, the limited opportunities to converse 

with students emerges as a weakness of the research design. Given the primary focus on 

student feedback, the research design required more space to tap on student participants’ 

beliefs about feedback, which are germane to the present research focus. The flexible 

research design permitted me to address this limitation to some extent. Thus, for the 

second iteration, I incorporated students’ video reflection to elicit students’ beliefs about 

feedback in relation to specific lesson excerpts. However, the flexibility of DBR in 

allowing for the research methods and focus to evolve over time is often considered a 

weakness possibly leading to biased conclusions (Dede, 2004; Juuti & Lavonen, 2006). 

 The study involves eliciting the beliefs of student and teacher participants to 

construct a fuller picture of their enactment of feedback in the classroom. Pajares (1992) 

admits that beliefs are a ‘messy construct’ thus, the beliefs of the research participants 

need to understood and interpreted with caution especially so for the student participants 

who were approximately 11 years of age. Notably, in Tunstall and Gipps’ (1996a) study, 

young children (Year 1 and 2 in UK) were able to describe the descriptive and evaluative 

feedback given by their teacher verbally. Also, the collaborative intervention hinged on 

teachers’ cognisance of their tacit pedagogical content knowledge as well as their ability 

and willingness to articulate the same over the course of interviews, lesson planning 

discussions, and video reflection on practice. 
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 Coding analyses of the lesson videos was an attempt to describe and categorise 

instances of feedback over the course of complex classroom interactions, which 

admittedly is fraught with challenges. The general noise in the classroom, limitations of 

the audio and video recording setup, and missing contextual information inevitably have 

a bearing on the data obtained and analysed. Essentially, the study focuses on students’ 

verbal feedback but the coding scheme does not take into account broader aspects of 

classroom talk. For example, the study does not illustrate feedback in terms of the 

structure and nature of classroom interactions such as in Initiation-Response-Follow-

up/Feedback or IRF sequences (Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975). The key focus was on 

ascertaining the potential of feedback in terms of enhancing student learning with broad 

reference to the tasks students engage in. Nonetheless, a fuller picture of the talk 

‘surrounding’ the feedback can potentially yield a more nuanced understanding of 

feedback during classroom interactions. 

 Design-based research yields contextually-sensitive design principles (Wang & 

Hannafin, 2005) thus, a small sample size and issues of generalizability to a broader 

context may not be regarded as valid methodological concerns. However, the relevance 

of the present findings needs to be considered in view of the fact that the study involves 

student and teacher participants in two classrooms in a primary school in Singapore with 

reference to the subject domain of English Language. Moreover, the classroom 

observations include lessons pertaining to the school-based ‘Writing Module’ units only. 

Feedback perceptions may be subject-specific (Goetz et al., 2018) as well as context-

specific (Lipnevich et al., 2016). Nonetheless, the findings offer rich insights into student 

feedback practices and beliefs with reference to primary EL classrooms in Singapore 

based on an understanding of the research context. 
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8.8 Reflections  

Reflecting on the process of working with teachers in surfacing their pedagogical 

reasoning, I was reminded of words from Tagore’s poem (1912/2000): ‘Where the clear 

stream of reason has not lost its way into the dreary desert sand of dead habit.’ The poem 

was essentially a clarion call to Tagore’s countrymen about the kind of awakening he 

envisaged for a new India, free from the shackles of foreign rule. The words resonate with 

the focus on teachers’ pedagogical reasoning given the applicability of ‘reason’ as a way 

of thinking; and the perils of ‘dead habit’ as a routine, technicised procedure to day-to-

day teaching. In a sense, these words help to describe the nature of my collaborative work 

with the two experienced teachers - enabling them to think more intentionally about the 

rationale for their teaching decisions rather than making and enacting the same in a 

habitual fashion. Enabling teachers to be more cognisant of the potential of their 

pedagogical reasoning in creating more space for student feedback required space for 

teachers to pause, step back and carefully consider the rationale and implications of their 

teaching decisions, which our collaborative sessions offered. 

 Implementing the research project in the school context for about ten months during 

an academic year entailed practical challenges and realistic considerations related to the 

teachers’ workload, school curricular requirements, administrative issues and so on. 

Establishing and maintaining a positive working relationship with the teachers, having a 

good rapport with the student participants, and communicating effectively with the school 

management were aspects, which proved to be demanding at times. Understandably, the 

dynamics of a PhD student working closely with two very experienced teachers was not 

always power-free. Retaining the research focus while addressing teachers’ concerns and 

viewpoints was a valuable learning opportunity for me as a doctoral student. 
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 Like the design-based research study itself, the process of writing this thesis 

document has been rather messy and non-linear. Often, I found myself trying to park my 

thoughts in the relevant sections concurrently rather than working on one section 

independently. As the writing progressed, the connections across the different parts of the 

thesis and the research became more apparent to me. To some extent, the overlapping and 

intersecting content in some sections is inevitable given my attempt to transparently 

document my emerging understandings in the spirit of design-based research. 

Importantly, I was conscious of the responsibility of unraveling the complexities of this 

research without losing the essence, and presenting the same to a broader community. As 

a researcher, I knew it was important for me to carefully think about the bases and 

implications of my decisions right from the inception of this doctoral project to finally 

communicating my understandings of the research process, output and outcomes. 

  Completing this research journey has not only been an important learning 

experience but a humbling one as well in the realisation that my struggles and frustrations 

have been but of an intellectual kind. The bulk of the writing on this thesis coincided with 

an ongoing global pandemic. In the wake of this “crisis of a generation” (Lee, 2020), 

which has led to unprecedented misery and helplessness, most educational contexts 

including Singapore have had to radically adapt to new ways of teaching and learning. 

Personally, the research focus on student feedback is timely and more pronounced given 

that home-based learning and online lessons - fully or partially - have become a necessity. 

Now, more than ever before, students need to be self-directed in their learning and learn 

to take the initiative to seek feedback. Minus the convenience of walking around a 

physical classroom and monitoring student work, teachers increasingly need to carve out 

more opportunities for students to communicate their needs and obtain guidance. 

Conventional notions of what constitutes a classroom have crumbled, the roles of the 
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student and teacher have been abruptly redefined, and students today undoubtedly need 

to be more actively involved in their own learning. 

 During the research process, I found it useful to pin my insights on a theoretical 

plane, which helped me to better conceptualise the emerging understandings, plan the 

research activities, and think about the broader research design. Premised on the 

instructional core (City et al., 2011), the conceptual framework reflects this theoretical 

space that assisted me in pulling together the empirical data from the various sources and 

make sense of the research process and findings. As a researcher, this intuitive process of 

planting my emerging understandings on a theoretical base led me to think about the 

versatility of an ‘in between’ third space (Bhabha, 1994) where “everything comes 

together” (Soja, 1996, p. 56). Pushing beyond the binaries of theory and practice, the 

conceptual framework in the present study offers a third space for teachers and teacher-

educators to leverage on for professional learning. Personally, a key strength of this study 

lies in an enviable balance of theory, practice and research. On a meta level, trying to 

understand my own journey as a researcher prompted me to think about broader avenues 

and newer possibilities for meaning making in teaching and learning contexts. 

 

 

8.9 Concluding remarks 

The primary focus of the present study is on students’ in lesson verbal feedback pivoted 

by key conceptual tenets: feedback, teacher pedagogical reasoning and task (re)design. 

Embedded in the instructional core, which constitutes the triad of teacher, student and 

subject matter (City et al., 2011), the conceptual framework incorporates insights from 

the empirical data thus, prying open further what Bryk et al. (2010) refer to as the 

“classroom black box” (p. 48). By pulling together key aspects of classroom instruction, 
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the study yields a more nuanced picture of the role of feedback in facilitating student 

learning. It permits a realistic appraisal of the possibilities and challenges of opening up 

space for student feedback in Singapore’s examination-driven and time-starved 

classrooms (Loh, 2013). The systematic documentation of the research process, output 

and outcomes in this DBR study enables a better understanding of the frequent slippage 

between the intended and the enacted curriculum (Marsh & Willis, 2003) - how the foci 

on AfL, students’ self-regulation, self-directed learning envisaged in policy documents 

are translated in actual classroom contexts. 

 Importantly, the conceptual framework theorises formative assessment in relation 

to the instructional core and proffers valuable bases for conceptualising student-teacher 

interactions during formative assessment, which lie at the “heart of pedagogy” (Black & 

Wiliam, 1998, p. 16). Findings from the study are clearly relevant to practitioners and 

teacher-educators as these showcase not only the ‘what’ and ‘how’ but also the ‘why’ of 

practice (Loughran, 2019). Grounded in empirical evidence, the conceptual framework 

serves to fend off criticisms typically levelled against educational research for its inability 

to inform the work of teachers in the classroom (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). Arguably, the 

present research strengthens the nexus between the theory and practice in instructional 

contexts. Overall, the research process and findings bring to the fore the many intricacies 

and complexities of classroom instruction raising pertinent issues, which merit further 

exploration. 
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Appendix A 
 

Level 1 Coding Scheme 
 

 
  Lesson 

Segment 
1 
 

Lesson 
Segment 2 
 

Lesson 
Segment 3 
 

Lesson 
Segment 4 
 

Lesson 
Segment 5 
 

 TEACHER 
FEEDBACK 

     

 Non-Specific Feedback      
 Whole Class      
1 Self      
2 Task      
       
 Individual /Group      
3 Self      
4 Task      
       
 Specific Feedback 

(learning enhancing) 
     

 Whole Class      
5 Task      
6 Process      
7 Self-regulation      
8 Other interventions       
       
 Individual/Group      
9 Task      
10 Process      
11 Self-regulation      
12 Other interventions       
 
 STUDENT 

FEEDBACK 
     

 Non-Specific Feedback      
 Whole Class      
13 Self      
14 Task      
       
 Individual/Group      
15 Self      
16 Task      
       
 Specific Feedback 

(learning enhancing) 
     

 Whole Class      
17 Task      
18 Process      
19 Self-regulation      
       
 Individual/Group      
20 Task      
21 Process      
22 Self-regulation      
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Time 
Stamp 

Feedback 
Event 

Transcription 

 1  
 2  
 3  
 4  
 5  

 

 

 

 Student Initiated 
Feedback 
(Students take the 
initiative to give/seek 
feedback)  

     

23 Whole Class      
24 Individual/Group      
 
 INTERACTION: 

FEEDBACK/ UPTAKE 
(begins with T/S 
Feedback; at least 4 
utterances) 

     

 Whole Class      
25 Begins with Teacher 

Feedback 
     

26 Begins with Student 
Feedback 

     

       
 Individual/Group      
27 Begins with Teacher 

Feedback 
     

28 Begins with Student 
Feedback 

     

       
29 CRITERION-

REFERENCED 
FEEDBACK 

     

       
30 FEEDBACK BASED 

DIRECTLY ON 
STUDENT WORK  

     

       
31 MOVING BETWEEN 

LEVELS OF 
FEEDBACK 

     

       
32 MOVING BETWEEN 

FEEDBACK 
AUDIENCE 
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Appendix B 

Level 1 Coding Manual 

 

Introduction 

Level 1 coding analyses denotes coding lesson videos based on a coding scheme, which incorporates 

indicators to capture the nature of student and teacher feedback in the classroom. The coding scheme was 

developed iteratively and cumulatively which allowed me to leverage on theoretical understandings of 

feedback as well as draw on insights emerging from the data. 

 For coding analyses, I largely draw on Hattie & Timperley’s (2007) model of feedback to ascertain 

the level at which the student or teacher’s feedback is directed: task, process, self-regulation or self. As 

Hattie (2012) argues: the task, process, and self-regulation levels correspond to phases in the progression 

of student learning: novice, proficient, and competent.  

1. Feedback at the task level is often termed ‘corrective feedback’ or ‘knowledge of results,’ which 

indicates the need for a better or different response. It may include surface-level information such 

as clarifying the task requirements, or a focus on the accuracy of student response/s for completing 

the task. 

2. At the process level, feedback is largely in the form of cues, alternative strategies, error detection 

techniques or explicit ways to enable students grasp the relationships between ideas. At this level, 

feedback is essentially about the skills, strategies, procedures or processes involved in completing 

the task. 

3. Feedback at the self-regulation level is focused on the student’s monitoring of learning processes, 

and regulation of learning. It involves deep learning principles such as relational thinking and self-

monitoring, which enable students to compare and adjust their work in relation to the required 

standards, learning intent, or performance criteria. 

4. Feedback at the self level is about the characteristics of the learner and not the learning. It usually 

takes the form of praise or encouragement, which directs attention away from the performance or 

learning. For the present coding, feedback at the self level includes both praise and criticism of 

the student/s' personality or attitude. 
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Definitions 

For the purposes of the present study: 

Feedback refers to information which is explicitly or implicitly provided or sought by teachers and students 

from other classroom participants or from themselves about students’ progress towards explicated learning 

goals or about aspects of students’ performance and/or understanding in learning tasks. The purpose of 

this information is to assess, scaffold, or both assess and scaffold student performance and/or 

understanding, or students’ progress towards their learning goals thus, informing student learning and 

potentially, forming the bases of teacher instruction.  

 

Student feedback refers to all instances in which students give or seek feedback either on their own initiative 

or in response to an explicit stimulus from their teacher or peers. The feedback information may be in the 

form of a question, query, comment, clarification, statement etc.  

 

Student-initiated feedback includes all instances in which students themselves take the initiative to give or 

seek feedback minus an explicit stimulus or trigger from their teacher or peers.  

 

Points to note: 

1. The coding scheme captures verbal feedback based on tasks assigned to students as well as 

feedback over the course of interactions among classroom participants. 

2. The coding scheme captures instances of explicit feedback (and uptake) by classroom participants, 

as evident over the course of verbal interactions. 

3. The coding scheme documents instances in which teachers provide feedback on student learning 

in general, or a student learning performance related to previous lesson/s. 

4. Feedback is based on student learning/cognitive performance – generally, verbal or written.  

5. Every response to a student learning performance was coded. If it was not coded as ‘feedback’, it 

was coded as ‘other interventions’ excluding instances in which the teacher repeats the student’s 

response verbatim or merely acknowledges the same for e.g. Ok. 

6. Regulatory talk based on student behaviour is excluded from the analyses. E.g. Teacher: “Listen 

eh? You better pay close attention now. Don’t let me catch you when you are not paying attention.” 
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7. Organizational talk is excluded from the analyses. E.g. Teacher: “You are tech-savvy aren’t you? 

Managed to get the video running.” 

8. When T merely repeats a student’s performance without any addition/deletion, it is not considered 

an instance of feedback. The teacher often repeats information to ensure that all students in the 

class have access to the same information – effectively, a classroom management strategy. 

Arguably, by repeating the student’s response, the teacher is refraining from providing any explicit 

feedback. 

9. Often, classroom participants use fillers, pause etc. to maintain the conversation flow. When the 

teacher says, “Ok” following a student’s response, it is not considered feedback. Often “Ok” is 

used to acknowledge a response while transiting to the next activity. 

10. Teachers often say, “Ok. What else?” It indicates at the very least, the teacher’s acknowledgement 

of the student’s response and that s/he is encouraging the student to say more. This does not 

necessarily suggest the inadequacy of the student’s response. However, ‘What else?’ possibly 

suggests the teacher’s attempt to probe deeper thus, it is coded as ‘Other interventions’ (not a 

feedback intervention). 

11. ‘Other interventions’ (e.g. follow-up questions, instructions, pursuing a different line of inquiry) 

denotes the teacher refraining from giving explicit feedback or withholding feedback arguably, to 

permit deeper exploration of the topic/issue. 

12. A feedback instance (a single, continuous utterance by Teacher/Student) may consist of more than 

one kind of feedback in which case, the code: ‘Moving between levels of feedback’ applies 

(“powerful, interactive effect”: Hattie & Timperley, 2007, pp. 90-93). 

 

EXAMPLE: Lesson Excerpt (Individual seatwork): 

S:  Approach (Spelling). Approouch? (S seeks specific task level feedback) 

T:  Why ‘ou’ – how to spell ‘cockroach?’ ‘roach’ ‘r’? (T gives process level feedback) 

S:  ‘roch’ (S performance) 

T:  ‘roach’ – that is wrong. (T gives task level feedback) ‘roach’ ‘oach’ ‘r’? (T gives process level 

 feedback) 

S:  ‘ru’ (S performance) 

T:  Not ‘u’ – ‘ro…’? (T gives specific task level feedback) 

S:  ((Inaudible)) 

T:  Yeh. (T gives non-specific task level feedback) 
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Level 1 Coding Manual 

 

No. Code Description Example/s Coding Considerations 
A TEACHER 

FEEDBACK 
Feedback given by the teacher to an 
individual student, a group of students 
or the class as a whole. 

  

A1 Non-Specific 
Feedback 

Feedback that is not effective in 
enhancing learning - generally, it is 
directed towards the characteristics of 
the student/s, or makes inadequate 
reference to the learning performance. 

  

A1a Whole Class The audience of the feedback is the 
whole class even if an individual 
student or a group of students are 
being addressed. 

 Teacher may move over 
to a student or a few 
students to give some 
feedback while teaching 
in a whole setting, In 
that case, 
‘Individual/Group’ 
applies. 

1 Non-Specific Self Feedback is about student/s’ personal 
traits or characteristics including 
praise or criticism thus, drawing 
student/s attention away from the task. 

- You’re a clever bunch aren’t 
you? 
- Can you please focus and work 
faster 5P? 

 

2 Non-Specific Task Feedback that does not include 
adequate information about how to 
proceed on the task. This type of 
feedback hints at the correctness or 
adequacy of the performance. 

5A, Seeing your work I can only 
imagine your PSLE English 
results… 
- - Well done! 

 

     
A1b Individual /Group The audience of the feedback 

comprises an individual student or a 
group of students. 

 Occasionally, teacher 
may address the entire 
class and provide 
feedback while 
conversing with 
student/s. In that case, 
‘Whole Class’ applies. 

3 Non-Specific Self (see ‘1’) - Do something about your lazy 
attitude Ethan! 
- Have observed you’re always 
curious – keep it up. 

 

4 Non-Specific Task (see ‘2’) - Good job! 
- Your work is not up to the 
mark today. 
- Needs more details I think. 
 

 

     
A2 Specific Feedback  

(learning 
enhancing) 

Feedback that provides information 
about how to proceed on the task: the 
task requirements, the processing of 
the task, or information that allows 
self-regulation of learning or 
performance on the task. 

  

A2a Whole Class (see ‘A1a’)   
5 Specific Task Feedback that is focused on fulfilling 

the specific requirements of the task or 
the broader learning intent. It is often 
‘corrective feedback’ or ‘knowledge 
of results’ indicating the need for an 
improved or different response. 

- No, you need to choose a 
different point - this is incorrect. 
- Class, please take care to avoid 
grammatical errors ok? 

 

6 Specific Process Feedback aimed at the processes, 
skills, strategies and thinking required 
by the student/s to complete the task.  
Feedback is largely in the form of 
cues, alternative strategies, error 
detection techniques or explicit ways 
of grasping relationships between 
ideas. 

- You need to use rhetorical 
devices effectively to persuade 
your audience, understand? 
- From whose perspective has 
this story been written? - 
Consider this aspect as you plan 
your own story.  

 

7 Specific Self-
regulation 

Feedback that requires the student/s to 
use deep learning principles such as 
relational thinking and self-monitoring 
to compare and adjust their work in 

- Think about how you have 
used language in your narratives 
to hook the reader. 
- Now consider what you need 
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relation to the required standards, 
criteria or intent of the learning. It 
involves knowledge of when, how or 
why thus, informing present and future 
learning. 

to do to address these recurring 
mistakes in your writing? 

8 Other 
interventions  

Responses such as follow-up 
questions, instructions that do not 
directly constitute feedback about the 
learning performance. 

- In response to a student’s 
answer, teacher says. ‘Ok. What 
else?’ 

 

     
A2b Individual/Group (see ‘A1b’)   
9 Specific Task (see ‘5’) - Yes that is a good one! 

(Teacher points to the student’s 
worksheet) 
- Try and write about why it’s 
hard to be safe when you’re 
living in a war zone. 

 

10 Specific Process (see ‘6’) - You could strengthen your 
argument by evaluating ideas 
from the opposing point of 
view. 
- Sam, how does this link, how 
does this link back to your main 
point? 

 

11 Specific Self-
regulation 

(see ‘7’) - Viktor, put a tick here if you 
feel your conclusion sums up 
your argument. 
- Have you got something really 
specific that you want to 
achieve in your next 
composition? 

 

12 Other 
interventions  

(see ‘8’) - During group work, a student 
responds and teacher states, 
‘Complete your work quickly’ 
(Teacher’s response is not 
specific to the learning 
performance). 

 

B STUDENT 
FEEDBACK 

Feedback given by student/s to the 
teacher or other student/s. The 
feedback may be about the students’ 
own learning or performance, or that 
of other student/s. It may also be about 
the teacher’s instructional approach in 
relation to his/her learning. Student 
feedback may be in the form of 
questions, comments, remarks etc. 

 ‘Student Feedback’ 
includes instances in 
which student/s give 
feedback with or 
without a teacher 
stimulus. 

B1 Non-Specific 
Feedback 

(see ‘A1’)   

B1a Whole Class The audience of the feedback is the 
whole class even if the student is 
addressing the teacher only. 

  

13 Non-Specific Self (see ‘1’) - Just don’t get it - so tricky for 
me. 
- Felt sad actually when I saw 
the video. 

 

14 Non-Specific Task (see ‘2’) - Oh! Ok can write now. 
- Teacher, is this ok? (Student 
shows his work) 

 

     
B1b Individual/Group The audience of the feedback is the 

teacher, and occasionally other 
students during pair/group work. 

  

15 Non-Specific Self (see ‘1’) - Ms Lim I like this kind of 
writing. 
- Teacher feeling so lazy, can do 
for homework? 

 

16 Non-Specific Task (see ‘2’) - No time to finish! 
- Ah can remember now. 

 

     
B2 Specific Feedback 

(learning 
enhancing) 

(see ‘A2’)   

B2a Whole Class (see ‘B1a’)   
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17 Specific Task (see ‘5’) - The spelling of ‘catastrophe’ 
please? Not sure. 
- (Referring to another student’s 
work) I think she should write 
the surprise in the end. 

 

18 Specific Process (see ‘6’) - Ms Lee, the story mountain 
humps reminds me of ‘Snoopy 
on the house’ - so helpful! 
-  Can we start a story without a 
problem? 

 

19 Specific Self-
regulation 

(see ‘7’) - I think this template is helping 
me to be more organised in my 
writing. 
- Last time I tried to use ‘Show 
Don’t Tell’ and I got good 
marks. 

 

     
B2b Individual/Group (see ‘B1b’)   
20 Specific Task (see ‘5’) - Actually, I don’t need to write 

such a formal tone when writing 
to a secondary student. 
- Teacher, can use short forms 
in writing compo?  

 

21 Specific Process (see ‘6’) - Can we work in a group? 
-  Let me read the question 
carefully again. Will write down 
the main points first. 

 

22 Specific Self-
regulation 

(see ‘7’) - Teacher next time I will use 
picture-series you taught last 
time. The drawings are easier 
than this strategy just now. 
- You know when I get stuck, I 
go back to the story mountain. I 
try to have one para for one step 
and it’s faster that way. 

 

     
 Student Initiated 

Feedback 
(Students take the 
initiative to provide 
feedback)  

Student provides feedback minus an 
immediate or explicit trigger from the 
teacher.  The feedback may be about 
the students’ own learning or 
performance, or that of other 
student/s. It may also be about the 
teacher’s instructional approach in 
relation to his/her learning. 

 When coding for 23 or 
24, code accordingly for 
a ‘Student Feedback’ 
code (13-22). In other 
words, ‘Student 
Initiated Feedback’ is 
reflected in ‘Student 
Feedback’. 

23 Whole Class (see ‘B1a’) - (Teacher is reading a story to 
the whole class) Teacher I can 
see what the writer is going 
through. 
- (Students are assigned work 
and a student speaks up) I want 
to write the answers in point 
form. 

 

24 Individual/Group (see ‘B1b’) - (Teacher walks around the 
classroom) Ms Lee please look 
at this part (points to her 
worksheet) - should I erase and 
write again? 
- (Student motions to his 
teacher) Can I look at my 
English journal? I need more 
examples. 

 

 **** Interaction: 
Feedback/Uptake 
(begins with T/S 
Feedback; at least 
4 turns of talk) 

An interaction comprises an utterance 
of feedback by teacher or student 
followed by uptake i.e.  
utterance that immediately follows the 
feedback, which indicates the 
intention to draw attention to the 
initial utterance and subsequently, at 
least two turns of talk. A 
feedback/uptake interaction comprises 
at least four turns of talk. 

 Code for the type of 
student or teacher 
feedback, as evident in 
the different turns over 
the course of the 
interaction (in addition 
to coding 25, 26, 27 or 
28. 

 Whole Class The audience of the feedback/uptake 
interaction is the whole class. 
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25 Begins with 
Teacher Feedback 

The feedback/uptake interaction starts 
with feedback given by the teacher 
followed by the student’s uptake. 

(Teacher examines student work 
on the whiteboard) 
T: This is incorrect. I told you to 
write the rule down, you are not 
writing it down. (Initial 
Feedback) 
S: Err teacher I thought …  
T: Well, kindly write it down 
first. 
S: Oh okay, doing it now. 
 

 

26 Begins with 
Student Feedback 

The feedback/uptake interaction starts 
with feedback given by the student 
followed by the teacher’s uptake. 

- T: Do you think in this one 
month, you can remember all 
the 17 steps?  
S: Maybe. (Initial Feedback) 
T: Maybe - ok good! Is it 
difficult to remember all the 17 
steps? Yes or no? 
S: No. 
T: No, not difficult to 
remember? Ok! 

 

     
 Individual/Group The audience of the feedback/uptake 

interaction is individual student/s. 
  

27 Begins with 
Teacher Feedback 

(see ‘25’) T: How do you spell ‘cashier?’  
S: C-h 
T: C-h? (Initial Feedback) 
S: C-a-s-h-i = 
T: = Cash. You know how to 
spell ‘cash’ right? Cashier? 
S: i-e 
S: I see many of you leaving out 
the ‘i’ – cashier, cashier. Ok? So 
like I said pronounce the words 
properly so that you can spell it 
properly. 
 

 

28 Begins with 
Student Feedback 

(see ‘26’) S: I think there’s something 
wrong here (in student work). 
(Initial Feedback) 
T: Why? 
S: Because I came straight away 
to the point. I did not explain …  
T: Ok so when you compared to 
the original, there’s a difference 
is it? 
S: Yes. 
T: What do you think made that 
difference, why did you leave 
out that part? 
S: I know why. Because I think 
that if I leave out that part… the 
person reading it will be very 
bored.  

 

     
29 Criterion-

referenced 
Feedback 
(including 
references to 
previous/long-
term learning 
performance/s) 

Feedback instances in which teachers 
provide feedback on student learning 
in general, or a student learning 
performance related to a previous 
lesson. With reference to their present 
performance, the code captures 
students’ progress in terms of previous 
performances or discrepancies in view 
of performance criteria or learning 
goals. 
 

- T: When you used to write last 
time, you know you have an 
introduction, remember when 
you learnt in Primary 1, Primary 
2 to write you always know that 
your story must have 
introduction. 
- T: Most of you I noticed have 
the ‘problem’ in your story. You 
are able to develop the plot in 
that sense. Moving forward, we 
need to focus on the ‘resolution’ 
understand? 

The code generally 
applies to the teacher’s 
feedback.  

     
30 Feedback based 

directly on student 
work  

Feedback given by teacher of student 
based on student/s’ performance on a 
task generally, remarks or questions 
directly emanating from student/s’ 
performance in the written work 
assigned. 

- T: You didn’t tell me the story. 
You cannot expect me to give 
you the trigger if I don’t know 
what your story is about. 

To be coded when 
feedback based on the 
student work is given by 
the teacher or student. 
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- S: Ms Tan do I have to fill up 
this column? Can’t really 
understand. 

     
31 Moving between 

levels of feedback 
A single, continuous utterance, which 
consists of more than one level of 
feedback e.g. task and process levels; 
or process, self and self-regulation 
levels. 

- T: Ok none of you talked 
about ‘failed attempt’ and 
‘complication’ ok. (Task) So if 
you include this four in your 
story, it would to a certain 
extent make your story 
interesting because it is not flat. 
(Process) 
- T:  Look at my tongue. ((T 
makes sound)) What happens 
when you put your tongue out? 
Go through your letters - 
(Process) cannot keep saying 
‘don’t know’ (Task) 

The code generally 
applies to the teacher’s 
feedback. 

     
32 Moving between 

feedback audience 
While giving feedback, the teacher 
switches from addressing individual 
student/s to the whole class (vice versa 
is less common) and the feedback 
information may possibly, change in 
form or function e.g. teacher gives 
task level to a student and transits to 
providing process level feedback to all 
the students. 

-  T: (Teacher tells a student) 
Don’t have complication ah. 
Very smooth sailing. (Teacher 
turns to the whole class) 
Remember ah, make use of the 
template – will make your story 
a bit more exciting. 
- T: (Teacher tells a group of 
students) Most of you told me 
that it’s only when you have 
experienced it already, you can 
write better right? (Teacher 
addresses the class) Ok you can 
write a personal recount, I think 
you’re more comfortable with it. 

The code generally 
applies to the teacher’s 
feedback. 
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Appendix C 
 

Sample Extract: ‘Writing Module’ 
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Appendix D 
 

Sample: ‘Collaboration Session’ Outline 
 

 
What are the learning goals for this session? 
 
1. Gain a better understanding of feedback in the classroom 
 
2. Examine teacher/student talk in the classroom more closely with a focus on feedback 
 
3. Surface initial ideas/thoughts for designing Writing Module 9 
 
 
How will we achieve our learning goals? 
 

 Learning goal Rationale Engagement 
1. Gain a better understanding of feedback 

in the classroom 
 

Given the focus on student-initiated 
feedback, it is useful to equip ourselves 
with a broader and more nuanced 
understanding of feedback in the 
classroom. The research article is easy 
to digest, makes some pertinent points 
and offers some useful strategies for 
teachers to think about… 

Theory learning 
Read and discuss key reading: Wiggins, 
2012 

2.  Examine teacher/student talk in the 
classroom more closely with a focus on 
feedback 

To enable teachers to see how they give 
and/or receive feedback, as well as how 
students seek or give feedback in the 
classroom 
 
- Opportunities for student talk  
- Student initiations in the form of 
questions, remarks etc. 
- How feedback links to other aspects of 
classroom teaching? 
 

Watch, discuss and reflect on selected video 
excerpts: 
 
Ms J, L1 (Term 2): 49:45 to 52:50 
 
Mdm S, L2 (Term 3): 4:12 to 6:50 
 
Mdm S, L3 (Term 3): 04:10 to 06:05 
 
Mdm S, L1 (Term 3): 38:15 to 38:40 
 
Ms J, L1 (Term 3): 27:30 to 28:55 
 

3.  Surface initial ideas/thoughts for 
designing Writing Module 9 

Enabling teachers to gain deeper 
insights into their rationale and 
reasoning for designing particular 
tasks/activities 

Use the template to think about and note 
down some key considerations or aspects 
involved in planning the writing module 

 
How will we know if and to what extent we have achieved our learning goals for this session? 
 
1. Obtain teacher feedback on ‘feedback’ 
 
2. Highlight and review a key learning point from each video excerpt 
 
3. Think about and note down some key considerations for Writing Module 9 
 
 
 
Video reflexivity: Learning point/s 
 
Excerpt 1. 
 
Excerpt 2. 
 
Excerpt 3. 
 
Excerpt 4. 
 
Excerpt 5. 
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Appendix E 
 

Gantt Chart: Implementation Schedule 
 
 
 

Implementation targets 2017 2018 
Jul  
- 

Sep 

Sep 
- 

Dec 

Jan  
- 

Mar 

Apr  
-      

Jun 

Jul  
- 

Sep 

Oct 
-  

Dec 
 
1. Application for IRB Ethics Clearance 
2. School Liaison and    

Selection/Confirmation of Schools, 
Teachers, Classes  

3. Preparation of equipment, protocols, 
documents, materials 

4. Familiarity with context; Meetings with 
school personnel/teachers 

5. Phase 1 (Preliminary) Data collection: 
Classroom observations, interviews, 
FGDs, collaborative sessions 

6. Phase 2 (Prototyping Iteration 1): Data 
collection (Classroom observations, 
interviews, FGDs, collaborative 
sessions); Data analyses 

7. Phase 2 (Prototyping Iteration 2): Data 
collection (Classroom observations, 
interviews, FGDs, collaborative 
sessions); Data analyses 

8. Phase 3 Assessment/Reflection 
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Appendix F 
 

Sample: Level 1 Coding Analyses 
 
Level 1 Coding Scheme: Mdm Sophia Iteration 1 Lesson 1 
 

  Lesson Segment 3 
T exposition, QA, 
Task set-up: What do you 
think makes a good story? 
[Video-timing 
21:45-40:20] 

 TEACHER FEEDBACK  

 Non-Specific Feedback  

 Whole Class  

1 Self  

2 Task 41a 

   

 Individual /Group  

3 Self  

4 Task  

   

 Specific Feedback (learning enhancing)  

 Whole Class  

5 Task 38b, 40f, 40b, 40d 

6 Process 43a, 41b 

7 Self-regulation 39b, 39c, 34f, 35b, 36b, 42b 

8 Other interventions (implicit feedback) 34b, 37b, 37d, 43c 

   

 Individual/Group  

9 Task  

10 Process  

11 Self-regulation 33c 

12 Other interventions (implicit feedback) 33a 

 STUDENT FEEDBACK  

 Non-Specific Feedback  

 Whole Class  

13 Self  

14 Task  

   

 Individual/Group  
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15 Self  

16 Task  

   

 Specific Feedback (learning enhancing)  

 Whole Class  

17 Task 33b, 34a, 34c, 34d, 36a, 38a, 
40a, 40c, 40e 

18 Process 34e, 35a, 37a, 37c, 41a, 42a, 
43b 

19 Self-regulation 39a 

   

 Individual/Group  

20 Task  

21 Process  

22 Self-regulation  

   

 Student Initiated Feedback 
(Students take the initiative to seek feedback)  

 

23 Whole Class 34a, 34c 

24 Individual/Group  

 **** FEEDBACK INTERACTION/ UPTAKE (begins 
with T/S Feedback; at least 4 utterances) 

 

 Whole Class  

25 Begins with Teacher Feedback  

26 Begins with Student Feedback 34, 37, 40 

   

 Individual/Group  

27 Begins with Teacher Feedback  

28 Begins with Student Feedback  

   

29 CRITERION-REFERENCED FEEDBACK   

   

30 FEEDBACK BASED DIRECTLY ON STUDENT 
WORK  

33 

   

31 MOVING BETWEEN LEVELS OF FEEDBACK  

   

32 MOVING BETWEEN FEEDBACK AUDIENCE  
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Time 
Stamp 

Feedback  
Event 

Transcription 

31:55 33 [Student shows his worksheet to Teacher - Based directly on student work] 
What sort of help do you need? 
T: Here, here (T points to a part of the worksheet) You haven’t finished writing. What do you 
write there? (33a) 
S: Nothing. (33b) 
T: Nothing? How can you put, you need help but you don’t, never tell me, how to, how to help 
you. (33c) 

32:27 34 S: Give more ideas. (34a) 
T: Give you more ideas. Ok when you say, ‘give you more ideas’ what do you mean? (34b) 
S: Pictures. (34c) 
T: Pictures. Give you more pictures? (34d) 
S: Pictures gives more ideas. (34e) 
T: The pictures gives you more ideas but how can I help you. The question here is how I can 
help you? You say you need more help – right here. Yes? How can I help you with the picture-
series technique. Are you understanding the question properly? Please rethink the question 
again. (34f) 

33:10 35 S: How to expand the story. (35a) 
T: How to expand the story – what do you mean? Ok you want me to help you here but what 
kind of help exactly do you need me to give you. Is it in terms of words, is it in terms of what 
ideas, in terms of ah example stories or what? Think about it. Because if you want to help 
somebody, you need to know what exactly are the things that they don’t know. (35b) 

33:45 36 S: Give ideas. (36a) 
T: Give ideas. You want me to give ideas, is it? Give ideas to draw or to what? Ok I do not 
understand. So I need to, I need to clarify because if you, if you are asking somebody for help, 
you need to know exactly what kind of help. (36b) 

34:35 37 S: How to describe. (37a) 
T: Teach you how to describe. Is it? You want me to teach you how to describe. (37b) 
S: No. (37c) 
T: Then? (37d) 

35:08 38 S: How is the feeling. (38a) 
T: I must tell you but the story is yours how can I tell you what is the feeling. (38b) 

35:30 39 S: Think longer. (39a) 
T: Oh that means give you time. Is it? Think longer that means you need time lah. Is it? Is that 
true? (39b) 
Students nods 
T: So you need more time. (39c) 

35:54 40 S: Provide words. (40a) 
T: Provide words. Words like what? Can give me example of words like what? (No response) 
The other time I gave you a list – remember the list I say – does that list help you? Do you 
need more of such words? Are you even using them in your writing? Do you even keep them? 
So what is the point of me giving you if you don’t even using them in your writing? Do you 
make it a point to remember at least 1 or 2? Yes or no? (40b) 
S: Yes. (40c) 
T: So I can give you 100 of that but if you don’t make any use of it, does it make any 
difference to your writing? (40d) 
S: No. (40e) 
T: So you need to make use of them. You need to remember at least 1 or 2 along the way. (40f) 

37:20 41 S: Memorise. (41a) 
T: Memorise – how to memorise. Ok. Good point because 17 is not easy ah. Right? Even 7 
also not easy to remember. Memorise. How to memorise. What else? (41b) 

37:35 42 S: Explain more. (42a) 
T: Ok explain more. Yes I need you to tell me what exactly – what kind of help you need 
exactly. Then I can help you right? Ok you need me to help you how to memorise, you need 
me to help you to explain. Do you need me to give you more examples - yes or no? Do more 
examples help you in your writing in future - yes or no? Yes or no? (42b) 

38:30 43 T: How do I always help you with idea generation? What do I always show you – before we 
start, what do I always show you? (43a) 
S: Videos. (43b) 
T: Videos to help you with writing. What else? Do stories I read to you help you with your 
writing? (43c) 
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Appendix G 
 

Transcription Conventions 
 

 
Symbol Definition and use Example/s 

[word] 
[word] 

Overlapping talk [Yeah] 
[Yes] 

= End of one utterance and beginning of next one with 
no gap/pause in between 

T: So that you can draw = 
S: = Draw. 

(word) Parenthesis indicates unclear word/s (Write in paras) 
((word)) Double parentheses contain the transcriber’s 

comments or descriptions 
((Teacher smiles)) 

Full stop (.) Final falling intonation Can write here. 
Comma (,) Slight rising intonation Actually, plot is more like 

the structure of a story. 
Question mark 
(?) 

Sharp rising intonation in an inquiring tone But if it’s a good surprise 
then? 

Exclamation 
mark (!) 

Sharp rising intonation in an excited tone Not enough time to write! 

Upper case 
letter followed 
by full stop 

First initial of the name of the person being 
addressed 

T.  
P. 

Non-standard 
conventions 

Conversational, abbreviated, or informal expressions 
as spoken 

Huh, ya, yeah, compo 

 
Adapted from: Jefferson Transcription System 
 
https://www.universitytranscriptions.co.uk/jefferson-transcription-system-a-guide-to-
the-symbols/ 
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Appendix H 
 

Study Information sheet 
(Teacher Consent) 

 
Dr Phillip Towndrow 
National Institute of Education, Singapore 
Tel: 67903289/Email: phillip.towndrow@nie.edu.sg  
IRB reference number: IRB-2017-05-040 
 
Title of Study:  
Student feedback practices and beliefs about feedback in the English classroom in Singapore: Teacher 
pedagogical reasoning in task design to ‘ladle differently’ 
 
Objective:  
This research study investigates students’ feedback practices as well as teacher and student beliefs in the 
English classroom in Singapore. It involves a collaborative classroom intervention with teachers to design 
tasks embedded with opportunities for students to seek feedback. 2 teachers and a maximum of 80 
students will be participating in the study.  
 
Procedures:  
If you consent to participate in this study, the researcher will: 1) observe (and video-record) 3-4 thematic 
units of school curriculum work (typically, 4-6 lessons in each unit); 2) interview with you (the Teacher) 
including stimulated recall sessions involving video reflexivity; 3) engage in two Focus Group Discussion 
(FGD) sessions with your students about their learning experiences and understanding of the subject 
curriculum, and other aspects of student learning. The lesson observations will be video recorded, and 
the interviews and FGDs will be audio recorded. The researcher will collect from you materials such as 
scheme-of-work, lesson plans, task worksheets, handouts, etc will be collected. 
 
Duration:  
Lesson observations:  3-4 complete thematic units of school curriculum work (4-6 lessons in each unit) 
Post-lesson interviews: Approximately 10 min after each lesson 
Pre-unit semi-structured interview: Approximately 1 hr (1 session) 
Post-unit/s stimulated recall sessions/video reflexivity: Approximately 1.5 hrs each session (3-4 sessions) 
Student FGDs: Approximately 30 minutes each session (3-4 sessions) 
 
Right to Refuse or Withdraw:  
Your participation in this study is strictly voluntary. In the event you experience stress or anxiety during 
participation in the study, you may withdraw your participation at any time. You may refuse to answer 
any questions you consider stressful. 
 
Risks and Discomforts:  
There are no risks to you participating in the study as the focus is on usual, everyday classroom practice. 
The only foreseeable issue might be the slight disturbance or minor distractions initially because of the 
presence of the researcher and the recording equipment in the classroom. 
 
Benefits:   
By participating in this study, you will have the opportunity to reflect on your teaching practice and 
explore new pedagogical approaches. You will gain valuable experience in collaborating with researchers 
in the school context. Broadly, participation in this study will potentially inform you about your own role 
and contribution in educational settings, and equip you with a greater sense of ownership in your 
professional journey. If you wish, you will be provided a copy of your video-recorded lessons, which you 
may use for reflective practice. 
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Anonymous and Confidential Data Collection:  
All data, including audio and video recordings, will be kept strictly confidential and anonymous. During 
and after data collection, the researcher will store the data on external hard disks and keep the data in a 
secure location. Data will be accessed by the researcher/s for the current study, and the researcher/s’ 
future study, if any, subject to NTU’s ethics clearance.  
 
Confidentiality of records:  
No school, teacher, or student will be identified by name or image in any published data or recordings. In 
accordance with NTU and NIE Research Integrity policies: 1) In case of any publication arising out of the 
collected data in this study, data related to the published paper will be stored on the NIE library Dataverse 
(a protected system which parallels NTU’s Dataverse). All data, including unanonymized raw data and 
copies of consent forms, will be archived on a confidential service at NIE (NTU) for a period of 10 years 
post publication; and 2) The data archived on the confidential service will be accessed only by the 
researcher/s. Should the researcher/s be required to make the data available for teaching purposes or 
other research within or beyond the NIE community, the data made available will be strictly anonymized 
by the researcher/s. 

Personal Data:  
By signing the Consent Form attached, you (or your legally acceptable representative, if relevant) are 
authorizing (i) collection, access to, use and storage of your “Personal Data”, and (ii) disclosure to, and 
use and storage by, authorised service providers and relevant third parties, whether located in Singapore 
or overseas, for the purposes of the study, and other similar research studies conducted by the Institution. 
 
“Personal Data” means data about you which makes you identifiable: (i) from such data; or (ii) from that 
data and other information which an organisation has or likely to have access.  
  
Research arising in the future, based on this “Personal Data”, will be subject to review by the relevant 
institutional review board. 

Data collected are the property of the National Institute of Education, Singapore. In the event of any 
publication regarding this study, your identity will remain confidential. 
 
Who to contact with questions:  
Fatema Anis Hussain 
Centre for Research in Pedagogy and Practice  
National Institute of Education                                                                     
1 Nanyang Walk, Singapore 637616 
Email: fatema.hussain@nie.edu.sg 
Tel: 62196289/94778953 
 
Dr Phillip Towndrow 
National Institute of Education, Singapore 
Tel: 67903289/Email: phillip.towndrow@nie.edu.sg  
  
Dr Rita Silver          
National Institute of Education, Singapore 
Tel: 67903471/Email: rita.silver@nie.edu.sg 
 
About the participants' rights in the study, please contact: 
NTU-Institutional Review Board 
Research Integrity and Ethics Office 
50 Nanyang Avenue, North Spine 
NS4-05-92A 
Singapore 639798 
Email: irb@ntu.edu.sg 
Tel: +65 6592 2495 
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Consent Form 
 
I have read, discussed and understand the information and  procedures  in the study 
information sheet attached to this consent form.  My questions concerning the study 
have been answered to my satisfaction, and I acknowledge that I am participating in this 
study of my own free will. I understand that I may refuse to participate or stop 
participating at any time. 
 
Consent to participate in the research  
 
    Yes I agree to participate in this research.  
 

    No, I do not agree to participate in this research. 
 
 
 _______________________   _____________________________ ______________ 
Name of Participant Signature Date 
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Appendix I 
 

STUDENT ASSENT FROM  
 

Student feedback practices and beliefs about feedback in the English classroom in 
Singapore: Teacher pedagogical reasoning in task design to ‘ladle differently’ 

 
     
                          
Researcher:   
Fatema Anis Hussain                                                                                Email: fatema.hussain@nie.edu.sg 
Centre for Research in Pedagogy and Practice                                         Office: 62196289 
National Institute of Education                                                                 Handphone: 94778953 
1 Nanyang Walk 
Singapore 637616 
 

     
School:   Class:  

 

1. Purpose of the study:  This study investigates feedback – how teachers and students use feedback 
during English lessons and their beliefs about feedback. I intend to work closely with your teacher to 
design tasks that give students space to seek feedback from their teacher, peers and themselves in the 
classroom. 

2.    Procedures to be followed: If you assent to participate in this study, I will observe English lessons     
over 3 units of school curriculum work. 2 video recorders will be used to record the lessons, focusing 
mainly on your teacher. Audio recorders may be used to record classroom talk during pair or group 
work. You teacher may select a few of you to join in a group discussion. We will briefly discuss your 
experiences in learning English, what you think about feedback and how you give or receive feedback 
in the classroom.  

 
3.    Duration:  
       Lesson observations: 4 units (1 unit: about 6-10 lessons) 
       Group discussions:    About 30 minutes  
 
4.   Confidentiality:  You will not be identified by name or image in any published data or recordings.  
  All data collected will be kept confidential and will be used only for research purposes.  
 
5.    Risks: Participating in this study involves no risk to you. There may be some minor disturbances in 
 the classroom especially, in the first 1-2 lessons because of the recording equipment. 
 
6.   Benefits:  You will have the opportunity to talk about your interest, enjoyment and challenges in 
 learning English and thus, provide valuable feedback to your teachers and school on how to make 
 lessons more engaging. 
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7.    Participation is voluntary: If you decide to participate, you are free to withdraw from this study at 
 any time with no disadvantage to you. Should you decide not to participate, you may be requested to 
 change your classroom seating arrangement so that recording can continue uninterrupted and you are 
 outside the range of the camera. If you wish to withdraw from the study, please contact your teacher 
 or me to speak to you about your decision. 
 
8.     More information: Should you have any questions or concerns about this study, please feel free to   

contact me via email: fatema.hussain@nie.edu.sg or phone: 65-62196289/94778953. You may also 
contact Nanyang Technology University's Institutional Review Board (IRB) via phone:  
65922495 or email: irb@ntu.edu.sg 
 

       Thank you for your participation. 

 

1. I have been informed about the nature of this study. 

2. I am willing for my English lessons to be observed and video-recorded by the researcher. 

3. I understand I will not be identified in the study in any way. 

4. I understand I do not have to participate and I may withdraw at any time. 

Name__________________________  Signature   ____________________________  Date    
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Appendix J 
 

Study Information sheet 
(Parent Consent) 

 
Dr Phillip Towndrow 
National Institute of Education, Singapore 
Tel: 67903289/Email: phillip.towndrow@nie.edu.sg  
IRB reference number: IRB-2017-05-040 
 
Title of Study:  
Student feedback practices and beliefs about feedback in the English classroom in Singapore: Teacher 
pedagogical reasoning in task design to ‘ladle differently’ 
 
Objective:  
This research study investigates students’ feedback practices as well as teacher and student beliefs in the 
English classroom in Singapore. It involves a collaborative classroom intervention with teachers to design 
tasks embedded with opportunities for students to seek feedback. 2 teachers and a maximum of 80 
students will be participating in the study.  
 
Procedures:  
The researcher will observe two English teachers’ lessons over the course of 3-4 thematic units of school 
curriculum work with each unit comprising typically, 4-6 lessons. Two video recorders will be used to 
record the lessons. At times, I may need to focus on individual students/groups of students to understand 
the teaching and learning in the classroom. Audio recorders may be used to record classroom talk during 
pair or group work. Additionally, the researcher will interview (and audio record) teacher/s and engage 
with them in stimulated recall sessions involving video reflexivity. The researcher will invite 4-5 students 
from each participating class for a focus group discussion (FGD), which will be audio recorded. Teacher 
materials such as schemes-of-work, lesson plans, task worksheets, handouts, etc will be collected. 
 
Duration:  
Lesson observations:  3-4 complete thematic units of school curriculum work (4-6 lessons in each unit) 
Student FGDs: Approximately 30 minutes each session (3-4 sessions) 
 
Right to Refuse or Withdraw:  
Your child’s participation in this study is strictly voluntary. In the event s/he experiences stress or anxiety 
during participation in the study, s/he may withdraw his/her participation at any time with no 
disadvantage to him/her. During the FGD, your child may refuse to answer any questions s/he considers 
stressful. 
 
Should you choose not to allow your child to participate, the researcher may consult with the teacher and 
request your child to move his/her classroom seating to another location within the classroom, and to 
avoid moving in front of the video recorders, so that recording can continue un-interrupted.  
 
Risks and Discomforts:  
There are no risks to students participating in the study. The only foreseeable issue might be the slight 
disturbance or minor distractions initially because of the presence of the researcher and the recording 
equipment in the classroom. 
 
Benefits:   
Through engaging with students in focus group discussions, students will have opportunities to surface 
their interests, enjoyment and challenges in learning the focus subject. The rich accounts obtained will 
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provide feedback to teachers and schools on how to better engage students as effective learners. No 
direct personal benefit is promised to the student as a result of his/her participation in this study. 

Anonymous and Confidential Data Collection:  
All data, including audio and video recordings, will be kept strictly confidential and anonymous. During 
and after data collection, the researcher will store the data on external hard disks and keep the data in a 
secure location. Data will be accessed by the researcher/s for the current study, and for the researcher/s’ 
future study, if any, subject to NTU’s ethics clearance.  
 
Confidentiality of records:  
No school, teacher or student will be identified by name or image in any published data or recordings.  In 
accordance with NTU and NIE Research Integrity policies: 1) In case of any publication arising out of the 
collected data in this study, data related to the published paper will be stored on the NIE library Dataverse 
(a protected system which parallels NTU’s Dataverse). All data, including unanonymized raw data and 
copies of consent forms, will be archived on a confidential service at NIE (NTU) for a period of 10 years 
post publication; and 2) The data archived on the confidential service will be accessed only by the 
researcher/s. Should the researcher/s be required to make the data available for teaching purposes or 
other research within or beyond the NIE community, the data made available will be strictly anonymized 
by the researcher/s. 
 
Personal Data:  
By signing the Consent Form attached, you (or your legally acceptable representative, if relevant) are 
authorizing (i) collection, access to, use and storage of your “Personal Data”, and (ii) disclosure to, and 
use and storage by, authorised service providers and relevant third parties, whether located in Singapore 
or overseas, for the purposes of the study, and other similar research studies conducted by the Institution. 
 
“Personal Data” means data about you which makes you identifiable: (i) from such data; or (ii) from that 
data and other information which an organisation has or likely to have access.  
  
Research arising in the future, based on this “Personal Data”, will be subject to review by the relevant 
institutional review board. 

Data collected are the property of the National Institute of Education, Singapore. In the event of any 
publication regarding this study, your identity will remain confidential. 
 
Who to contact with questions:  
Fatema Anis Hussain 
Centre for Research in Pedagogy and Practice  
National Institute of Education                                                                     
1 Nanyang Walk, Singapore 637616 
Email: fatema.hussain@nie.edu.sg 
Tel: 62196289/94778953 
 
Dr Phillip Towndrow 
National Institute of Education, Singapore 
Tel: 67903289/Email: phillip.towndrow@nie.edu.sg  
  
 
Dr Rita Silver          
National Institute of Education, Singapore 
Tel: 67903471/Email: rita.silver@nie.edu.sg 
 
About the participants' rights in the study, please contact: 
NTU-Institutional Review Board 
Research Integrity and Ethics Office 
50 Nanyang Avenue, North Spine 
NS4-05-92A 
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Singapore 639798 
Email: irb@ntu.edu.sg 
Tel: +65 6592 2495 

           
Consent Form 
 
I have read, discussed and understand the information and  procedures  in the study 
information sheet attached to this consent form.  My questions concerning the study 
have been answered to my satisfaction, and I acknowledge that I am participating in this 
study of my own free will. I understand that I may refuse to participate or stop 
participating at any time. 
 
Consent to participate in the research  
 
    Yes I agree to participate in this research.  
 

    No, I do not agree to participate in this research. 
 
 
 _______________________   _____________________________          ___________ 
Name of Participant Signature Date 
 
 
For study involving minors (unmarried subjects who are less than 21 years of age), 
consent from a parent or guardian is necessary 
 
I give consent for my child as named above to participate in the study and agree to the 
consent as noted above. 
 
_______________________ ____________________________ __________ 
Name of Parent Signature                           Date 
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